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Foreword

Tae United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child states

in its

Preamble that the family is the nucleus of society and the natural envir. ment
for the development and well-being of the child Children have a fundal .ental
right to develop their full potential and to be given a fair start in life.

It should be realized, however, that the caring family environment is an ideal.
For many children throughout the world, family life is frequently oppressive
owing to hard economic conditions, hunger, gender related discrimination or
disruption of families or society. The psychosocial environment - so important
for development in the early years - leaves much to be desired.
Nonetheless, it is promising to note in recent years the renewed attention given

to early childhood by international organizations, govenunents and NGOs.
UNESCO, for example, took the initiative of establishing a special project: the
Young Child and the Family Environment. As the project fits perfectly with the
Organization's aims in the fields of education and development, it is important
that it should be supported by the international professional community and
UNESCO's network of national commissions.

The Netherlands National Commission for UNESCO acts as a catalyst in its
dual capacity of advisory body to the Netherlands Government and of liaison
between UNESCO and the professional community in education, science and
culture. Through this book and the international conference organized in

collaboration with the Bernard van Leer Foundation at The Hague, 6-8
September, 1993, the Commission hopes to make a contribution to the field of
early childhood development and education, and to the International Year of the
Family in 1994.

We trust that our effort will be seen as a good example of how our Commission

conceives its task: to involve international professionals in the work of
UNESCO and to make a Dutch contribution to the work both of UNESCO and
the United Nations.

Dr Gottfried Leibbrandt, Chairman
Netherlands National Commission .for UNESCO
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INTRODUCTION

PREPARING YOUNG CHILDREN FOR LITERACY:
ISSUES IN THEORY AND PRACTICE
Lotty Eldering and Paul Leseman
Leiden University
Erasmus University Rotterdam
The Netherlands
This volume addresses child development and early intervention issues as
relating to literacy acquisition from a cross-cultural perspective. These
issues are currently highly relevant in both the international political and
scientific communities.

At the World Conference on Education for All at domtien, Thailand, in
March 1990, the international community, including virtually all the
world's governments, has made a commitment to increase significantly
educational opportunity for over 100 million children, more than half of
them girls, who at present have no access to basic education and literacy.
The overall goal for 1990-2000 is basic education for all children and

completion of primary education by at least 80%. It is clear that to
achieve these goals, the family's educational and cultural functions must
become priority areas for research and actin.
In the scientific community, likewise, the past decades have seen several
significant de " ?!opments in theory and research. First, there is a growing

awareness that, even in the developed countries where almost ideal
circumstances prevail with high quality schools and compulsory schooling
up to adulthood, the formal education system has not proved very efficient
in educating students to meet the literacy requirements of everyday life.
National assessment studies of literacy level have revealed that about a
quarter of the adult population can he considered functionally illiterate,
that is, their level of reading and writing proficiency is not sufficient to

deal with 'everyday' literacy demands in their jobs and in society at
large. Moreover, surveys have shown that the original socio-economic,
socio-linguistic and ethno-cultural position of the child's home environment is strongly reproduced in later literacy patterns in society. This
should he a major concern for everyone who subscribes to democratic and

Eldering & Leseman
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egalitarian principles. Functional literacy has become a major dividing
line in societies, strengthening and legitimizing already existing divisions
between groups along the lines of social class and ethnicity, and its roots
are to he found in childhood. Several chapters of this book address the
issue of socio-cultural differences in literacy acquisition.

Second, the cor:cept of literacy or functional literacy itself has in a sense
been rediscovered and redesigned. Owing to seminal works, such as the

famous study by Sylvia Scribner and Michael Cole among the Vai in
Liberia and the extensive ethnography of language and literacy practices
in three communities in the southern United States by Shirley Heath,
literacy nowadays is no longer conceived of as a homogenous construct or

a singular competence, which is superior to orality. In fact, the same
script can be used for such diverse individual and social purposes as
religious recitation, informal social communication, entertainment in
leisure time and high-level education. Depending on functions and uses,
different kinds of literacy are involved and correspondingly different
demands are made on the linguistic, cognitive and motivational equipment
of individuals.

A third significant development in theory and research is the discovery
that young preschool children spontaneously construct concepts and
theories on written and printed language and develop an awareness of
key-features of the structure of spoken language relating to its written
form, long before entering formal education. Besides early concepts of
literacy and awareness of language structure, it has bc2ome clear that the
development of certain features of oral language competence and general
cognitive competence in young children are also relevant for later
literacy. Literacy acquisition, in short, begins long before formal literacy
instruction commences and, in this respect, the home environment has
become a focal point of interest. Young children's 'emergent literacy' has
drawn the attention of many researchers in recent years and it is now a
well-established fact that children's informally acquired preliteracy skills
are among the strongest determinants of the efficiency of formal literacy
instruction in school. The broad concept of emergent literacy is the
explicit or implicit frame of reference for a number of chapters in this
book, both on theory and intervention programs.

12
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The discovery of emergent literacy in young children is part of a broader
development in theory and research on child development. What development is all about is not so much the maturation or autonomous
construction of cognitive structures, as classical piagetian theory would
have it. Development concerns the processes of learning to match basic
compentencies to the actual socio-cultural context, to its embedded
meaning systems and cultural tools, including written language, which arc
primarly mediated by social agents, such as the child's parents. In recent
years interactionism or social-constructivism, founded on the works of
Vygotsky and his followers, has become a dominant paradigm in
developmental psychology and education. The focus of researchers has
shifted toward social interactions between children, parents, professional
caregivers and teachers in the learning environments of home, day-care
center and preschool, as the primary social source of development of
culture-loaded skills like literacy. Several authors in this hook take the
social-constructivist perspective as their point of departure.

The developments in theory and research briefly outlined are, in many

respects, relevant to the theme of this volume: early intervention to
enhance literacy and school success for all. The roots of functional
illiteracy in adulthood are to be found in primary socialization processes
in the home environment. Characteristics of early socialization processes
determine to an important extent subsequent educational efficiency. The
concept of emergent illiteracy and the research it has stimulated in recent
years, offers more precise conceptual tools .and insights into intervention
programs. It may guide program construction and the selection of a

program's objectives. The broader paradigm of social-constructiv ism
proposes a general framework to gain deeper understanding of the social
determinants of development, in particular, of the effects of caregivers
older children, and teachers in socialization. Finally, the unravelling of

the classical concept of literacy and the concomitant rehabilitation of
orality, lay the foundations of an open-minded approach to the social and
cultural practices of target communities of intervention programs, and to
the hidden potentials, for instance in oral traditions, of these communities
for enhancing development and school success of their children. Several
chapters in this hook, argue in favor of strong links between home culture
and program contents, based on respect for the customs, practices and
beliefs of the families.

6
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About the book

The book consists of three parts, with an introduction and an epilogue,
and treats: theoretical issues from cross-cultural and developmental
psychology relevant to the design and evaluation of intervention
programs; second, research findings on the relation between child

development and literacy and schooling in various cultural contexts; and
finally, experiences with intervention programs and evaluation issues.

Experts, from North and South and from diverse academic disciplines
have contributed to this book. The aim of the introductory chapter by
Eldering & Leseman is to integrate two quite different perspectives which

together offer a promising approach to prevent or combat educational
disadvantage in young children. The first perspective relates to the
scientific study of the early cognitive and literacy development of children
in sociocultural context. The second perspective concerns intervention in

the development process of the preschool child in sociocultural context.
We see this book as a first attempt to integrate these perspectives on child
development and early intervention. In the second introductory chapter,
Bennett representing UNESCO, outlines the enormous changes that
population increase in the developing world has brought to education

worldwide, not least to the large industrial cities of the North. Early
childhood and nonformal education models that include the participation

of parents and communities, proposed by the World Conference on
Education for All, must he implemented if the sociocultural and
educational handicaps of poor children are to he overcome.

Part one addresses theoretical constructs and orientations on culture
which may frame the philosophy, approach and evaluation of intervention
programs. Serpell distinguishes two types of theories: theories that treat
context as a form of external stimulation, and those that conceptualize the
context of child development as an incorporating system of social activity.
The latter conceive the interaction between the child and its context as a

process of socialization leading to integration into the social system.
Poortinga discusses three orientations on culture: cultural relativism,
psychological universalism and behavioral universalism. lie concludes
that although all three orientations have their strong and weak points,
psychological universalism, as a middle of the road position, oilers the
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most promising perspective for tranfer of intervention programs to other
cultural contexts. Within the sociohistorical approach of Vygotsky, Cole
and colleagues, Saraswathi presents findings from cross-cultural,

anthropological and ethnographic research on the reciprocal relations
between literacy and schooling, the economic and cultural practices of
communities, and individual development. She describes a number of
exemplary programs, aimed at enhancing literacy and school success of
young children, which meet the instructional implications she derives
from ethnographic and cross-cultural studies. Van de Vijver presents a
model of intelligence consisting of four components: pragmatic
knowledge. reasoning schemes, metacognition and actual execution.

Although all four components are modifiable through intervention, they
differ strongly in the effort required to engender substantial and persistent
alterations through training. Hence, intervention programs should take
this differential modifiability into account.
Part two presents empirical evidence on the impact of the economic and
socio-rultural context of young children, in particular their language and
literacy development. Richter sketches the many kinds of deprivations
confronting black children and families in South Africa. Families and
communities have a hidden potential' of knowledge, skills and resources
to nurture and educate young children.. Nonetheless, as hardship can take
its toll on women and diminish their capacity for consistent and involved
parenting, interventions should be directed at caregivers and focus on
strengthening family ties, promoting parental commitment to children,
and assisting vulnerable women. Harkness and Super present their views
on 'the developmental niche' consisting of three subsystems: the physical
and social settings in which the child lives; culturally regulated customs
and practices of child-care and child-rearing; and parents' cultural belief
systems. To intervene effectively in the home setting, it is essential to be
familiar with parents' concepts of the child and their customary practices.
Evidence from interviews with parents in the Netherlands and the United
States supports the importance of belief systems in the developmental
niche.

The chapters by Snow, Lesemati and Verhoeven focus especially on issues
of language and literacy development. Snow's basic premise is that
literacy development and school success are most effectively promoted

I5
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during the preschool period by attention to the development of oral
language skills. When they grow up, children become capable of more
sophisticated language use in situations of 'decontextualized' language
use. Many children, however, do not grow up in environments that foster
these sophisticated language skills. Snow concludes by sketching the

consequences of her theoretical model for the design of preschool
classrooms. Leseman explores how the social interactive contexts in the
home environment influence children's cognitive and language
development. His hypothesis that families of different socio-cultural
backgrounds differ in the amount, content and quality of the parent-child
interactions in literacy related domains is confirmed by his research with
Dutch, Surinamese and Turkish families in the Netherlands. Verlweven
addresses the language and literacy development of young children in
multilingual contexts, especially in the Netherlands. There are
psycholinguistic, educational and sociocultural reasons in favor of
bilingual education, even in early intervention programs. The evidence
shows, however, that high priority should be given to the development of
the child's first language.
Part three presents five exemplary intervention programs, implemented in
a diversity of cultural settings in developed and developing countries, and
representing various approaches and methods. Integrated Child
Development Services (ICDS) is the largest preschool intervention

program in India and probably in the world, serving nearly 14 million
children aged 0-6 and 2.7 million mothers. The program comprises a
wide range of activities in the fields of nutrition, health care and nonformal preschool education. It is carried out in courtyard centers by
trained paraprofessionals, local community women. Muralidharan and
Kaui conclude that ICDS has yielded dividends in terms of decrease in
infant mortality rate, better nutritional status of children, and higher
enrollment and better retention in primary schools. Another contribution
from a developing country is the chapter by Flip and Valdes on the Parent
and Children Project in Chile. The focus of the project currently lies on
weekly parent education groups which discuss topics of child development
with the aim of empowering parents, and indirectly, fostering the
cognitive development of children.

16
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HIPPY, a home-based intervention program for preschool children,
originally developed in Israel, has been adapted in the Netherlands to the
educational needs and cultural characteristics of disadvantaged families,
especially ethnic minority families. Home-visitors, paraprofessionals

preferably selected from the target groups, are the key-agents of the
program. Eldering and Vedder examine the results achieved and discuss

why home intervention has failed to live up to the expectations of
program developers and policy-makers. In contrast,
tiogitcihrqi
presents positive results from a ten-year research project on children who
have participated in the Turkish Early Enrichment Project. The
intervention consisted of two components: cognitive training of children
by the mothers (modeled on the HIPPY program) and mother enrichment
through group discussions. Any intervention to support the child's
development has, in her view, to start early and to deal with the child's

environment as well. Such a contextual-interactional approach would
make a program sensitive to the cultural specificity of human relations,
the culture of relatedness' in Turkey's case. The evaluation showed
positive

effects

on

children's

overall

development

and

school

achievement. A follow-up study seven years later, showed substantial
differences between the experimental and control children and mothers.

The best time to provide help to children who are at risk is the preschool
period and early school grades. when children are still motivated and
confident. This philosophy has framed Success for All, a centre-based
program currently being implemented in the most disadvantaged and
lowest-achieving schools in the United States. The program's staff
consists of well-trained, highly qualified teachers who stress early
intervention and improvement of classroom practice. Slavin and Madden
describe the nature and outcomes of this program based on effective
instruction theory, with curricula for young children in prekindergarten,
kindergarten, and students in grades 1-3. Its main curricular focus is on
reading, as in US schools and elsewhere, school success is virtually
identical with reading success in the early grades. Evaluations show that
Success for All students far outperform control students.
Part three concludes with two chapters on evaluation, expressing mor«ir
less opposite views on core issues, such as the nature of the evaluation
design, random assignment, the basic impartiality of the evaluator, the use
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methods and advanced statistical techniques. In
Slavenburg's view, program evaluation studies should be repeated across

of quantitative

sites and with different designs to identify the impact of an intervention
program. He discusses the advantages and disadvantages of various quasi-

experimental evaluation designs, argues for an impartial, methodologically strong, quantitative approach in order to ascertain, before going to
scale, the effectiveness of expensive programs, and critically reviews
three of the five intervention programs presented in this part of the
volume. Richards and Pierce take quite a different stance on evaluation.
Although quantitative approaches can certainly provide important
information on a program's quality, especially with respect to promoting
individual's learning achievements, in large-scale implementations in
politically complicated contexts, as is often the case in developing
countries, quantitative, quasi-experimental approaches are simply not
feasible. This was illustrated by some dramatic events in the context of
the Parents and Children Program in Chile in the seventies and eighties.
Furthefrnore, goals for the community as a whole are also important in
large-scale implementations and evaluations though difficult to define in
advance, and therefore difficult to evaluate in a quantitative approach.
Hence, a stronger ethnographic component should be included in program
evaluations.
The present volume is based on a Conference, entitled Family, School and

Literacy: The Preschool Period, held in The Hague from 6-8 September
1993. In his epilogue, Van Oudenhoven, representative of the Bernard van
Leer Foundation, gives a personal evaluation of the Conference and what
it has yielded. He observes a wide gap between governments,
researchers, programs, intermediary organizations and the real poor, the
'children out there', which can only be bridged by non-formal support
and self-help groups, essential for a program's success. Van Oudenhoven
concludes that the Conference calls for joint action from grassroots
groups, NGO's, researchers, program developers, donors, governments.
and international organisations. A number of recommendations distilled
from discussions during the Conference are added to the volume.

18

JOMTIEN REVISITED
A PLEA FOR A DIFFERENTIATED APPROACH
John Bennett'
UNESCO
Addressing the sociocultural context

I

The education of the young is an issue of debate in all civilized societies. In
the last five years, however, the debate has taken on a new urgency at the
international level. Radically new circumstances have changed completely
the parameters of education enrolment, particularly in the developing world.
Medical science, backed by intense groundwork by governments and United

Nations agencies, has transformed the survival chances of infants and
children. The iron law of the survival of the fittest no longer operates.
Today, finineen out of fifteen infants worldwide survive until the age of one
year.

This tremendous progress places enormous pressure on education systems,
which have found a increasingly difficult to keep up with growing numbers.

The picture is flintier complicated by the fact that the vast majority of the
world's children arc born and survive in the poorer countries of the world,
countries in which severe insufficiencies in maternal and oilmary health
care, potable water. shelter, nutrition. welfare services and educational
levels. seriously endanger child survival and impede normal child

development As never before. poverty at eery level - govenimental,
municipal, and in the daily life of communities and families

has to be taken

into account in planning early childhood interventions in the developing
world=

Equally, although

it

is

not

always

realised,

poverty, both

The Viel1d: and opinions expressed in this paper are those of the author and do not
am was
2 The term "developing world is veiv imprecise As \ken as containing se \ oral countries
COnUnn

devastated by conflict and moms. n includes also pout:did industrial centres will
Mintelinis Vhedilk lititt:ChOld Within its confinn,. n lipid, on the one hand. fort
rant Del.eloped CountneS I WCs) satiated for the most part in Allica and afflicted by
ses vie deficits in 11131C1111 and human femnitte,. and on the other. a host of medium
rangy anuuncs such as China India most Linn Amcnrm Shifts. South Africa.
mClo-comano, Noblein, hake sufficient
innhalme. Nigeria etc is htch delifie

nomlieis of skilled prole..nua. iti undotake the planning and iinlementamin of
1.11 ye scale bash. causation prtyidin-
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sociocultural and economic, is an essential factor in the failure of many
preschool programmes in the large cities of the industrialized world. In
short, child quality and active learning capacity are much diminished by
poverty', particularly at the youngest ages. It was partly due to the need to
find appropriate educational responses to this situation that the Jonniem
World Conference for All took place.

2

Jomtien: a broader vision

The Jomtien World Conference on Education for All, was convened in 1990

by the World Bank, UNESCO, UNiCEE and UNDP, in a situation where
the educational gains made from 1960 to the early 1980s had been eaten
away by even greater population gains. In addition, investment in basic
education had stagnated or declined during the 80s. Those years. therefore,
were marked by a drastic downturn in quality and management: high rates of

repetition of first year classes, low retention rates to the end year of the
cycle (Bangladesh at the moment retains only 20%), poor age clustering As
a result, over 150 million children do not have access to primary education
today, and of those who do, over 40°.1) will drop out before they are really

literate or numerate. Of these non-schooled children, over two-thirds are
likely to he girls, especially in South East Asia and the Middle Fast, a
condition which will have negative educational consequences for their
children. The World Conference appealed to governments and the
international agencies to confront tins serious educational decline and
growing illiteracy by concentrating energies and investment on basic
education. Basic education may he characterized as follows:

The consequences of poverty on parents and households are non well-documented.
namely poor personal health. low educational attainment including poor knowledge of
nutrition, hygiene and health care. social isolation and a tendency to underutilve or have
poor access to essential education and health service, a tendency to remain in the pin city
trap through long-term unemployment, a tendency to become parents at a younger age.

greater likelihood of haying high-risk babies etc The psychosocial development of
children from such a background is frequently inhibited. leaving them branded already at

the age of four as slow learners More seriously. poor prenatal care of mothers,
premature or low-weight births. malnutrition and ill-health at the infant stage - all
endemic m very poor communities

-nark or disable the young child

20
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In a period of economic
A concentrated but enlarged vision of education.

austerity, investments would target the essential elements of national
education, but with a wider vision than that of the traditional, preceptive
primary school. A major innovation of Jomtien, basic education would
entire community from infants to adults with

now reach out to the

concentrated programs of quality and relevance. National basic education
would therefore be composed of four pillars:
children which would
a four year concentrated, primary cycle for all

provide basic reading. writing, numeracy and life skills, both family
and environmental;
non-formal education for children and adults not reached by schools,
especially women;
and
expansion and improvement of early child development, care
education services;
further teaching of basic knowledge and life skills to all the population
through the use of the various communication channels.

Effective management both at the national and school levels. A second

innovation was to be a serious renewal of education management. At the
(EFA) process
national level, coun.ries following the Education For All
should:

hold regular, national-level policy meetingson EFA;
of
create information campaigns to sensitize the.public to the importance
basic education;
adopt concrete and measurable EFA goals;
the
formulate a national strategy or national plan of action covering
development of integrated basic education services;
promoting and
create a national body with executive responsibility for
and
services;
coordinating basic education policies, programs
increase significantly national investment in basic education;
order to
hold pledging conferences with donor countries and agencies in
bring more resources to basic education.

At the level of the school, the same concern for more effective

management is evident. According to UNICEF and UNESCO documents
on the
on basic education, school management should concentrate
essential elements of the school situation:
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the child: its gender, basic health, developmental stage and active
lemming ability;

the teacher: training, status, pupil/teacher ratio, and in particular,
careful selection and responsibilization of the head teacher;
the school: its accessibility (financial, closeness), completeness,
timing
of lessons and health environment;
the curriculum: quality, relevance;
the pedagogy: child-centered, participative
and active learning
approaches, peer instruction, sufficient books and materials;
continuous evaluation and monitoring. The actual learning achievement
of children should be assessed regularly in function of the curriculum.
Monitoring of repetition and retention rates was to be ensured as well
as the promotion of optimum age clustering.
supportive administration. The school administration and management
should be decentralized (effective local decision making), supportive
of
innovation, assist parents, teachers and children, ensure egalitarian
access in good conditions, provide continued training for teachers;
sufficient and regular financial support.

3

Reaction to Jomtien by the international agencies

At the level of the funding agencies, both the World Bank and the
United

Nations Development Fund (UNDP) have more than doubled their
funding of basic education in the developing world. In parallel, UNICEF
has developed its basic education personnel at national level and has
created a central unit at headquarters in New York
to co-ordinate
educational activities, including early child development. Its funding of
basic education has increased from 546 million dollars to 579 million
annual Iv.

Likewise, UNESCO has stepped up its funding for basic education
bringing it to 554 million biennially. With UNICEF, it has created
a joint
committee for EFA, and together both organizations have embarked
on

several

co-operative programs, including the ambitious Aline Mow
Populous Countries Program in which the great majority of the world's
illiterate people live. In addition, an early childhood and family unit was

established.
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Reaction to Jomtien at country level

4

Reaction to Jomtien has been very positive worldwide and has elicited the
formulation of EFA goals by over 100 countries. Over half of those
countries have launched some sort of information campaign but far fewer
countries t e yet taken the concrete steps to establish a national EFA
mechanism Jr increase national budget for basic education. It is still too
early, however, for data to be complete but a change in tendency toward

investment in basic education seems to be happening. In addition, a
number of stripped-e an, closely managed primary education models
have emerged, giving hope to many ministries of reaching one of the EFA
goals c ninimum 80% enrolrnt by the year 2000.

A much cited model is BRAC, the Bangladesh Rural Advancement
Committee, which in 1985 opened 22 experimental, non-formal schools
for children aged 8 to 10 years in remote, rural villages. In 1988, BR/AC
extended its work to primary education for older children aged 11 to 14.
Through excellent management and supervision, continuous teacher
training and support, community involvement, the provision of practical
curricula, teacher guidelines and support materials, BRAC schools have
gained a reputation for quality. Reading and numeracy results are equal to

those achieved in government schools. BRAC now runs over 7000
schools serving about 200,000 children, mostly girls, in isolated country
villages, and by 1998, plans, with Government and donor aid, to have
founded 100,000 new schools.

5

The post-Uomtien approach

What has issued so far from Jomtien is a concentration on the four year
primary cycle. There are good reasons for this choice. The primary
school network already exists and its potential is great if effectively used.
In addition, it is easier for international agencies to work sectorially
within an established formal system rather than launch out into the
uncertain waters of non-formal education and early childhood
programming. But this formal approach carries the risk of not responding
adequately to sociocultural context. Some indication of this oversight is
evident from:
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relative neglect of the three other pillars of basic education, i.e.

on formal education, early child development and media education. Both
the Jomtien declaration and educational research recommend action in
these three domains, and funding, in fact, is growing slowly. A difficulty
for international agencies, however, is that frequently neither young
children nor adults have a ministry responsible for their education. In
addition, family and community education is notoriously difficult to
promote (not least in a context where the media are dominated by
commercial concerns), implement and evaluate. For this reason, it has
been carried out essentially by the major international NGOs in the field
of child care and education (International Directory, UNESCO, 1991),
such as, the Bernard van Leer Foundation and Save The Children, who

continue to promote child welfare and parent education through a
multitude of co-operative ventures with government and local NGOs.
Their work has been exemplary in its concentration on the integral
development of the child, grass-roots contact, promotion of local
expertise, attention paid to community development. (Chet ley, 1990).

On the other hand, international agencies tend to concentrate on formal
systems although field experience shows that the more disadvantaged the
situation the less appropriate is the sole formal education approach. Thus
early childhood development programmes tend to be seen in terms of
preschool systems and as a preparation for school. The point of view is
legitimate: preparation for school is important but present knowledge of
both child development and social context imposes a wider approach.
Medical, psycholoeical and educational research suggest that the age from
conception to six (and in particular, prenatal to three) is the foundation of
the adult's physical, affective, social and cognitive well-being.
Nutritional, sensory motor, psychosocial or cognitive advances or deficits

incurred by children in those crucial early years are interactive and
cumulative to a much greater extent than ever again in the life cycle. The
problems which cause difficulty in school - lack of good health, sight and
hearing defects, lack of concentration, low learning ability - are generally
rooted by the age of four when children enter kindergarten. Thus, the
necessity of first providing good quality, integrated care and education
during the early years of life.
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Mothers are ideally placed to provide such care, and in addition, if they
are educated in basic life skills, they can dramatically change the quality
of life of their children and inspire social and economic progress in their
communities. Studies of the question (King and Hill, 1992) suggest that

the education of mothers is as important in its effects as any other
educational enterprise. It is linked significantly with falling fertility rates,
decreasing infant and mother mortality, enhanced levels of infant and
child development. Even in the context of the narrow, education model,
three family indicators figure prominently among the major indicators of
the educational success of children, viz. the care that has been given to
the infant from the prenatal period to three years; second, the educational
and income level of the mother, and third, the quality of
family/community support given to the child's learning at school.

For these reasons, countries worldwide are beginning to understand the
advantages of improving or establishing health and education services for
the very young, in which mothers are actively involved. Though such

initiatives have much wider implications, they can be supported by
education ministries as preparation for successful learning achievement
and schooling. But as yet, sufficient investment has not followed,
although the possibility of establishing low-cost national programs is real
and already modelled (Myers, 1990, 1992). Parental and adult education
is even more poorly endowed, although community mobilization is
essential for successful educational intervention in disadvantaged
environment, in which the majority of the world's children live.

The lack of evaluation: The Jomtien management approach has been
widely welcomed but it is by no means certain that concentration on
effective management can by itself bring the desired results of providing
increased enrolment and improved learning achievement. Many variables
enter into successful education initiatives, e.g., does the success of the

BRAC program stem from better management techniques or from
community involvement, in particular, the recruitment and training of
local mothers as teachers? If the latter is an explicatory factor, then
perhaps the important variable is not just an improved systemic approach
but decentralization and effective, nonformal educational approaches.
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The persistence of a narrow, traditional school model: Most recent
successful innovations in education, whether at pre-school or primary
level, are decentralized, non-formal in chi

cter and rely to a great extent

on community interest and involvement. This is an aspect often
overlooked, not by the lorntien declaration itself, but in post Jomtien
practice, with its focus on the primary school. There is the inherent
danger, however, that the institutional model may resist reform and
change more slowly than expected. For example, a characteristic of the
centralized primary school system was to isolate children from parents
and local communities in order to socialize them in the national culture,
language and values as conceived by the state. This model is changing
slowly. In most countries, administration, teacher recruitment, curricula
and evaluations arc still heavily centralized, with little encouragement of
local initiative. Emphasis is displaced from learning achievement and
relevance onto acquisition of knowledge and skills. Thus, rather than
extending upwards the more pedagogically appropriate early childhood
model to eight-year-olds, governments in many countries will choose to
extend downwards the instructional school model to cater for five and sixyear-old children. In some contexts, the expedient can work relatively

well, particularly when children come from stable homes and do not
suffer from poverty and ill-health, where teachers are properly trained
and teacher/pupil ratios are relatively low. That is the situation in only a
small minority of countries, and even there, it is not characteristic of
many large, industrial cities. For this reason, if one is serious about
egalitarian access, intervention programs need to be put into place for
preschool

children from disadvantaged environments. Because it
intervenes too late, the traditional primary model is unable to master fully
the problem of inequality of opportunity and waste of human potential.

Already at entry age, even at age four, serious inequalities between
children have begun to appear, and assessments reveal developmental
delay in large numbers of children from poor or minority backgrounds

(Vargas Adams, 1990). As the multicultural nature of the industrial
economies

has

increased,

integrated

and

culturally

appropriate

intervention at an earlier level is required in order to avoid costly
rehabilitation programs. A fortiori, in developing countries, early
childhood formal education makes little sense without a strong care
component, and if possible, in parallel with women's education, income
generation, infrastructure and community development.
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The neglect of broader educational aims and finalities: The great
attraction of the primary school is that, ideally, it transmits two skills essential for industrializing societies. The Jomtien
declaration insists, also, on the importance of life and learning skills, for
child development is much larger than literacy and numeracy, and not just
a preparation for school or the workforce. Wider and more important
issues are at stake, in particular, the extent to which education nurtures
literacy and numeracy

community awareness, cooperative action and the ability to solve the
problems with which the local community is faced. No doubt other
parameters enter when trying to resolve major problems such as
pollution, energy waste, exploitation, overpopulation, lack of community
employment and migration but there can be little doubt that the placing of
life skills instruction and family education at the center of the education
curriculum can raise awareness and lead toward solutions.
6

Conclusion

The Jomtien World Conference on Education for All has rightly called
attention to better management of primary education systems. There are
good reasons to believe, however, that in many - perhaps mc-t
situations, investment in early childhood development and support for
decentralized, nonformal, education initiatives towards parents may be
essential conditions for attaining its key goals.
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INTERACTION OF CONTEXT
WITH DEVELOPMENT

THEORETICAL CONSTRUCTS FOR THE DESIGN
OF EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION PROGRAMS
Robert Serpell
University of Maryland
United States
Introduction
"There is nothing so practical as a good theory"
(Kurt Lewin. cited by McGuire, 1973, p. 447)

Hoping to support this proposition, I shall attempt in this paper to identify
theoretical constructs that are relevant to the design of programs of early
childhood intervention and group them into a rough taxonomy with respect
to their characteritation of context. of development and of the modes of

interaction between the developing individual and the context. This
approach has the attraction of specifying key variables for the design of an
intervention program that can also he used to focus the attention of program
personnel during their training. It does, however, run the risk of appearing
to simplify the theories from which these constructs are derived and opens
me to the charge of eclecticism.

I run these twin risks willingly. because I am convinced that intervention
programs need to make their techniques intelligible both to the various
personnel deployed in their implementation and to the people for whose
children's welfare they are intended. If explaining the significance of a
particular theoretical construct to either of these audiences requires selective

simplification of the theory, that may he a necessary price to pay for its
practical validation. Others may argue that this is not essential. After all, the
scientific bases of modem medical and engineering technology are seldom

fully understood by the majority of those who benefit from their application. In my view, however, this analogy is false, since psychological
intervention programs (he they educational or therapeutic) must, for both
epistemological and ethical reasons, rely on the conscious, voluntary
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participation of their recipients in the technical details of the program
(Serpell, 1990).
The expert paradigm that informs certain clinical interventions with special
populations extracts the patient from her normal social context and replaces

it with an artificial one, structured in such a way as to optimize the
conditions for the amelioration of the patient's condition. Whether this is
ever a legitimate strategy for the enhancement of a child's developmental
opportunities need not concern us here: it is clearly both impracticable and
politically unacceptable as a method for the enhancement of developmental

opportunities in a large section of society. This goal can only realistically
he addressed by working with and through the children's existing bmilies.
Thus, as Eldering (1990/1991, p.58) has noted, "focusing on the effects of
a program on children and at the same time blaming the parents for the

educational arrears of their children, without studying how to change
attitudes and parental behavior, reflects a short-sighted view in policy in
research and public debate."

2

Context as external stimulation

The taxonomy of theoretical conceptualizations presented in Table I first
divides the field broadly into those theories that treat context as a form of
external stimulation and those that treat it as an incorporating system. Each
model also postulates particular dimensions along which human cognition
develops and advances a corresponding formulation of the interaction
between cognitive development and its context. A classic interpretation in
the first of these traditions is \Vaddington's metaphor of the landscape
which the developing organism must navigate in order to achieve development as progress (McCall, 1981). This image has given rise to the notion
of canalization, where biological constraints in certain phases of ontogenesis, are said, like the banks of a canal in which the rolling-ball organism
could get trapped, to restrict the range of behavioral changes that can be
induced by contextual variation. This and other spatial elaborations of the
landscape metaphor, are both powerftll interpretive constructs and also
strangel} unidirectional, in that the organism merely rolls over the terrain
with its direction of progress getting steered by the inclines, bumps and
gullies, without any kind of interactional negotiation.
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Theoretical models and metaphors

Nature of
context

Modes of
interaction

Dimensions of
development

shaping

In

imitation

master)

aflordance

differentiation

exploration

adaptation

representation
schematization

comprehension

consimelMn

equilibration

encoding

reorganization
efticiene!.
automatization
metacognition

socialization

integration

guided

repertoire expansion

External
stimulation
reinforcement
contingencies

information
terrain. objects.
helms ity of others
(speech. etc.)
ph) steal 1.corld

(laws of natural
science: social
eons entions.
etc )

Incorporating

stem

of social

activity

rout uses

participation

pnalees

apprenticeship

leClinrilogs

role change

legitimation
centralization

Institutions

incorporation

of collar
mt fining
%%nihilism
I-menage

(gramma'.
lexicon.
pragillatics1
ILL linolop.

conipidenet

interstillectn its
neeotiation
co ,orcarlielion
it MC011rse

goal formation

ipalorx
eneulturation
appropriation
appropriation

13ehaciorists in the tradition of Skinner (1953) have focused in particular on
the concept of reinforcement contingencies. that are said to influence the
pattern of development through an interactive process sometimes called
shaping the organism's behavior, resulting in a fit between behauoral
dispositions and the demands of the environment. An elaboration of this
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perspeetise by E3andura (1977) adds imitation to the list of interactive
processes. and generates the concept of mastery of target behaviors or skills
as a developmental outcome. The organism according to these closely allied

perspectives, emits behavior spontaneously and over the course of
development comes increasingly under the control of external contingencies.
Interpretations of children's development with these biological and

behaviorist models tend to eschew the notion of intentionality. This
simplifying assumption is sometimes acceptable to caregivers of very
soung. or seriously impaired. children, but tends to he counter-intuitive for
those who are able to communicate verbally with the child as a person.

According to James Gibson (1979) and Eleanor Gibson (1982), context is
characterized by into rmation that is apprehended by the organism in terms

of a flordances, stimulus features that are fimctionally related to various
aspects of the organism's behavioral repertoire. Long belbrc they learn
analytically to describe the appearances of objects in terms of shape, color
and size, children perceive an object in terms of what potential actions it
afibrds, such as grasping it. crawling under it. walking over it, etc.
Des elopment proceeds by increasing sensitivit to this information in the
en dronment regarding the interactive potential of objects, terrain, behavior
of others (including speech. etc.). These phenomena are initially apprehended

in

a relatively global manner. and through development become

increasingly differentiated.
Perhaps the most influential of all developmental theories has been ['lagers
genetic epistemolovy. 'File context of development in Piagets theory
is principall> conceived as a physical world (governed by laws of natural

(1971)

science] ss ith which the organism interacts by exploration resulting in
prouressisely line-tuned adaptation, although it also includes a social world

governed b) societal conventions and laws. A particularly important
theoretical construct in Natters theory that sets it apart from the others
discussed so far is the interactive recess called representation. that first
appears in the linurse of normal development towards the end of the first
year of life. Representation generates a new 1-wer of cognition beyond that
which is characterized by sensori-motor interaction with the physical world,
and this makes possible more abstract and powerful forms of comprehen-

sion, including those mediated through language. Neisser (1976) has
advanced a synthesis of the ideas of Gibson and Piaget, lbcusing on the
construct of a schema which plays an important part in Piaget's account of
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how representation occurs as well as featuring prominently in cognitive

theo:ies of memory. A schema is a preliminar), imprecise, selective
analogue to a phenomenon in the real world, and Neisser suggests that it
serves to guide the organism's exploratory search of the physical world
which generates information that must eventually he incorporated in a
revision of the schema before it is used again in the 'perceptual cycle' to
guide further exploration.

Whereas Gibson stressed the process of differentiation as the key to
increasing understanding of the world, Piaget argued that the child must
construct a representation and then test it against reality. This testing forces

the child to make adjustments to her models of the world, which in turn
imply further adjustments to other parts of the child's overall understanding.
A higher order process driving development is thus termed equilibration,
which generates increasingly abstract and general explanatory constructs to
cover consistently all aspects of the child's experience.

The most recent cohort of developmental theories to focus primarily on a
vie)) of context as external stimulation from the physical world are known
as Information Processing theories (Siegler, 1991 ). The basic interactive
process in these theories is termed encoding, a computer-processing
metaphor for the topic addressed by the expressions representation and
schematization discussed above. The developmental outcome is some form
of reorganization of the information stored in a coded form in the mind (or
the brain). Developmental progress is construed in terms of the efficiency
with which the mental organization permits the child to process infmmation.
The appealing account of how such efficiency is achieved is termed
automatization (Sternberg., I 984 ), with a complex series of cognitive
operations becoming subsumed under a routine that can he performed as a
))hole without reflection. Another hypothesis about developmental progress
that has Natured prominently in the information processing tradition is that
it involves increasing amounts of metacognitive awareness and skill, with
the child becoming able to think and talk about her own mental processes
such as attention and memory and to plan strategically how to optimize
their deployment.
A vast body of detailed, empirical research on cognitive development has
been conducted within one or other of the theoretical frameworks outlined
above. Yet the applicability of its findings to intervention programs working
(_3 3
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with and through children's families is seriously constrained by the
artificiality of the social andor physical arrangements under which the
research was undertaken. Until quite recently, ninny laboratories achieved
their control m er extraneous variables by recourse to procedures that are

ecologically unrepresentathe for most of the world's families (LCHC,
1983).

3

Context as an incorporating system

Another whole family of theories has been advanced. partly in reaction to

this problem of ecological validity. and partly to correct an excessive
emphasis on properties of the physical world as defining the context of
child de% elopment. These theories conceptualize the context of child
des elopment as an incorporating system of social activity (Bronfenbrenner.
19791. 'fle interaction between the organism and context is construed as a
process of socialization. whose developmental outcome is some form of
integration into the social system. The structure of the context according to
such theories comprises socio-cultural routines, practices. and institutions.
Routines include recurrent ways of interacting for social purposes, such as

greeting. scolding. or testing, a child's incipient command of language
(Peters & Boggs. 19861. The developing child may he said to interact with
this contextual structure through the process of guided participation (Rogoff.
1990). resulting in a gradual expansion of her behavioral repertoire. At a

somewhzt larger scale of analysis. more immediately accessible to an
indigenous informant. a social system is structured in terms of culturally
specific practices. in which the developing child participates in ways that
are both legitimate and yet peripheral (Lave Sc. Wenger, 1992). One way in
which the changing form of participation can he construed as developmental
has been termed apprenticeship (Rogoll, 1990). This theoretical perspective

focuses less on the elaboration of the child's cognitive repertoire than on
her changing social role, along such dimensions as legitimation and
centralization.

I he practice perspective also acknowledges the social') organized. and
historical') accumulated structure of technology. Thus Scribner and Cole
(1981) argue that the acquisition of literacy cannot be understood exclusiveI) in terms of perceptual and linguistic processes mediating the 'extraction
of meaning from print' (Gibson & Levin, 1975). It also requires an account
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of the social purposes for which the practices of writing and reading are
undertaken by literate members of the society into which the aspiring
initiate is being socialized. Even in a single society, becoming literate can
entail quite different patterns of skill depending on the particular form of
the practice. This notion has been elaborated in a productive way for sociocultural variations in the kinds of emergent literacy that children bring to
school from their home environments in the USA (Heath, 1983). At a still
higher-order level, social practices are organized by institutional factors, and

the developmental outcome of social participation may be construed as
incorporation into the life of the institutions. Thus in most contemporary,
industrialized societies, the course of child development includes incorporation into the structure of a succession of educational institutions as a student

at various levels of schooling. From this perspective the individual's
developmental status is indexed by such institutional markers as age-forgrade, completion of the mandated curriculum (versus 'dropping out'), or
the type and level of post-basic educational credentials attained (e.g. technical/academic; 2-year/4-year college degree; master's/doctoral degree; etc.).
The relatively unschooled person is thus socially stigmatized as developmentally incomplete (Serpell, 1993a).
An influential formulation that sets out to integrate the notion of context of
child development as a social system with conceptions in terms of external
stimulation is Super and Harkness's (1986) concept of the developmental
niche: an integrated eco-socio-cultural system to which a child is expected
to adapt in the course of development. They distinguish three components
of the niche: ( I ) "the physical and social settings in which the child lives";
(2) "customs of child care and child rearing" (which would feature in the
present taxonomy as cultural practices); and "the psychology of the
caretakers", or ethnotheories of caregiving (Serpell et al. 1992; Harkness &
Super, 19921, that is to say the implicit theoretical ideas that inform the
decisions made by those responsible for the care and upbringing of children
in a given sociocultural group.
This last component illustrates a distinct sub-theme among the theoretical
perspectives on context as an incorporating system, where the focus is on
the system of cultural meanings relating to child development shared among
the participants in a sociocultural system. The idea that culture is best
understood as a meaning-system has been elaborated in a variety of forms
(D'Andrade, 1984; Quinn & Holland, 1987). One of the consequences is
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that the structure of the context of child development includes the
symbolism distinctive to a particular culture. One version of cultural
psychology construes all human action as informed by intentions and
directed at mental representations (Shweder, 1990). It is these representa-

tions that constitute the forms of life in which humans participate, and
through their participation both they as agents and the forms of life are
constantly undergoing change. Representations are also embodied in
various, relatively enduring elements of culture that are passed on from one

generation to the next (institutions, practices, artifacts, technologies, artforms, texts and modes of discourse). The interaction of the developing
child with this system of meanings has been conceptualized as internalization (Vygotsky, 1978) eventuating in competence, and as negotiation (Ochs,
1990), or co-construction (Valsiner, 1991) leading to participatory
enculturation.

In the domain of language, an influential account .of the earliest stages
centers on the concept of intersubjectivity (Trevarthen, 1980; Bruner, 1990)
that lays the groundwork, even before the ontogenetic appearance of speech
for the pragmatics of discourse, through which so much of human culture
is appropriated.

conceiving the outcome of development as appropriation combines the
notion of intergenerational transmission with that of active participation by
the child in her own enculturation, and also highlights the subjective sense
of ownership that undergirds claims of authenticity by cultural insiders
(Serpell, 1993b). In the case of mathematics, the process through which this
appropriation of an inherited technology is achieved has been described as

the emergence of goals in the course of participation in practices and the
construction of strategies for attaining those goals involving the adaptation
of pre-existing form-function relationships (Saxe, 1991). To the extent that
the child perceives the goals of a given task as factitious and/or imposed by

others, rather than emerging from her own spontaneous activity, the
educational process may- be regarded as inauthentic and unlikely to engage
intrinsic motivation. This argument lies at the root of a growing movement
in educational circles to ground education in activities that resonate with the

cultural meaning-system of the child's home environment (Tharp, 1989).
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Language development and emergent literacy

4

My account of theoretical perspectives on early cognitive development
would he incomplete without acknowledgement of the elaborate theoretical
literature on language development and learning to read. Detailed consideration of these topics will he provided by Catherine Snow, Ludo Verhoeven
and Paul Leseman in other chapters of this volume. I will therefore confine

my remarks to a few broad generalizations. The focus of theoretical
research on early language development shifted in the late 1970s away from
the

overwhelming preoccupation of the preceding decade with the

acquisition of syntactic competence toward the semiotic and pragmatic
dimensions of linguistic competence. In less technical (and less precise)
terms, theorists began to devote more attention to how children learn to
express meaning and communicate through their choice of words, and less
to how they master the intricate rules that determine whether an utterance
is regarded as grammatically correct.

One important source of complexity in the analysis of context as an
incorporating system of cultural meaning arises from the sociolinguistic
phenomena of multilingualism. In many societies around the world, children

routinely grow up learning more than one distinct variety of language
within the home setting. When two or wore linguistic varieties coexist
within a single, integrated social system, certain patterns of organization
regularly recur. At the societal level, some form of stratification tends to
occur among various domains of discourse with a particular variety
preferred for each domain. At the level of the individual, selection of which
variety to deploy is governed by a complex set of criteria that include not
only the presumed linguistic competence of the persons addressed but also
the social connotations of using a particular variety for a particular topic in
a particular context (Gumperz, 1982: Ochs, 1990). Moreover, this patterning
of code-selection is closely related to the subtle differentiation of genres and
registers of speech that have been documented in so-called monolinguistic
speech communities (Halliday, 1975). One area of emerging consensus is
that the particularities of social organization under which a child encounters

different varieties of language can exercise a crucial influence on the
success with which she or he masters each of them (Riegel & Freedle,
1976).
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A valuable line of theory for relating pre-literate aspects of linguistic
competence to the early stages of acquisition of literacy centers on the
capacity to construct narrative. Peggy Miller and her colleagues (1987,
1990) have documented a variety of ways in which adult caregivers
communicate cultural norms to young children through narrative, and Heath

(1983) has argued that subcultural variations in the preferred forms of
narrative have a major impact on the relative ease with which they cope
with the demands of the early school curriculum. In contemporary, middleclass, Western societies, this cognitive resource is instantiated in a
widespread cultural practice of adults reading storybooks to and with their
children, beginning well before they are enrolled in school. Considerable
research has been addressed to the developmental potential of this practice,
as an opportunity for guided participation in a routine and/or co-constructive
enculturation, generating expansion of the child's behavioral repertoire and

competence in the symbolic system of the culture, as well as a form of
specific orientation towards the demands of a literate school curriculum
(Sulzby & Teale, 1991; Wells, 1986).

S

Instructional applications

In the field of emergent literacy, the theoretical ideas of Vygotsky (1978)
have been influential not only at the level of conceptualizing the historical
and sociocultural parameters of literacy as a cultural resource, but also for
the micro-level analysis of instructional processes. The zone of proximal
development (zpd, or zoped) is defined as the range of behaviors in a
developmental sequence which lie within the competence of an individual
to perform with assistance, and which are likely soon to come within the
individual's competence for unassisted performance. One very general
instructional principle that has been derived from the concept of the zoped,
is the need for the teacher to adjust her instructional interventions
dynamically to the evolving competence of each individual learner. Rather
than categorizing the child's existing knowledge and skills and comparing
them to a pre-determined set of curricular outcomes, the most effective

mode of instruction will involve 'in-flight' decision-making about the
optimal match between the learner's latest performance and the teacher's
next intervention.
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Tharp and Gallimorc (1988) have articulated a number of ways in which a
teacher can be prepared for this demanding pattern of individualized and
contextually-sensitive instruction. The general approach is entitled
instructional conversation, in which the teacher seeks to weave new

information. into the student's existing mental structures. A concrete
example is the experience-text-relationship strategy for teaching reading: the

teacher first assists the child to prepare her existing relevant systems of
understanding grounded in prior experience, next explains the structure of
the information in the text, and then focuses on bringing the child's prior
experience and the present text into a relationship, weaving them into the
meaning of the ongoing educational discourse.
Other strategic constructs that have featured in the literature emanating from

this theoretical perspective are scaffolding (Wood, Bruner & Ross, 1976)
and prolepsis (Stone, 1993), techniques designed to suprort and extend the
child's cognitive activity within her zone of proximal development.

In the preschool period, Klein and her colleagues (Klein & Alony, 1991),
have articulated a mediational approach to quality teaching, that involves
live serially organized phases: focusing a reciprocal awareness of intentionality: arousing an affective appreciation of meaning; expanding the child's
cognitive awareness beyond the satisfaction of immediate needs; rewarding

specific components of the child's behavior with a view to generating
feelings of competence: and mediated regulation, designed to establish a
correspondence between the child's cc,1`scious interests and the requirements

of a task.

1,

all these applications of developmental psychology to education, the
focus is on pedagogical process rather than on curriculum structure - the
sequence of steps into which instruction is segmented is organized in terms
In

of how a learner can grow, rather than how a preconceived body of
information can he transmitted. This may well represent the key contribu-

tion of developmental psychology to the design of early intervention
programs.
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6

Theoretical focus in the design of intervention programs

In the preceding paragraphs, I

have sketched a number of different

theoretical perspectives on the context of human development, the
dimensions along which we should evaluate the outcomes of development,

and the processes of interaction between the developing child and context
that generate development. Early childhood intervention programs are an

attempt to modify the context with a view to enhancing the course of
development. Thus theory should in principle he helpful in deciding what

kind of contextual modification is most appropriate for achieving the
desired developmental outcomes. In practice, however, any contemporary
intervention program that goes to scale (Myers, 1992) is almost bound to
touch base with all the considerations motivating the divergence among the
various theoretical perspectives I have outlined above. This is partly because
the task of educational programming itself km ces the system to acknowledge
them, and partly because programs become explicitly accountable to such
a variety of audiences, whose different perspectives tend to complement one
another. Free of the rigor of scientific discourse, many program managers
tend to be somewhat eclectic with respect to theory. Nevertheless, at least
for the sake of argument, I shall spell out what seem to me to be some of
the major implications of those theoretical propositions with which I agree
for optimizing the design of an actual early childhood intervention program.
And I shall illustrate my argument with reference to the four exemplary
programs presented elsewhere in this volume: the Success for All program
in the USA (SEA, see chapter by Slavin and Madden); the Turkish Early
Enrichment Project (TEEP, see chapters by Kagiteibw; and Eldering and
Vedder); Proyecto Padres e Ilijos in Chile (PPI-I, see chapter by Filp and
Valdes); and the Integrated Child Development Services in India (ICDS, see
chapter by Muralidharan and Kaul).
To some extent the ordering of ideas from the top of Table I to the bottom
represents for me a cumulative progression of insights: each successive
model transcends some of the limitations of its predecessor, while
incorporating sonic of its strengths. Piagetian and Information Processing
theories describe the complex and constructive nature of representation in
ways that enrich our understanding of cognitive development beyond the
scope of conditioning and differentiation theories. Theories of context as a
system incorporating the developing individual capture a wider range of
environmental processes than those identified in theories of context as
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external stimulation. By doing so, they do not necessarily invalidate microlevel accounts of how the developing child explores and represents the
world, but they heighten our awareness of the sociocultural and historical
parameters that constrain and complicate the long-term consequences of any
single, planned intervention. Finally, theories that focus on the system of
meanings woven into the sociocultural context link back with the constructive nature of representation to make it clear that the system is open to
deliberate change by its participants, albeit only gradually, and often with
great difficulty.

Turning to the case studies of actual intervention programs, let us first
consider their theoretical rationales at the micro-analytic level summarized
in the top half of Table I. The insights of Piagetian, Intommtion Processing, and neo-Vygotskyan theories about the nature of cognitive processing
have been incompletely assimilated into the pedagogical practices of many
schools and preschools. For instance, the evaluation and impact studies of
ICDS cited by Muralidharan and Kaul focused on mastery of skills that are
firmly grounded in the school curriculum (concrete examples cited are 'rote
counting,' 'color identification and naming,' 'able to hold the crayon,' able
to color a circle') and on behavioral fit ('school adjustment'). However the
national government's 1992 Plan of Action on Early Childhood Care and
Education. under xvhicn further expansion of the ICUS is envisaged, focuses
on a wider range of dimensions of development, that includes the notions
of comprehension. repertoire expansion, and role change: "child-centered
and process-oriented activities aimed to foster joy and curiosity in children,
promote language and cognitive skills, develop creativity and confidence
and promote muscular development."
In the case of SF A, the main criteria for evaluation presented by Slavin and
Madden are 'reading pertbrmance outcomes' on standardized tests,

reflecting the tbcus of the program on 'direct :Astruction.' The content of
the reading program, however, includes not only teaching for mastery of
letter sounds, decoding and vocabulary, but also participatory opportunities
for cooperative learning designed to expand the child's repertoire of metacounitive strategies such as prediction and summarization, and fostering the

appropriation of a cultural meaning-system through engagement in joint
storybook reading and story-related writing. These higher-order aspects of

emergent literacy may well he more predictive of the longer-term
significance of formal education in the children's lives than the more
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tangible indices of scholastic achievement emphasized in rn-)st formal
systems of school accountability.

The 'cognitive training' component of TEEP was the Home intervention
program for Preschool Youngsters (HIPPY, described by Eldering and
Vedder in this volume, in the context of the Netherlands application).
Explicit procedures are taught via programmed instruction to the children's
mothers, to whom responsibility is thus delegated for implementing a prestructured pattern of stimulation of the child. The emphasis in training the
mothers is on particular behaviors to be carried out with their child, rather
than on the nature of the developmental processes these activities are
designed to promote. Consistent with this behavioral perspective, Kagitcibasi's evaluation of the TEEP stresses academic performance outcomes, with
particular attention to persistence with schooling. Turkey shares with many

parts of the third world the phenomenon of a large proportion of students
leaving school with only a few years of schooling, a topic that is beset with
economic and political complexities. Sadly, many students who withdraw
prematurely from schools in these societies do so believing that they have
failed due to inadequacies of their own intellect, although there are good
reasons to believe that their cognitive mismatch with the curriculum is
confined to relatively specific task demands (Serpell, 1993).

In PPII, child development is mainly conceptualized in terms of the self,
invoking Erickson's theory, which I have not discussed, but Piaget's theory
is acknowledged as relevant to the design of activities that are promoted
through exercises laid out in a series of booklets. One of the challenges for
theoretical integration is how the design of these micro-level activities
relates to the sociocultural focus of the intervention. Mothers reported both
in Chile and in Turkey that the concrete teaching materials made available
to them by the program served as important symbols of their participation
in a socially valued activity. HOV. much of the theoretical rationale of the
intervention filtered in this way into local conceptualizations of child
development and socialization remains a rich field for evaluative research
on the wider cultural consequences of such programs.
Since the context of child development includes adult humans, to modify
that context necessarily involves change in adult behavior. A program

based on theory that construes the key aspects of context in terms of
external stimulation may interpret this requirement of changes in adult

2
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behavior in administrative procedural terms. The program specifies a plan
of activity that is delegated for implementation to strategically placed adults
such as a preschool teacher or parent. If, however, the context is construed
as a system with its own internal principles of organization. it becomes less
plausible to suppose that a pre-conceived plan of activity will he implemented by adult members of that system as a result of a simple administrative act of delegation. The 'implementers' need to he recruited as voluntary
adopting new
participants in the reorganization of their community
practices. establishing new institutions. and in the process generating a new
system of meanings to inform, justify, and sustain their collective Changes
in behavior.

This dimension of context is more explicitly acknowledged in the accounts
of PPI I and TEED than in the accounts of ICDS, SEA and the Netherlands
application of HIPPY. The "holistic view of the child and the mother"
hvored by the ICDS involves recognizing "the importance of maternal welllieing for the healthy development of the children." but no intrinsic
connection is articulated between the mother's beliefs and intentions and the
developmental agenda set for the child. "Community participation and
involvement before the scheme is launched" is advocated as a means of
ensuring local material support, rather than a philosophically essential
condition for the viability of the enterprise of intervention. In SEA, a
Family Support Team seeks "to make families comfortable in the school",

and "trains the parents to fulfill numerous volunteer roles within the
school." 13ut the examples cited are relatively peripheral to the educational
process: "providing a listening car to emerging readers", and "helping in the
school cafeteria."

In the Netherlands application of HIPPY, periodic group meetings sere
held to "enable mothers to share their experience with the program and their
problems. to learn the experience of others. and to internalize through active
discussion some of the program's ohjectis es." In TEE!), this component of
the intervention was conceived as 'mother enrichment.' Group discussion

sessions were aimed at "empowerment of the mothers in coping with
problems and attending to their childrei needs," through a combination of
reinforcing indigenous cultural values such as 'close knit family ties' and
'relatedness values,' and promoting a new element of child-rearing, namely
the cultivation of autonomy. Many of the attitudinal changes reported as
outcomes seem attributable to a set of systemic interdependencies among
_
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parental and child values, aspirations, and practices. Parents' expectations
of educational attainment for their child became mare ambitious; children
stayed on in school longer and perceived their mothers as having been more
supportive; and mothers looked more favorably on their adolescent child's
social integration.
Both kagitylbast and Slavin underline the issue of academic motivation, and

argue that a major contribution-of their programs is to enhance students'
and their families' commitment to the agenda of schooling. In this respect
their focus may he regarded as being on socialization for integration and
incorporation into the cultural institution of formal education. Paradoxically
most of the family adults to whom these programs assign responsibility for
implementing their hands-on activities have achieved little formal education
themselves. In order to engage them in the systematic recruitment of the
developing child into more central participation in this pattern of social
activity, what seems to he required theoretically is a process of participatory
enculturation of the parents into a meaning-system shared with the teachers
in the schools.
The most explicit acknow ledgement of this programmatic challenge is made
PPII. which Hip and Valdes describe as seeking "to create the space in

hich parents make explicit their knowledge, believe in their parenting
ability and perceive new ways of interacting with their children." The key
to creating this space is "an encounter amongst adults" designed to promote
the exchange of personal experiences, thoughts and feelings." Strikingly,

these authors report that the "egalitarian relationships" necessary for
promoting this participatory dimension of the program were generally easier
to establish for program personnel without a professional background. since

professionals !Lid difficulty throwing off "their traditional way of relating
to mothers and fathers from poor sectors, in which they tend to lecture or
give solutions."

he differences of locus that I ha> e cited among the four exemplary
programs partly reflect difirences in their historical evolution, giving rise
to \ ;Mations in the order of priorities among the various levels at which
operational issues are timmilated. For instance, each of the programs
entually aspires to influence a large number of children at many different
sites. But the massi> e scale of l('DS was an initial premise, whereas
massitication. is posed as a problem to he explicitly addressed by PPII
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now that the national political climate has changed in such a Isar as to
render the program's objectives more attractive to the government.
Each of the theoretical models that I have discussed is intelligible and
coherent, and can be supported with a body of empirical (2\ idence. Each is
selective, and therefore presents an incomplete account of child development in context. The relative plausibility of different theories is only partly
a function of the balance of evidence. it also reflects the degree to v hich
each theory's central metaphors correspond vs ith pre-theoretical assumptions
of (lie audience to whom it is addressed, and resonate with their cultural
pre-occupations (Serpell, 1990). Some laboratory scientists are currently
impressed by the biological constraints on human development, and point
to genetic engineering as an emergent source of new intervention technology Many economic development theorists are preoccupied with external

constraints imposed by variations in the material environment, and
emphasize the elimination of environmental deprivation as the key to
intervention strategy. Yet many case studies of outstandingly perceptive.
creative, and compassionate persons who developed against a background

of very adverse conditions attest to the extraordinary plasticity and
resilience of human development. Moreover both the genetic and economic
perspectives tend to pay insufficient attention to the essential purposiveness
of human behavior.

I ducational intervention is rooted in philosophical optimism about the
capacity of humans to ameliorate their condition. In order to construct an
agenda responsive to this perspective, theoretical accounts of developmental
context need to focus on processes of social participation. Coordination of

many people in a joint endeavor calls for a set of common principles. If
these are conceived mechanically and imposed from above, individual
agents tend to become alienated from their roles in the system. Thus, in my
s 'els., the co-construction of goals in terms of a system of shared meanings
pros ides an optimal entry-point for the design of ameliorative programs of
human development.
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A

ORIENTATIONS ON CULTURE

SOME COMMENTS ON INTERVENTION
PROGRAMS
)'pe Poortinga
Tilburg University
The Netherlands
The world of a child is complex. Barker and Wright (1951) followed a
seven year old boy in a small mid-Western American community for one
day from the time he woke up until he went to sleep. They found that their
subject participated in hundreds of different activities over a range of
settings with scores of objects and with dozens of persons. Getting around
in one's world is a baffling achievement, which requires a variety of social
skills, and a whole arsenal of factual knowledge.

The impact of what popularly is called 'culture' on the skills and knowledge of the 7-year old is evident. Although there seems to he no systematic

study in any other society matching that of Barker and Wright, this is
obvious after a brief reflection on the life of a child in a hunting-gathering

society like that of the Biaka Pygmies, or in an agricultural society 'ike that
of the neighboring Bangandu (cf. Van de Koppel, 1983). The ,ills and
items of knowledge required by these societies in many respects will not

even remotely look like those in Mid-West America. This point is
emphasized to avoid the impression later on that the cultural context of
development would be unimportant. The thesis of this chapter is that culture
is very important, but perhaps in a different way than often believed and
that this has certain consequences for the construction and cross-cultural

transfer of intervention programs.
In the first part of this chapter three orientations on culture are summarized

and sonic of the strong and weak points of each are mentioned. The
orientation most widely found in cross-cultural psychology, i.e. a moderate
form of universalism, is somewhat further elaborated. The most important
argument is that cross-cultural differences in behavior are of a kaleidoscopic
complexity and cannot he reduced to a few psychological dimensions or
categories. In the last part some consequences of this insight are mentioned
for the kind of intervention program that is needed to bring about behavior

r0
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change and for the transfer of existing programs to other societies and
groups.

I

Views on culture-behavior interactions

In cross-cultural psychology, as everywhere else in the behavioral and social
sciences there is a wide range of opinions on the nature of the relationship

between environmental influences and behavior repertoire. Berry et al.

(1992) make a distinction

between three orientations, viz, cultural
relativism, psychological universalism. and behavioral absolutism. These can

sent also to classify the main perspectives on the relationship between
environmental influences (including the natural as well as the socio-cultural
environment) and developmental outcomes.

Cultural relativism emphasizes that behavior can be understood only in the

context of the culture in which it occurs. Behavior should not he studied
and interpreted apart from its cultural context. In its ultimate consequence
relativism can lead to the rejection for non-Western societies of the current
methods and theories of psychology, because they are Western cultural
products. Although predominantly an anthropological orientation, relativistic

notions are popular among those who plead for the indigenization of
psychology. Relativists tend to refrain from cross-cultural comparisons,
since these assume invariance across cultures of the dimensions on which
comparisons are made. Most intervention programs specify culture-common
(if not western-industrialized) goals and it is not surprising that there seem
to he no intervention programs based on a purely relativistic orientation.

Absolutism, or behavioral universalism, presumes that, with minor
exceptions, behavior from all cultural contexts can he interpreted in terms
of corn mon theoretical concepts and that the same methods should he valid
in all cultures. As a consequence, psychological principles underlying
intervention programs and evaluation instruments should he applicable
everywhere. As a nde existing instruments and treatments require only
minor adaptations in content when the are to be used in non-Western
societies. Classical intervention programs, teaching school subjects isolated
from context, can he said to have absolutist underpinnings.

d7

Orientations on culture (...)

Psychological universalism, the third orientation to cross-cultural differences

distinguished by Berry et al. starts from the working assumption that all
basic psychological traits and processes can be found everywhere. At the
same time. the manifestations of these invariant processes can differ
substantially across cultures. In as much as psychological concepts and
theories are derived at a particular time and cultural location, they are likely
to he biased and in need of revision on the basis of information from a
broader range of cultures. This holds also for psychological measurement
instruments and for intervention programs, because they cannot be
constructed without the use of behavioral manifestations that are understand-

able within the cultural context in which they are to be applied. In

psychological universalism comparative studies are seen as methodologically
difficult and the interpretation of observed differences in behavior repertoire
as problematic. Instruments and treatments are likely to be culturally biased,

and it may even he necessary to use quite different operationalizations
across cultures to capture the same trait or process. However, the basic
psychological invariance of humans in all cultures can form the basis for
the construction of intervention programs, as long as in their actual
realization the constructor and the user are properly informed about the
cultural context of the children to whom these programs are applied.
The three orientations are paradigmatic perspectives rather than testable
theories. The choice between than is not without consequences for the
construction and implementation of intervention programs, but it can be
argued that they should not he seen as mutually exclusive and opposite
paradigms. but as compatible and perhaps complementary orientations
tPoortinga, 1993a, 1993b). This allows that questions be asked about their
relative advantages and disadvantages.

The strong point of behavioral absolutism is the emphasis on strict identity
of psychological processes. Supportive empirical evidence can be found in
studies of early-mother child interactions (e.g. Keller, Schrilinerich R EiblEibesfeldt, 1988; Papousek 8: Papousek, 1991; Bornstein. 1991) in which
not only young babies show much similarities in their behavior patterns, but
also the parents. For example, their manner of speech, conveniently called
less
'motherese,' is found to he characterized by universally more or
absolutism,
at
least
in
the
invariant features. The disadvantage of behavioral
orientation,
is
the
interpretation
at
face
value
of
eyes of those with another
tend
to
be
interpreted
observed cultural differences. For example, test scores
J
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in much the same way, independent of the cultural background of the
subjects who obtained them. As a rule subjects from societies with low
Formal schooling and from minority groups do less well (in terms of
performance level or social desirability of the responses) than subjects with
more exposure to the cultural context of the test authors. For this reason an
absolutist orientation becomes easily associated with 'deficit' notions, such
as 'culture of poverty' (cf. kloward & Scott, 1981) and race differences in
intelligence (e.g. Jensen, 1980).

The strong and weak points of cultural relativism are quite the opposite of
those mentioned for absolutism. Relativists will not easily fall in the trap of
an insufficient recognition of the influence of cuhural context. The focus on
social context and subjective reality as exnerienced by members of a society
has given impetus to the study of parental ethnotheories and of differences
in the expectations and demands that elildren have to meet. the age at
which children are given responsibilities and are assigned economically
relevant tasks differs greatly especially between agricultural and industrialized societies (cf. Segall et al., 1990 for a summary). On the other hand, the

obvious similarities in bthavior patterns are given scant attention by
relativists. Such similarities are taken to point to equality of social
conditions (or perhaps to cultural diffusion). rather than to cross-cultural
invariance of psychological processes.
The major advantage of psychological universalism is that the extent of
cultural variation is an empirical issue and not predetermined by a priori
viewpoints. As a middle of the road position universalism may well be less

open to criticism than the more extreme positions of relativism and
absolutism. but it can incorporate empirical evidence from both these
perspectives. "lhe most problematic aspect of universalism is that it offers
(as yet) little theoretical rationale for the specification of cultural variation
and psychological invariance.

Berry et al. implicitly question whether such a specification is even
theoretically possible when they argue that the commonly found notion
about close relationships (one-to-one correspondence) between cultural
factors and behavior patterns need not he correct. Human behavior has a
high degree of plasticity. This implies that a choice can be made between
alternative courses of action. Potentially individuals have a large set of
alternative actions at their disposal in almost any situation, but the range of
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responses actually observed is far more limited. Apparently, there are
constraints that limit the set of alternatives actually available to a person,
including cultural constraints, such as norms, beliefs and conventions.
However, these constraints are to some extent arbitrary and thus escape
systematic explanation. This is the case for individuals within a culture, but
even more so when one seeks to explain differences in behavior between
cultural populations (Poortinga, 1992).
Within a universalistic orientation two further questions are of particular
concern. First there is the problem at which level of inclusiveness crosscultural differences can be postulated most fruitfully (cf. Pettigrew & Van
de Vijver, 1991). In respect of 'intelligence,' for example, explanations of
cross-cultural differences can be found at many levels of comprehensiveness, ranging from 'general intelligence' via 'stage theories' and theories on
'styles' to highly specific 'skills.' There seems to be a long-term trend,
especially noticeable in the areas of perception and cognition, to move from

high-level explanations (Easterners think differently from Westerners, or
literates think differently from illiterates) to low level, less encompassing
explanations. For example, earlier speculation about the influence of literacy
on mode of (abstract) thinking was disconfirmed in empirical investigations
where W'estem type schooling and the art of reading and writing could be
disentangled (Cole & Scribner, 1981; Bern & Bennett, 1991). Cole and
Scribner could show that subjects who were literate in Vai also tended to
have a good performance on (asks tapping skills needed for reading and
writing in the Vai script, but not on cognitive tasks in general. In other
words, the mere fact of being literate or illiterate appears to have few
consequences for cognitive performance.

Not only in cognition. but also in the sphere of social behavior there is
et.idenu. about limited generalization. Specific to a class of situations are
so-called conventions, i.e., generally accepted, often implicit notions about
what is appropriate in social interactions or a field of activity. It is
characteristic of many cross-cultural differences in conventions that they
have no sstematic relationship with any psychological variable. A clear
case are traffic rules. Britishers and Europeans living on the continent differ
ery consistently in keeping to the left side or the right side of the road. At
the same time the generalizability of this pattern to other aspects of
behaidor is extremely limited, if not entirely absent. Moreover, the
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convention is readily reversible, even after years of practice, as demonstrat-

ed by drivers who cross the Channel. Going back to the study mentioned
in the introduction, the question can be raised how much of the extensive

range of activities in the life of the 7-year old. from a cross-cultural
perspective is best interpreted in terms of specific skills and conventions.

The second question. not unrelated to the first, is to what extent crosscultural differences can be explained as a direct consequence of prevailing
external conditions and to what extent it is necessary to postulate internal
dispositions. It is almost axiomatic in the literature that differences are
manifestations of differences in internalized values, norms, beliefs, or
attitudes. Especially in the Culture-and-Personality school, rooted in
psychodynamic theory, the internalization through socialization of the
economic mode of existence was developed into an important dogma (e.g.
Kardiner & Linton, 1945; Levine, 1973). However, in many instances a
more parsimonious explanation is possible by postulating a direct link
between the actions of persons and the external circumstances they are
living in. Research on Locus of Control provides an example. A distinction
is made between external control (when success in life is seen as due to
chance or powers outside oneself), and internal control (when success is
attributed to one's own abilities and skills). Both within and across societies
it has been repeatedly- found that results correspond with the actual control
that people can exert on their own lives; the less educated, minority groups
and samples from countries with low GNP tend towards low internal control
(Dyal, 1984). Consequently, a simple learning paradigm, postulating a
causal connection between current environmental conditions and a person's
reactions can provide a sufficiently adequate account of most cross-cultural
differences.

The questions raised in the previous paragraphs are particularly pertinent
when they are considered with reference to cross-cultural differences in
individual development. The idea that conditions in the early years of life,
especially adverse conditions, have broad, permanent and more or less
irreversible long-term effects is central to many theories.
e evidence is
strong as far as physical factors is concerned (cf. Meisels & Shonkoff,
1990).

Cross-culturally most notable are malnutrition and exposure to

diseases. Malnutrition, both of the mother and the child, is not only a matter

of the availability of nutritients, but also of sociocultural customs on how
they are used. I larkness et al. (1988) quote research on the lack of success
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of an inoculation campaign among pregnant women against tetanus of their
babies in Sri Lanka. Perceived harm to the fetus is one factor mentioned in

explanation; another has to do with the fact that in the local language
tetanus is grouped together with other diseases, leading to an observation
of apparent ineffectiveness of the inoculations. Guthrie and his colleagues
(Guthrie, Masangkay & Guthrie, 1976; Fernandez & Guthrie, 1984) have
documented how the frequent use of sugar cane as a sweet leads to teeth
decay with young children in the Philippines and how mothers may wean
children at an early age in the case of intestinal disorders, because of local

beliefs about 'thin milk' which would not be good for the baby. It is also
recognized that deficiencies of minerals or vitamins can affect mental
functioning of children when there are no overt physical symptoms, e.g. in
case of iodine deficiency (Bleichrodt, 1986).
General effects on mental development most likely come about through
what has been called 'functional isolation' (Levitsky & Strupp, 1984) when
lack of physical energy leads to low activity level, poor attention and lack
of motivation. Malnutrition, and associated conditions such as lack of
hygiene contagious diseases and poverty, can be attributed to external
factors of a political or macroeconomic nature which persist for a long time
and affect daily life in many ways. However, in as much as they can be
explained in terms of social customs the effects are incidental, rather than
systematic, as shown by the examples mentioned. These customs have the

character of conventions, and they are usually fairly readily changeable.
provided the individual can perceive a scope for change and the need for
change is recognized. A recent example that change on a major scale can
be brought about is the dramatic decrease in smoking that can be observed
in a number of Western countries, even despite the addictive properties of
nicotine. A case can he made that this change is incidental: at the same time
a number of the countries concerned show an increase in the consumption

of alcohol and the incidence of drug addiction.
When critically analyzed also the evidence for broad effects of socialization
practices on behavior beyond the sphere of physical health, such as
cognitive and social development, is probably far less extensive than often
thought. A consistent set of findings has been reported by Barry and his

colleagues (Barry, Bacon & Child, 1957; Barry, Child & Bacon, 1959) on
the basis of analyses of a large archive of coded ethnographical information,
the Human Relations Area Files (14RAF). They identified a dimension of
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ranging from training for compliance to training for assertion, with
universally girls being more trained for compliance (including responsibility
and obedience) and boys more for assertion (including self-reliance and
independence). Across societies they found a strong relationship between
mode of economic subsistence and the way in which children are educated.
In hunting-and-gathering societies, characterized according to Barry and his

colleagues by low food accumulation, children were socialized more
towards independence and learning to use opportunities as these arise. In
pastoral and agricultural societies, with high food accumulation, there was
much more training towards compliance. The daily care for the herd and the
seasonal demands of agriculture require conscientiousness and leave little
scope for adventure. However, field studies with systematic data collection
through observation, such as the Six Culture Study, have suggested that

within-culture variance on such variables as )sarmth of mother and
responsibility training was generally larger than between-culture variance

(Nlinturn & Lambert, 1964). The clarity of the patterns of findings in
studies like that of Barn and colleagues may well have to do with the
method of study (ethnographies tend to emphasize differences) and with the

cultural level of analysis in which individual variations are not taken into
account.

lo be added to this is uncertainty about the long tern consequences of
early childhood patterns of caregiving that by Western standards point to
severe stimulus deprivation. Kagan,and Klein (1983) have reported about
a village in Guatemala where during the first year of their life children are

mainly left inside a small windowless hut. These children were very
apathetic. Among the

I I

to 13 years old children in the same village they

could not observe any ill effects of this treatment. It may be noted in
passing that an American psychologist, Rebelsky (1967), in the sixties
criticized Dutch mothers for leaving their children alone for long hours,
either inside the house in a crib, or outside the house in a pram or
enclosure. Also in this case no ill effects have been traced and Rebelsky and

Daniel (1976, p.292) later argued that the human organism "can undergo
various kinds of deprivation without significant loss and with the possibility
of 'catching up' later." Although this is difficult to document, one gains the
impression that evidence favoring the continuity assumption tends to come
from studies in which (a section of) the children in a population are
exposed to a disadvantageous environment for most of their youth, and
certainly not during the early years of life only. Apparently even then a fair
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proportion overcomes this handicap ( \Verner & Smith, 1992). As a rule, any

society that functions normally provides sufficient emotional security and
opportunity to enable its %ming members learn what is necessary for
adequate functioning.
The picture that emerges from this extremely brief. and at points undoubtedly biased. review of the cross-cultural evidence can he summarized in
three points:
- Relationships between culture and behavior usually can be described
adequately in terms of external factors with effects at a low level of
generalization. (Whether this is in the nature of culture, as suggested
here, or a reflection of our ignorance of its intrinsic complexities is
of secondary importance for current intervention programs.)
- Ongoing (hut reversible) adaptation to continuing long-term aversive
conditions is difficult to distinguish from (irreversible) cumulative
deficits.
Sociocultural conditions in earls youth that clearly deviate from current
esters standards do not necessarily have long term negative effects
on developmental outcomes.
the consequences are as follows. A 7 year old v, ill have to learn the skills
and conventions that allow participation in the hundreds of actitivities of a
day. There will he constraining conditions in any sociocultural environment,
and sometimes these can be so severe that they severely curtail the total
range of activities. There will also he relationships between various
elements of the behavior repertoire, but in the total organization of the
repertoire, many of these links will he based in historical events that are
incidental. or. if you like, culture-specific

2

Implications for educational intervention programs

As mentioned, the point of vim that one has on cross-cultural differences
has far reaching implications for the use of inters ention programs. Even the
main goal of organizations like 'NESCO, to achieve literacy for everyone
independent of cultural background and expectations for future adult life,
reflects an educational philosophy that is not of all times and societies. This
is not the place to discuss the moral and social assumptions underlying
contemporary intervention strategies. It will he taken for granted that cross-
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culturally common educational objectives are worthwhile, at least sometimes.

Most of the consequences that follow from the perspectix e outlined in the
previous section can he clustered around the question to what extent transfer
of intervention programs across cultural boundaries is meaningful, and to
what extent each cultural population requires separate programs developed
for its specific circumstances. Transfer is possihh to the extent that there
is cross-cultural invariance. In the literature on the transfer of psychometric
tests various levels of invariance have been distinguished (Van de Vijver &

Poortinga, 1982: Poortinga & Van der Flier, 1988) which, with some
modification also apply to intervention.
The first level is invariance of psychological Mnctions. If the cross-cultural
identity of psychological functioning is in any doubt, there is no basis fbr
any transfer. If in each cultural context performances. like reading and
writing skills. are developed in a psychologically distinctive manner, the

construction of intervention programs has to he culture-specific. The
evidence reviewed in this chapter and presented in other chapters of this
volume (e.g. Fldering & Vedder: Katiutcabay) is rather incompatible with
an extreme relativistic viewpoint and further discussion about possible
variation at this first level does not seem fruitful.

The second level of imariance is that of psychological constructs and
theories. Are current Western theories and concepts universally valid, or are
they culturally specific, like the parental ethnotheories that have emerged
from descriptive studies in various non-Western societies'? If we consider
the brief history of intenention programs it is obvious that there have been

major changes in the course of a few decades. For example. in the late
sixties there were serious plans to introduce Western play materials on a
large scale in African societies to stimulate creativity and the development
of cognitive abilities. Today such an approach which did not at all consider
the wider soc al and ecocultural environment is unlikely to he found (cf.
Super & 113.-kness, I986). Such major changes as well as continued
scientific debate on virtual a.: major principles of development, imply that
currently popular theoretical conceptions should he looked at critically
befbre they are accepted as valid. From a position of cultural relativism it
may he questioned whether it should even he attempted to seek :Jr-Jivers&
psychological concepts. From the position of moderate universalism this is
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an ohjectiY c that can he pursued meaningfully and one that seems to lit in

well with the trend towards common educational goals, at least in literacy
education. Of course, possibilities for transfer are limited to the extent that
the initial position of children or the educational objectives in different
societies is not the same, but these are extrinsic reasons that are easily
recognized; they have nothing to do with cross-cultural differences in
psychological functioning.

'I'he third le el of invariance has to do with administration procedures.
programs conic with manuals in which these procedures
Good inter
are described in some detail. The question is to what extent these procedures have to he adopted to local educational styles and practices. Although
it follows from earlier comments that there (volubly are universally more
abet's e and less effective teaching styles, it also follows that in practice
members of a group may he more familiar and at ease with a certain style.
I herefore, adaptation of program procedus on the basis of information of
total experts seems to he indicated.

The liatirth and final level of invariance is that of program content. From
extensixe research on the cross-cultural transfer of psychometric tests it has
been learned how easily items can undergo an unexpected change in
meaning. Nfore often than not these changes can only he explained post hoc
when items are found to be more difficult or less difficult than expected.

liven experts who are asked to judge the relative difficulty of items for
different groups are not very successlid in this task (Tittle, 1982). Again it
appears that our insight in cultural processes is rather limited. It is at this
level that an indigenous approach to intervention pngrains is not only
possible or desirable. it appears to he absolutely necessary.
In StIllffilatt there are various considerations that plead lifr transfer, namely,
invariance of educational objectives (e.g. reading and writing). invariance
of cognitive and linguistic processes, and relevance of theoretical formulations in other cultural contexts than the one in which they were developed.

Limitations to transfer are imposed be differences in socialization styles,
difibrences in cultural conventions and practices. and differences in skills
at the start of the intervention.
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Some further implications relate to the poor theoretical basis of many
intervention programs. Authors generally seem to accept that it is known
what is good for children, but the psychological mechanisms through which
programs, especially the broader ones, are operating on closer inspection
remain fuzzy and unclear. The absence of the name of Plant, still the main
developmental theorist, from the name index of an important recent hook

by Myers (1992)

is a

telling illustration. The absence of explicitly

formulated theory has at least two negative consequences for the implemen-

tation of intervention programs. In the first place, it is far more easy to
evaluate the validity of a program if testable hypotheses can be derived
form theoretical claims about effectiveness. Effect studies of intervention
programs tend to depend heavily on variables that have been identified post
hoc (cf. Eldering Sci Choenni-Gobardhan, 19901; the dangers of such

validation are well-known (Slavenburg, this volume). Secondly, vague
knowledge is not wen helpful when reconstruction or adaptation of a
program is needed for another society as for which it was developed
originally.
However, it may he questionable whether program makers can do much
better. If one looks at the historical development of intervention programs
for children in disadvantageous conditions there has been a major shill from
focussed short interventions, usually meant to improve performance on
cognitive school tasks to broadly based programs that stall much earlier in
life and are meant to improve the environment in N + hick the child grows up

as well as various skills (e.g. kaiutgibast, 1992). it follows from the
evidence presented in the first section that this is a wortIbt Lille development.

Programs focussed on specific skills, or some limited domain of behavior
can he successful, also when started later in life. .1-1w plasticity of behavior
guarantees success if there are no sociocultural constraints (e.g. negative
attitudes) that are harriers to effectiveness. But if an intervention program
is going to have a broader and more lasting impact, it will have to change

a sufficient pan of the behavior repertoire fOr a sufficient part of the
developmental course. 1f so much of the behavior repertoire is dependent

on incidental effects of the cultural environment (e.g. conventions) as
suggested earlier on, then the best one can do is to represent as much of the

desirable repertoire in the program 'File more is covered, the greater will
he the success. In as much as this perspective is correct, the precise contents
of a program become less important. As long as all major areas of behavior

are covered, one might as %%ell follow within each area a sort of shotgun
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approach. This would mean that the differential validity of programs should
mainly be a function of the time and energy invested in each child and that

the adaptation of a program with culture appropriate procedures and
contents should only lead to minor differences in effectiveness.

This section can he summarized in the following points:
- Principles of intervention which are effective in one society should he
effective elsewhere, but administration procedures and program
content will have to be adapted.
- Programs which address many facets of behavior and provide treatment
over long periods are probably the most effective.
- In view of the fuzziness of culture-behavior relationships the precise set
of tasks in a program may not be of great importance.

3

Conclusions

The main argument in the present chapter is that a moderate version of
universalism provides a pragmatically sound basis for looking at intervention programs. For the purpose of educational interventions it can he safely
assumed that learning principles are the same everywhere. Transfer of
intervention principles which have proved to be effective in one cultural
context to some other society is a meaningful enterprise. (Of course, this
only holds if similar objectives and similar initial conditions exist
elsewhere.) Similar psychological processes can lead to quite different
manifestations of behavior. But broad cross-cultural differences in behavior
repertoire can better be seen as a direct reaction to major differences in
external circumstances than as a reflection of internalized dispositions
acquired in the process of socialization. The many differences in culturespecific skills and conventions require adaptation of the procedures and
contents of programs that are to he transferred.

A corollan, of the present position on cross-cultural differences is that
intervention programs with general objectives, such as success at school.
can only he expected to have a lasting impact if they address a significant

part of the many aspects that make up the total repertoire of relevant
behaviors.
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INTERACTION BETWEEN DEVELOPMENT
PROCESSES AND SOCIO-CULTURAL CONTEXT
LINKING FAMILY, SCHOOL AND LITERACY
THROUGH PRESCHOOL INTERVENTION
T.S. Saraswathi
,t1S. Universini (yr Barocla
Indict

Introduction
by the Fear 2000 remains a distant dream, the
Even though Literacy far
UN General Assembly's proclamation of 1990 as the International Literacy
Year generated a great deal of interest and focused attention on alternative
strategies for spreading literacy and education. The multi-pronged
approaches to literacy acquisition and retention have encompassed adult
literacy programs, functional literacy, propagation of indigenous literacy and
use of mother tongue maintenance in minority education programs (see
Sinha 1990, and Freebody & Welch, 1993, for discussion of relevant
issues)

During recent years, concerned by the increasing number of illiterates
especially in the developing countries, scholars have raised questions
regarding the assumptions that a) literacy is essential for realizing and
maximising human potential and I)) literacy is associated with industrial
des elopment and improvement in soda-economic standards of the
population (see Kumar, 1993, and LeVine & White, 1986, for extended
discussions on these issues). Possibilities of exploring alternative or
indigenous forms of literacy have also been considered. The point for
debate as well articulated by Kumar (1993), is not whether literacy is
significant to the non-developed countries, whose educational systems are
plagued by problems of poor enrollment, high drop out rates, poor
classroom facilities, et cetera. The debate, in the twenty-first century, with
the shrinking globe, knowledge explosion and demands on communication,
centers more significantly around the questions a) how to make literacy
acquisition and retention more meaningful to families and children of first

generation learners? and h) haw can one intervene to create a literacy
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environment such that home-school linkages are established and a common
ground created to facilitate children's learning in mutually supporting, rather
than conflicting, environments, right from the early preschool years?

The present chapter focuses on intervention during the preschool years to

create a literacy environment through involvement of the family and
community in the literacy experience. The interaction between the
development of cognitive skills and the socio-cultural context in which
learning is embedded is evident when viewed in the light of the research
findings related to the cognitive consequences of literacy and schooling. The

empirical findings indicate that acquisition of cognitive skills is facilitated
by contextual similarity in the learning settings and more significantly, the
acquired cognitive skills lend themselves to transfer when conditions and
contexts for performance share similarities. During the preschool and
primary school years particularly, the home and the school are the two
major settings to which young children are exposed. Yet, even though
several impact evaluation studies of preschool intervention programs in
developing countries have indicated encouraging results (e.g. Halpern &
Myers, 1985; Kagitcrbasi, 1992; Myers, 1989; Shannia, 1992) reports on
successful parent and community involvement have been rare (Kagitcrbasr,
1992). During the past decade, ethnographic studies ha\ e examined the
interface of language experience in the home and school settings (e.g.
Heath, 1983, 1986). Also innovative intervention projects to establish and
strengthen home-school linkages have been carried out. These studies and
projects offer keen insights for program planning and educational interven-

tion during the early years. They provide guidelines for evolving a
culturally sensitive and adaptive psychosociu: context for literacy acquisition
and retention. The present chapter is hence organized in two major sections:
a) cross-cultural evidence regarding the cognitive consequences of schooling
and literacy is reviewed in the first section; h) the second section presents
brief summaries of selected ethnographic studies and intervention programs
to highlight the significance of understanding and embedding the learning
experience of children in their socio-cultural background. Implications are

drawn from the above for earl!, childhood education policy and program
planning and implementation.
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Schooling, literacy and the development of cognitive skills:
cross-cultural evidence

Varied claims have been made by developmental psychologists during the
past three decades regarding the specificity-generality dimensions of
c minitive skills acquired through literacy and schooling. The early proposal

that practice in using language 'out of context', as is the case of most
school learning, makes mental manipulations and organization of concepts

possible. thereby increasing the use of abstract thought (Greenfield &
Bruner, 1969), postulates that the influence of schooling is overarching and
general. On the other hand, the careful review of cross-cultural literature by
Rogoff (1981) and the systematic attempts by Cole and his associates (Cole.

1990; Laboratory for Comparative Human Cognition, 1983; Scribner 8:
Cole. 1978a,b. 1981) to unravel the contribution of both schooling and
literacy to the development of cognitive skills, lead to more modest
expectations, indicating context specificity in transfer and generalization.
Comparisons of schooled and unschooled children to establish the cognitive
consequences of schooling are plagued by methodological problems such
as:

comparability of the two groups on key demographic variables;

differential familiarity with test materials and procedure; difficulties in
following testing instructions; and case in responding to an unfamiliar tester.
In this context, two research studies undertaken by Cole and his associates
may he considered particularly significant in their attempt to unpackage the
effect of literacy and schooling (Scribner & Cole, I 978a,b, 1981) and the
confounding of age and other demographic influences with schooling effects
(Sham, Cole & Lave, 1979). The results of these two studies and Cole's
subsequent interpretations of their work are summarized here.
Drawing from their observations of unschooled but literate adults among the
Vai of Liberia, Scribner and Cole have questioned sonic of the generalizations made about the consequences of literacy. Their research among the
Vai. a people who had invented a syllabic writing system to represent their

own language, provides a unique opportunity to investigate the effects of
becoming literate separately from the effects of attending school. The study
was designed to disaggregate the influence of type of literacy (English
school, Vai script, Ouranic and Arabic language) on specific cognitive
skills. Their findings indicate that Western type, formal English schooling
contributes to performance on most tasks that were devised to model Vai
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script practices. "(...) But script literacy shows no such similar spread to the

general ability tasks that historically have demonstrated the influence of
schooling." (Scribner & Cole, 1981, p.253). Summing up the evidence with
respect to the substitutability of indigenous literacy and schooling, the
authors point out that "where tasks involve highly specialized skills involved
in learning or using a particular script, school drops out as a determinant of
performance (...) as tasks move away from specific script-related skills (...),

schooling goes considerably farther in encompassing functional literacy
related skills (...) than script knowledge does in capturing school related
skills." (p. 254).
Another significant contribution made by Cole and his associates' study in
Yucatan, Mexico (Sham. Cole & Lave, 1979) relates to ruling out selection
artifacts as sufficient explanation of the performance differences associated
with schooled and unschooled subjects. Results of their experimental studies
using categorization, memory, and problem solving tasks, with subjects
ranging in age from approximately 10 to 56 years, indicated that age and
educational experience contributed differentially to performance on different
tasks. Influence of education was seen clearly in tasks involving economic
classification, organizational strategies, syllogistic reasoning, and school
related problem solving (such as arithmetic problems). Age related effects
were more prominent in tasks that were well structured or where functional
criteria and real-world knowledge could produce a correct response.

The succinct summary by Rogoff (1981) highlights some of the specific
cognitive consequences of schooling. Schooling evidently promotes: a) use
of graphic representation: b) competence in using strategies to connect and

deliberately remember disconnected hits of information; and c) use of
taxonomic classification as preferred to functional classification. On the
other hand, "Schooling appears to have no effect on rule learning nor on
logical thought as long as the subject has understood the problem in the
way the experimenter intended." (p. 285).

The point of interest in these and other studies related to effects of
schooling and literacy (see Rogoff, 1981, LCHC, 1983, for comprehensive
reviews) centers around the specificity-generality dimensions of school
acquired cognitive skills. Ideas generated in this regard have particular
significance for policy decisions related to universal primary education and
literacy campaigns of international organizations such as UNESCO and for
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national policies on education. The extent of generality of the acquired
cognitive skills to non-school (or real life) contexts "(...) depend crucially
upon the extent to which forms of cognition mastered (...) are relevant to
other contexts; put differently, transfer of school-based knowledge should
be sought in the environments as well as in the transformed capacities
within children's heads." (Cole, 1990, p. 106). Cole (1990) identifies three
possible sources that could facilitate the generality of cognitive competencies gained in school: a) writing that aids in performance in many real life
settings; b) acquisition of curriculum content that can assist in real life
problem solving (provided that at least some part of the school curriculum
is connected with real life situations); c) the acquisition of language that
enables access to meaning systems that cam with it 'the culture's theory
about the nature of the world'.

The major ideas that can he gleaned from the review of available,
cross-cultural literature on the cognitive consequences of schooling and
literacy lead us to conclude that both literacy and schooling promote the
acquisiOn of specific cognitive skills. Generalization and transfer of these
skills are contingent upon the opportunities to use and rehearse the acquired

skills in real life contexts. Literacy, schooling and cognitive development
are embedded in the larger socio-cutural context. Hence the corollary that
follows is that the learning experience of children, especially in the early
years of school, needs to use to advantage the real life situations of their
home backgrounds to facilitate contextual similarity and to give meaning to
their new experiences in literacy acquisition. Further, the home-school
linkages should he strengthened in order to use to advantage the potentials
in homes for providing a literacy conducive environment by coopting the
parents' collaboration with teachers in the child's literacy experience.

The central thesis of the present chapter is that acquired cognitive and
literacy skills are context specific and that transfer of learning can be
sustained and facilitated only when children have an opportunity to rehearse
them in environments that provide contextual similarity. That translates to
the need for creating literacy environments by: a) learning more about the

culture and language of the homes, especially those from disadvantaged
minority groups: h) establishing linkages between the learning that
transpires in the home and school settings by creating zones of proximal
development in the school settings; and c) strengthening the linkages of
preparing the homes and the family fig school learning by making them
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partners in the literacy enterprise. Selected ethnographic studies and
preschool literacy intervention programs are described below as exemplars
to illustrate the feasibility and efficacy of such home-school linkages.

3

Ethnographic Studies

A comparative case study of Roadville and Trackton

The powerful role that different types of institutional networks and varying
perceptions of language play in the acquisition and retention of literacy has
been demonstrated by Heath (1983, 1986), in her work with white and
black working class communities in Roadville and Trackton, in the southern
United States. Both are literate communities whose residents can read and
write with comprehension and with competence required to transact busine

in their daily lives. What emerges from the detailed ethnographic account
is the radically different perspectives held by Trackton and Roadville adults
regarding children's learning of language and their implications for school
iteracy.

In Trackton, children learn to talk whereas in Roadville, adults teach them
how to talk. In Roadville, reading is viewed as a good habit, but little actual
reading was observed; there are few links between home reading materials
and outside institutions. Church and television-reinforced sports events

provide social and interactional links, and reading does not serve the
purpose of introducing new information or information exchange. Writing
followed a similar pattern as reading, i.e. primarily for individual purposes.
Oral communication was preferred. In Trackton, reading was frequently a
shared group experience, a "shared negotiation of the meaning of written
materials" (Heath. 1986. p.224). Reading and writing were also closely
integrated with church activities and followed a similar group pattern.
The observation of particular interest here is that neither the Roadville nor

Trackton children fare well in formal schooling. Heath interprets the
outcome as a consequence of the fact that each of the communities
described shares only one of two critical features of literacy. In Roadville,
children are preschooled into examining language a an artifact that can he
taken apart and reassembled. However. there is little discussion regarding
the written word beyond the family. Trackton children, on the other hand,
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are exposed to wider discourse in family and community contexts, but have

little exposure to the presentational and decontextualized aspects of
language.

The school setting and its literacy demands are conducive to the Roadville
children at school entry since they are well versed "in the decontextualization of reading and in school-approved approaches to written texts and
artifacts" (Heath, 1986, p. 226). However, when demands are made to
interpret and generalize information and share meaning, the children start
having trouble. As for the Trackton children, the school makes no effort to
use their community ways of discourse to advantage learning to read and
write alone. Heath's ethnographic account of Roadville and Trackton best
illustrates the critical significance of language experience in the preschool
years and their impact on school learning. Heath's work emphasizes the
embeddedness of language learning in its socio-cultural context. Such an
emphasis has evident implications for structuring learning in school settings.
The language used as the medium for literacy must be both akin to and
supportive of the language of the home, if the child is to make sense of his
experiences. Once again the theme remains ready the schools for children.
The curriculum q/ tailor's apprenticeship: An ethnographic study of

Gola tailors in Liberia

and

Lave's t 1990) study of Liberian apprentice tailors is an example of another
breakthrough in scholars' attempts to understand complex learning as
embedded in the real life context. Lessons learnt from such an analysis can

well provide important guidelines for making literacy acquisition more
meaningful and for facilitating the transition from preschool through
primary school years. in a graduated series of learning experiences related
to numeracy and literacy.

In her ethnographic study of about 250 men, working as master tailors and
apprentices, Lave presents a detailed description of the learning process
involved in the young tailors ac 'iring a mastery over the craft. Highlighting how the production steps are reversed in the learning process, Lave
draws attention to a significant feature of the practice of understanding as
the apprentices begin by first learning the finishing stages of producing a

garment, then go on to learn to sew it, and only later learn to cut and
design garments. The reversal in the steps invol.ed in production enables
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the apprentices to focus on the broad outlines of garment construction with
each further step offering an opportunity to appreciate how the previous
step in the garient's construction lead to the present one. Whole-arty. ity
practice is viewed as critical and chances of failure are minimized

The theoretical framework within which Lave presents her arguments in
favor of the practice of understanding can be summarized as follows the
basic assumption is that learning and understanding are socially and

culturally constituted "(...) knowing, thinking and understanding are
of
generated in practice, in situations whose specific characteristics are part
making
The
following
implications
for
practice as it unfolds." (p.31 I ).

school learning more meaningful are derived from Lave's fine grained
analysis of the steps involved in apprenticeship among Liberian tailors and
other ethnographic studies related to use of math in everyday practice as
well as in the US schools (Lave, 1988): a) lessons should be embedded in
real life settings so as to facilitate transfer and application of the acquired
knowledge and skills; b) lessons should be organized as specifications of
of proximal
proper practice, i.e. graduated through changing zones
structured
such
that
the
learners
have a
development; c) lessons should be
for
practice
the
sense of owning the problem and feel propelled to develop
enhances
a
participatory
approach
to
resolving the same. Such an approach
learning at all levels.

In the remainder of this chapter three exemplary experiments of home,

school, and literacy experience linkages are provided. The first case study
relates to an adult literacy project that resulted in creating a community
literacy environment and subsequently intervened at the primary and

preschool levels. Two of the case studies focus on interventions
preschool and early primary grades.

in
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Literacy interventions: strengthening linkages between home,
school, community and literacy

4

The Bay of Bengal Protect

Funded by the Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO). the Bay of
Bengal Project was conducted in three of the coastal states of India, namely
Tamilnadu, Orissa and Andhra Pradesh (L.S. Saraswathi, 1986, personal
communication). The experimental phase of the project w.as in operation

during the late seventies and early eighties. The focus was initially on
promoting adult literacy among the fisherfolks in the coastal villages of the
three states but soon preschool education for young children became a focus
also.

The sensitivity of the project organizers was evident from the very initial
steps undertaken to introduce literacy among the fishing community, the
majority of whom had no literacy skills and all of whom spoke a dialect
distinctlx different from that used in school text books. During the initial
stages of the project, the organizers and team members lived in the villages
for about three months, getting acquainted .vith the fisherfolks, and making
detailed ethnographic records of their language use, major purposes for
communication, and power relations in the community and the family. The
second phase consisted of conscientization, i.e. developing an awareness
among the members of the community regarding the significance of literacy
in their lives through group meetinas and focused group interviews. The
entire exercise was participatory in nature, enabling the members of the
community to identify specific life situations that were significant to them,
e.g. they had a fund of knowledge related to weather prediction and the

moods of the sea that was important for decisions related to fishing
expeditions (cf. Moll & Greenberg, 1990).

The project team enabled the community members to relate specific
experiences associated with the various daily life events and had those
converted to lessons w.ritten using the vocabulary and dialect of the fishing

community. Atietnaturs were chosen among the literate members of the
community and they were trained to conduct classes in a participatory
manner. Hie process and summative evaluations indicated several gains:
enthusiastic participation in the literacy programs; surprisingly high
enrollment of women and adolescent girls in adult literacy classes; interest
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in enrolling children in regular schools and willingness to enroll preschool
children in the anganadis (non-formal preschool program of the Integrated

Child Development Services; see also Muralidharan & Raul, in this
volume). The Bengal Bay literacy project is a good example of literacy for
the people, of the and hr the people. The viability of the project was tested

in terms of its large-scale application and rich collection of resource
materials.

Learning to read and write in an inner-cnt. setting

McNamee (1990) reports on her longitudinal research based on her
long-term involvement with teachers, students, and parents of an inner-city
preschool (in Chicago). Literacy development in this project was viewed as
a socio-cultural construct and as highly ratted to people, their patterns of
communication, and their use of written language to mediate activities in

day to day life. Influenced by Vvgotsky's writings on the role of play in
development and in literacy learning, McNamee helped develop the
preschool into a supportive social context for the sharing of ideas, story
telling, and the reading of books. Her analysis captures the inter-relationship

between the children's literacy development, the teacher's work, the
researchers' contributions, and the parent's support and involvement. The
development of this community of readers, writers, and language users was
greatly facilitated by the exchange of written communications among the
participants. For example, the teachers were given a small notebook for
each child. Et cry week, the teacher wrote one or two sentences in the
notebook Mr each child and sent it home with the child for the parents to
read. Parents were requested to do the same and send the notebook back to

school. For all concerned, literac!, became the object of study and the
medium through which to create conditions for literacy development.
The 1 hiringey Proicer
l'hc I laringe% project ( lizard, Schofield & I lewison. 1982) provides an
excellent example of the dramatic changes that can he brought about in
primary school children's academic progress when teachers and parents
work as partners. Hie project, established in the London Borough of
I laringey, unit% eel corking with a multi-ethnic group of parents, many of
\\how ia.ere non-English speaking and some of whom acre even illiterate.
The experimental program invoked three groups. Children aho read aloud
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to their parents at home regularly were compared to another group which
was given a school based language intervention program conducted by a
qualified teacher and also a control group. The teachers were able to get the
parents to cooperate, take an active interest in the children's reading. and
even keep records of what was read. The researchers report that parental
involvement had a pronounced effect on the student's success in school.
Children who read to their parents made significantly greater progress in
reading than those exposed to small group interaction in reading, given by
a highly competent specialist. Both groups fared better than the control
group. Furthermore, the parent involvement program was effective for
children at all levels of performance and, according to the teachers, the
children showed an increased interest in school learning in general. The
concept can easily he applied to acquisition of pre-literacy skills during the
preschool years.

5

Implications for educational policy and program planning

The relevance of the findings for educators and policy makers of ethnographic studies of language and learning environments of young children and
of successful programs of home-school linkages in the pre- and primary
school years, derives from their demonstration that educational programs
can succeed in preventing the academic failure experienced by children

from disadvantaged home settings. Implications for educational policy
planning, teacher training, and curriculum development encompass the
following. The strengths and learning potential of empowering parents as
partners in children's literacy development and school learning should he
appreciated. Teachers should be made sensitive to differences in the
language environments of children, especially those from ethnic or language
minority groups. I lome-school linkages should he facilitated by adapting the

language and the curriculum of the school to bridge the two main
micro-s>.sterns in which children operate. Teachers in pre- and primary
school settings should he encouraged and supported to create changing
zones of proximal development to make literacy acquisition and retention
more similar to real-life learning experiences. Finally, children should he
empowered by recognizing and accepting their identity as members of
different language, ethnic, and cultural identities, and using these differences as tools filr learning.
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Luke (1993) succinctly summarizes the educational philosophy implied in
embedding education in the socio-cultural context in his commentary on
Heath's work: "(...) Like language maintenance, the propagation of literacy
in a given community is contingent on: first, enabling institutional supports,
strateaies and polices: and, second, the necessity for texts and textuality in

daily economic and cultural practices." (ibid., p.3). The provision of
institutional support is best exemplified in the preschool intzn:ention
casestudies of MacNamee's project and the Haringey Project where the
school systems work actively to involve the parents as collaborators. The
provision of texts and textuality in daily economic and cultural practices is
illustrated in the Bay of Bengal Project where the entire approach to literacy
is built around the life experiences of the community.

A similar rationale is presented by Moll and Greenberg (1990) in their
thesis on creating zones of possibilities for learning by combining social
contexts for instruction. They focus attention on the funds of knowledge
mailable in all households, regardless of the families' years of formal
schooling or significance assigned to literacy: "Funds of knowledge entail
a broad set of activities which require specific knowledge of strateaic
importance to households" (p.323). Families, the world over, have
knowledge related to child care, causes and cures for illness, animal care,
farming, carpentry, folk arts and so on. and the associated skills for survival
anu living. In short, households' funds of knowledge are wide-ranging and
abundant. ft is a matter of great concern that such existing funds of
knowledge and the way in which they are transmitted. "(...) rarely make
their way into classrooms in any substantive way (...) funds of knowledge
n_prLsent a major, untapped resource for academic instruction" (p. 3231.
thocacy for creating a literacy environment through preschool intervention
and home-school linkages, pertinent though it is by itself, must necessarily
he Y. emed in a broader socio-cultural context. literacy acquisition and
retention is feasible only when the process initiated during the preschool
Lars and is consolidated during the primary school years and sustained in
later real life settings. hducational policy and program planning need to
mkt these into account. As stated succinctly by Levine and White (1986)
in their comparative analysis of educational development: "In the context
of the contemporary nation-state. neither official policy nor grassroots
olunteerisin alone can he relied upon to realize desired potentials: they.
must %ugh together, convergently and sy nergistically ." (p. 2171.
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MODIFICATION OF COGNITIVE COMPONENTS:
CONSEQUENCES FOR EARLY INTERVENTION
Eons van de Vijver
Tilburg University
The Netherlands
Intelligence and intervention studies
Debates on the success of cognitive enrichment programs have a long
history (for a recent update see Locurto, 1991). The leading question of
these debates was simple: Can interventions lead to lasting changes in
intelligence? The answer has proved to be anything but straightforward.
It is argued here that the debate has been hampered by conceptualizing
intelligence as a general intellectual ability. Instead of relying on a
conceptualization of intelligence as a general intellectual ability that is
measured by omnibus tests and expressed in IQ, intervention studies benefit
more from a componential view of intelligence (e.g., Sternberg, 1977, 1985)
that leaves scope for precisely locating areas of change in the cognitive
system. In this chapter I will discuss various issues related to the modifiability of the cognitive system of the child from a componential perspective.

In the next part a componential model of intelligence will be presented. The
third part will discuss the modifiability of each component. Implications for
intervention studies will be discussed in the final part.

2

A componential view of intelligence

The nature of intelligence has been discussed at leneth in the literature.
Basically, two camps can be discerned, namely lumpers' and 'splitters'
(tvlayr. 1982: Weinberg, 1989). 'Lumpers' such as Spearman (1923)
c insider intelligence "as a general, unified capacity for acquiring knowlcIge, reasoning and solving problems that is demonstrated in different ways
(ilavigating a course without a compass, memorizing the Koran, or
programming a computer)" (Weinberg, 1989, p. 98); splitters such as
Thurstone "hold that intelligence is composed of many separate mental
abilities that operate more or less independently" (Weinberg, 1989, p. 99).
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Despite the vast amount of effort and publications devoted to the debate,
there is no real winner. It is increasingly appreciated that factors often
assumed to be irrelevant for the results of a study (such as the heterogeneity

of cognitive tasks and/or the intellectual heterogeneity of the sample
studied: e.g., a random sample of the population or an intellectually
narrower sample of university students), play an important role in the
evaluation of the validity of lumper and splitter models. No model of
intelligence can claim a universal validity, but various models will have
their own domain of applicability. For example, lumper models are more
likely to hold in an intellectually broad sample while splitter models are
more likely in homogenous samples even if the same set of tasks would be
used in both samples.

The lumper perspective was fruitful for the study of intelligence,
Spearman's g (or general intelligence) gave rise to various new theories,
instruments, and even to new statistical methods (rotation methods and new

models in factor analysis) (cf. Van de Vijver, in press). However, the
concept of general intelligence is counterproductive for intervention studies
Firstly, because of the high aggregation level of the concept it is difficult
to pinpoint loci of changes after intervention. What does it mean that a
child shows an IQ gain of 10 points after training? Does the gain refer to

an increased reasoning capacity or to a training induced increment of
knowledge in areas tapped by the test? Lumper models do not pro) ide us
with hints as to how to enhance the development of reasoning by training
Secondly, the concept of general intelligence is unlikely to generate accurate
insight in transfer, a vital issue in enrichment programs.

Below, I shall propose a model of intellectual functioning that was first
described as a model of abstract thinking (Van de Vijver, 1991, Van de
Vijver & Willemsen, in press) but that can easily be extended to preschool
intellectual functioning. The model has four components: pragmatic
knowledge, reasoning schemes, metacognitive knowledge, and execution
These elements are discussed in the following subsections.

P
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Pragmatic knowledge
People acquire a massive amount of factual information about themselves
be
and their environment during their lives. Some of the knowledge may

derived from formal scientific theories but most of it is based on daily
experiences. Examples are the knowledge that a ball rolls, that the sun
1000 x 1000 is
generates heat, that there is a drink in the refrigerator, that
knowledge
can
be
made
explicit (e.g.,
called a million, etc. Some of the
knowledge
is
based
on
often implicit
Homer was a Greek poet), but some
non-relatives
inferences (e.g., children may be able to tell relatives from
long before they can adequately describe the concept of 'relatives').
Pragmatic knowledge is a summary label for all these facts and theories.

easily
It should be acknowledged that terms such as facts and theories could
invariably accurate;
impression
that
this
knowledge
is
convey the incorrect
pragmatic knowledge can be accurate, incomplete or even incorrect. Its role
in intelligence is vital: it is involved in all intellectual abilities. Pragmatic
knowledge is the content to which the reasoning is applied.
Reasoning schemes

Problem

solving starts from pragmatic knowledge, but having this

knowledge available is usually not enough to be able to solve a problem.
Prcblem solving involves stimulus transformations based on pragmatic
knowledge. For example, when a child learns to speak, subtle generalizalearning the
tions and discriminations have to be mastemd, such as in
'mother'
and
'woman'.
The
pragmatic
difference between the concepts of
refined
by
stimulus
transformations
knowledge of the words has to be
(generalization and discrimination). Reasoning schemes, the second aspect
They
of intellectual reasoning, refer to these stimulus transformation rules.
cognitive
are comparable to Piaget's scherzos, which are defined as a
structure "that is a more or less fluid form or plastic organization to which
(Haven,
actions and objects are assimilated during cognitive functioning"
1963. p. 551.

stimulus
Theories of intellectual functioning tend to emphasize the role of
often
considered
the
core of
transformation rules; reasoning schemes are
intelligence. Spearman's (1923) theory of the psychological meaning of 'g'
of a
focuses on stimulus transformation rules such as the recognition
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relation between stimulus elements that are presented together (e.g.,
recognizing the opposition in the stimulus pair 'father-mother'). Piaget's
theory of cognitive development provides a second example: the theory
essentially amounts to a hierarchy of reasoning schemes successively
mastered by the developing child. I believe the role of reasoning schemes
in intelligence should not be overestimated. Stimulus transformations play
an important role in the daily functioning of both children and adults, but
they form merely one aspect of intellectual functioning. A child might have
mastered the scheme required for conservation, but it should know some
elementary concepts of physics such as Al/TIC of weight before the scheme
can he applied. Failure to show conservation behavior in a testing situation
does not preclude a successful mastery of conservation in stimulus domains

more familiar to the child.

The separation of pragmatic knowledge and reasoning schemes can he
superficial when it is applied to the behavior of young children; knowledge
and transformation rules need temporally separable processes or entities but

will usualy not refer to them. This is best illustrated in the behavior of
young children. It is not uncommon tu observe a close link between

behavior and domain of application in young children. Small changes of the
initial problem (e.,g.. a slight rephrasing) may lead to substantial changes
in the speec.
even the accuracy of the solution obtained. Reasoning
schemes are intrinsically linked to the problem-solving behavior in which
they are applied.

Alefacogninve kaawleilge
11w third component of intelligence refers to the establishment of the link
between pragmatic knowledge and a reasoning scheme. The child should
realize 'hat the solution of a problem requires
a particular cognitive

transformation. In order to find an adequate say to solve the problem, the
child should he able to successfully connect pragmatic knots ledge and
reasoning schemes. Metacognition involves the control processes to monitor
the solution (Sternberg, 1985). Examples of metacounitive components are
the recognition and the choice of the relevant pragmatic knowledge, the
choice of solution strategy, the monitoring of the solution process, and the
change of solution strategy if the solution process does not lead to an
outcome ens isaged.
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Metacognitive knowledge is closely related to transfer and generalization.
Transfer training usually amounts to learning to apply previously acquired
schemes to new instances. Work -n the horizontal and vertical decalage in
the Piagetian tradition shows the inadequacy of the assumption of intertask
stability of reasoning schemes. Therefore, training programs schould aim at
changing metacognitive knowledge.
Execution

The execution of the process refers to the final element of intellectual

functioning. It involves the combination of the previous three elements in
practical action. What the current model of intellectual functioning amounts
to in practice can be illustrated by an admittedly not very original, though
probably lucid thought experiment, in which an illiterate child from a nonWestern culture is exposed to a Piagetian conservation task. The child is
shown three transparent beakers, two of which are the same, tall and thin,
while the third is short and broad. The two tall beakers contain the same
quantity of colored liquid. One of the tall beakers is poured into the short
beaker. The child is then asked to compare the amounts of liquid in the two
beakers. This kind of problem presupposes a degree of pragmatic knowledge, varying from the physical concept of quantity to more mundane
concepts such as fluid, transparency and beakers. The reasoning scheme, the
conservation of liquid quantity, is theactual target of study. Metacognitive
knowledge requires the recognition that the physical concepts mentioned are
required, and the ability to verbally express the ideas. Moreover, the
experimental situation presupposes knowledge about the kind of behavior
to expect in question-answer games such as a testing situation.

The actual behavior (the execution component) is the outcome of this
complex combination of pragmatic knowledge, reasoning scheme, and

metacognitive knowledge. All these a:pects are inextricably linked and can
only he distinguished at theoretical level. Actual behavior is the outcome of
the four elements, each of which will intluence the final product. Suppose

that the child fails to give an answer that points to conservation of the
quantity of liquid. This raises the question of how this failure should be
explained. Perhaps, as the failure may seem to suggest. the child has not

mastered the reasoning scheme. The othet cognitive components could also
give rise to the answer that one beaker contains more liquid than the other.
the child may he unable to give an adequate verbal account of his or her
13 '5
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ideas (but may still accurately predict the level of liquid which will be
attained by the water in a beaker of a model not yet used!). Also, the child
may not be accustomed to working with transparent beakers. If the stimulus

material is foreign to the child, there is an increased likelihood that the
child will be unable to link his or her knowledge to a relevant problem
solution. In summary, an adequate final product is conditional on the
availability (or successful application) of each of the four elements.

3

Modifiability of the components

Enrichment programs often involve massive investments of human effort
and money. In order to avoid wasting energy and money on interventions

with a low a priori probability of success, the modifiability of each

component must he accurately assessed. In particular, the debate on the
modifiability of intelligence points to the need of such an analysis: in
Weinberg's (1989) words: "The accumulating evidence suggests that the
substandard intellectual skills and "thinking" capacities of mildly mentally
retarded populations, most of whom manifest no particular organic or
central nervous system pathology (cultural-familial retardation), cannot be
substantially or pemianently raised by special training (...). But there is

good reason to believe that interventions can enhance the functional
abilities, learning strategies, adaptive skills, and social competencies of
children whose measured IQ is low" (p. 103).

In my view. all four components are modifiable through intervention. but
the components strongly differ in the energy required to engender
substantial changes through training. Designers:of intervention programs
should take this differential modifiability into account.
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Modifiability of pragmatic knowledge
Pragmatic knowledge is easily modifiable. Scholastic information is a good

example of a pragmatic knowledge base that is expanded over a long
period. The training tasks of preschool programs will often contain
pragmatic knowledge aimed at preparing the child for formal education,
such as the teaching of letters and digits. Pragmatic knowledge should be
included in enrichment programs, for at least two reasons. Firstly, the child
will master knowledge that can be used directly in the regular curriculum
(e.g., the recognition of letters and digits in the previous example).

Secondly, much scholastic knowledge is cumulative; one concept is
presupposed in the understanding of another. Hence, having mastered one
concept it will be easier to comprehend another. For example, the child will
have to have know what a letter is before it can understand the concept of

a syllable.

There is no critical period in life after which individuals without organic
damage cannot acquire new pragmatic knowledge. There is abundant
evidence for the modifiability of pragmatic knowledge (some .yen claim for
the modifiability of intelligence) in old age (e.g., Baltes & Schaie, 1976).
Allndifiabililv of reasoning schemes

Cross-cultural research is an interesting domain in which to study the
modifiability of reasoning schemes. Broadly speaking, two views on the
modifiability can he found in the cross-cultural literature. The first one
holds that formal education (or enrichment programs for that matter) can
have a formative intluence on reasoning schemes. This view is most clearly

represented in the work of V)gtgsky (1978) and, more recently, Tulviste
(1991). Although these authors were primarily interested in the psychological consequences of schooling and literacy programs among adults, their
argument can be readily generalized to preschoolers. In this view, training
could lead to substantial cognitive changes. Vygotsky's theory has given
rise to interesting empirical studies of "unschooled literacy" (i.e.. literacy
that is not taught in a formal school setting). Thus. Berry and Bennett
(1991) found that, in contrast to what could be expected from a Vygotskian
perspective, unschooled literates and unschooled illiterates showed similar
performances on cognitive tasks. A lack of empirical corroboration has also
been reported elsewhere. So, the view that training will have a formative

ti
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influence on reasoning schemes is seriously challenged by empirical
findings.

The second view is more in line with Bern and Bennett's findings. It holds
that reasoning schemes are not well trainable. The view is expressed by
Cole (1990) with regard to cone -etc operational thinking: "Although there
is room for disagreement, I believe that it is sensible to conclude that
concrete operational thinking is not influenced by schooling; what is
influenced is subjects' ability to understand the language of testing and the
presuppositions of the testing situation itself' (p. 99). I concur with this
view. It is unlikely that children will acquire reasoning schemes through

training; more likely, training will broaden the domain of application of
reasoning schemes and hence, promote other aspects of intellectual
functioning such as metacognitive skills.

In general, there will he no need to teach reasoning skills, because the
children will lase already mastered the schemes; what is lacking is the
ability to use the schemes in testing situations, most likely because of a lack

of pragmatic or metacognitive knowledge. This vier is in line with Case
(1992), according to \thorn the cognitive system is characterized by
"conceptual structures" (comparable to our reasoning schemes) which are
not applicable to the entire range of the children's experience, merely to
experience within some particular domain (p. 62). Goossens (1992) even

refers to "local structures" to emphasize the domain specificity of newly
mastered cognitive skills.

.thhhfrobilar
Me

metaeogoilive knowledge

Metacognitive knowl dge is an underrated aspect of intervention studies.
Intervention could lead to both narrow and broad effects on metacognition.
The first kind win refer to test-wiseness. i.e., specific skills which, when
applied to tests or assessments, lead to higher scores. Test-wiseness can
create a threat to the assessment of preschool training by inflating true
intervention effects. Moreover, it is questionable whether test-wiseness can
lie circumvented: "It is just about impossible for intervention programs riot
to 'teach the test' or to the experimental learning and performance tasks,
because there are limited kinds of materials and mental and physical
challenges that are testable at early ages" (Spitz, 1991, p. 3321.
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The second kind of effect is much broader and ins olves metacognitive
knov, ledge that is not restricted to the training or assessment but refers to
the establishment and successful application of a cognitive plan of action to
solve a problem. Training can have a pervasive effect on various aspects of
metacognitive knowledge, such as the selection of stimuli to be acted upon.
the activation of retrieval sy sterns and the monitoring of the solution (Rand
& Runlet, 1987).

The need to d"al ssith transfer is illustrated in the literature on problem
isomorphs (i.e.. structurally similar problems dealing with different stimulus
contents. An example of two problem isomorphs would he "How much is
2-2?" and "The family Johnson has two sons and two daughters. How ma- y
children does 'he family Johnson have?") (cf. Van de Vijver. 1991). Young
children often experience difficulty in recognizing the structural similarity
of problems. and hence. the applicability of mastered solution strategies.
['raining should be geared to expanding the application domain of a skill.
Children should he taught how previously mastered solution strategies can
he applied. probahls slightl adapted. to new problem situations.

Transfer training is a pokserf I means to prepare young children for the
cognitive demands that will he imposed on them in school. It has been
repeatedly pointed out that transfer of knovt ledge and strategies is an
important aspect of schooling: the use of generalized solution strategies has
indeed been put tbnyard as a distinctive feature of schooled subjects as
compared to unschooled subjects (cf. Rogoff. 1981). Spontaneous use of
strategies such as clustered recall in memory tasks can he assumed to he
strongly influenced by schooling (cf. Wagner, 1981). The recognition of the
relevance of strategies and the ability to use these in problem solving is
probabls one of the most characteristic aspects of what has been referred
to as the "hidden curriculum" of formal education (i.e.. the curriculum that
is transmitted inkrmalls rather than Forman> I.
Various procedures have been proposed in educational psychology to foster
transfer. these could he implemented in intervention studies. Examples of
relevant aspects that could be addressed in a metacognitive training are the
recognition of problem similarity and isomorphism (Does the problem look
like a problem that I have solved in the past?). and the adoption of general

solution strategies Wan I split the problem in smaller parts that are easier
to soh (rt. See Sternberg 1 19571 for an application of these principles to a
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thinking training program for secondary- and college-level students, and
Feuerstein (1980) for an application to mental retardates.
It should be an important aim of intervention studies to reduce the
disparities in cognitive functioning of the child across various domains. This
aim is not accomplished by teaching reasoning schemes but by broadening
the domain of application of mastered reasoning schemes; in other words,
training children in metacognitive skills will usually he more efficient than
training them in reasoning schemes.
The design of training programs would be considerably enhanced by a good
understanding of the cognitive demands that are imposed upon children in

school and in daily life. Such an analysis will probably show that the
cognitive transformations used at home and in school do not differ
appreciably but that the domain of application of the stimulus transformations is vastly different. A central aim of intervention studies should be to
establish a better link between school and home in terms of the cognitive
demands. Closing the gap between school and home could start
asking
what kind of stimulus transformations are required, e.g., in reading, and
which daily activities require the similar transformations. Unfortunately, the
design of preschool programs is thwarted by a lack of such knowledge. I
agree with Case (1992), who has pointed out that school curricula have

hardly been analyzed from the viewpoint of their central conceptual
structure: we do not know very much about the reasoning schemes required

in formal education. Case's view also holds for the daily activities of
children. As a consequence, it is easier to devise an intervention program
in which scholastic or related knowledge is transmitted (cf. Slavin Pc
Madden. this volume). than to devise a program that attempts to modify the
cognitive transformations required in school.

fl
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Aludifiabilit of execution
In problem-solving the three previous components are combined in a single
action. The whole set can he considered as a skill (Fischer, 1980). Skills
have to be trained, but the execution of skills will not vastly change after
the training program. Increased efficiency after repeated-exposure to a task
is unlikely to he induced by mere execution. Rather, the improved
performance is more likely to affect metacognitive knowledge. Repeated

exposure will often lead to an increased efficiency of metacognitive
knowledge. e.g., an increased ability to eliminate irrelevant task features.
and a reduced need to ponder about the course of action to be taken.

4

I niplications for intervention studies

The psy chological domain aimed at in the intervention can he either narrow
(e.g.. reading. arithmetic) or broad (e.g., reasoning). It is more straightfor-

ward to design programs with a target that is narrowly defined from a
cognitive point of view than to design a program that attempts to enhance

broad parts of cognition such as reasoning A componential view of
intelligence is particularly effective in the latter case, as it will enhance the
composition of a targeted and efficient intervention program. The

modifiability of the various components and the need or desirability to
change these should he taken into account in the design of an intervention
program. The change of metacognitive knowledge is usually needed,
whereas there is usually no reason to assume the absence of reasoning
schemes. In intervention programs. the impo,tance of generalization from
the domain of application of previously mastered skills to new areas can
hardly he overestimated. Transfer and generalization should he essential
concepts in the design, implementation. and evaluation of training programs.
The magnitude of the effects that can he expected after training will depend
on the cognitive components involved. Training in pragmatic knowledge
(such as letter recognition) will often yield a steep. peaked generalization
curve. i.e. the training will give rise a considerable change in scores at tasks

similar to the tasks trained, but the transfer to untrained tasks will he
It tithed. Nfetacognitie training, on the other hand, often geared to the
domain broadening of a previously mastered skill, can he expected to lead
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to a flatter generalization curve, i.e. less dramatic score increments that,
however, extend over a larger domain of tasks.
There is a massive literature on the teaching of thinking skills (e.g. Baron
& Sternberg, 1987), but the training programs typically involve children
above the age of four (e.g. Feuerstein, 1980; Sternberg, 1987). Designers
of cognitive enrichment programs for preschoolers have to face a complicating factor that is not present in older age groups: it has been repeatedly
demonstrated that the relationship between preschool and adult IQs is
moderate at best; the correlations with adult IQ increase with age, but
before the age of five or six the correlations are often low or even zero. In
sum, we do not have a good measure of intellectual functioning at very

young ages: in a similar vein, it could he argued that it is difficult to
delineate intervention procedures for very young children aimed at a broad

stimulation of coanitive growth.
The low correlations could he engendered by the lack of overlap in item
content of developmental and intelligence scales. Developmental scales are
taken to he 'insufficiently cognitive' to produce high correlations. In the last
decade an interesting trend emerged which could help to reduce the problem
of low correlations; there is a growing interest in the measurement of basic

processes. frequently involving the assessment of basic cognitive and
psychophysiological reactions to novel tasks (e.g.. Lecuyer. 1989). In a
review of empirical findings, Bornstein and Sigman (1986) reported
sianificant correlations between habituation (a physiological reaction to
nos city) and later 1Q. Similarly, Farran and I larher (1989) found that "tasks
measured in infancy and involving information processing in a novel
learning situation are strongly related to performance on standardised tests

during the preschool period if the children are developing in less than
optimal environments." (p. I I I ).
It is debatable whether the approach to mean re responses to novelty could
live up to the high expectations sonic authors seem to have. The doubt is

inspired by studies of the relations between IQ and simple cognitive
measures such as choice-reaction time. The measures, known as 'elementary

cognitive tasks'. arc found to show significant correlations with IQ, but the
their magnitude almost never exceeds 0.30 (Hunt. 1987). A similar upper hound of 0.30 could he assumed to hold for the correlations of simple tasks
in infant research. In our research, which involved children of the highest
U
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grades of primary school. correlations between simple tasks such as choice
reaction time tasks and IQ tests were not larger than 0.30, but substantially

higher values were obtained for cognitively more complex tasks in which
the solutions may have a latency of several seconds (Van de Vijver, 1993).
As an example of a more complex task, children had to determine as
quickly as possible the odd one out in a series of seven figures, six of
which were identical. Again, it could he conjectured that the same pattern
of findings will hold true in infant research. implying that the strength of
relationship is primarily determined by task complexity. Tests of simple
cognitive tianctioning, such as habituation to task novelty, are useful, but

their power to predict IQ at later ages may be limited by the lack of
cognitive complexity - the same factor that impedes the predictive power
of developmental scales such as the Gesell Development Test or the Bayley

Scales. Still, the previous studies point to the importance of task novelty
and complexity at Very young ages. The reralization of these findings to
intervention programs is probably not far-fetched. These findings point to
the need to include novel and complex tasks in training programs.

By focusing on cognitive components and their modifiability, important
leatures of intervention have been neglected: the bile of noncognitive
factors and of the environment, especially the caregiveis of the child. There
are strong indications that non-cognitive factors are also involved,
particularly in elfectke programs with long-lasting ellects such as described
by Kagncibasi I992. this volume). These factors. which include mothers'
enthusiasm and attitudes. result in more attention being given to the formal
and intOrmal learning of the child. Such an inter\ cilium program will have
initiated a chain of lasting effects in mother and child.
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PART TWO
DEVELOPMENT AND LITERACY
IN
CULTURAL CONTEXT

MANY KINDS OF DEPRIVATION
YOUNG CHILDREN AND THEIR FAMILIES
IN SOUTH AFRICA
Linda Richter
University of the I-Vitwatersrand Medical School
South Africa

1

Introduction

Countless people in developing countries are desperately poor. This means
they have little or no access to materials, facilities and services that they can

to safeguard their social and economic resources, improve their
circumstances or bootstrap their children's chances for a better life
use

Nonetheless, many people, at least in South Africa, do improve their lives

and those of their children. And they did, even during the most stifling
years of Grand Apartheid; this is clear from the descriptions given by
people like Sindiwe Magona (1990) of the way families, and particularly
women, persevere in their efforts to educate and advance themselves and
their children. This fact is testimony to the 'hidden potential' of knowledge,
skills and resources in people, families and communities.

In South Africa this potential has been obscured from us by a number of
things. Firstly, we have tended to maintain a conscious blindness to

individual differences in people's adaptation to poverty and hardship, for
fear that recognition and discussion of them might support the tendency of
government to 'individualize' social problems and blame those who suffer
most for their own situation. Second, both colonialism and apartheid have
fostered an unconscious blindness to the psychological substance of poor
(and especially, in South Africa, black) people. Instead, we have tended to
see people in terms which parody Abraham Maslow's (1970) need hierarchy
theory.

We have been inclined to view economically deprived people as entities
who operate from a predetermined hierarchy of needs, the activation of each

higher level being dependent on the fulfillment of lower level needs. We
have tended to presume that belongingness, self-esteem and hope come into

play only when hunger, thirst, physical safety and shelter are assured. By
this reasoning we are led to presume that poor people have a greater need
9 "e
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for food, clean water and shelter, than a need to feel loved by others and
respect for themselves. By extension, we also seem to operate on the
assumption that there is a hierarchy of psychological functions; that one
cannot feel shy, hopeful or humiliated when one is hungry, thirsty or cold.

An extreme illustration of this point is the long time it has taken for
depressive illnesses to be recognized in Africa. In truth, all these needs
operate simultaneously in human beings, and life is lived by people who
synchronously exercise their psychological, social and physical capacities.
It is our blindness which prevents us from recognizing the psychological
life of economically deprived people and, by implication, their psychological resources. However, perhaps it is also more comfortable for us that way.
It is less complicated to provide a tap, a meal or a book than to meet headon the shame, distress and helplessness experienced by many poor people.

Another reason why we have tended to overlook the social and psychological essence of poor and oppressed people is because we have subscribed to
a

kind of cultural anthropology and cross-cultural psychology which

amplifies cultural differences and frequently bypasses psychological depth
in family relationships and parent-child interaction in non-Western cultures
(for example, Le Vine, 1990). Socialization, a process credited with great

complexity in our own society, is often taken to be understandable
according to but a few principles in other cultures - for example, that
African childrearing can be characterized by the importance of compliance

which is enforced through corporal punishment. In contrast to this view,
Welch (1978), for example, has asserted that there is less divergence
between the socialization practices of African and non-African societies than
is generally believed.

In this chapter I would like to play down the influence of specific cultural
influences and, instead, point out that, firstly, in South Africa there is a

great deal of individual variation in coping with economic hardship,
particularly with regard to the provision of nurturing and instructive
experiences for young Children, and that these differences are attributable
to individual and social factors; secondly, that women, who are responsible
for the care and guidance of young children, are increasingly burdened also

with sole financial responsibility for children; thirdly, that some women,
without sufficient material and social resources arc psychologically
overcome by adversity and their demoralization reduces their effectiveness
as caregivers; fourthly, caregiving dysfuncti-ins place at risk the social and
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psychological capacities of young children necessary for optimal participation and learning when given educational opportunities; and, lastly, apart
from providing preschool and educational facilities and compensating for
past inequalities. interventions need to be directed at caregivers by

strengthening family ties, promoting paternal commitment to children,
assisting vulnerable women in ways which increase their confidence and
emotional engagement with their children, and increasing women's
education and income-earning capacities.

2

Home environments of young children in South Africa

There have been very few studies of the home environments of young
children in South Africa. Nonetheless anyone familiar with townships,
squatter settlements and subsistence plots knows that side-by-side one may

find stands, houses and people very different from one another. One
dwelling may rest on a barren, dusty stand, its interior dirty and dismal, and
its occupants inert and demoralized; next door may be a cultivated square
on which stands a cardboard and corrugated iron house, its interior clean
and cared for, inhabited by poor but spirited people (du Toit, 1993).
Psychologists, however, have been slow to respond to these differences. For

example, on the basis of not finding any significant relationships between
infant competence and socioeconomic factors in a group of Soweto
children. Miller (1976) concluded that poverty precludes variations in lifestyle of much consequence for child development. In contrast, our own
study of young children living in black townships indicate substantial effects

of home environments on children's developmental levels, which are
independent of measures of socioeconomic status.
In a study which examined the interrelationships between parental
socioeconomic status, home environment, infant mental and psychomotor
development and growth, 305 Affican infants aged .2 to 30 months were

tested on the Bayley Scales of Infant Development and their mothers
interviewed regarding family and home background. Home environment
was assessed using the 1 Ionic Screening Questionnaire (Coons, Frankenburg,

Gay, Fandal, Lolly & Ker, 19821. The sample was drawn from well-baby
clinics in the urban black townships surrounding the core industrialization
sites in South Africa, including Johannesburg, Pretoria and Durban-
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Pietermaritzburg. The Home Screening Questionnaire (HSQ, a proxy
measure for Betty Caldwell's HOME Inventory) was translated into Sizulu
and Setswana, the major languages used in the areas surveyed, and backtranslated for checking.
In summary, the analyses of this study (Grieve & Richter, 1990; Richter &
Grieve, 1991) suggested three major conclusions. Firstly, the HSQ appears
to reflect the same major factors in black South African communities as

identified in the United States. The primary factor evident in home
environment scores in South Africa was labelled Opportunities for
Stimulation and included items that tap caregivers' ability to structure the
environment for learning and promote development by becoming involved
in children's activities.

Secondly, there are wide variations in home environments and parental
behaviors, both between and within different socioeconomic groups of
people living in black township areas. Items tapping, for example, the kinds
of playthings provided for a child, frequency of adult play with a child, and

the extent of father (or other male) involvement in caregiving, were not
found to be related to socioeconomic status.

Finally, none of the home environments examined in black townships
provided what, by Western middle class standards, would be called enriched
environments. Nonetheless, the differences in home environments and day-

to-day experiences of children which were found, were r!lown to he
important correlates of children's developmental status. Bayley Scale indices
showed significant positive correlations with home environment scores in
the first two to three years of life, but were not significantly associated with
parental measures of socioeconomic status (occupation, income and
education). These results were taken to support the conclusion drawn by
Bradley, Caldwell, Rock et al. (1989, p. 232) that "within a very broad
range of environments, differences in the home environment are associated
with differences in cognitkle development irrespective of average level of
environmental quality that is observed in a particular subgroup."

In a separate study of the home environments of malnourished children
(Richter, 1992a), the HSQ, together with several other measures, was
administered to 135 mothers of infants between 3 and 18 months of age

who had been admitted to a short-stay hospital ward with a primary
diagnosis of protein-energy malnutrition (PEM). A comparison group of

.1 0 0
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infants resident in the same community outside Pretoria, with no history of
hospitalization or PEM, was selected from the sample described above. The
home environments of malnourished children were able to be distinguished,

at a high level of accuracy, from the home environments of matched
children with normal growth living in the same community, particularly on

the primary factor of the HSQ called Opportunities for Stimulation. A
model using items comprising this factor provided a significant separation

of the malnourished and comparison groups, with an 85% level of
specificity and sensitivity. That is, although no causal relationship is implied
by the findings, features of the home environment of small children were
found to be associated with health and development risks for young

children, at least as expressed in protein-energy malnutrition.

It is clear that "different levels of socioeconomic status offer children

experiences which are both different and unequal with respect to the
resources and rewards of the society" (Hess, 1970, p. 457). However,
without wishing to minimize the influence of harsh physical environments
on the psyches of the small children who have to endure them, it is also
necessary to assert, as Uri Bronfenbrenner puts it, " ... the primacy of the
phenomenological over the real environment in steering behavior ..." (1979,
p. 24). For young children, the experienced environment is one that is
basically socially constituted. It is constructed from the interactions that
children have with other people around them; for very young children, it is
largely created by the involvement and responsiveness of their mothers and
other primary caregivers. What the findings discussed above show is that,
despite material poverty and low levels of education, some South African
mothers are highly responsive to the social and cognitive needs of their
young children, and provide day-to-day experiences for their children which
are known to support and stimulate intellectual development. What is not
entirely clear is which social and psychological factors are associated with
caregiver differences in sensitivity and responsiveness to the needs of
infants and young children.

3

Women - mothers and workers

The position of women and children in South Africa is made especially
vulnerable by the prevailing nature and structure of the black family
(Howell, 1992). Only about 58% of black women over the age of 18 years
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have ever been married (Central Statistical Services, 1993) and, depending
on the area, between 20% and 60% of black households are single-parent
female-headed (Simkins, 1986). Even when men and women are married,

housing shortages and migrant labor prevent about a third of them from
living together (Simkins, 1986). Asa corollary, men and women sometimes
live together for varying lengths of time, perhaps having one or more
children together, without ever getting married. Whether men and women
live together or not, it is not always possible for them to have their children
with them, mainly for reasons of lack of accommodation and child care. For
example, it was estimated in 1980 that nearly 20% of children under the age

of 15 years lived apart from their parents (Simkins, 1986).

While there are social, economic and historical factors why some black
people in South Africa have insecure partnerships. the instability of family
life frequently forces women to assume sole responsibility for supporting

their children economically. Most black women are restricted in their
occupational choices, however, by their low levels of education and because

there are not adequate child care provisions for working women. For
example, nearly half of all women in the 'homelands' and about 15% of
women in urban areas are illiterate, and in 1991, only 10% of women in
South Africa had completed their secondary school education (Central
Statistical Services, 1991). With regard to child care, a study in Soweto
(Cock, Emdon & Klugman, 1986) indicated that 20% of mothers went back
to work when their last child was less than two months old, and more than

half when their last child was aged six months or less. The majority of
these women were forced to pay for child care facilities outside of the
family.
In addition to earning a living, urban women have to do their domestic
chores and care for their children. The same Sowetan study found that the
majority of working women 'worked' for 16-18 hours a day. In rural areas
women are agriculturalists, in addition to which they have to collect water
and fuel, do the laundry and cooking. and care for small children as well
as the sick and aged. In one area of KwaZulu it was found that women had
to walk 8 km to collect one headload of wood, an activity that took more
than four and a half hours to complete (Wilson & Ramphele, 1989).

Black South African women are undoubtedly overworked, underpaid and
insufficiently supported, both economically and 'in their job of caring for
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children, by either the men in their lives or by the State. Desrite the
hardships of single women, they nonetheless have the advantage of being
able to make autonomous decisions about their income and their activities.
Sonie studies indicate that children may be better off in women-headed

households. For example, research in Kenya and Malawi (Kennedy &
Peters, 1992) has found that some female-headed households with very low
incomes have lower levels of preschooler malnutrition than higher income
male-headed households. This is attributed to the fact that women tend to
allocate proportionately more of their incomes to !hod and proponionatcly
more of the total calories to child feeding. In addition, nurturing of children

may he increased in female-headed households.

4

Vulnerable caregivers - vulnerable children

Despite the hardship of their lives, most South African women are trying
to cope with these conditions. They make personal and physical sacrifices
to earn a living. they rear their children as devott d mothers, and they
maintain their homes conscientiously; many are also committed members
of women's, church and community groups, which actively serve people in
more precarious situations than their own. Nonetheless, hardship takes its
toll on many South Africans. including women. A large number of black

people interviewed as part of a national study complained of sleep
disturbances ('50%), depression (31%1 and tension (26%) (Olivier, 1989).
For some women, the load becomes too heavy. Their constant struggle, the
scarcity of their social supports and their lack of prospects makes them
demoralized, withdrawn and depressed. It is the resultant diminished
capacity for supportive, consistent and involved parenting which primarily

threatens We well-being of small Thildren (McLoyd, 1990). l'he mediating
link between caregiving and child effects, proposed here, is parental
psychological distress originating from endemic adversity. Being part of the
African culture, being black and politically oppressed and being poor does
not necessarily imply that young children will he deprived of sufficient
appropriate experiences to enable them to cope with the demands of formal
education. Neither low social class, nor poverty, nor deprivation (vaguely

defined), have been shown to have an inevitably negative effect on
children's social or cognitive development (Richter, 19931. There has been,
very rightly, a great deal of criticism of the assumption that poor people
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necessarily make poor parents who produce children with social and
intellectual deficits (Oyemade, 1985).

It is often assumed that caregiver-child relationships in black cultures are
different from those observed in the West and, implicitly, that they are not
as good fbr children, particularly from an educational perspective. For
example, Robert Le Vine (1990) claims that mother-infant 'mock conversation' is a population-specific phenomenon which rarely occurs among nonWestern societies. Some other studies of child development and early
experience conducted
Africa have suggested that mothers might he

unaware of, or um,

died about, the need to stimulate their young
1977). The home
environment research conducted in South Africa, referred to earlier,
children's development ( for example, Goldberg,
challenges the generality of these impressions.
I

.1

My own observations of interactions between black mothers and their babies

over the length of the first year (Richter, Grieve & Austin, 1988) and of
interactions between mothers and their malnourished and healthy children

up to the age of three years (Richter, 1992b), have convinced me that
mothers who are not psychologically distressed engage in playful conversations with their babies, and demonstrate affection, responsivity, sensitivity
and chi Id-centeredness in their interactions with their young children. In the
first longitudinal study, 14 mother- infant pairs were videotaped during faceto-face interaction from 3 weeks to 52 weeks of age. The conditions tinder
which interactions took place replicated those used by Colwyn Trevarthen
n l'Ainburgh
fly example, 1987), and included object play with a ring
stacking toy. On me basis of microanalyses of 2-second intervals of mother-

infant interactions in the second half of their first year engaged in a
teaching task, we concluded that the structure of the processes involved in
shared understanding and cooperation were the same amongst black South
African dyads as those described in the West (Richter, Grieve & Austin,
1988). That is, mothers %sere sensitively responsive to their children's needs

and level of skill, they adjusted their instructions and behavior to their
children's increasing competence, and so on. In the second study, 26
malnourished children and matched comparison children from the same
community were followed from 9 to 30 months of age and assessed, on
both occasions, on a wide range of social, intellectual and emotional
measures. Mother-infant interactions, during both structured and unstructured pia). were recorded at both time periods and subjected to microanaly-
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sis. Interactional measures recorded at 9 months of age predicted outcome
measures at 30 months among both malnourished and comparison children.
That is, malnourished infants who enjoyed responsive relationships with
their mothers were found, at 30 months, to show tower ill-effects at 3(1
months than malnourished children who were not exposed to this kind of

caregiving. Mother-infant interactions were found, in this study, to be
statistically associated with rated poverty levels and maternal social supports

(Richter, Bac & I lay, 1990).
This does not mean that African mothers engage in responsive. sensitive
interactional behaviors with as much self-consciousness as Western mothers
might. When I questioned mothers about their behavior, the majority stated

that they had not previously been aware of intentionally teaching or
interacting with their infants in the ways described. Nonetheless, I have
observed the interactions between healthy black mothers and their children
to be as vocal, playful, responsive and indulgent, as the interactions between

Western mothers and babies videotaped in, for example, Oxford and
Edinburgh.

There is wide agreement that socioeconomic and other stresses can

adversely affect caregiving practices through the struggle, fatigue and

demoralization which poor and disadvantaged women endure (Richter, Bac
& Hay, 1990; Scheper-1 Welles, 1985). Emotional withdrawal associated
with pervasive low-level depression is one of the most common forms of
psychological distress found among economically deprived populations who
suffer chronic stress (Fried, 1982). l'olansky, Borgman & DeSaix (1972)
have suggested that, when faced with severe economic hardship, caregivers

may become emotionally unavailable through defensive interpersonal
detachment and inn Thilization (what they refer to as 'massive affect
inhibition.). Mothers, overwhelmed by the immediate concerns occasioned
by their social and economic circumstances, lack the energy normally

available for investment in child care, and become emotionally detached and
inaccessible to their children. They feel helpless and hopeless and lose any
sense of confidence that they can do something about their child's health
and development. They become resigned to the reduced options available

in their lives and paralysed by their sense of futility about altering their
restrictive circumstances (Fried. 1982).

1r, 5
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Parental distress in the form of emotional detachment and depression is
capable of affecting children's behavior through a number of routes,
including seeing children's behavior in an increasingly negative light (Beale,
1990), being passive and inappropriate in interactions with children, and
being punitive, inconsistent and unresponsive (Mcl.oyd, 1992). Dix (1991)

has proposed a model of parenting in which he argues that positive
emotional states are vital to effective parenting. In parenting, argues Dix,
emotions must he empathic, and organized to a large extent around concerns

relevant to children's well-being and developmental outcomes. When
invested in the interests of children, emotions organize sensitive, responsive
parenting. Such emotional states promote surveillance of the child's needs.
as well as the willingness and patience RN comfort, encourage and teach

young children. 'there is sonic support for these ideas in, fix example.
Oshorn's ( 1990) contention that the results of the Bristol longitudinal study

`lb

of disadvantaged children indicate that a critical element in childhood
iesilience is attributable, not to any particular care-giving behaviors, but to
the communication of an all-pervading parental attitude of interest in, and
devotion to. the child. It may he. however, that such parental attitudes are
only expressed when the stresses associated with poverty are mitigated by
compensatory positive influences, like inspirational belief systems, good
interpersonal relationships and supportive family and friends.
considerable number of women, especially those with severe economic
piessures, find childrearing a draining and disheartening activity Cleaver
& Botha (1989), l'or example, found that 74% or the urban hiack women
they inter) icy. ed in South Arden had negative or ambivalent feelings
towards their babies. Nlost of the women found the lack of involvement on

the part of the Dther, both financially and personally, to he the most
upsetting part of motherhood. In a stud) of the effects or intervention
among malnourished inhints. Richter & Nlphelo (1991) found that nearly

70"), of the a omen admitted with their malnourished children to a
rehabilitation unit, rated themselves as depressed. That is. physical and
social conditions typically associated with childhood malnutrition, are also
associated with negative psychological effects on caregivers.
12(111SCi011tillesi,. On tile part of parents of the importance of their behavior

to children's development. as vv ell as a belief in their capacity to fulfill
children's physical and emotional needs has been round. it several studies,
to he the axis around Ii ich optimal child care takes place (Tinsley &,
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Iloltgrave, I989). These parental convictions, which entail a sense of pride

in themselves and a belief in the meaning of their lives, are in turn, a
reflection of the wider social relationships in which caregivers participate.
Of all things which economic stress. hardship and dependency do to people,
the most pertinent to children is the threat they pose to adequate family and
parental functioning. In this way, poverty-, socioeconomic disadvantage, and
social deprivation confer a general risk possibility on all children. However.
it is likely that selective interpersonal and social experiences determine

which children are vulnerable and which children remain resilient in the

Ike of adversity. A caregiver's 'emotional availability' Oliringen
Robinson. 1991) to a child may be a critical mediating concept for
understanding the eftgcts of poverty and deprivation on young children.
In conclusion, it is possible that studies which suggest that cultural
differences in early child care may contribute to later intellectual or

educational problems experienced by children from developing countries
may actually he documenting negative effects on parenting caused by

puierts. stress and family disintegration. which can result in parental
emotional disengagement from children. Observations of mother-child
interactions in South Africa indicate great similarity between the behaviors

of non-stressed African mothers with their young children. and those
behaviors described as typical of middle-class Western mothers. Endemic
stress impairs the capacity of parents to get involved with their children in
ways which are known to promote intellectual development.

5

Social and cognitive foundations of learning

It is verb clear that a large number of South African children experience
educational problems. I irsay, children entering formal education arc riot

necessarily reads for the curriculum of the first school year. A review of
the results of South African studies showed that about one third of black
children entering school in urban areas lack what are normally considered
to be preschool skills. such as color naming and simple categorizations
(Richter & Ciriesd, 1991 ). Secondly. failure during the first years of
schooling is a significant problem: a studs dune in Soweto thund that 63%
of pupils failed at least once during their first three years of school
(Gordon, it)lio) 1 astly. the majority of children drop out of school before
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completing their secondary education; the 1991 Annual Report of the
Department of Education and Training reported that only 55% of an
enrolled Grade I class are still in school by the end of fulmary school, and

that less than 15% of the initially enrolled group complete secondary
education. I lowever, the education of black children is beset with problems.

not the least of which have to do with the quality and availability of
facilities and teaching. For example, the per capita expenditure on the
education of black children in 1986 was only 20% of that spent on white
children. and the pupil-teacher ratio in black schools was 1:41 as compared
to 1:16 in white schools (South African Institute for Race Relations, 1990).

In addition, the vast majority of black South African children have no
access to preschools; many children are sent to school too early because
their working parents have no other child care facilities; about a third of
black children are undernourished (liftmen, 1984) and go to school hungry;
and, there is no adequate screening and intervention for visual, auditory and
other health problems (for example. helminths, malaria, iron deficiency)
which may contribute to school failure and are potentially remediable.
It is not known what 111111i1111.1rn experience is needed for normal human

development to take place; what 'adequate facilitating environment'
(Winnicott, 1965) is necessary bier children, during their first few years of
life, to develop a sense of competence, maintain curiosity, he motivated to

succeed at what they do, he proud of their achievements, he able to
cooperate with their peers, and have the necessary confidence and trust in
adults to use them as resources in their endeavors to learn about the world
around them. These are the capacities children need to he able to benefit

from any form of education, including the kind that takes place in formal
schooling. The South African studies quoted support the contention that all
adequately functioning parents try to promote these capacities in children
as part of the process of human socialization.

There is no certainty about which experiences and social properties foster
and sustain these 'mportant, but ill-understood, intrinsic psychological
constructs. Collectively, these capacities are referred to as functions of the
self, of those systems that regulate affect and cognition. Self functions
(amongst others. sell-control, self-esteem. self-awareness, self-efficacy)
begin to emerge during the second >ear of life (Kopp, 1982). The
development of self functions are assumed to have their roots in features of
very early caregiver-infant interactions, specifically to contingency between
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infant behavior and adult responsiveness (Tronick, Cohn & Shea, 1986).
Experiences of contingency may become part of self functions through the
internalization of affect states induced in recurrent interactions with
caregivers. In the terminology of attachment theory, it is she development
of a working model of the self and others. From this point of view, the
social-emotional qualities (lithe attachment relationship are seen as external
regulators of the infant's emotional repertoire (Sroufe, 1989).
hartup (1985) has suggested that the cognitive functions most closely linked

to social relationships are, what he calls, the 'executive regulators,' skills
such as planning, monitoring and outcome-checking. His work suggests that
securely and insecurely attached infants tackle tasks in quite different ways.
Secure children engage in task behaviors more often and more enthusiastically, they exhibit fewer frustration-related behaviors (that is, they have
more self-control) and the are better at initiating and using social input
from adults. Similarly, in the billow-up study of malnourished children and
comparison healthy children, referred to earlier (Richter, 1992b), insecurely
attached children in both groups showed delayed self-recognition, more
negative emotionality, poorer interaction with peers, more behavior
problems like sleep disturbances. and were less likely to use their caregivers
or help, than securely attached

as a resource for encouragement, of

children.

Poverty and stress undermine etIectiye parenting. These socioeconomic
pressures diminish the capacity and motivation of caregivers to interact with
children in ways which foster the social and intellectual faculties children
need to benefit from education. Formal preschool training compensates for
these deficiencies, but frequently does this in ways which are separated
Irons (mil) life and day-by-day experiences and which may undermine
parental elleetiv eness and self-esteem. A priority in interventions should be
to strengthen lbmily life, provide supports for women and child care and
strengthen intormal systems or guidance and teaching.

6

Intersentions to assist caregivers

It should be clear from the preceding discussion that interventions at a

national le\ el should he directed at correcting inequalities in education and
pros iding preschool and child care facilities. Every attempt should also he

ins
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made for supplementary feeding of young children and free health and
mental health care for children. However, parents with few financial
resources find it difficult to take advantages. of services offered by separate
oruanizations at separate times and in separate places. For this reason, as
much inter-sectoral cooperation as possible should he mustered to provide
comprehensive care and intervention for young children and their families.
As paediatric primary care settings constitute the de facto social and mental
health services for poor families, it ma> he advisable to coordinate
interventions in concert with primary health care services.

In addition to the above, we need to assist caregivers by promoting family

Fife, encouraging men to take responsibility for the well-being of their
children, and decreasing the social isolation of especially vulnerable women

and their children. In particular, women's education deserves urgent
attention. Apart from the beneficial effects of women's education on
childhood mortality, more educated women feel a greater sense of personal
responsibility for their children, are less fatalistic and are more capable of
negotiating within the modern world. It is also possible that the education

of women, through increasing their social status, changes the traditional
balance of family relationships and moves family values towards greater
child-centeredness (Caldwell, 1981).
We should he especially wary of interventions which help children rather
than families. Interventions of these kinds tend to further undermine the
fundamental role that parents and other 'natural' caregivers play in their
children's development. Despite good intentions to the contrary, many
preschool programs in South Africa are directed specifically at children
rather than families. According to the analysis offered here, the nucleus of
interventions should comprise emotional, social and financial support for
women and families so that they will be able to exercise appropriately their
emotionally and culturally determined child care functions.
We should also attend scriousl> to the warning that much of what is done
in current health care and education practice, consciously or unconsciously,
ignores caregivers' needs and devalues their accomplishments. As Gerry
Salole puts it "We have systematically allowed people to feel incompetent
and inadequate in raising their own children. We have allowed 'modem'
education to he juxtaposed to 'traditional' in such a manner that people are
actually ashamed and unsure of their intuitive cultural skills" (1992, p. 7).
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He maintains that we have over-emphasized the distinction between the
informal education that takes place during children's socialization and the
formal instruction that takes place in a classroom. The way people socialize
their children leads to the development of capacities which are necessary for
successful participation in formal education. Instead of trying to replace or
compensate for what is believed to be inadequate socialization, we should

he fostering or strengthening the ability of families and caregivers to
provide the forms of socialization which are congruent with schooling. The
best way to help children may be to help their natural caregivers and to
strengthen the social systems of which they are a part.
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THE DEVELOPMENTAL NICHE: IMPLICATIONS
FOR CHILDREN'S LITERACY DEVELOPMENT
Sara Harkness and Charles Super
Pennsylvania State University
United States
Introduction
Most theories of cognitive development focus on the child's construction of

knowledge in particular domains, either as an isolated learner or in

interaction with a more knowledgeable figure. More or less explicit in these
theories is a proposition that normal engagement of the world by young
children includes the construction of cognitive schemes and behavioral
organization that correspond to the regularities experienced in everyday life.

In recent years, both constructivist (e.g. Piagetian) and interactionist (e.g.

Vygotskian) theories of cognitive development have confronted the
challenge of explaining development in the context of culturally varied
environments. For Piagetian theory, based on a universal constructivist
paradigm of development, the result has been to trim the broad generalizations about structural qualities of children's abstract knowledge. The failure
of many children in non-literate societies to achieve 'concrete operational
thinking' using the measures developed to test Swiss children, for example.
has led not only to efforts to develop more appropriate measures, but also

to modify assumptions about the relevance of this kind of thinking in
everyday life (See Dasen & Heron, 1981; or llarkness & Super, 1989). For
interactionist theories. on the other hand, the challenge of understanding

child development in cultural context has led to an amplification of
conceptualizations about the nature of the environmental input as a partner
in the hild's cognitive growth. Thus, the formative theories of Vygotsky,
rooted in a historical-developmental framework, have given rise subsequently to cross-cultural comparisons of how children's learning experiences are
systematically shaped by the normative experiences of daily life in their
societies (see \Vertsch, 1985). Scribner and Cole (1981), for example, have
discussed differences in literacy development among rural and urban Vai
people as they relate to the environments of daily life, while Rogoff (1990)
has detailed the ways that interactions between children and their caretakers
are culturally programmed to produce different kinds of learning experien-
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ces. Lave (1990) and Greenfield (1984) have also demonstrated culturally
constructed learning processes through careful documentation of cultural
practices that involve 'apprentices' and those from whom they leant.
Inherent, but rarely documented, in the interactionist approach is a
recognition that children's culturally structured learning experiences are set
within a larger framework of daily life that is also organized. Opportunities
for child 'novices' to interact with adult 'experts' are indeed influenced by
individual characteristics such as the personality and educational background
of caregivers, and by immediate physical aspects of the surroundings such

as the type of dwelling the family lives in and the activity schedules of
others who live there. But more generally these opportunities are organized
by the way such factors interact with each other as a system. Furthermore,
the organization of any particular aspect of children's environments gains

power insofar as it is replicated in a variety of different settings such as
school, community and recreational settings. In order to understand the
development effects of any one kind of learning experience, then, it is
necessary to consider it not only in its awn cultural context but also as part
of a larger system of culturally organized experience.
In this chapter, we present a theoretical framework, the 'developmental
niche,' that has been developed for studying the cultural structuring of
children's environments (see Harkness & Super, in press; Super &
Harkness, 1986). We attempt to describe this environment from the point
of view of the child in order to understand processes of development as
they are interwoven with the child's acquisition of cultural knowledge. In
our most recent work with this model, we have focused on the role of
parents' cultural belief systems (or parental ethnotheories) as a component

of the niche, and how these are represented in the ways that parents
organize their children's everyday experience. We will illustrate this
approach, and its implications for understanding children's development in

early childhood, literacy and pre-school with reference to research in
communities in Holland, the US, and Kenya. It is important to point out
that in no case do we propose that the cultural patterns described in any of
these communities is 'average' or representative of the country as a whole;
indeed, each community that we have studied is atypical in some ways. Our
purpose in making cross-cultural comparisons based on community studies
here is to identify cultural ideas and practices as they function in their own
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contexts, and to elucidate the implication of these for understanding child
development.

2

The developmental niche

The developmental niche consists of three major subsystems which operate
together as a larger system. and each of which interacts conditionally with
other features of the culture. The first of these subsystems is constituted by
the physical and social settings in which the child lives, including elements
such as the size and composition of the household and daily routines of its

members. Is the child horn into a family with a mother, father, and one
older sibling, or into a family including many siblings and half-siblings? Is
the child cared Ibr primarily by the mother for the first five years of life,
or is the child herself a caretaker for a younger sibling by the time she
reaches lour or live years old? What kinds of activities engage the adults
in the child's experienced world: weaving clothing for the family, planting
and weeding crops. watching TV or mowing the lawn? Is the child's day
structured around a regular schedule of activities, meals and rest or does it
vary depending on the differing activities of others?

Obsenation of children's physical and social settings leads to the
researcher's discovery, in a new or unexamined social context, of the
second subsystem: culturally regulated customs and practices of child care

and child rearing. Living in a small town in Holland in the spring of 1992,
for example, led to our discovery of the 'three R's' of Dutch childrearing rust (rest), regehnoot (regularity), and reinheid (cleanliness). Specifically,
data from 'parental diaries' from more than sixty families in Bloemenheim
(as we are calling this town) indicated that, without exception, all children
through age seven years were in bed (having bathed first), virtually every
night by 7:30. The families in our sample were all intact nuclear families
with at least one parent employed outside the home, and the 'target'
children were free of major health problems. Parents ranged in educational
background from completion of vocational or 'household' secondary school

to post-graduate degrees, and were employed in a wide variety of
occupations from gardener or cleaning lady to executive, doctor or teacher.

Most of the mothers were at home full-time with their young children.
Some mothers worked part-time, and two were full-time, high-ranking
executives (in government and banking). It was thus striking to find the
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cultural idea and practice of the 'three it's' represented across this broad
spectrum of families.

As in this case of the 'three R's,' customs are sequences of behavior so

commonly used by members of the community, and so thoroughly
integrated into the large culture, that they do not need individual rationalization and are not necessarily given conscious thought. Although at the group
level they can be seen as adaptations to the larger environment or ways of
dealing with developmental issues, they are more likely to be regarded by
members of the culture as the 'reasonable' or 'natural' thing to do, and this
perspective may even be supported by 'scientific' opinion; in this case by
advice from the Consultafiebureau. (It is interesting that ,t 'official' advice

of the Consultatiebureau as centrally formulated now emphasizes other
approaches to child-rearing: but that was apparently not the message
received by the parents in Bloemenheim at their own visits to the local
office). Whether consciously advocated or simply assumed as the only way

to bring up children, however, customs of care are good targets for
researchers interested in culture and development, or programmatic planners

desirous of bringing about meaningful change in children's environments.

The developmental niche framework asserts that regularities in both the
physical and social settings of daily life, and in customs or practices of care,

carry cultural meanings that are evident to the growing child. But what is
the origin of these systems? From the pent of view of the child, the parents
are an important source as they mediate the child's experience of daily life
through their management of settings and implementation of customs. As
Beatrice Whiting (1980) pointed out, parents may he most powerful as
socializers of their children not through their own interactions with children,
but rather in the ways that they assign children to different kinds of settings.
While the Whitings (Whiting & Whiting, 1975) have suggested that parental
assignment of children to settings is primarily a function of their own social
and economic environments (e.g. the organiza on of adult work life and
gender roles), we have become increasingly interested in parents' cultural
belief systems as organizers of parental action. This approach recognizes the

diverse economic, social and historic origins of parental thinking, but
focuses on its directive function in structuring the child's immediate
environment. Within the culturally structured context of the individual
family, thus, we assign a leading role to parental ethnotheories as part of
the third component of the niche, the psychology of the caretakers.
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3

Parents' cultural concepts of the child

In recent years, we have undertaken studies in several different parts of the
world on hots parents think about children, families and themselves as

parents. Our perspective on parents' thinking derives in part from
anthropological tb:laces in studying 'cultural models, or shared understandings about the world including the self. Following the work of Quinn
and Holland (1987. p.6). we see parental ethnotheories of the child as
examples of cultural models that "frame experience, supplying interpretations of that experience and inferences about it, and goals for action."
Parental eihnotheories, as we have suggested elsewhere (I Iarkness, Super &

keekr 1992), arc specialized cultural models, derived from more general
models to deal with particular kinds of experience. Thus, for example, the
American theme of 'independence' is pervasive in the culture, but is
adapted in the context of parenting to thinking and action relevant to the
management of infant sleep (see also Morelli. Rogoff, Oppenheim, &

Goldsmith. 1992). The ways in which the general cultural model of
independence is recruited liter this special purpose is contingent on parents'
knowledge of 'normative' cultural practices for putting babies to bed and
encouraging certain sleep habits, as well as on their own remembered
developmental experience and the particular characteristics of the child.

The connection between cultural models and the construction of 'goals for

action' (see D'Andrade & Strauss, 1992) is an important one for our
perspective, as it lays the foundation for studying the implications of
parental ethnotheories for childrearing practices. Both cultural models and
goals for action may he taken-for-granted ideas that arise from culturally
constructed experience and go largely unchallenged in daily life. In contrast,
when a parent confronts the need to produce new kinds of behavior directed
by other cultural models, for example in the context of an et,' ly intervention
program, there are many possibilities for mismatch between the parent's

understandings and those of the intervention program or personnel.
Specifically, a mother from a traditional non-Western society who is asked

to play a school-like problem-solving game with her child while the
program representative looks on is challenged to violate several cultural
models: understandings of parent and child roles, ideas about appropriate
activities for mothers, and rules of politeness to high-status visitors.
Although the mother and the intervention program representative may both
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share a general motivation to develop the child's 'intelligence' in order to
help the child be more successful in later life, their cultural models of what
constitutes intelligence may differ fundamentally. Since many cultural
models for appropriate parenting behavior are derived from these fuodamental understandings, it is essential from both a theoretical and applied

perspective to have a firm grasp of parents' cultural models of the child.

A new technique fbr studying parents' etimotheories of the child that is
proving very useful is the analysis of how parents describe their own
children or children in their community, whether in group discussions,
open-ended interviews or in response to direct questioning. Collection of
this kind of data in several different cultural settings has given strong
support to the theoretical assumption that parents' descriptions of their
children are not completely individualistic productions, but rather reflect
culturally shared ideas about which aspects of child behavior and personality are significant andlor desirable. The technique as we have developed

it complements the work of Kohnstamm and his colleagues on the 'Five
Factor Model' of adult personality as a possible universal reference frame
(Hillman, 199(1, Kohnstamm, Halverson, & Mervielde, in press). The
semantic space they describe may prove to he robust across cultures, and
it may be generally organized as they anticipate, but our current work
examines how within that space specific cultures differentially emphasize,
connotatc, and elaborate domains of special importance.
Briefly, our method consists of thur main steps: 1)1ilicitation of descriptive

Words or phrases (which we call descriptors) about children, through
parental interviews or discussions with members of a defined social group
or community of interest; 2) From the full list of descriptors, selection of

a sub-set (usually 12 to 16) based on their frequency of occurrence in
discourse, their apparent significance to parents in the community, and their
distribution across the widest possible domains of meaning; 3) Construction
and application of a triads test questionnaire based on the selected
descriptors with a sample of parents in the community; and 4) Analysis of
the results using multi-dimensional scaling, cluster analysis and consensus

analysis to explore the organization of meaning and the degree of
community consensus about that structure (for a fuller description of the
methodology, see Harkness, Super, Van Trjen, & Van der Vlugt, 1993).
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The results of this technique as applied to a sample of parents of children

from six months to eight y -s of age in the town of Bloemenheim are
shown in Figure I. The descriptors are arranged here largely in two parallel
rows distributed diagonally across the page. Iwo dimensions are evident.
lirst (going from upper right to loiter left) contrasts individual to social
qualities. st jilt ('lever (slunk Persistent (omiundenark Strong-willed (sterke

wil), Sell-reliant (nil/shah/02 i-nterprising (onderucinik and Active
lacrien on one side in contrast to Verbal (certioah. open (open), Sociable

lioualk Sweet then. and Cheerful (vrolijk) on the other. ('lose to the
median on this contrast but tying down the ends of the second dimension
(tipper left to lower right) are Cautious (ufwachrrnth and Impulsive

limpu/swn, signalling a dimension of contrast between impulsivity and
inhibition. Interpretation or this second dimension is supported by the close
proximity of Actit c and Fmerprising to Impulsive; the proximity of Verbal
the opposite end of this dimension is less obvious but suggests that

gnems Mak think of children's talking as contrasted to he* physical's
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Cluster anal sis of the triads test resul was also carried out; the circles on
igure I shows descriptors clustered together at an intermediate level of
association (.591. At this level of interpretation, the most striking results are
the associations between Clever. Persistent and Strong-willed in the
Inhibited Individual quadrant and Self reliant, ntemrising and Atli% e in the
Individual Atli\ e quadrant. A cluster of desirable social qualities (Open,
Sociable. Sweet. and ('heerful) occupies the Impulsk e 'Social quadrant,
while Verbal is isolated in the remaining (Inhibited Social ) quadrant.

Consensus analysis of these results confirms that parents in this sample were
in strong agreement about the patterns of association and contrast among the
descriptors

I )1 paint:Mar interest for the present context is how parents conceptuame
children's intelligence Interpretation of the Dutch result). suggests that Mr
these parents. intelligence ts associated with individual enduring effort.
directed by strength of w ill and organued 11) clarity of purpose (another
I. Intelligence,
delinition giten by parents in talking about t hildren's
related
to verbal
if this interpretation is correct. is not es en necessarily
an
expression
of
intelligence.
abilities: or at least (MLitt eness is not seen
I he cultural distint tit ctie+s of this particuld construction of
becomes more e ident when %im\ ed in comparative perspective. t Intik()
other descriptors Isuch as Strong-willed. Mr example) which emerged as
significant in some cultural contexts but not in others, we have found that
parents it) a w trig satiety of cultural settings choose to describe children in

terms of smut aspect of 'intelligence.' In the rural Kipsigis community of
Kenya that we studied in the I 970s, for example. parents provided three
different terms to describe children's intelligence: Fig.( nn (smart). kusett
(understanding f, and kwehdi (sharp). Fitch of these terms has its own
connotations. but a Unifying thence among these as well as other terms is
the idea of cultural competence as built on helpful and responsible behavior
in the household context. I bus. as we have reported elsewhere (I larkness
p 3771. one Kipsigis mother offered this description of
Super.
intelligent behay ior in hild re n :
"For a girl who is lig -mn, alter eating she sweeps the house
because she knows it should he done. Then she washes the
dishes, looks Mr segetables fin the garden?, and takes good
care of the bah>. When you come home IBonn the nearby
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fields], you feel pleased and say: 'This child

is rig .ottr..

Another girl may not even clean her own dishes, but just go

out and play, leaving the baby to en'. For a boy, if he is
lig'om, he will watch the cows, and take them to the river
without being told. lie knows to separate the calves from the
Cows and he will fix the thorn fence where it is broken. The

other boy will let the cows into the maize field and will he
found playing while they eat the maize."
In

contrast

to both the Kipsigis and Dutch cultural constructions of

'intelligence.' American parents in two distinct geographic areas (metropoli-

tan Cambridge. Massachusetts and central Pennsylvania) highlight the
aggressive and competitive aspects of intelligence, and interpret many
diverse aspects of behavior as manifestations of intelligence. Preliminan
;malysis of the frequency of this kind of descriptor in discourse by middleclass parents in the Boston area suggests that it is by fir the most common
of descriptors used by parents to talk about their own children, accounting
or almost a quarter of all descriptors (excluding immediate wpentions) in

contrast to less than half of that fix the Dutch patents. For American
parents in central Pennsylvania, 'smart' is closely associated with 'athletic,'

capturing both the competitive aspect of intelligence as a means of
achieving success, and also the local cultural model of athletic prowess as
itsella demonstration °Indult al super-competence (Raghavan. Harkness &
Super I In3).
S11111111:11') , parents' descriptions of their children in several different
idttnal communities indicate cultural patterning of concepts of the child.
W. Ink ((incepts relating to intelligence seem to he important to parents in
all gimps tic have studied so far, the patterns of association between terms
lot ntvIligence and terms denoting other qualities. as xiell as the frequency
(r1 ux and elaboration of this semantic domain, indicate rather different
(Attilal concepts of what it means for a child to be intelligent. however
defined and connoted, iiords in this domain lime the common characteristic
of indicating culturally desirable competence. We suggest that the ways

In

sr.

these ter ms are used in natural discourse as well as in formal methodologies
(such as the triads test) reveal host parental actions in a variety of settings
can all he oriented toward encouraging the development of 'intelligence.'
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The instantiation of parents' cultural belief systems in customs
and practices of care

llow do parents convey their ideas about desirable development to their
children? Although they may occasionally- express their hopes and (cars
directly, more often these are communicated implicitly. through repeated
actions and routines. Moreover. parents' cultural belief systems, like other
aspects of the child's developmental niche, are likely to he experienced by
parents as the 'normal' or 'natural' was to think and act. Thus it is that
customs or practices of care take on particular significance as vehicles for
parents to express or 'instantiate' cultural beliefs, often themselves
unexamined. through actions.

In making the argument that customs and practices instantiate parental
beliefs. it is important to note that \%e are our proposing that particular

beliefs are direct predictors of particular actions: and we are especially not
suugesting that a generally stated parental belief will predict parental action
in arts given situation. As previous research has shown. the relationships
between parental beliefs and behavior are considerably more complex than

this (see Sigel, Maiillicuddy-DeLisi d Goodmm, 1992). What we are
suggesting is that certain cultural practices are motivated and sustained by
parental belief systems. This is an important point for the researcher whose
goal is to understand the functions of certain practice!: to their panicipants
(whether parents or children). It is equally important Ihr the intervention
expert who wishes to introduce some kind of change related to practices of
childrearing a point %ye shall return to in the concluding section of this
chapter.

The instantiation of parental beliefs about children's intelligence in customs
and practices becomes clearer if we review differences in practices among
the three groups vie have discussed. For Kipsigis parents. first, training fbr
the development of intelligence in the form of helpfulness and responsibility
starts earls in life around the age of two ears. By the time children are
years old. they are routinely engaged in a variety of responsible chores
51
including care of inhmt siblings, animal herding, and cooking over an open
lire. Systematic observations of these children showed that these kinds of
activities occupied approximately half the children's waking time by the age
of six, with the remainder divided between rest and sociability (I larkness

& Super, lthnl. The Kipsigis cultural belief about the importance of work
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in forming a competent adult is so strong that last-born children, who are
characteristically required to do less work early in life, are expected to be
somewhat 'spoiled' and irresponsible as adults.
For parents in Bloemenheim, customs of care regarding the development of
intelligence were a topic often discussed in our interviews. The dominant
advice, voiced by many, was "You must not push!" Parents who were
somewhat familiar with American culture liked to make the distinction
between this stance and what they saw as the American way. What could
a parent in Bloemenheim do to encourage the optimal development of the

ch:Id? A theme emphasized by many parents was the importance of
'regularity' (ix-win:aw), the second of the 'three R's' mentioned earlier.
Through the provision of an environment characterized by regular schedules
and regular rules, parents explained, children would naturally learn about
'where they stood,' or about their own place in their social worlds. Secure
within the 'borders' (grenzen) set by this regularity, children would then be

free to explore their own interests and develop their own competencies.
Regularity, in this cultural view, had the essential function of providing the
scaffolding upon which new experience and knowledge could be built. In

addition to structuring time, the Bloemenheim families also provided
'scaffolding' for development through careful structuring of the physical
environment, including a 'play corner' in the family living-room equipped
with child-sized table and chairs, art supplies and toys. In these settings,
children could entertain themselves while occasionally interacting with
adults nearby.

American parents' concerns about the development of intelligence (a central

concern, given the frequency with which they referred to it!) focused on
rather different customs. For the Cambridge parents, two issues emerged as
especially important: the provision of sufficiently 'stimulating' environments
in children's daily routines, and the experience of 'special time' for children

with their parents. A variety of practices were carried out to address the
first issue, including provision of large stocks of toys, careful choice of
child care arrangements, and organized trips to museums, the theater, or
lessons to develop special skills. The second kind of practice, 'special time,'
was conceptualized as time spent on an activity, preferably educational, to

be engaged in by one child in the company of a sole adult who would
devote his or her entire attention to the child. In talking about the
importance of 'special time,' parents emphasized its role not only in
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promoting the child's cognitive development but also in the development
of self-esteem. We gained new insight into the cultural meaning of this
custom by asking parents in Bloemenheim to comment on it; their response
was generally that they did not find 'special time' an important custom in
their own families: interestingly, the Bloemenheim parents were also not
particularly concerned about the development of self-esteem in their
children - in fact, we had several discussions with families about how one

would translate this term from English to Dutch. In reflecting on the
blending of themes of intelligence and self-esteem in the American parents'
talk about special time, it becomes clear that the association of intelligence
with competition in the American context is significant. Many aspects of
socialization in American life are framed in terms of competition for limited
resources: winning a prize as an outstanding student, gaining a place on the
varsity sports team, being admitted to the best university or being chosen
for an executive position in a corporation. The stakes are high: for those
who succeed, social recognition and material wealth; for those who do not,
humiliation and the lack of even basic resources such as a decent standard
of living and primary health care. In order to be able to compete effectively

in this environment, parents may believe, children must have enormous
amounts of faith in their own abilities; and the instillation of this faith can
never come too early or be stressed too much.

In making the above comparisons between the Bloemenheim and the
Cambridge parents, we do not mean to suggest that parents in each
community followed completely different practices of child-rearing. For
example, parents in Bloemenheim provided toys for their children, read
books with them and sometimes took them on educational outings such as
visits to museums. Likewise, the Cambridge parents were not unconcerned
about providing a reliably regular routine for their children. The difference
between these two groups lies, first, in the relative emphasis that parents in
each community placed on the importance of themes such as 'regularity'
versus 'stimulation,' and secondly, on the cultural meanings that were
bestowed on certain kinds of practices such as the creation of a regular
schedule or spending 'special time' with a child.
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Developmental effects of parental ethnotheories and practices

What are the effects of parents' cultural belief systems and their instantiation in particular childrearing practices? Given the multiple differences that
can be observed in the development of children in different cultural groups,
we can assume that the effects are pervasive: yet they are complex.'Certain

differences in behavior of children in different cultural settings are easily
identified. For example, we have described how young children in Kokwet
perlormed poorly on a cognitive test that involved retelling a story to the
tester, and we have related this to child language socialization in that setting
tarkness & Super, I 982). Returning to the example of the 'three R's' of

Dutch childrearing, preliminary analysis of behavior observations on 6month -old infants indicates that the cultural practice of 'rest' is reflected in
both a greater total amount of sleep as well as a more quiet, as opposed to

more active, state of arousal, in comparison with an American sample.
When we consider an issue such as the development of literacy that relies
on a wide variety of skills and attitudes, however, it is considerably more
difficult to trace developmental outcomes to particular practices or beliefs.
Does this mean that parental beliefs and practice don't make any difference?

On the contrary, the difficulty of tracing complex developmental outcomes
to specific kinds of input signals the important fact that particular practices
are effective insofar as they participate in larger systems of cultural
meaning. As we suggested in the beginning of this paper, it is the
redundancy in the structure of the child's experience of daily life that gives
power to the cultural messages inherent in particular kinds of events. The
immediate provider of coherence among these events is parental belief
systems. Thus, while particular practices, by themselves, do not lead to
general developmental outcomes such as literacy development, they are
important both to the researcher and the interventionist as entries into the

larger developmental niche that structures the child's possibilities for
development within the broader constraints of species-specific and
individual capacities.

1
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Parents' cultural beliefs and practices: implications for early
interventions promoting literacy

The research we have discussed here was with groups that, in the eyes of
their own cultures, were not in need of remediation: middle class Dutch and
American families, and relatively prosperous Kenyan farming families.
Nevertheless, we can draw some implications for the application of the

perspectives and methods described here to interventions with young
children and their families.
First, in order to intervene effectively for the enhancement of literacy in the
pre-school years, it is essential to be familiar with parents' concepts of the
child. This point is as true at the level of individual families as it is at the
group level. Because, as we have noted, so many cultural beliefs about the
nature of the child are unexamined assumptions about what is 'normal,'
there is a danger that the interventionist may approach parents with a priori
ideas about what kinds of beliefs parents have or ought to have. lithe target

group for intervention comes from a different cultural tradition, these
assumptions are likely not to he shared - even if the group in question has
been living in the present environment for some time. If the family is part

of the same cultural group as the interventionist, there is still a real
possibility that ideas about the child may differ. We found among the
Bloemenheim parents, for example, a small number who expressed ideas
about children's development that sounded more like American ideas in
some respects; and Conversely, we ourselves (as parents) identified more
with some beliefs expressed by Dutch parents than with our American
samples. Assumptions about the nature of the child, the family and their
joint development should always be re-examined at the individual level, as
well as within the group, in order to design an intervention that adequately
takes them into account (see Super & Harkness. in press).
Second, the design of effective interventions for literacy enhancement also
requires that customary practices be reviewed as they relate both to parents'

and interventionists' cultural concepts of the child. (liven the fact that
children in both the American and Dutch samples were already making
successful transitions to pre-school and school, it is evident that there are
multiple routes to successful early literacy. Yet each group violated certain
premises held most dear by the other. In order to intervene effectively with
a variety of families, it is necessary, then, to set aside assumptions about the
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importance of particular practices and consider what other practices might

be equally effective in communicating cultural knowledge relevant to
literacy skills.
Finally, the developmental niche framework that we have used here
suggests that one must look not only at how parental ideas are formed and

communicated to children. but also how they resonate with cultural
conceptions of the child instantiated in other institutions of socialization
such as schools or health care systems. The power of culture in socializing
children lies not only in how ideas arc represented, but also in where they
art represented. Like language systems, cultural systems are characterized
by redundancy: the same information is conveyed through various modes

or channels. When cultural concepts of the child expres. ed in schools
conflict with those held by parents, this principle is violated and the result

is confusion and, ultimately perhaps, disengagement, failure or the
development of antilsocial behavior. Successful interventions with families,

thus, need to incorporate a reexamination of cultural belief systems and
their customan expression in the institutions that serve those families, as
well as in the families themseRes.
rat beliefs and practices throughout
the child's developmental niche can support and enhance each other.
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LINGUISTIC DEVELOPMENT AS RELATED
TO LITERACY
Catherine E. Strait'
Ito-card Grochuitc School of Education

United States
Introduction
The basic premise of this chapter is that literacy development and school
success are most effectively promoted during the preschool period by
attention to the development of oral language skills. While it might seem
logical to assume that ultimate success in literacy would he promoted by
early facilitation of literacy skills, in fact I will argue that premature

attention to the skills typically subsumed under the rubric 'emergent
literacy' can impoverish the child's access to experiences which help
develop much more crucial oral language skills.
The chapter is organized in the following way: First, I will sketch my basic
model for the emer:tence of literacy, and explain how oral language skills
play a role. Second, I will outline a model for the emergence of language,
and summarize evidence about the social-interactive experiences that
support optimal oral language development. Finally, I will discuss the ways
in which the social-interactive environments of preschool children
particularly in group settings can he designed to optimize those aspects of
language development most relevant to later school performance.

2

A model of reading

The model to be presented presumes the necessity of a componential
analysis of both language and of literacy (see also Snow, 1991a, b, c, and
Snow 8: Dickinson, 1991, for more extensive presentations of the
componential model). Whereas literacy skill is often represented in
educational research by a single number a score on a test, or the grade-level
at which a child is reading in fact, I argue reading should he seen as a set
of skills, each of which could he assessed independently, and all of which
may have somewhat different developmental histories.
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Skilled reading requires the integration of many individual skills, including
at least the following:
rapid letter recognition,
automated word recognition.
accessing word meaning,
syntactic processing of sentences,
processing of discourse markers and cohesive relations among
sentences,

extraction and evaluation 01' new inthrmation,

integration of nevi inliirmation with previously stored infbrmation,
identification of authorial stance and perspective, and
development of a reaction to the material read.
In addition to these reading skills. efficient reading also requires metaliteracy skills identifying what sort of text one is being exposed to, deciding
whether one wants to stud) it deeply or scan it. read it Ibr knowledge or
entertainment. take it its literal or as evocative. Ihe array of skills involved
in reading makes clear that individual readers might he much better at some
aspects of reading than at others.

At the earls stages of leading de elopment. main of the skills listed here
are unneeessar) to adequate performance. A second or a third grade reader

is not expected to read words or process information from texts that go
he)ond what is :dreads under the child's control orally. Beginning reading
texts use words that children airead) know whereas older readers often
encounter in pine words then lace inner heard and would not use orally.
Beginning readers ale exposed to simple smiles or expositions about
familiar topics. not to novel information or new ideas
Nonetheless. though, even voting readers must integrate airs array of skills
to be effectk e users of Mcrae). 1 hese skills can be thought of as falling
into three categories

Print skills are those most closet related to the writing s% stem itself, e.g.
recognizing letters, being able to write one's own name, recognizing words
frequently encountered in the environment such as Coca-Cola or
MacDonald's. and sounding out simple words. Young children growing up
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in highly literate environments practice print skills with alphabet .blocks,
plastic 'refrigerator letters,' and while being read to from picture hooks,
particularly alphabet hooks. Many children. however, only have the
opportunity to develop print skills when they are first exposed to formal
schooling.

Linn:nage amiksis skills

I:nits of print, in any kind of writing system, map onto units of language.
the most transparent mappings are from logograms to morphemes, as in
Chinese Mappings from spoken syllables to syllabic script units, as in the
Japanese syllabaries, are also relatively accessible even to voung children.
because syllables are psychologically real units of speech production; even
two year olds can learn to segment their speech into syllables. The most
difficult language analysis task is posed by the need to segment speech into
phonemes most of which ate unpronounceable in isolation for mapping onto
letters in an alphabetic syctem. :Me accomplishment of phoneme segmentation is a prerequisite to understanding the nature of an alphabetic system.

and to being able to benefit boll] instruction using methods like phonics.
Phoneme segmentation is typically assessed by asking children to produce
rhymes, or to pronounce words without the initial or final sounds (e.g..
What's Fred without the 'Ilf? What's bark without the 'k'?). In addition
to the difficulties of phoneme segmentation, though. young children are
often baffled by the status of function words, by the meanings of terms like
'word,' and by aspects of written language that deviate from spoken forms
(want to instead of Wallin! or 'would have' instead of would of, for
example). Segmentation and language analysis skills are developed in the
context of talk about language, exposure to rhymes, alliteration. and play
with language, and during spontaneous playful writing activities.
I.

'Winn' at bicycler

In addition to skills with print and skills in analy/ing language so as to
understand the relation of oral to printed forms, children who are going to
be successlid in learning to read need to understand what reading is all
about. They must understand that reading and writing are communicative
acti ities, and that distanced communication is different in mime ways from
face-to-lace communication. They need to have some sense of the sorts of
functions that print serves, that hooks can amuse and entertain, that
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reference books are organized differently from books of Ili bon that one
can seek information or learn new things from books, maga/Ines and
newspapers, and so on. Children growing up in literate households have
many opportunities to observe how adults use print, but some children
arrive at school and are plunged into reading instruction with little
understanding of the was in which knowing how to read %%ill benefit them.

This becomes a particular problem if early reading instruction is heavily
focussed on the mechanics of decoding, with little attention to meaning.
I he maior argument to be made in this paper is that these three domains of

Mcrae) skills. assuming normal age-appropriate counitike and linguistic
skills, are adequate lOr initial reading success. I kmever. as children get
older and are expect d to read e er more challenging material, we argue,
these skills are not enough. Children need high levels of language skills in
particular, skills \kith %vim! %.(2 call 'decontextualized language, in order to
become hilly proficient readers and st pool learners.
I ktontemiiali/ed lammage skills arc piciequisite to high le\ els of literacy
bec lose deLontestuallied IL )1 al 1.111rilare 1.1SkS ltllllOritl to the same rules as

literate language use t 'main oral language tasks depend heavily on the
pragmatic skills of the conversationalist, e e. reacting to the interlocutor,
exploiting shared experience
backchannels, questions, and
comprehension %Meeks ttichle' k. !Moo I 9Q2). Othei oral language tasks
legume recommling the realit tot maintaining the fiction) that a) one's
audience is distana unknown. and nomesponsiye. H one cannot presume
Mated hachei omit' hibm ledec \A ith the audience, and ci lull comprehension

01 cspll%ii inhumation b% the audience is the goal We I elnple, WU &
1"01. 11110
'NM I he pragmatic demands of this second set of
oral !Am.:lige iaTs Is much more similar to the demands of literate
drn intr.,. 1 heie
oivaderable et. idence that children \OW do ik ell in
. Inc% cnivn;
of control mer these pragmatic
mom in mat come.'
1900. Sono. Camino. I).. I emplc
I till I. inv.\ t ant mu. (ialnialtv. & Shrjliem. ()).)))
.

,.iistee

.11t: also
rucial to .1i.1\ anccil literac.
sill de pinti., for Id
,attes,
\
I Li!
it: I \r.Jrl ,
I icebody 1981 i, this ielationship probably
reflects the rot;
mote than pea ample word knox). ledge. (hotly))
IN Fur.
)1(ti
.11. Hales R' 1.110 114.: allow the world, and %1/4 itle-rtinging
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world knowledge may he the more important route to literacy success. As
noted abut e, earl) reading texts are largely limited to words present in
children's oral vocabularies. More advanced literacy achievement, though,
requires understanding relatively me words and understanding texts about
complex matters_ Prey ions oral exposure to these words and to relevant
background information greatly increases children's comprehension of these
texts. It is possible. of course, to acquire new vocabulary through reading.
Probabls the vast matorits of the yocabulary items of literate adults were
first learned from text. Such learning. though. also requires art analytic
orientation to %will meaning and efficient strategies tbr comprehension from
partial information Otinov.. Raines. Chandler. I lemphill & Goodman, 1991).

Ube emergence of oral language skills
is.iblc to sket.li out the ittiteruemte in language along many different
.
ihmensiou iii.reasimt control tier adult rules for phonology. morphology,
and syntax. lot example. oa expanding knots ledge of yocalltdary. I he
dimension most Icl.t.nt to litekic. and school success is the pragmatic
dimension incri:asim control oyer the iippitopthifi.- u'i of language in a
Consider he
.11t1.01011% ONI/o,., in pre... 11/
/11.
tau ICI%
she is
o-,eal-old.
ilk'
can
MD,
comprehensibly
about
110licaleti
present
in
the
room
and
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cuts
that
occur
in the
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I
lei
talk
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in
the
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hypothetical and contrary to fact conditions. Perhaps most relevant to
literacy, they come to be able to construct extended discourses autonomous-

ly, without depending on the collaboration of an adult to help pro' idc
global structuring. to ensure completeness of information, or to repair
miscommunications. The acquisition of the language skills needed to serve
these decontextualized Mnctions has been only sketchily studied, so it is
difficult to pros ide norms Mr the ages at which they are acquired Indeed,

these skills are very likely subject to considerable variation in age of
acquisition, as a resub of variation in the social. linguistic. and educational

experiences available to different children. Some may never he fully
acquired by most people; it is clear that even highly educated adults often
fail to meet fully the complex demands of decontextualized language tasks,
as attested by the persistent need to edit and revise their written productions.

Certain Mrmal aspects of the language system must develop to support these

decontextuali/ed uses of language: past and figure tenses, perfect and
progressive aspects, and subjunctive mood, Ihr example, are .rucial to
representing complex temporal and conditional relations: sophisticated
vocabulary items must be acquired to support discussion of abstract topics:
and devices fiw establishing relationships across utterances, such as
anaphora, ellipsis. and coniunctions. must be acquired to maintain cohesion
in extended discourses. An important question to consider is %there children
learn these more sophisticated aspects of the language system. What sorts
of social interactions support these developments?

Linguistic input of a sufficiently- clear, rich. and interpretable type

is

prerequisite to the development of an adequate phonological and grammatical system. but these two systems also slimy characteristics suggesting they
are relatKely buttered against impoverishment of the linguistic input (Snon,

in press. al. that is to sm.. only rather sex ere disruption of the social
environment I \twilit: isolation or proMund deafness. for example) causes
deficits in the inquisition of basic vocabulary and grammar. Lexical and
pragmatic des elopment. on the other hand. are massi ely susceptible to
en ironmental influences f Snov 19S0) these systems slum rerr large
social class differences (Dickinson & Snow.. 19871. and readily shot
consequences of inters emions te.g. enriched preschool classrooms) as well
Warden, Snow & Hsi:13342mm, 991; k Iemple & Heals. 1091:
Dickinson & Smith. 1091: Dickinson & Tabors. 1091: and Snots.. 190Ic).
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Continued acquisition of vocabulary as %cell as the acquisition of control
over the more sophisticated uses of language in decontcxtualized situations
seems to he quite heavily dependent on children's access to particular
social-interactive contexts; clearly, if we can identify these, we can help to
ensure their availability to all children through parent education programs

or the design of group care settings.
Cermin home and preschool classroom factors can he shown to promote
both the pragmatic orientations and the vocabulary and world knowledge
crucial to literacy. It is widely attested that book-reading. particularly
dialogic book-reading promotes young children's language and preliteracy

development (cee Goldfield & Signs, 1984 and Dcharyshe 1993, for
reviews). The I Ionic - School Studs of Language and Literacy Development
(Snow, f99IeI has sought sources of continued language development in a
group or lox% income American preschoolers. Results from the study suggest
that. in particular. engagement luting hook reading in talk that goes beyond

the immediate demands of the text, to include inference, prediction, and

connection to world knolA ledge. promotes %%leaf-Rd:in acquisition and story
I 99 I 1. Hie following conversation
comprehension (De I inutile &
hem een a three ->eat-old and her mother is an example:

Child
Mother
Child

Wits she going to eat I tassel and Octet!

Nlothei

lieLausc she didn't haxe am mod.
Rut dim'', not loud!
I know a not loud

Mather
Muffle'

liceause she was hungry
WItx xxa-. she hungrc.'

Itut she U.I. a mean old %x itch and she ate hule girls and
boss

In addition, pattkipation in I unds cone ersations that include stretches: or
connected discourse. e immune, or explanations, helps children acquire
the linguistic de\ ices needed to express the pragmatics of distanced
comummeation Ilieals, log I i. as rex ealed in effects ncu year,. later on the
%rain% tit chilthen's extended discourse in narratives and detnutions (De
Iemple tk: I teals, I gq I i the following concrsation hetseen a mother and
her %Unglue' about a trip to an amusement park slums lion adult support
c't-dixene:s
can expand a child's store
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Mother:
Child:
Mother:
Child:
Mother:
Child:
Mother:
Child:
Mother:
Child:
Mother:
Child:
Child:

Mother:
Child:

Did you have fun at the park?
Yes.

What did you do at the park?
We went on rides and we had fun.
W'hat kind of rides.
Cm. the rollercoaster.
Who went with you?
Carmen, Greg. Mommy and Daddy and (eddy and Earl.
I low did you get there?
Some people went in my Dadch 's van.
Did you play games'?
Yes.

Then you said we can go on one more ride and we went
on the one that inside it, it goes up and down.
The bubble boat.

Yet). and we had fun and Carmen said 'let me get off
this thing!'

Maternal use of talk about scientific processes. hypothesis testing, and
prediction of likely events during play with a magnet related to children's
control over the production of extended discourse (Snow & Kurland, in
press). This kind of talk constituted only a small percentage of the talk
recorded during play with the tmignet. but its similarity to the kind of talk
children will encounter in classrooms is striking:
Mother:
Child:
Nlother:
Child:
Mother:
Mother:
Child:
Mother:
Mother:
Mother:
Mother:
Mother:

Those keep sticking to it. huh?
Mm hm.
You know \thy?
Why?

Think.
What do vou think is inside that black box?
Metal?
What?

We've talked about this before.
What's inside?
That makes everything stick like that'.'
Like on our refrigerator?
Magnets.

Mother:

Very good.

LInguislie development as related to literary
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Furthermore, the use of rare, sophisticated vocabulary items by family
members related to children's scores on the Peabody Picture Vocabulary
Test as well as to the sophistication of the definitions they offered two years
later (Beals & Tabors, 1993). Sophisticated vocabulary was often encountered during family mealtime conversations that also included narratives or
explanations, like the following discussion of dolphins, mammals, and
respiration:
Father:

Now. you know what a dolphin is, don't you?

Child:

Child:

Yeah!
A dolphin doesn't have to stay in the water all the time.
Yeah!

Father:

A dolphin can come up, a dolphin is a mammal.

Child:

Yeah!

Father:

Father:

And a mammal, they live in the ocean but they can
breathe our air.

Child:

Yeah!

Father:
Father:

A whale a big, big whale?
See the big whales? Like in Pinocchio the big whale?

Child:
I miler;
I miter:
Child:
father:

Yeah!

That's a mammal.
It's not a fish.
Yeah!

I ather:

It lives in the ocean like a fish but it's a mammal and it
can breathe our air.
A fish can't breathe our air.

Child:

Yeah!

The relationships we have found between aspects of family talk and child
language outcomes become particularly important precisely because those
language outcomes will be the key to children's literacy success during the
later grades of elementary school.
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Implications for design of preschool classrooms

Preschool classrooms or group care settings can provide many of the same
language enrichment experiences of the best homes, but many do not. In
careful analyses of the preschool experiences of a sample of low-income,

American children, half attending Head Start (the same children whose
home experiences were reported above), Dickinson and his colleagues have

found certain settings and certain kinds of talk that promote children's
vocabulary and their extended discourse skills. During large group settings,

a common preschool activity is reading books with children. As at home,
book reading at preschool promotes language and literacy skills. Dickinson
and Smith (1993a) have found, though, that not all styles of book reading
work equally well. A didactic style, in which teachers regularly probe for
children's literal comprehension of the text, is less productive than a
perlbrmance- oriented style, in which teachers read dramatically with

relatively few interruptions, then engage itt discussion afterwards (when it
does not disrupt the flow of the narrative that is less tied to specific textual
details). The strongest single predictor of children language outcomes from
the hook-reading sessions was the percent of 'child-involved analytic talk,'
or teacher talk that went beyond literal comprehension questions to include
non-immediate topics and in which children were actively and enthusiastically involved.
Beyond hook-reading, many large- and small-group activities typically are
planned for preschool settings. Do some of these settings hat e more alue
than others for children's development? Dickinson's findings (Dickinson,
in press. Dickinson & Smith. 19913b, Dickinson & Moreton. 1993) suggest
that small group activities - one teacher working with three to six children
are the most productive in terms of long -term language outcomes. The

percent or cognitively challenging talk was also positively related to
language outcomes talk that was coded as cognitively challenging was, of
course, likely to occur during small group activities, and less likely to occur
hen children were playing without an adult present. On the other hand, at
least three year olds wemed to benefit from the opportunity for pretend
play: percent of time in pretend play at three related to language and

literacy outcomes. This finding might reflect the contribution of child
language sophistication the more sophisticated three }ear olds were more
likely- to engage in pretense, and more likely to score well two years later.

Finally, Dickinson and his colleagues found ant the amount of time
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teachers scheduled for free play was negatively related to long-term
outcomes, while the presence of an explicit pedagogical focus on language
and literacy had a positive effect.

5

Implications for the role of parents

Our focus on ways to provide language-enrichment activities in the context
of preschool programs or group care settings reflects the widespread use of
such programs to 'compensate' for perceived inadequacies in the quality of

interaction in the home. In fact, most parents are capable of providing
linguistic environments in the home that are enriched enough to support
their preschoolers' development of the decontextualized language skills. The

failure of impoverished and poorly educated parents to do so may reflect
their absorption in the more pressing demands of ensuring basic care to
their children, rather than neglect of linguistic and cognitive development.
If, however, parents do not understand the importance of extended language
interactions with their children, then home-based intervention programs
designed to alert parents to the value of such interactions can he helpful.
l.ikc classroom-based interventions, though, such programs may he a waste
of time if they focus on 'academic skills' (alphabet, counting, colors) rather
than on the opportunities for extended discourse provided by story-telling,
fantasy play, hook-reading, and discussions of ongoing events.

What is the role of parents in supporting their preschoolers' language
development if the children will attend school in a language different from
that spoken at home? A very large percentage of young children in the
world today speak one language at home and another at school; it is perhaps
not surprising that many parents attempt to help prepare their children for
school by switching to the school language at home. Such a strategy is,
however, counterproductive unless the parents speak the school language
very well; if they speak the school language poorly, they will he unable to
provide the interesting discussions, the elaborated narratives, and the
sophisticated vocabulary children require. Their children will have sonic

familiarity with the basics of the school language, but not with the
decontextualized extended language skills they most desperately need. On
the other hand, if children acquire the pragmatic rules underlying decontextualized language in their first language, they will be able to use those skills
in a second language (Cummins, 1991; Lanauze & Snow, 1989).
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Conclusion

Literacy requires print skills, language analysis skills, cultural understandings, and control over the production and comprehension of extended
discourse and complex vocabulary. Successfully literate individuals control
the ability to interpret print, an understanding of the language structures that

are utilized for literate purposes, and an understanding of the broader
cultural purposes and meaning of literacy. Educators, particularly preschool
and primary school educators, often ignore or presuppose the linguistic and
cultural understandings, to focus on teaching print skills. In fact, for
children who have arrived at school with little previous exposure to a wide
variety of literacy activities, children who have had little chance to develop
the language skills and world knowledge crucial to literate use, these two
components of literacy are considerably more challenging and troublesome
than is the task of acquiring Tthographie and word-reading skills.
Paradoxically though. they often receive very little teaching focussed on
these challenges.

Focus in literacy preparation programs on print skills, phonics. numbers.
and colors diverts attention from activities that develop competence with
complex, connected discourse designed for a distant audience. Compensator% preschool curricula tend to devote a great deal of time to teaching the
alphabet. perhaps sonic letter-sound combinations, and basic vocabulary or
concepts it is assumed are important for school. Some parent education
programs display the same limited focus Ilxposure of preschool -aged
children to the language structures necessary for communicating effectively
oith a distant audience With cahoot background knowledge is not shared
could be much inure valuable, as oould exposure to rich ocabulary and
inlbrmation structures. Activities that support language and literacy
development include. in addition to dialogic book-reading, discussions
:Hound science, cooking, or construction protect... deeiopment through
adult intervention of natural!. occurrtng suet
projects such
as making ideotapes and writing letters to send to 'distant audiences', and
encouraging children to tell, act out. and dictate stories. I eaehing the print
.kill: eded for Mcrae. can
he postponed in ail children are six or
se\ en: the preschool 2. ear: slit mid be tem.', ed liar language -rich experiences.
liH

.ton- telling. Limas ..ind learning .[boat the world.
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HOW PARENTS PROVIDE YOUNG CHILDREN
WITH ACCESS TO LITERACY

SOCIO-CULTURAL DIFFERENCES IN LITERACY
RELATED PARENT-CHILD INTERACTIONS
l'aul 1'.A1. Lesenicur

frustum\ l'niversin. Rotterdam
Thc Veincrlantiv
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Introduction

I.trl) thiltntwes nt cognito c and langua2c skills and social-emotional
dispositions between Soong children front different social and ethnic
backgrounds, should be a major concern. the reason is simple. In formal
education. these earls differing wit> s of intellectual and social-emotional
limetioning are transformed into educational lass. this is already observable
at the t. my beginning of children's school careers in first grade of primary
school. Furthermore. These cork educational lags do not disappear in
education. but tend to increase. lot reading instruction Stanot kb (1986)
touted the term the Matthew effect 10 describe the mechanism that seems
to bc so characteristic of the educational careers of children from different
socio- cultural b.tcketounds in mans countries: the rich will uct richer in
education, the poor poorer
s that the socio-cultural
I
On closer sci min>. research into school careers saott

background's direct influence on school success is great at the start of
educational careers, but modest at litter times (n ith a tett exceptions when,

or instance. parents have to make choices on the school or type of
wealthily m tertian education: cf. Leseman. IMO). In later grades.
previous school achievements are b far the strongest predictors of
subsequent school performance. I he Nlatthett effect. theft:titre, seems to he

rooted essentially in the students' learning abilities. in their skills to profit
from instruction.

It is an intrauing question why sonic students - those more forward at the
apparently leant more from the same
start of an educational program
instruction than others, those who were already lagging behind. Two
complementary answers can be given. The first holds that most current

1 '1
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educational programs in primary schools do not teach essential knowledge
and skills for diverse learning domains, especially reading comprehension
and functional, communicative and argumentative writing. For example,

with respect to literacy education it has been stated that educational
programs are overly Iiicused on teaching the 'technical' rather than the
'cognitive'. 'epistemological' and 'motivational' requirements Ibr reading
comprehension and functional writing (cf. Wells, 1987; Gardner, 1990;
Resntck, 19901. This is in line with !idings in nation-bide assessment
studies of literacy skills and other major surveys (cf. Kirsch & Jungehluth,
1987; Unit. 1989: wonstra, 1992; 1.eseman, 1993,11. Although a small
proportion of eighth-grader:, school-leasing students and adults are unable
to read and write very stilt^ texts, such as reading or ts riling onegS own
name, and lack 'technical' decoding. boat blending and pm chomotor skills.
functional illiteracy in developed countries with compulsory education is
both quantitatively a id qualitatively basically a problem of differential
'cognitive' and motivational' access to the culture of literae) (Lesemat
1993a f

The second ansst er entitlements this argument. Wheicas education is
probably tinting in teaching essential skills, the Intl remains that not all
students are equally affected by this thilure. Some bill- ultimately become
fulls literate according to present da) standards, and will increasingb he
able to acquire nest knowledge and skills b) using written language. The
conclusion is Met itable: these students have at their disposal other resources
besides what schools oiler. More particular!), their home environments
endow them %shit a kind of 'intellectual capital' and the pettier this capital.
the greater the educational profits. When looking at the ken. start in formal

education, the question is what this capital looks like in terms 01 cognitive
and language skills that pi Thire children from prit ileged homes fin literacy.
and hot) these skills and knotsledge are socialised

their search for earl) predictors of shun and long-term litetac).
researchers hat e identified IM) clusters of knots ledge and skills that are
important here. I he lira concems 'metalinguistie skills', such as print
knowledge, knowledge of the alphabet, phonemic awareness and phonemic
segmentation skill (which arises. for example, from sat mg nursery rhymes;
cf. McClean, Bryant eti; Bradle). 1987; see also Sulks, 19861. This type of
skills especially predicts literac) achiesements in the first grades. The
second cluster concerns general conceptual knob ledge (' tsorld knob ledge').
In
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ocahular> and discourse skills. i.e. the Minn> to understand spoken or
nritten texts that refer to non-immediate tiorlds (see Stnk, 1991, and in
this ohmic, Verhoes en & Van Kuyk. 1991:1 eseman, Sijsling & Ue Vries.
1992i I Ins cluster of skill: especially predicts reading and N., nung achies
in latet glades. s.hen leading Jens noes generall> lone changed

tharacter and
1 Ills ch,gncr uwlnu

become reading comprehension.

len on socia)iimion 19 skills in young children than

'elate to school achicsmnents and !acmes acquisition. lisidence from
torrent feseati. h trill he presented supporting Ihe socialization model and
shins ing effects 01 .ocialization on the doelopment of general conceptual
knon ledge and skills identified
almiary and disc linse
MAU , 111COIA and findings still he related to
is crucial for later 111:1.1C\
nimbi mons lin e.1111 nuerseimon programs

/duos ledge.

f ;unit> socialization; access, guidance and instruction
Children are acme learners. eager to pick up 'inlortnation' if it is relevant
or ma./c rlmant to them fis esperienced members of the cultural communio) to k 111L11 ties belong, in particular their parents and other caregivers (cf.
Rogoll & Gardner. 198.1: Rngoll, IMH)). The information children use to
construct 'theories' about their environment. and to develop skills and

action schemes to act upon it. is either present in the structure of the
ph deal emironment to main theme in piagetian thinking) or represented
in social arrangements and social interactions hi main theme of vygotskian
Thinking: cf. Vs gotsk, 1078; Wertsch. 19851. Although both present and
represented information are equally important for development. socio-coltulid differences in development are expected to arise From differences in the
sociall> repmesented information, i e in socialization practices.
Rogoff (1003 I distinguishes three modes of socialization. .1 he first, participator> appropriation. refers to the fact that children, even the yu ingest. are
part of communities and participate in the community 's social and cultural
practices. I Mderences in social and cultural practices between communities
Or in selective access allowed to children - depending. for example. on age
and ses - are a primary source of socio-cultural differences in development.

The second mode of socialization is guided participation. Children are
invited to participate in intersubjective relationships and their behavior is
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regulated. e.g. rewarded or punished. according to the norms and values of
the community. Cultural differences in development may he expected to

arise when norms and values of communities differ. The third type of
socialization Rogoff distinguishes is called the apprenticeship. Apprenticeships are more or less institutionalized and organized forms of socialization with explicit learning and mastery goals and instructional methods,
reflecting what the community perceb es as important know ledge and skills.

Socialization in the family can also he described in terms of participation,

guidance and apprenticeships. IYery,
day, the young child participates in
situations in which parents, older siblings or other adults, are invoked in
the wide range of practices that make up fmnily life, such as housekeeping.
caring and nuntaing. shopping. leisure time activities, and so on. From time
to time. the child's behavior in these situations will be regulated, rewarded
or disciplined. and in this way the child gradually learns about the norms

and %allies of the famik and the wider cultural group, initially in an
essentially non- retlecthe and implicit k\:1%. Pinalh. the thmily offers
apprenticeships to children

I

of example, parents may rind it important to

teach the child how to eat with fork. knde and spoon the child is
instructed with great patience and is en en opportunity to practic,: until
he she has mastered the skill

The famik socialization model outlined here hi
an be further relined
in order to understand socio-cultural drilerences in de \ C1011111CIII (see also
Leseman. Ifilr3b, I eseman, Vergeer. tiiisline. lap -:A -foe & Sabin. Pifi21.
With respect to participation. It is important io know the degree to which
or how often the child is prof filed ayc e,. and io which domains of cultural
knowledge and skills. kor example. one can look lot (linen:me:. between
families in the amount of taimulating experience or III the number of

opportunities they Mier >ming children to get familiar null all kinds

of

forms and functions of written language. and to learn about %t mien language
either spontaneously. or through guidance and instruction. hi families
with less well-educated and especially illiterate parents opportunities for
children to become acquainted with
.) uses will probably he more
limited, although. as Anderson and Stokes ( 19S4 I observed. products and
technologies or literate culture intrude and are incorporated into everyday
routines (yen in the most culturally-deprived families. On the other hand,
in families of more educated middle-class parents - who see themselves as
in the 'mainstream of modern literate culture' (cf. I leath. 19811 children
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will have ample opportunities to observe their parents reading, not merely
local newspapers or magazines, but also literary books and text- hooks, and
they will often hear them discussing books.
In terms of guided participation and apprenticeships, it is also important to
know how the child's endeavors to learn and to master are guided. and how

the child is instructed. One can ask, for example, if the information or
instruction given by the parent is adequately tuned to the child's developmental level and learning needs, or to be more precise. to the child's 'zone
of proximal del. elopmene (\ygotsky, 1978). One can further ask whether
the child is social-emotionally supported, so that ultimate': he or she will
learn to enjoy learning and problem solving, and will learn to persevere
even when it becomes difficult. In other words, differences between families
can he expected in what is called the social-emotional quality of social
interactions and parents' sensitive responsivity (Skinner, 1985; Erickson,
Sroule & Egeland, 1985; Denham, Renwick & Holt, 1991), which depends
upon. for instance, the presence of economical stress, unemployment,
housing conditions, number of children, and availability of social support
(cf. McGillicuddy-DeLisi. 1982). It may also depend upon child-rearing

beliefs held by parents and the wider cultural community (Schaefer &
Edgerton, 1985; Harkness & Super, 1992). For instance, in some cultural
communities young children are believed to be basically inept and immature
until aged four or five. Therefore, parents may find it inappropriate to teach
valued skills to children below this age or to share responsibility with them.

Heath (1983) observed that in both the black and white lower class
communities in the southern United States she studied the younger children
were not seen as valuable informants. This was reflected in parents' styles

of talking with young children, i.e. in the dominant type of 'questionstatements asked and in the lack of meaning-contingent responses to
children s statements.
1 malty it .5 important to know what is appropriated or learned in diverse

situations, what kind of ideas children construct or pick up, and what kind
of skills an_ developed and exercised. Socio-cultural differences in what can
be called the more or less informal 'content' or 'curriculum' of participation, guided participation and apprenticeships. can he expected in several
respects reflecting what parents and their cultural community consider

important knowledge and skills. The role of firma' education can be
mentioned here. Parents who arc successfully socialized in formal education
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and have attained a high level of education, will simply know better and
value more the knowledge and skills required in education. This, for
example, might explain why in homes of the highly educated, in all sorts
of everyday conversations, for example at dinner time, ypung children are
more often invited or even pressed to be explicit and accurate in refering
to the non-immediate events they are reporting, although these parents, as
all parents, would only require a single word to know what the child is
trying to say (cf. Wells, 1985).
In summary, one can hypothesize that differences exist between families

from different socio-cultural backgrounds in both amount, quality and
content of potentially stimulating interactions in the home which explain
early differences in cognitive and language abilities. Besides genetic factors,

it can be hypothesized that differences in socialization processes have a
significant formative effect on the child's cognitive and language abilities.
In a longitudinal study conducted by a group of researchers at the Erasmus
University, Rotterdam, evidence was found in support of this model of
cognitive and language socialization in the family. In the next sections, a
brief report will be given of the main findings, based on a section of the
data collected. In the final part of the chapter the findings will be related
to some of the core issues in early intervention programs.

3

The Rotterdam study
ign

A group of 145 families, consisting of 45 Dutch middle class, 40 Dutch
lower class, 28 Surinamese immigrant and 32 Turkish immigrant families,
participated in the Rotterdam study on socialization patterns.
A short note on both immigrant groups in the study is in order here. Most
Surinamese families living in the Netherlands todays migrated from Surinam. a former Dutch colony in the Caribbean, in the early seventies and

eighties. The Surinamese population itself consists of several ethnic
communities. Most Surinamese have Dutch nationality, speak Dutch as
mother tongue (or, at least, as one of the home languages), and are educated

either (partly) in the Netherlands or in Surinam, where the educational
system is modeled on the Dutch system. Most Turkish families living in the
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Netherlands todays, migrated from poor, underdeveloped regions of Turkey
from the late seventies onwards. They came to he reunited with the fathers
who were already living in the Netherlands as guest workers. The Turks are

known for their strong sense of ethnic identity. Only a few have Dutch
nationality. On the average, limited education and functional illiteracy rates

ranging from 10 to 40% (in case of older Turkish women; Doets, 1992)
have been reported. The Surinamese and Turkish families in the Rotterdam

study cover a broad range socio-economically. There are parents with
almost no education and parents with an university degree in both groups.
hut, on the average, the socio-economic status is slightly below (Surinamese
group) to far below (Turkish group) the Dutch mean and this reflects quite
accurately the actual position of these ethnic groups in the Netherlands.

The study was designed as longitudinal research. with three waves of
measurements, separated by six-months intervals. In exec round, data were
collected by means of interviews, tests and video- recordings in the home

environment. During the first round, the average age of the children
involved was 3;0 years (range 2;10 to 3;2). During all three data collection
rounds, video-recordings were made of six different types of parent-child
interactions, covering a broad range of cognitive and language skills. Two
of the interaction types studied are particularly relevant to the theme of the
present chapter, as they are related to language and pre-literacy development. One interaction concerns a categorization game in which semantictaxonomic concepts and vocabulary learning are involved. The second
interaction concerns joint picture-book reading, involving both metalinguistic knowledge regarding literacy, vocabulary learning and discourse
skills. In this chapter results of the video-recordings collected during the
first round, when the children were aged three years. will he presented, and
data on developmental level at age 3;0 and 3;6.
Parent interview
The parent who is the main caregiver was extensively interviewed. This was
almost always the mother, in a few cases the father or the grandmother I or
convenience, all interviewed caregivers Ix it he refered to as the mother In
the interview, a number of issues were treated such as the parents family
background, age, educational level, job level employment status, reading
and writing activities, cultural participation, mother tongue, language used
now and present family constellation. In addition a translated xersion of the
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Parental Modernity Scale (Schaefer (4: Edgerton, 1985), a questionnaire on
parental beliefs on child care and child development, was presented to the
mothers. From this questionnaire a scale was derived representing parental
modernity. The internal consistency of the scale is satisfactory.

Finally, the mothers were asked to estimate the average frequency during

recent months of occasions they had shared talking, reading, playing,
shopping or house keeping, in direct interaction with the child or in
interaction with others (e.g. the husband), but in the target child's vicinity.
A questionnaire was constructed according to the principles of facet-design

(Cantor, 1985). It would do insufficient justice to all other situations in
which the child may informally learn from his parents if parents were asked
only to estimate the amount of time or the frequency of occasions in which
they were interacting with their child in situations such as game-playing and
reading aloud which are more typical for western middle-class culture than

for lower-class or immigrant cultures (cf. Anderson & Stokes, 1984;
Rogoff, 1990). A so-called mapping sentence was formulated in which three
types of context. two types of interaction and three domains of development
were systematically varied and crossed (see Figure 1).
Figure I:

Mapping sentence

I low regularly does it happen when you are ( a) running the household, h) caring. c)
spending leisure time) that you perform a particular kind of activity ( a) manipulating
objects (practical) problem-solving, h) reathnormung. ci talking) involving the child
directly. hi indirectlypassively-observingr

Questionnaire items were constructed according to the various combinations

of activity type (or developmental domain), context and directness of the
interaction represented in the mapping sentence. From the questionnaire,
three sub-scales were derived representing activities, across contexts and
types of interaction in the oral language, literacy and toy play/practical
problem-solving. The sub-scales have satisfactory internal consistency.
Testing children's developmental level

The children were tested using an assessment battery comprising tests of
pre-mathematical concepts, knowledge of semantic-taxonomic concepts. and
receptive and productive vocabulary develorment. The children were tested
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in their dominant language, except when Dutch language proficiency was
being measured when only the test instruction was given in the child's
home language. The Surinamese children were tested by a Surinamese
researcher, and the Turkish children by a Turkish compatriot. The Turkish
children also took equivalent parallel tests of Turkish vocabulary and text
comprehension. As it became apparent that, with only a few exceptions,
most of the Turkish children had no proficiency in Dutch whatsoever, we
used the Turkish language test results to compare language development and
home effects on language development with the Dutch and Surinam groups.

Video-recordings m the home environment

Video-recordings were made of (among others) mother and child jointly
solving a categorization game and jointly reading an unknown picture-book.
For the first interaction, the parent was asked to play an educational game
with the child. It was resented as a 'learning and thinking' game. In this
game, in fact a categorization task, the child had to group pictures of wellknown objects by threes which belonged most closely together. For convenience, this task will be called the Three Pictures Task. The task was too
difficult for the three year-old children, and the parents were instructed to
teach the children how to solve the problem.
The second interaction concerned joint picture-book reading. A picture-book
was selected containing both numerous pictures and a substantial amount of

text. The book was recently published and none of the families had the
book. The parents were instructed to read the book with the child the way
they normally dis so or in the way they felt it should be read. Eight parents,

all Turkish, indicated they never read a book to the child, in most cases
because they were unable to read. They were offered, as an alternative, the

possibility of telling a story to the child. Sonic of these parents 'read' the
pictures in the book, which was also a method of picture-book reading used

by some of the Dutch middle-class parents. The remaining five Turkish
parents told their children stories of their own youth from memory, but they
are not included in the statistical analysis to be reported later.
Two core concepts of the present study - content and quality of parent-child
interactions - are measured by observing and coding the video-taped
mother-child interactions. The number of joint activities of mother and child
in domains of language, literacy and play is, as was stated, measured by
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means of a questionnaire. The Erickson, Sroufe and Egeland (1985) coding
system was used to the code the social-emotional and didactic quality of the
interactions. This coding system consists of 14 rating scales to evaluate the

social-emotional quality of mothers' and children's behavior. Mothers, for
example, were evaluated on the secureness, warmth and supportiveness of
the interaction climate they provided. Children were evaluated, for example,
on the persistence and enthousiasm they showed during the interactions. The
intercoder reliability, determined on the basis of 20 cases, was satisfactory.

Coding systems were developed for coding of the instructional content of

the interactions. Taking verbal utterances, such as giving a clue, and
nonverbal acts, such as pointing to a picture, as basic behavioral units or
'events', coding categories were used which represent a wide array of
potentially instructive or informative behaviors in both mother and child.

For example, in the Three Pictures Task, which was a categorization
problem. utterances were counted which conveyed a search strategy, a rule

or a rationale that would lead to a grouping of pictures according to their
semantic-taxonomic superordinate. As it was the parent's task to explain the
purpose of the Three Pictures Task to the child before starting, the quality

of the task instruction was also coded. In coding the Book-Reading
interaction, several verbal and nonverbal acts were coded, covering most of
the events that usually happened during the joint reading. For example, all
events of pointing to a picture in the book were counted, which was one of

both mother and child's most frequent acts. The intercoder correlations,
determined on 20 recordings. were sufficient for most categories used to
code the contents of both interactions.

4

Results

Conceptual knowledge and language skills at age 3:0 and 3:6
Table I reports means and standard deviations of the conceptual development and vocabulary tests in the native language for the four groups of
children involved in the Rotterdam study. Gaps exist at both measurement
times between Dutch middle-class children and Turkish children one to two
standard deviations. The Dutch working-class children and the Surinamese

children occupy intermediate positions. The present study findings on
conceptual and vocabulary development correspond closely to findings in
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other Dutch studies on larger cohorts of Dutch and immigrant children in
the 3-6 age range (Boogaard, Damhuis, De Glopper & Van den Bergh,
1990; Verhoeven & Van Kuyk, 1991; De Jong, Klapwijk & Van der Leij,
1993).

Table 1:

Conceptual development and vocabulary in the child's dominant
language at age 3;0 and at age 3;6; means, standarddeviations and
one-way analysis of variance

Social class and ethnic
group

Vocabulary means and
sd.s
age 3:0

Concepts means and sd's
age 3:0

age 3:6

age 3;6

Dutch middd class

33

(12.3)

42

( 8.8)

37

(13.9)

48

(10.7)

Dutch working class

17

(10.91

33

(12.0)

28

(10.1)

32

(10.4)

Surinam ethnic group

26

(

8.91

31

( 9.3)

28

(13.0)

34

(10.4)

Turkish ethnic group

23

( 9.1)

31

( 8.4)

19

(11.4)

28

effect size tia

.34

a) Resulting from one -' ay analysis of sariance:

A8

.44
ps 05. " p. Ol.

(15.2)

53

p- 001

The table further shows that the means of all groups rise with age, but that,
as can be infered from the results of the analysis of variance, i.e. from the
effect-size coefficient q, the differences between the groups tend to become
greater.

Amount. quality and content of educational interactions

In terms of practices and contexts that may promote language and pre-

literacy skills, profound differences exist between the four groups of
families in the participatory access provided to oral and literate language

domains to young children. Differences were relatively small (F=7.1,
p=.001, 7 =.36) in opportunities to participate in oral language practices
across situations and types of interaction, as determined by a questionnaire.
In all families in our study children frequently took part, in or were present

at, conversations during mealtimes, housekeeping activities and social
meetings with other family members. There were, however, important
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differences in detail: in Dutch middle-class homes as compared to, for
example, Dutch working class homes and Turkish homes, children were
reported as having face-to-face conversations with their parents more
frequently.

Not unexpectedly. differences between the four groups in amount of
stimulating experiences offered, appeared to he largest in literacy-related do-

mains. It was found that several types of literacy products and literacy
technologies were present in all homes. For example, even in the homes of
functionally illiterate or semi-illiterate parents, there were books, magazines,
newspapers 2nd writing materials, and parents reported looking into them

and using them sometimes. However, the frequency with which a child
would have the opportunity to observe his parents actually reading or
writing, or to engaging actively in a book-reading interaction with his
parent. differed strongly according to socio-cultural background. In general,

access to literacy practices differed strongly between the four groups of
families (F=24.2, p=.0001, q=.59).

On the how of socialization, we also found profound differences in
intersubjective interaction styles of parental support, regulation and discipline of the child's behavior. Less well-educated parents and parents from the

ethnic minorities were observed to use physical discipline and scolding
more often, to show less repect for the child's autonomy, and to provide
less emotional support and positive feedback. The ratings on the parentscales of Erickson et al. (1985) differed strongly between families of
different social and ethno-cultural backgrounds. especially in the relatively
difficult and stressful Three Pictures Task (F=I 7.6, p=.000I, 1=.55). As a
consequence, according to socio-cultural background children in these
homes showed less persistence, self-regulation and enthusiasm (F=6.4,
p=.00I , q=.37).
Finally, differences were also observed between families in what parents
were, intentionally or unintentionally, teaching children in literacy related
interactions, the Three Pictures Task and the Book-Reading interaction. For
example, in the Three Pictures Task, a categorization task, we found that
the less favorable the environmental background. the less the children used,
either spontaneously or as a reaction to his mother's requests, semantictaxonomic or 'paradigmatic' rules and strategies to justify or search for a
solution. Instead, they tended to rely on thematic-contingency or
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isyntakinatic' relations, and even irrelevant principles to categorize objects.
Furthermore, it was found that overall, these children contributed less to the
interaction, regardless of content or level. The mother's contribution to the
problem-solving could be similarly interpreted. The less favorable the background, the lower the level of information contributed to the problemsolring, and the more instructions were based on irrelevant and thematic,
instead of semantic relations. Moreover, and particularly, the quality of the
task instruction at the beginning of the session was proportionally low in

terms of the degree to which in her instruction to the child the mother
mentioned essential features of the task, especially whether the child was
adequately oriented to its conceptual structure.

In the book-reading interactions, we observed that children from underprivileged socio-cultural backgrounds displayed more verbal and nonverbal
acts that were closely related to the immediate interaction context, such as
pointing to pictures, naming single items and describing pictures. These acts
and utterances can be considered as 'contextualized' in nature and are
probably not very helpful in preparing young children for later literacy.
Children from middle-class homes, on the other hand, often talked about the
book and about features of printed language, fostering metalinguistic insight
in written and printed language. They often gave or asked for explanations
and, in particular, engaged with the parent in story-extending talk. In short,
their contribution was marked by a decontextualized use of language. The
parents showed a more or less similar behavioral pattern. Parents from
advantaged socio-cultural backgrounds began decontextualized talk more
often, such as print-related talk, story extension and topical extension,

conveying general world knowledge.

Using multiple regression analysis for mother and child separately. indices
were constructed representing socio-cultural differences in 'content' or
'informativity' of both interactions in an optimal way (see also Leseman et
al., 1992). The computed indices for mother and child differed significantly
between the groups (for the categorization game F =18.2, p=.000I, n=.56
and F=5.0, p=.01, n=.33 for mother and child respectively, and for the
book-reading interaction F=23.8, p.000 I, 11-.60, and F=8.0, p=.00I, 9 =.40).
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A longitudinal causal model of the home environment
Children from different socio-cultural backgrounds differ rather strongly in
basic cognitive and language skills as early as age three. Paralleling these
differences, families from different social and ethno-cultural backgrounds
appeared to differ in the three basic dimensions of the family system of
informal pre-school education: amount, quality and content, as well. Two
additional questions have to he answered here. The first is whether these
differences on several socialization planes are relevant to a child's cognitive
and linguistic development, especially in domains relating to literacy
acquisition; conceptual development and vocabulary growth in the present
research. A second, related, question is whether all three facets of the
socializing environment are equally important for development and for
explaining socio-cultural differences in development in this particular group
of families. To provide a tentative answer, we used covariance structure
analysis technique to model the children's home environment in relation to
the developmental process, and to test the hypothesized causal effects of the
social environment on development, as mediated by the three distinguished
dimensions of social interactions.

Figure 2 shows the basic model, which is simplified for presentational
purposes. It is a so-called path diagram, specifying cause-effect relationships
between variables. The left part, comprises two circles with one representing the background factors, socio-economic status, parental beliefs, family
size, and ethnic group membership.
Figure 2;

Basic longitudinal causal model of the family as a learning environment
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They are considered 'exogeneous factors at mesolevel' to the social
interaction system on 'microlevel', much in accordance with Bronfenbrenner's (e.g. 1989) ideas. The second circle represents the child's level of
conceptual knowledge and vocabulary size at the first measurement point age three. The double pointed arrow between the background factors and
developmental level at the first measurement time reflects the fact that both
factors are (highly) intercon-elated, pointing to the sum effects of genetic
influences and socialization processes before age three.
Development as a process of becoming more competent, can be modeled by

an autoregressive path structure. The single pointed arrows between the
circles symbolizing the children's developmental level at ages 3;0 and 3;6
form an autoregressive structure that represents development as a process.
Developmental level at the first measurement time is taken as a 'cause' of
the developmental level at the second measurement time. Note that exactly
the same measurement instruments were used both times. This approach is
consistent with the recommendations of Gollob and Reichardt (1987). In
order to assess effects of environmental factors on development as a
process, autoregression should be taken into account by modeling develop-

mental level at an earlier time as covariable, i.e. as a kind of pretest.
Finally, the Figure shows the hypothesized effects of intermediary
socialization processes on the area of (pre)literacy - laid out in the three
basic dimensions amount, quality and content - on the developmental
process. It is assumed that the socialization processes observed at the first

measurement time are proximal causes of the observed developmental
process from first to second measurement time.
It is further assumed that these processes are influenced by socio-cultural
background characteristics and by the child's developmental level at the first
measurement time. i.e. some of the differences observed in mother and
child interactional patterns are assumed to result from pre-existing
differences in children's abilities. The model was tested by means of the

LISREL-6 software (Joreskog & Serbom, 1986).
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Results of LISREL analysis; standarized causal effects and explained
variance RI; y = 7.5, DF r- 3, p = M5, RNISIZ = .02

Exogenous background
factors and development
covariatcs

Intermediating Process

Dependent cognitive
and languagi. variables

Amount

Quality

Content

Vocabulary

Socioeconomic status

.26

.23

.no

Modernity of parental
beliefs

.19

.10

-.10

Surinam ethnic group

-.10

(-.03)

-.20

Turkish ethnic group

-.17

Concepts

Vocabulary

.50

.20

Concepts

.20

.53

(.04)

(.07)

Social emotional quality
of parent-child interactions

.12

.13

Cognitive and linguistic
content of parent-child

.30

.23

.63

.68

intermediating proces.s
variables
Amount of oral and
literate language experience

interactions
R2

.35

'3

.47

The results, listed in Table 2, show that an acceptable 'goodness of fit' of
model and data was found. Therefore, the model can be considered an

adequate statistical representation of the observed reality. The causal
direction is from left to right in Table 2. A number of conclusions can be
drawn from the estimated path coefficients, which are standardized
regression weights indicating size and statistical significance of the causal
effects. First, socialization process indicators, measured at age 3;0, add
significantly to the explained variance in developmental level at age 3;6.
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This supports the hypothesis that home socialization processes affect
development. Particularly, content characteristics of social interactions
appear to have formative effects on development. Social-emotional quality
seems to be less important for development of cognitive and linguistic skills
in strictu sensu - the dependent variables in the present research. If socialemotional development had been the focus of the research, stronger impact
would probably have been found (cf. Denham et al., 1991: Erickson et al.,

1985). Although clearly distinguishing between the four socio-cultural
groups, mere amount of stimulating experience or numbers of opportunities
of panicipatory access to oral and literate language use practices across

diverse situations in the home context does not have much effect on
development. While it is safe to assume that at least a certain minimum
amount of access to, for example, domains of oral and literate language use,
must be provided, social-emotional quality and, in particular, cognitive and

linguistic content are apparently the real detennining factors. Finally, the
results suggest that effects of background factors at mesolevel on development. are entirely mediated by process characteristics of the family system
at microlevel.

Conclusion
It was found that, even when pre-existing differences in developmental level
are strictly controlled by incorporating them as covariables in the statistical
analysis model, socialization patterns in the family certainly affected the

developmental process of the children. In fact, in a period of about six
months, we found an additional amount - about 16% in all - of explained
variance in conceptual development and mother-tongue vocabulary. Effects
of background factors on development appeared to be entirely mediated by

the socialization process characteristics. The finding pertaining to the second
question posed in the previous section was interesting. The mere degree of

participation in oral and literate language use situations in the home was
less important, whereas differences in cognitive and language contents of
the observed interactions, that is in the what of informal learning in the
home, explained most of variance in developmental measures. To summarize, by using the outlined theory on family socialization as theoretical framework it is possible to adequately describe, measure and statistically model

socio-culturally diverse families as learning environments for young
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children and to explain early differences in the cognitive and language skills
which are so important for later literacy acquisition and school success.

A number of implications for early intervention in sociocultural) different
groups can he derived. Firstly. socialization practices in families have
probably substantial formative effects on childrens' development. Although
many may have been convinced of this in advance, recent statements by
leading social scientists indicate that the classical debate on the malleability
of intelligence of disadvantaged children is still alive and well, requiring
intervention programs to legitimize their efforts (Scan, 1992; Jensen, 1991).
Differences in development in the domains of knowledge and skills relating
to later literacy acquisition and school success in general, between children
from diverse social and ethno-cultural communities can explained to a great
extent by differential socialization. One can conclude that there remains a

margin for effective intervention aiming at promoting literacy and school
success for all.
Second!). families, da)-care centers and preschools are important learning

environments for young children due to the participation opportunities,
guidance and apprenticeships they offer. In the Netherlands, as in many
other countries and particularly developing countries, young children from
disadavantaged families spend most of their time at home before going to
kindergarten or primary school. Therefore, the family seems to be the most
logical site for early intervention. However, to date experiences with homebased intervention programs untill the absence of long-term effects in
many endeavors - warrants caution. Apparently not all home-based intervention and family empowering approaches have succeeded in mobilizing the

potential of the family. The present research findings offer a number of
possible explanations.
One possible explanation is that unsuccessful home-based interventions did

not succeed in massively enhancing the amount of potentially instructive
experience children have in relevant domains, such as oral and literate
language use. This is one of the explanations given by Eldering and Vedder

(1992; see also Eldering & Vedder, this volume) for the absence of even
short-term effects of the HIPPY- program in the Netherlands. The HIPPYprogram was not fully implemented; only about 40 of the 60 prescribed
weekly tasks were actually carried out. As a corollary, enhancing the implementation level might help. Following the present research results, it can he
113 to
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expected that merely intensifying a program so that more time is spent to
program activities, without explicitly changing content and quality of the
way these and similar activities are carried out in the family, also outside
the context and scheduled time of a program, may not suffice.

Another explanation is that home-based programs did not succeed in
altering the social-emotional quality of parent-child interactions and the
didactic style of parents, which may have made them less effective teachers.
There may even have been a negative influence on the emotional bonds in
the family Cognitively focused, structured intervention programs require

parents to interact with their children in all kinds of problem solving
activities, some of them similar to school tasks. The more difficult,

unfamiliar and stress evoking the program activities, the more the socialemotional quality of the parent-child relationship will be jeopardized. In the
Rotterdam study, for example, it was found that during difficult problemsolving activities, differences in social-emotional quality and didactic style
between families from diverse socio-cultural backgrounds were strongest
(Leseman et al., 1992). An additional comment is that it appears from more
detailed analyses of the Rotterdam study that parental beliefs on childrearing and child-development, along with socio-economic stress and family
constellation characteristics, are among the strongest explanatory background characteristics for differences in social-emotional interaction style
and perceptions of the didactic role (Vergeer, Leseman, Sijsling, Jap-A-Joe
& Sahin, 1992). An additional reason for the failure of some home-based
programs, is probably the neglect of the importance of parent education and
parent support. Parents should he given insight into young children's
development and learning in order to make them more sensitive perceivers
of children's motives and needs. Kagiteibast's report on the success of the
Turkish Early Enrichment Program which, she states, results to an important
degree from the mother-empowerment component in the program, is in
accordance with this interpretation (Kagitcthast, this volume).
Finally, in home-based interventions, however prestructured and 'parent proof, one should he aware of the fact that parents nevertheless bring their
own perceptions to the task of what is important to teach or to accomplish.
If, for example, reading hooks to children is brought into the home as a
program activity without further explanation, modeling and structuring of
the desired interaction formats, parents may adopt a 'model' of how to read
with the child that is derived from literacy experiences in their own socio-
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cultural niche, often experiences related to religious practices. As was
observed in the Rotterdam study, there were parents who read books
sentence by sentence, asking the child after every sentence to recite it as
precisely as possible (lap -A -Joe & Leseman, 1993). In many other families,
hooks were read in a typically recreational, diversional way, without
elaborating on the story, asking for explanations and extending talk; it is the
typical format of book-reading interactions at bed-time. Indeed, this sometimes led to the child almost falling asleep. In general, prevailing models of
book-reading. talking and problem-solving in the parents' socio-cultural
niche will influence the way they interact with their children as part of a
program's requirements. In fact, the socio-cultural niche offers models that
embody valued skills and knowledge of the community to which the parents
belong, but which may not he compatible with the program's objectives.
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A MULTILINGUAL CONTEXT
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I

Introduction

During the past decades literacy has gradually become a major concern all
over the world. Though there is great diversity in both the distribution and
degree of literacy in different countries, there has been an increasing general

awareness of the number of illiterates and the consequences of being
illiterate for personal life. However, literacy is no longer seen as a universal
trait. Focussing on culturally-sensitive accounts of reading and writing to
social practices the concept of literacy as a single trait does not seem very
feasible. A multiplicity of literacy practices can be distinguished which are
related to specific cultural contexts and associated with relations of power
and ideology. As such, literacy can be seen as a lifelong context-bound set
of practices in which an individual's needs vary with time and place.

4

With respect to modeling the competence of literacy, the particular
sociolinguistic position of ethnic minorities should be recognized (cf.
Fishman, 1980; Homberger, 1989; Verhoeven, 1987a,b; Verhoeven, 1993).
Ethnic minority groups are often confronted with the task of communicating
in the dominant language of a majority environment in order to cope with
daily life. Usually, this language is learnt as a second language (1,2). From
a linguistic point of view ethnic minority people are often conceived of as
'second language learners'. However, this conception is problematic for at

least two reasons (cf. Extra & Verhoeven, I993a,b). First of all, not all
members of ethnic minority groups acquire the dominant language of the
majority environment successfully. In fact, L2 acquisition may come to a
halt at a stage that is far removed from near-native competence. Secondly,
the first language is taken into account as a potential source of (un)successful transfer in L2 acquisition, rather than a language variety in its own

right. Language varieties of the countries of origin, being learnt in the
process of primary socialization, can be used as a vital instrument for ingroup communication. 'these language varieties may therefore have an
important value as symbols of ethnic identity.
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In the present paper the appropriateness and effectiveness of literacy
programs for ethnic minority children will be dealt with. First of all, the
acquisition of literacy in a multilingual context is examined. In addition,

cognitive and socio-cultural issues related to literacy and linguistic diversity

are discussed. Arguments for bilingual literacy instruction will also be
presented. Finally, a perspective on literacy education for ethnic minority
children is given. Throughout the whole paper references will be made to
the research outcomes of current and recently completed studies on ethnic
minorities in the Netherlands.

2

Development of language and literacy in a multilingual society

It is a common pattern that ethnic minority groups live in a country where
another language is dominant and where native speakers of this dominant
language do not speak or understand the minority language varieties.

Intergroup communication is most likely to take place in the majority
language. However, the language norms for intergroup communication do
not need to be adopted for intra-group communication. Given the fact that

language can have a core value of cultural identity the ethnic group
language is often used for communication in the own ethnic community.
Group membership turns out to be an important explanatory factor in the
language behavior of ethnic minorities.

Early language and literacy learning
For many ethnic minority children first language (1,1) starts from a
favorable position. Its development benefits from rich input from the family

and the neighborhood, but later the conditions of exptsure to LI may
become very poor. At school the mother tongue is often banned; at best it
constitutes only a minimal portion of the curriculum. Depending on the
channels of language input in the home environment, a large variation in
first and second language acquisition patterns among ethnic groups can be
expected. In a recent study (Narain & Verhoeven, 1993; Verhoeven, Extra,
Konak, Narain &. Zerrouk, 1993) we examined the patterns of first and
second language development of 91 Turkish, 1 1 Moroccan and 104
1

Antillean children living in the Netherlands. In a longitudinal design
language data were collected at three moments of measurement: at the
beginning of kindergarten, and after one and two years of instruction in
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school. Departing from a hierarchical structure of language proficiency
distinct tasks were administered, measuring equivalent phonological, lexical,

syntactic and textual abilities in L i and L2: sound manipulation, cognitive
categorization, receptive and productive vocabulary, sentence imitation and
text comprehension. It was found that the Turkish children were quite
dominant in their mother tongue at all three moments of measurement. To
a lesser degree the same was true for the Moroccan group. The language
proficiency levels of the Antillean children tended to be more balanced. The
difference in first and second proficiency levels in the three groups could
be explained from the language input in the family and the wider community, on the one hand, and from the cultural orientation of the children and
their parents, on the other hand.

Multicultural studies of early literacy show that in spite of differences in
cultural background and language diversity, children are able to learn the
essentials of literacy at a very early age. Studies from Hanson (1980), Mino
Garces (1981), Kupinsky (1983) and Moore (1990) showed that bilingual

children in collaboration with teachers or peers who speak and write are
able to acquire literacy skills spontaneously. However, it turns out that there
are large differences in the knowledge of, and the desire for literacy among
ethnic minority children entering school. This can be explained from a large
variation in literacy support in the home environment. Wells (1985) and
Snow and Ninio (1986) have shown that success in early literacy acquisition
is related both to the values attached to literacy in the home and to the steps

that parents take to explain this value to their children. It is clear that the
role of parents in helping their children to (re)discover the principles of
literacy is crucial.
In many cases there is a mismatch between the linguistic abilities ethnic
minority children bring to the classroom and the language and literacy
curriculum at school. Ethnic minority children who receive literacy instruction in an L2 will usually be faced with a dual task: besides the characteristics of written language, they will have to learn an unfamiliar language.
Downing (1984) has claimed that the essential features of writing system
will he more readily developed, when literacy instruction is based on familiar exemplars from the mother tongue than on less familiar exemplars from
a second language. He suggested that the cognitively confusing effects of
teaching literacy in a second language will concern both structural and
functional aspects. In a recent study (Verhoeven & Van Kuyk, 1991) the
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acquisitional pattern of conceptual and metalinguistic knowledge in Dutch
as a first and second language was compared. A batten, of thirteen tasks,
measuring receptive and productive vocabulary, definition skills, narrative
skills, literacy concepts, literacy conventions, rhyme, word conservation,
sentence segmentation, phoneme segmentation, word blending (syllables
versus phonemes) and knowledge of graphemes, was administered with 298
4-year-old children. The informants were divided into three groups: high
SES and low SES Dutch children, and ethnic minority children. The results
showed that there is a small effect for SES and a much larger effect for
ethnicity. However, for the tests that require graphonological knowledge
only minor differences were found, due to ceiling effects. Factor analyses

were conducted on the the test scores for the Dutch children and the
minority children apart. For the Dutch children, factor analysis gave
evidence for two factors: conceptual knowledge and metalinguistic
knowledge. For the minority children, three factors could be evidenced:
besides conceptual knowledge and metalinguistic knowledge there was a
third factor referring to word synthesis skills. From this study it can be
concluded that the acquisition of conceptual and metalinguistic skills not
only proceeds slower in a second language; there is also evidence that in a
second language curriculum the ability of word blending has to be learned
as a separate skill.

Language. literacy and schooling
Homberger (1989) proposed a framework for understanding biliteracy
development in the individual by defining three continua: oral languagewritten language, reception-production and L I -L2 transfer. To a large extent
the way of progress along these continua is dependent on the instructional

alternatives offered to the learner. Different models of literacy instruction
in a bilingual context may result in different skills on the part of the learner
(cf. Homberger, 1990). The effectiveness of several instructional alternatives has been discussed in many studies. It can be assumed that children
who receive literacy instruction in a second language are faced with a dual
task: besides the characteristics of written language, they will have to learn
an unfamiliar language, partly referring to an unfamiliar cultural background
(Downing, 1984).
Bilingual learners bring with them a quite specific information processing
system containing two subsystems that are somehow geared to each other,
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aimed at the comprehension and production of oral and written information
in LI and L2, respectively. Departing from this bilingual language user
system, the question is in what ways the process of learning to read in a
second language may he different from the process of learning to read in

a native language. Three possibilities ?rise: by restricted background
knowledge, by interference from LI and by limited proficiency in L2.
However, at the onset of literacy acquisition the influence of restricted
background knowledge can be considered weak, because in the initial
reading curriculum simple narratives are highly emphasized. Two possibilities remain. The question of interference has traditionally been investigated
by conducting a contrastive analysis. Similarities and differences between
two or more languages were taken as a starting point for the interpretation
of second language learning problems. However, the debate on the role of
interference in second language reading turned out to be far from conclusive
(Shut', 1979; Hall & Guthrie, 1982).

A newer way of looking at L2 learning problems is to refer to substantial
similarities between the strategies employed in first language learning and
those in second language learning. Such a design was used in a longitudinal
study in which the processes of literacy learning of Turkish children in 1.2

Dutch were documented and compared with those of Dutch children in their

mother tongue during the first two grades of primary school (see
Verhoeven, 1987a, I990a,b). The results of this study show that second
language learners are less efficient in various subprocesses of reading and
writing than their monolingual peers. Differences in efficiency were found
both at the lexical level and at the discourse level of literacy tasks. It can

be tentatively argued that owing to limited proficiency in the target
language, second language learners have dificulty both in processes of
lexical access and in using context. With respect to lexical access, it is
interesting to note that the nature of such difficulties changed at different
stages of development. At fir:t, 1.2 learners had problems in recoding
graphemic strings, next in wing orthographic constraints, and finally in
attaining direct recognition.
In addition to the finding that second language learners are less efficient in

various subprocesses of reading Dutch, Verhoeven found that in the
acquisition of both lexical abilities and discourse abilities first and second
learners relied on highly comparable strategies. At the lexical level it was
concluded that the strategies first and second learners use in decoding and
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encoding isolated words turn out to he based on the graphonological
structure of the target language. Universal characteristics were also
evidenced with regard to the children's processing of discourse. An analysis
of oral reading revealed no evidence of interlingual patterns. Moreover, it
was found that semantic complexity does show comparable developmental
features in first and second language learners with regard to the understanding of coherence, anaphoric and inferential devices in text.

An important practical implication of Verhoeven's research is that the
acquisition of literacy in a second language requires a certain level of oral

proficiency in that language. Children with limited L2 oral proficiency
should be given the opportunity to build up elementary literacy skills in
their mother tongue first, or they should be given the opportunity to
strengthen L2 oral skills before formal literacy instruction.

With respect to children's cognitive and social development, it can be
argued that the acquisition of literacy will be facilitated if the instruction
links up with his or her linguistic background. From a cognitive point of
view, the transition from oral to written language can be seen as a critical
event in the development of children. As Olson (1980, 1991) has pointed
out, in written communication logical and ideational functions are primary,
whereas oral communication has more informal characteristics. In oral
communication the listener has access to a wide range of contextual cues
which may clarify the intentions of the speaker, while in written communication such cues are almost completely absent. In a subsequent study
Verhoeven (1991a) found that a transitional L I/L2 approach of literacy
instruction may have beneficial effects. In two small-scale experiments it

was found that a strong emphasis on instruction in LI leads to better
literacy results in LI with no retardation of literacy results in L2. On the
contrary, there was a tendency of L2 literacy results in the transitional
classes being better than in the regular submersion classes. Moreover, it was

found that the transitional approach tended to develop a more positive
orientation toward literacy in both LI and L2.
An interesting question is what level of first language proficiency will he
attained by ethnic minority children in an L2 submersion environment.
Owing to a restriction of language models in the community and lack of
support for the mother tongue through educational institutions, a stagnation
in L. I development can be expected. In a recent study we discovered that

1
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such does not necessarily need to occur (Aarts, De Ruijter & Verhoeven,
1993). In this study we collected oral and written language data of Turkish
and Moroccan children by the end of primary school. The LI proficiency

of 263 Turkish and 222 Moroccan children in the Netherlands was

compared with that of a reference group of 276 Turkish and 242 Moroccan
peers in Turkey and Morocco respectively. The overall results showed that
the Turkish children in the Netherlands attain native-like performance in
their mother tonaue. On most of the oral and written tasks a remarkable
correspondence between the groups in the Netherlands and Turkey was

discovered. The high level of proficiency was not only found for typical
school tasks; for function& literacy the children in the Netherlands showed
a high proficiency level as well. The Moroccan children in the Netherlands
showed more variation on the language proficiency tasks. They obtained
reasonable scores on the oral language tasks. However, on written language
tasks their proficiency level lagged far behind their peers in Morocco. This
result is indicative of the great distance between home language use and
standard language conventions in the country of origin.

3

Cognitive considerations

Interdependencies in bilingual development

With respect to the individual variation in literacy success and literacy
motivation in bilingual instruction models, the notion of interdependenc; is
highly important. With respect to the acquisition of cognitive/academic
language skills such as reading and writing, Cummins (1983) has brought
forward the interdependency hypothesis which states that:

"To the extent that instruction in a certain language is effective in
promoting proficiency in that language, transfer of this proficiency to
another language will occur, provided there is adequate exposure to that
other language (either in the school or environment) and adequate
motivation to learn that language."
The hypothesis not only predicts transfer from LI to L2. but also from L2
to LI, unless the exposure and motivation conditions are negative. In a
bilingual program. the interdependency hypothesis would predict that
reading instruction in one language not only leads to literacy skills in that

1?
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language, but also to a deeper conceptual and linguistic proficiency which

is strongly related to literacy and general academic skill in the other
language. In other words, although surface aspects of linguistic proficiency,

such as orthographic skills, fluency, et cetera develop separately, an
underlying proficiency is presupposed which is common across Inii,tiaE.c.3.

This common underlying proficiency is thought to facilitate the transfer of
cognitive/academic such as literacy-related skills across languages.
Cummins (1984) attempted to conceptualize language proficiency in such
a
way that the developmental interrelationships between academic
achievement and language proficiency in both LI and L2 can be more fully
understood. He integrated his earlier distinction between basic interpersonal
and cognitive/academic language skills in a new theoretical framework by
conceptualizing language proficiency along two continuums; a horizontal
and a vertical continuum. The horizontal continuum relates to the range of
contextual support for expressing or receiving meaning. The extremes of
this continuum are described as 'context-embedded' versus 'contextreduced'. In context-embedded communication, meaning has to he actively

negotiated by participants who give each other feedback and supply
paralinguistic cues in case meaning is not fully understood. In contextreduced communication, learners are entirely dependent on linguistic cues
for meaning and to suspend knowledge-of-the-world in some cases in order
to inderpret the logic of the communication.

The vertical continuum in Cummins' framework is intended to address the
developmental aspects of language proficiency in terms of the degree of

active cognitive involvement for approppriate performance on a task
Cognitive involvement is conceptualized in terms of the amount of
information which must be processed simultaneously or in close succession
by the individual. As such, the upper part of the vertical continuum refers
to tasks in which language processes become largely automatized, while at
the lower end active cognitive involvement is required.

According to Cummins (1984), the above framework permits the developmental interrelationships between proficiency in LI and L2 to be conceptualized. First, he proposed that such interrelationships can predominantly take
place in the case of performance on academic tasks. A task is defined as
more academic as the context-reduction and the cognitive demands increase
Cummins suggested that the transferability across languages of many of the
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proficiencies involved in reading and writing is obvious because they highly
incorporate context-reduction and cognitive demands. In a review of studies
on bilingual development. Cummins (1989, 1991) concluded that research
evidence shows consistent support for the principle of linguistic interdependency in a variety of linguistic domains, including literacy.

Further evidence comes from the beforementioned study by Narain and
Verhoeyen (1993). In this study the role of interdependency in bilingual
des elopment of Turkish, Moroccan and Antillean children was explored.

Lineair structural analysis on factor scores of LI and L2 tasks gave
evidence for substantial transfer taking place from one language to the
other. For each ethnic group there is substantial transfer from LI to L.2 at
the beginning of kindergarten. However, for the Antillean children the
direction of transfer tends to turn around after two years of schooling.
During this period the children's language proficiency went from dominance
in Papiamentu to dominance in Dutch. The latter result can he explained
from the assumption that transfer usually goes from the dominant language
to the weaker language.
Verhoeyen (1991a,b) found also empirical evidence for the interdependency

hypothesis in a study on biliteracy development of Turkish children in the
Netherlands. Word decoding skills and reading comprehension skills being
developed in one language turned out to predict corresponding skills in
another language acquired later in time. Interdependency of word decoding
could he explained from the cognitively demanding nature of metalinguistic
skills required. For reading mprehension, the decontextualized nature of
text handling seemed the best explanation.

Bilingualism and school success
With respect to cognition, it is also important to evaluate the consequences
of biliteracy education. In several studies it was shown that children who
learn to read and write in two languages at an early stage have an advantage

in a number of cognitive domains (for an overview see Bialystok & Ryan.
1985; Ilakuta, 1986; Cummins, 1989). One particular domain is metalinguistic awareness, the conscious understanding and manipulation of roe
units of language. The awareness of linguistic form and content is crucial
for grasping the written code.
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In Narain and \erhoeven's study (1993) we also explored the effect of
bilingual development on Turkish, Moroccan and Antillean children's
metalinguistic awareness. For each ethnic group the children were according
to their L 1 IL.2 proficiency divided into three subgroups: children with above

average scores in both languages, children with above average scores in
either LI or L2, and children with below average scores in two languages.
In addition, the mean scores of children in the three subgroups on the
following metalinguistic tasks were compared: sentence analysis, phonemic
segmentation, word blending, rhyme and word conservation. For each ethnic

group it was found that the children with a balanced level of bilingual
proficiency tended to obtain the highest scores on the metalinguistic tasks.
Within the Turkish group the differences in scores were significant for all

the tasks under consideration, \s'ithin the Moroccan group for sentence
analysis, phonemic segmentation, rhyme and word objectivation, and within
the Antillean group for all tasks, except sentence analysis. This part of the
study seems to support the hypothesis that a more or less balanced level of
bilingual proficiency enhances children's metalinguistic awareness.

In the study by Aars. Dc Ruijter and Verhoeven (1993) we found that the
first language proficiency of Turkish and Moroccan children by the end of
primary school was positively related with their success of participation in
secondary school. There were positive correlations between factor scores of
oral arta written L1 proficiency and level of schooling after one and two
years of secondary school. Moreover, multiple regression analyses were
carried out with the children's success in secondary school as dependent
variable and their ley& in I. I proficiency, L2 profiency and mathematics at
the end of primary school as independent variables. It was found that along
with the 1.2 proficiency and mathematics scores, the written L.1 proficiency
predicted the school success of Turkish and Moroccan children.

Literacy development in a multilingual context
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Socio-cultural considerations

Literacy needs
From a socio-cultural point of view, minority group members may feel the
need to use two written codes serving two complementary sets of purposes.
The primary function of the use of the majority language will be intergroup communic .(ion in the community as a whole; functions of the use of
the minority language will he intra-group communication and expressing
one's ethnicity (Fishman, 1980). The motivation to learn seems to increase
as societal institutions pay more attention to the native language and culture

of the bilingual child (see Verhoeven, 1991b), With respect to

the

acquisition of literacy, there is clear evidence that the motivation of children
to learn to read increases, as they become more familiar with the language
and as they find themselves more competent to accomplish school tasks in
Au,
that language (see (Elmore 8: Glatthom. 1980; Trueba, Guthrie
198I ).

In a multilingual soviet} different ethnic groups may use various written
codes, because these codes have at least partially distinct sets of functions.

For instance, among Turkish immigrants in Western Europe four written
codes are used. The dominant language (i.e. German. Dutch) is used for
interethmc communication in the society where they have settled, Turkish
is used for intragroup communication with persons in the immigrant and
home country and for the expression of one's ethnicity. Arabic provides for
a religious identification by making possible the reading of religious texts,
such as the Qu'ran. Finalh. English increases the chances of higher
education and Mnns the basis of wider international communication.
The written code ith the highest status in society will mostly he used in
the vital societal institutions, such as education. the labor market, law and
justice. In a democratic society this will usually he the majority language,
because in geographic and social respect this language possesses the largest
communicative potential. Inter-ethnic communication by means of written

documents proceeds best in that language. The communicative potential of
a minority 'anguage vv ill usually he much smaller.

The extent to which members of an ethnic minority group will have a need
to use their own language in written communication seems above all depen-
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dent on two factors: the written tradition of the ethnic language and the
background situation of the ethnic group. With respect to the written
tradition of the ethnic language, the extent to which the language has been
codified in the past has proved to he a very important determinant. Rules
for codification, e.g. orthographic rules, provide a firm basis for uniform

written language use. Besides, the literacy tradition of a language is
important in enhancing the prestige of the language in question.
'With regard to the background situation of minority groups. several factors
seem to underlie the use of the written code of the native language. Group
size is important in,ofar as smaller groups are in danger of language loss.
The social group structure is also relevant, because of the fact that written

text in the native language can he used in institutions, such as religion,
education and media. Moreover, the written code of the ethnic language can
he used for dealing with contacts with foreign officials, e.g. consulates.

Apart from these sociological factors. the use of the written ethnic language
can he motivated by personal needs. There can he a need to communicate
with relatives and other people in the country of origin. There can also be

a need to learn about one's own ethnicity, or to express oneself in the
ethnic language. As such, written language can be seen as a symbol of
ethnic identity. As has been shown by Ferguson (1978) members of an
ethnic group are able to strengthen their group identification and their social

integration by means of written communication in the ethnic language. A
large extent and high level of literacy in the country of origin will normally
preserve a relatively high level of first language literacy in the immigrant
community. Fishman (1988). in her study among the Amish community in
the United States, showed how positive learners' experiences and values
promoted the use of Amish literacy. In another study among the Navajo
Indians in the I Tithed States it was shown that Navajo literacy practices in
local school settings were transformed to enhance community and cultural
identity (McLaughlin. 1989).
If members of an ethnic minority group feel the need to become hi literate,
the written use of both languages will usually serve tii.o complementary sets
of purposes. The primary function of the use of the majority language will
he the intergroup interaction in society. The most important fhnctions of the

use of the minority language trill he intragroup communication and
deepening of one's own ethnic roots.

1
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From a social-psychological point of view, it is clear that the motivation of
children to read and write increases as they become more familiar with the
language and as they find themselves more competent to accomplish the
educational task. Moreover, the motivation to learn in L2 will increase as
the school and other societal institutions tend to pay more attention to the
language and cultural background of the learner. According to Spolsky
(1977), the major attitudinal argument in favor of bilingual education is that
it enhances the pupils' self-respect to discover that their home language. in
which they have invested so many years. is respected by the school system.
Empirical evidence for a positive influence of the acceptance of the native
language and culture of bilingual children on their self-concept is also
demonstrated in the meta-analysis of studies conducted by Willig (1985).

institutional support
Besides attitudinal support. institutional support can be seen as an important

determinant of community language maintenance. Institutional support
manifests itself in two domains: family intervention and formal education.
In Figure 1 a theoretical framework for the institutional support of minority
children's language and literacy learning is given. It can he seen that family

intervention may influence family variables which on their turn influence

children's learning. At the same time. institutional care may directly
influence children's learning.

Research has shown the crucial influence of the home and family on the
language and literacy development of children. Fantini (1983) showed that
various channels of language input in the home environment, such as
communication between and with family members and communication with

people outside the family may influence minority children's language
development. According to Tosi (1979, 1984) lack of reinforcement of
accepted language norms and exclusion from exposure to the standard
language can he responsible for weakening LI development.
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Figure 1:

The rolc4of family intervention and institutional care in
ethnic minority children's language and literacy learning

Family intervention

Family variables

supplying resources in Lt /L2

oral/written LI/L2 input
accessibility of writing materials
shared reading in LI/L2

modeling parent behaviour

responsivity of parents

media in LI/L2

Institutional care
use of LI/L2 in curriculum
target language(s)
instructional approach
* responsivity of teachers

Child learning

* oral proficiency LI/L2
metalinguistic awareness

literacy LI/L2
numeracy

With respect to early literacy acquisition of children four home factors turn
out to be crucial (Male, 1930; Sulzby R Teale, 1991): the range of printed

materials in the home (i.e. written language input), the accessibility of
vriting materials, the frequency of shared reading and the responsivity of
parents. With respect to the latter variable, Wells (1985) has demonstrated
that the rate of language and literacy development in children is associated
with specific characteristics of adult speech. He found that the manner and

extent to which adults adjust their speech to the immaturity of their
conversational partners affects the ease with which children master the
language system(s) under consideration, In functional interaction terms he
proposed four broad types of intention to be extremenly relevant: (a)
maintenance of intersubjectivity, (h) expression of understandable propositi-

ons, (c) ensurance of successful communication, and (d) stimulation of
further interactions.
As to family intervention the media may play a significant role. Television
programmes (e.g. Sesame Street), periodicals and public libraries can he
seen as possible mediators of the oral and written language input in the
family. Furthermore, specific programs can he initiated to help parents
collecting resources in 1.10,2, such as good quality children's books and
instruments for drawing and writing. In the same programs the parents'
responsivity can he trained. 'Scaffolding' is seen as a crucial concept
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associated with parental assistence in children's language and literacy
learning. The concept of scaffolding draws back on Nlygotsky's idea of the

'zone of proximal development', or the distance between the actual
developmental level of problem solving and the potential developmental
level under guidance of and adult or a more capable peer.
With respect to institutional care, day care, kindergarten and subsequent
schooling play an important role in children's early language and literacy
learning. These institutional contexts give minority children the opportunity

to use language in a meaningful way and to receive feedback from
professional caregivers. It is clear that the instructional approach and the

responsivity of teachers play a crucial role. The scaffolding metaphor
introduced with family interaction also applies for teacher training. Gaffney
and Anderson (1991) underline the importance of an integral relationship
between the processes used to prepare experts (both parents and teachers)
and the methods they use to teach novices.
Whether one or more languages are used at school and which language and

literacy abilities are taken as educational objectives for ethnic minority
children I as been extensively discussed (cf. Verhoeven, 1993). In evaluation

studies the position of the 1,2 submersion approach of literacy instruction
has been complicated by extremely contradicting results in different settings
In experimental bilingual programs in Canada (immersion programs) it icas
found that children speaking English as a majority language reached a high
level of 1.2 French literacy skills without their L I literacy skills tagging
behind (e.g. Lambert & Tucker, 1972; Genesee, 1984; Kendall, Lajeuness
Chmilar. Shapson & Shapson, 1987). Quite contrary results were obtained
in studies of direct literacy instruction in 1.2 in the United States and

liurope when LI was a minority language with a low level of societal
prestige. This paradox can he solved by assuming that in the latter context

the learning of 1,2 reflects the loss of LI. Poor results in both languages
will then he the consequence, because of feelings of ambivalence on the
part of the minority group km and the majority group and the majority
language, as created by the social environment.

!he de hate on bilingual education should he evaluated against the
background of a view of ethnic minority children in terms of socioeconomic and second language 'deficits' rather than ethno-cultural
differences. Policy makers in both Northern America and Europe have
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looked upon home language instruction as a temporary facility for minority
children. Their focus was on bridging the mismatch in language use in the

home and the school while aiming at higher results in the majority
language. However, home language instruction can also be conceived of in

terms of a cultural policy in which minority languages are valued in their
own right (cf. Extra & Verhoeven, 1993). From a cultural perspective home
language instruction can be defined as a structural facility for children with
a non-native home language, independent of socio-economic background.
Contribution to first language learning is then defined as an autonomous
goal, while first language proficiency is seen as a school subject and
accordingly being evaluated.

5

Perspective

With respect to the use of language and literacy two world-wide trends can

he observed. On the one hand, there are processes of unification and
internationalization through mass media, trade, labor migration and tourism.

On the other hand, there is a growing awareness of the significance of
cultural and linguistic diversity. A basic policy question in the area of
institutional support is how to reconcile the opposite trends of unification
and diversification of different communities in multi-ethnic societies. This
question also dominates the language debate, given the fact that languages

are prominent features of both trends and also that, within educational
contexts, languages are relatively easy to promote or neglect.

It is important to note that a second - Language -only approach of literacy
interventions at home or at school does not fit very well with the linguistic
and socio-cultural background of ethnic minority children. Given the claim
that it is easier for children to build up elementary literacy skills in a
language in which they have acquired basic phonological, lexical and
syntactic skill, it is important to "valuate ethnic minority children's oral
proficiency in 1.1 and 12. at tie onset of any literacy intervention. A
mismatch between children', linguistic abilities and the language of
instruction in the i;teraev turriculum can then he reduced. Research data
show that simultaneous and successive literacy interventions in two
languages are feasible. Such programs appear to be capable al improving
students' academic proficiency and do not result in any retardation of
second language literacy skills.

P.; C
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Moreover, ethnographic studies make clear that literacy in the own ethnic
language may help to enhance community and cultural identity. In this

respect the social group structure plays a significant role. The need of
literacy in the mother tongue is dependent on its use in institutions in the
own ethnic community and on the need to learn about one's own ethnicity
or to express oneself in the native language. The fulfilling of such needs
can prevent the appearance of a negative self-concept within ethnic
communities.
Thus, besides cognitive arguments, anthropological arguments also favor a
biliteracy program in formal or non-formal educational settings. However,
the actual educational programs for ethnic minority groups are not predominantly determined by such arguments or evaluation studies, but rather by
political factors. The language policies of regional and national authorities
determine whether or not minority groups will be in the position to become
literate in the majority language, as well as in the minority language. Three

types of language policy can be distinguished: language segregation,
language assimilation and language maintenance (see Spolsky, 1977;
Hakuta, 1986). As has been proposed by Grosjean (1982), there will be
little chance for education in the minority language when a policy is onesidedly directed at assimilation; linguistic diversity in bilingual education
can be expected when the policy is to stmgthen ethnic identity. According
to Grosjean, language policies in multilingual societies are determined by
many factors, such as the number and importance of the minority languages
in the society, their geographic concentration, their linguistic development,
the social and religious structure of the population, the attitudes of the
minority and majority groups and the availability of teachers and learning
materials. Fishman (1977) pointed out that a language maintenance program
will only lead to functional bilingualism and biliteracy, if both languages
find support in the wider community.
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PART THREE
INTERVENTION PROGRAMS AND EVALUATION

RESPONDING TO CHILDREN'S NEEDS
INTEGRATED CHILD DEVELOPMENT
SERVICES IN INDIA
Rajalakshmi Muralidharan and Venita Kaul
National Council of Educational Research and Training
India
Evolution of Child Care Services in India
India is a vast multi-lingual, multi-cultural and multi-religious country with
a population of about 836 million people. The under-five population of
India is approximately 127 million and is probably the largest in the whole
world. The overall literacy rate as of 1991 averaged 52%. The female
literacy rate is 39% as against a male literacy rate of 64%. Economically
India is a poor country, with about 29.23% (1987 -88) living below the
poverty line (National Insitute of Public Cooperation and Child Development (NIPCCD, 1992). However, culturally it is a rich country with its oWn
stock of literature, art forms, festivals, toys and games. Clearly spelled-out
child rearing fractices, mother-child games, lullabies and stories not only

help in the transmission of culture but also play an important role in
personality development of children.

The responsibility for child care in India had always rested with the family,
but with the changes in the social system such as the break-up of the joint
family system, migration from the rural to the urban areas, mothers' efforts
and
to take up employment to supplement the family income et cetera, more
themselves
unable
to
look
after
their
young
ones
more families have found
and have needed outside intervention.
Initially it was the voluntary organisations which played the pioneering role
in setting up child-care services. After independence the government of
India assumed greater responsibility and established the Central Social
Welfare Board (CSWB) in 1953 to assist voluntary organisations and
mobilise their support and cooperation in the development of services for

women and children. In its attempts to reach out to rural women and
children, the CSWB set up Welfare Extension Projects which offered

services such as maternity and child care, first aid and primary medical aid,
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creches and preschools, supplementary nutrition for children, and craft
training and social education for women. The project was evaluated in 1964
and, based on the evaluation, it was decided to develop a country-wide
program of integrated welfare services for children with particular focus on

the preschool child. In 1967 the Family and Child Welfare Scheme was
launched with the objective to provide basic services to children and to
offer basic training to women in home craft, health, nutrition, child care and
income generation activities and also to extend to them the essential health

and maternity services. Side by side with these projects, other nutrition
41"

projects were also launched to provide supplementary nutrition to preschool
children and pregnant and nursing mothers. By 1980, the nutrition projects
covered about 8.2 million children and mothers (NIPCCD, 1984).

A critical review by eight inter-ministerial teams, constituted by the
Planning Commission in 1972, of programs for young children and mothers
revealed that the child -care programs characterized by inadequate coverage,

resource constraints and a basically fragmented approach to the needs of
children were not having much impact. It became increasingly clear that the
organisation of comprehensive and integrated early childhood services was
probably the answer (Sadka, 1984). Based on previous experiences, the
policy planners and professionals came to the following conclusions: a) the

target group should be children in 0-6 age group as they are most
vulnerable; b) preschool centres should be the focal point of delivery of
services; c) there should be an integrated package of services for the
development of the preschool child whereby all services should converge
on the same group of children; d) the coverage should be extended to the
entire project rather than only 5 to 10 centres for a population of 100,000
as in the earlier schemes (NIPCCD, 1984).
The mid-seventies also witnessed other important events such as declaration

of the National Policy for Children, constitution of the National Children's
Board and setting up of the National Children's Fund. The National Policy
for Children recognised children as 'the nation's supremely important asset'
and declared the nation's responsibility for their 'nurture and solicitude'.
The National Children's Board was set up to focus attention on the welfare
and development of children and to ensure continuous planning, review and
coordination of all essential services for children ( NIPCCD, 1984).

e
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Integrated Child Development Services: aims and objectives.

2

In pursuance of the National Policy for Children which laid emphasis on the
integrated delivery of early childhood services and services for expectant
and nursing mothers, the ICDS scheme was evolved to make a co-

coordinated effort to deliver a package of services, aiming at the total

development of the young children (NIPCCD, 1984). It was launched on an
experimental basis in 1975 by setting up 33 projects.

The objectives of ICDS were:
a)

h)

c)

To improve the nutritional and health status of children in the age
group 0-6 years;
to lay the foundation for proper psychological, physical and social
development of the child;
to reduce the incidence of mortality, morbidity, malnutrition and

d)

school dropout;
to achieve effective coordination of policy and implementation among
various departments to promote child development; and

e)

to enhance the capability of the mother to look after the normal
health and nutritional needs of the child, through proper health and
nutrition.

The concept of ICDS is based on the belief that the early years of

childhood are most crucial for the subsequent development of the child.
Development in early childhood is rapid and deprivation suffered in early
years is likely to affect subsequent development. It is therefore important
to provide the services to young children right from the beginning. It was
also seen that an intersectoral program will be better able to deliver a
package of services in an integrated manner and that its impact would he
far more than the sum total of the impact of individual services provided
through different sectoral programs to different groups of children. The
convergence of services at the same time on the same group of children
would yield much higher dividends in terms of their development. The
ICDS takes a holistic view of the child and the mother and recognizes the
importance of maternal well-being for the healthy development of children.
It therefore offers a package of services for the children as well as for the
mothers and mothers-to-be (see Figure 1).
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Services offered by ICUS

Beneficiary

Services

Children below 3 years

Supplementary nutrition
Immunisation
Health check-up
Referral services

Children 3-6 years

All the four services
plus non-fomtal preschool education

Expectant and nursing mothers

Health check-up
Immunisation of expectant mothers
against tetanus
Supplementary nutriction
Nutrition and health education

Other women 15-45 years

Nutrician and health education

The ICDS at present includes 2696 projects of which 64.2% are in rural
areas, 28% in tribal areas and 8.7% in urban areas. While selecting the
location for a project, preference is given to those areas which are

predominantly inhabited by vulnerable and weaker sections of society, i.e.
scheduled castes, scheduled tribes and families in absolute poverty. Such

target groups are likely to be found in economically backward

areas,

drought prone areas and areas in which nutritional deficiencies are rampant
and development of social services is poor.

While this applies in general to rural, tribal and urban situations, there are
differences in the socio-cultural characteristics of these three target groups.
While 48% of the rural households covered under the project are marginal
and landless farmers, in the tribal areas the percentage goes up to 69%. The
urban projects are located in urban slums which are predominantly inhabited
by scheduled castes. The occupational profile is entirely different here with

most falling into the categories of unskilled or semi-skilled workers,

shopkeepers or unemployed. Interestingly the rural projects cater to a higher
percentage of social groups other than the scheduled castes and tribes. In
terms of educational levels, approximately 45% of the target group across
the three target groups are illiterate while 49% have been through some
years of schooling. The National Evaluation of ICDS does substantiate the
fact that this program reaches out to the lowest income group with 77% in
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the rural group, 82.8% in the tribal group and 69.7% in the urban group
reporting a monthly income of less than Rupees one thousand per month.
Each ICDS project aims at a total coverage of a compact area preferably a

whole block in rural and tribal areas or a group of slums or wards with a
population of about 100,000 in urban and rural areas and 35,000 in tribal

areas. A rural or urban project consists of about 100 centres called
Anganwadis (AW's), literatiy meaning courtyard centres, while a tribal
project consists of about 50 centres. Each centre has on the staff one worker
and one helper. They are by and large local women who are first sponsored

by the community and then trained for a duration of three months. Each
project has about four to five supervisors and one Child Development
Project Officer (CDPO) who holds the overall charge of the project
Projects are sanctioned annually by the Department of Women and Child
Development of the Ministry of Human Resource Development, Government of India, after discussion with the Planning Commission and State
governments. The allotment of projects is based on need, demonstrated
capability to implement and commitment to the program. States with greater
resources do initiate additional projects supported entirely with their own
funds. There is normally a time gap of about 12 to 18 months between the
sanctioning of a project and the beginning of the delivery of services, which
is the time required to identify project sites and establish the Anganwadis
(AW's).

3

Training and monitoring in the ICDS context

Once the project site is selected and approval obtained from the Central
Government, the State Government initiates the selection and training of the
three levels of staff: the CDPO, the Supervisor and the Anganwadi Worker

(AW-worker). All AW-workers and the supervisors are women but as
regards CDPO's, it has not always been possible to have only female
CDPO's.

A uniform curriculum has been developed by the National Institute of
Public Co-operation and Child Development (NIPCCD) for the pre-service

training of all three tiers. The CDPO's are trained for two months at
NIPCCD in child development, accounting, finance management, survey
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techniques and community organisation. The three months' training of AW-

workers is being done by the non-governmental organisations and home
science colleges. The course content includes courses in child development,

community work, identification of disabilities, record keeping, survey
techniques, family planning, preschool education and nutrition and health
education. The supervisors also undergo three months' training, the content
of which is similar to the AW-worker's training, with an added managerial

component. Their training is done either by home science colleges or
schools cr social work in the universities.
The responsibility of monitoring the implementation of the JCDS program
is shared by the Department of Women and Child Development, the Central
Technical Committee and the National Institute of Public Co-operation and
Child Development. The basic data originated at the AW's is supplemented
by periodic surveys and special studies. The records maintained by the AWworkers of immunisation, health check-up, births, deaths, attendance at
preschool learning centres, supplementary feeding, nutrition and health
education and growth charts are consolidated by CDPO's and forwarded to

district and state monitoring cells from where it goes to the central
government. The health component is monitored through monthly reports
sent by the medical officers of the Primary Health Centres to district and
state directorates of health. In addition the Central Technical Committee
also undertakes special studies and follow-up of the base line studies. The
social inputs are monitored by a special cell located at NIPCCD through
data collected by consultants based in university departments of home
science and social work.
4

Evaluation and Impact Studies

The Planning Commission of India conducted two major evaluations of
ICDS in 1978 and 1982. The positive results of these evaluations led to the
decision of the Government of India to accelerate the expansion of ICDS

in 1982. UNICEF supported an independent assessment in 1983 which
clearly established the cost-effectiveness of the program. It studied the
outreach of the program in 16 ICDS projects spread over eight states and
one union territory. The study, which was based on observations, secondary
data and interviews of beneficiaries, mothers of children below six years,
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reported positive outcomes such as substantial enrolment of scheduled castes

and tribal children as beneficiaries (N1PCCD, 1992).
During the eighties several academic institutions also conducted micro-level
impact studies of 1CDS. A major chunk of 1CDS studies has been on health
and nutrition components of the scheme, During the period of 1976-1988,
about 624 baseline repeat surveys and over 250 research studies carried out
by the medical personnel focusing on crucial health and nutrition indicators
like infant mortality rate, nutritional status, morbidity patterns, immunisation
coverage et cetera indicated a definite improvement in the health status of
the target population covered by ICDS (Tandon, 1990).
The next group of studies focused on preschool education, which is another

important component of ICDS. Preschool education is conceived within
ICDS as a preparation for primary education and is aimed at reducing the
school dropout rate and improving retention in grades 1 and 2 of primary
school. With an approximate 50% of children on an average dropping out
of grade I itself, dropout has become a major national concern. One of the
reasons for this large scale exodus from schools in the early grades is the
lack of cognitive, linguistic, social-emotional and psychomotor readiness in
children to meet the demands of primary schooling. Preschool education is
envisaged as a program for helping children develop this preparedness and
is therefore considered a significant input for the extension of elementary
education. It also facilitates the extension of elementary education to girls
by providing substitute care to the younger siblings, leaving older girls free

to attend school. But for this it is essential to have the AW's schedule
coincide with the primary school schedule.

While anganwadis all over the country function from early in the morning,
there are regional variations so far as duration is concerned. In the northern

and eastern regions the three to six year olds come into the AW for a
duration of one to two hours whereas in the southern pans of the country
children stay for as long as five hours in a day.

In actual prac'ice even though children may stay longer, preschool
education is transacted for not more than two hours every day six days of
the week. The daily routine of an AW begins with cleaning of the AW by
the helper who then goes out to collect and bring children in, if necessary.

Once the children come in, the AW-worker begins the session with a
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cleanliness check-up, warming-up exercises and prayer. This is followed by
an hour or two of preschool education after which the children are provided
the nutritional supplement, along with the other beneficiaries. The worker
then updates her records and registers and the afternoon time is spent either
on home visits or convening community meetings. The curriculum for the

preschool education component in ICDS in which the AW-workers are
trained is development oriented and thematic in content with an emphasis
on play the way methodology. A theme is given for each week around
which all developmental activities are to he intenvoven. Stress is laid on
!opment of language skills through stories,
concept formation and c
rhymes and conversation. .ie children in the AW's are a mixed age group
of three to six year olds. Generally they are kept together in a large group
for all activities due to lack of space or convenience of the worker. As a
result most activities get targeted at the four year olds.
While a development-oriented curriculum is advocated, in practice more and

more AW's are succumbing to parental or community pressures and
beginning to teach the 312's instead to these young children, since these
provide more tangible indicators of children's achievement. Conscious and

systematic efforts are now being made to discourage this practice by
providing a structured two-hour schedule of preschool activities on a daily
and weekly basis.
Studies of the impact of preschool education have generally yielded positive
results. A follow-up study of the A\V children showed that the children who
attended AW's wen better adjusted and picked up new materials faster in

the first two years of schooling (Sunderlal, 1981). Two other studies
showed that, in comparison with non-ICDS children, children attending
AW's scored higher in language and cognitive development (Khosla, 1985)
and performed better in first and second grade of primary school (Rood,
1986). Another study showed a significant positive relationship between the
competence of the anganwadi worker and the cognitive scores of children
especially in the 4-plus and 5-plus group (Pandey, 1988).

As a part of the Project on Monitoring and Evaluation of Social Components, five in-depth studies were conducted on the preschool component in

five different ICDS blocks. Of the 15 AW's included in the larger project
two AW's at the extreme polarities were identified in terms of quality of
programs through participatory observation. These were termed 'highest
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ranking' and 'lowest ranking' AW's. A non-ICDS area in the neighbourhood was selected as control. Comparisons among these showed that: a) the

AW children had higher scores in motor skills, conceptual and readiness
skills, language skills and personal social behaviour when compared with
non-ICDS children; b) the performance of preschool children from the
highest ranked AW's were better on all skills except personal social
behaviour in comparison with children from the lowest ranking AW's; c)
the performance of primary school children who graduated from AW's was
better in grades one and two compared to non-ICDS children. Moreover the

children who came from highly ranked AW's excelled in academic
performance and school adjustment when compared to children who came

to the primary schools from the lowest ranking AW's; d) the level of
awareness of the mothers about the value of preschool education and health
and nutritional needs of children was higher in the ICDS area then that in
the non-ICDS area; e) awareness and involvement in child care were better
in the mothers of the highest ranking AW's than in those from the lowest

ranking AW's (Sharma, 1987).

The need to ensure some degree of quality control becomes imperative,
particularly if one considers the findings of the larger project indicating that
children in many AW's come only to collect food. Often AW's are devoid
of play material or attractive display. In terms of activities, except for
singing rhymes and counting, no other stimulating activities get carried out
in the daily program.
The other type of studies undertaken was intervention studies. These studies
were conducted based on the assumption, that given adequate training the
AW's should be in a position to run fairly satisfactory preschool programs.
The major findings wet a) even in remote tribal areas, with semi-literate

workers, it was found that after a short training of the AW-workers and
supply of minimum materials the AW-children from the experimental group
performed much better in language and cognitive tasks after eight months
of intervention as compared to children in the controlled group whose AWworkers did not receive any training (Muralidharan & Kaur, 1984); b) there
was a significant difference between pre and post-intervention scores in the

knowledge and skills of AW-workers and in the cognitive abilities of
children (Shahni, 1984); c) intervention through radio broadcasts coupled
with supply of guide books for AW- workers resulted in a better performance of children in language skills (Muralidharan, 1990).
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Though a fairly good number of studies were done during 1980-1990, most
of them were micro-level studies conducted on specific target groups with

limited sample size. In 1990, the Department of Women and Child
Development proposed to undertake a comprehensive review of the scheme

and entrusted the NIPCCD with the task of undertaking an evaluation of
ICDS at the national level. The national evaluation study was carried out
during the years 1990-1992.

The national evaluation study was conducted with the objectives of
ascertaining the benefits of the ICDS scheme and the differences in
implementation and utilization of services in urban, rural and tribal areas,
of identifying problems and bottlenecks and of ascertaining the degree of
community involvement in the implementation of ICDS. The sample for the
study was drawn from 54 rural, 28 tribal and 18 urban projects selected
from the 25 states and one Union Territory. The findings of the study, with
particular reference to family, school and literacy, were as follows:
a)

b)

a large majority of AW's (60%) were found to have clean surroundings and in around 75% AW's, drinking water through taps and hand
pumps was available;
as compared to earlier evaluations, there was a definite improvement

in the educational qualifications of AW-workers. Fifty percent of
AW-workers had completed ten years of schooling and 13% had
c)

d)
e)

higher qualifications.
the time allocation for the AW-workers were one to two hours for
pre-school education (60%), one hour for nutrition programs (79.2%)
one hour for maintenance of records (80%) and one hour on home
visits' (50%);
the coverage of 3-6 year olds for the pre-school program was around
56% in the urban and rural areas but it was a little less in tribal areas;

comparison between ICDS and non-ICDS areas indicated that
relatively a very small number of children (23.5%) were receiving
prey -pool education in non-ICDS areas as compared to 85% in ICDS
areas.

1)

g)

while 50-56% of the children attending AW's could do rote counting
and manipulate crayons with control, a very small percentage of nonICDS childeren could recognize or identify colours;
of all the childicm in the age group 4-15 years, both in ICDS and
non-ICDS areas, 89% of the children with preschool experience were

911r)

4
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found to be continuing their education in primary school as compared

11)

5

to 52-60% without preschool experience. Less percentage of the
children with preschool experience was found to be in the never
enrolled category in both ICDS and non-ICDS areas;
of all the children currently in primary school, 85% in ICDS areas
had preschool experience while only 15% had it in non ICDS areas.

In conclusion

The Government of India's National Policy on Education 1986 (NPE) gave
due importance to Early Childhood Care and Education (ECCE). It viewed
ECCE as a crucial input in the strategy of human resource development, as
a feeder and support program for primary education and as a support

service for working wemen. Realising the crucial significance of rapid
physical and mental growth during early childhood, it was recommended
that ECCE program should be holistic in nature and should aim at the total

development of the child, including physical, motor, cognitive, language
and social-emotional aspects.

Though there are many types of ECCE programs running in the country,
ICDS is the largest, with 290,000 AW's serving nearly 14 million children

and 2.7 million mothers. The Program of Action 1992 fonnulated to
implement the National Policy has set the target of increasing the AW's to
375,000 by 1995. In addition attempts will be made to improve the quality
of the on-going programs by strengthening training of ECCE personnel,
setting up project-level resource centres, providing basic play materials for
AW-children and establishing linkage between AW's and primary schools.
While describing the content and process of ECCE, the Program of Action
1992 advocates an approach for the total development of the child. In
addition to regular medical check-up, supplementary nutrition and growth
monitoring, the program should include child-centred and process-oriented

play activities aimed to foster joy and curiosity in children, promote
language and cognitive skills, develop creativity and confidence, and
promote muscular development. It is also stated that norms and minimum
standards will be devised with a view to ensuring better quality of ECCE
practices. All efforts are being made to establish linkage between ECCE
centers and primary schools. At the moment planning is under progress for
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district-level primary education programs under the Social Safety Net
Scheme wherein ECCE and convergence of services have been identified
as an important core component.

ICDS is probably the world's largest scheme for preschool children and
mothers. It has been in existence for more than fifteen years and has yielded

dividends in terms of a decrease in infant mortality rate, better nutritional
status of children and higher enrolment and better retention in primary
schools. It has reached out to poor and needy families and has made ECCE
services accessible to them. The ICDS workers at the grass roots level are
mostly local women of the community who easily identify themselves with

the needs and problems of the families. These women are considered as
honorary workers and paid a nominal honorarium of Rs. 400 per month.
The intersectoral approach of ICDS as well as the involvement of voluntary
organisations, social activists and professionals are some of the major
strengths of the scheme. Keeping these points in view, it is felt that this
scheme can he replicated in other sociocultural contexts to reach out to
children and mothers with similar problems and needs.

However, a word of caution probably is in order. Rapid expansion of
services does affect the quality of programs. It is essential to develop an
adequate monitoring system before large scale expansion is done. Training
of the ECCE personnel is crucial as much of the success depends on the
workers. For example, a worker with fairly low educational qualifications
needs to be guided on what is good ECCE and what is not. Otherwise she
may emphasise aspects such as rote memory and formal learning instead of
fostering cognitive and language skills in children. The existing scheme of

an initial three months' job training followed by a short refresher after a
few years is not adequate. Both to refresh skills as well as sustain their
motivation continuous training inputs are essential at the field level for the
workers.
Again, studies have indicated that preschool education per se is hot enough;
the quality of the program is important. Therefore, though it is essential to

make the scheme cost-effective, this does not mean that the preschool
centers should be bare and ill-equipped. The provision of a basic minimum
of play materials is an absolute necessity. If a scheme is state-supported,
very often the community is not willing to extend any support. It is
therefore desirable to build in community participation and involvement
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before the scheme is launched. The programs cannot remain state-supported
for ever. The speed and efficiency with which the program will grow will
be determined by the willingness of the community to match the government commitment to the well -being and development of their children.
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EMPOWERMENT OF PARENTS
"PROYECTO PADRES E HIJOS" IN CHILE
Johanna Rip and Ximena Valdes
Centro de Investigation v Desarrollo de la Education
Chile
The present contribution is intended to describe an educational program for
parents and preschool children living in conditions of poverty in Chile, the
Parents and Children Project (Proyecto Padres e Hijos). The project was
developed by the Centro de Investigation y Desarrollo de la Educaci6n
(C.I.D.E), a non-governmental organization. The purpose of the project is

to empower mothers and fathers in their parental role and to stimulate
children's interactions with their family and their environment, in order to
promote healthy socio-emotional, cognitive and biological development.
The chapter ,enters on four central issues: the historical development of the
project over a twenty-year period (I); the participation of non-professional
volunteer monitors who coordinated the group meetings (2); the impact on
mothers' perceptions of their parental abilities and on children's development, of a participatory educational approach (3); and going to scale from
a pilot experience with a reduced number of groups, to a large number of
groups related to governmental and non-governmental institutions (4).

1

The project and its history

The program was created during 1971 at C.I.D.E. The project can be
viewed as a laboratory school where different cultural, geographical and
political contexts confronted the Project's teams with new questions, new
challenges, new answers (Cerri, 1990; Bastias, 1981). It was initially created
as an alternative to kindergarten for children of poor rural areas (Richards,

1971). Teachers in rural schools were prepared to hold weekly meetings
with parents of children from age 0 to 6. The challenges involved were to
design the curriculum, to train teachers, to motivate parents and to create
new educational materials. The specific aim was to prepare children to enter
the primary school.
Two main influences can be traced in the origin of this experience . On the
one hand, some trends originating in the Northern Hemisphere, specifically
I
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the Head Start movement which stressed the importance of family
involvement and early childhood intervention. On the other hand, the
Chilean socio-political environment of 1972, with the socialist government
of President Allende focusing on social participation and on the improvement of the living conditions of the poor, created favorable grounds for
innovative educational projects.

The 1973 military coup meant a dramatic shift in this scenario. While the
Allende government saw the program as a contribution to its plans for
national education and for social development, the military government
considered it a threat. Instead of continuing to work at the public primary
schools, the efforts were now directed to community organizations, mostly
related to the Catholic Church or to NGOs, as for instance the 'comedores
populares' (popular kitchens) (Yafiez, Martinic, Silva & Torres, 1977). The
adult education element of the program was reviewed, introducing Paolo
Freire's framework for the development of a participatory and active
education (Freire, 1970).
After the program was banned from public preschool education and primary
schools, the program was monitored by community members. New content
was added, mostly related to environmental problems that have a bearing

on children's development, such as malnutrition, alcoholism, or environmental sanitation. Community organization was targeted as a central
objective. In addition, specific materials were designed for use in working
with children at home. Mass media components were introduced in some
areas, as for example in Osomo, in Southern Chile, where the project was
developed in association with 'La Voz de la Costa,' an educational
broadcast network (CIDE/PESMIB, 1977).
Gradually, the program began to represent an answer to the need for social
participation of the communities in poor rural and urban areas. Children
were the explicit center of interest, but the real needs encountered were the
needs of impoverished communities to organize and express themselves at
a time when they were isolated and silenced.

In 1986 a new version of the program was designed, focusing on the needs
of children from age 0 to 4 (Undurraga & Araya, 1987). The emphasis was

placed on parent-child relationships, and the project was no longer
considered a substitute for preschool education. The work was carried out
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in poor urban areas, in collaboration with the community organizations and

preschool centers. The group monitors were either mothers from the
community or pre-school teachers.

In 1990 the program was revised in response to the new demands created
by the re-democratization of the country (Araya. Cepeda & Valdes, 1992).
The challenges that needed to be addressed included going to scale and
establishing collaboration with governmental organizations. Taking into
account the accumulated experience, the program was re-created and
revised. In addition, specific topics related to child development and to the
transition from family and the preschool stage to primary school were added
the curriculum. This new design integrated the Project 'Transition from
Family to School,' funded by the Bernard van Leer Foundation, Netherlands. The work was carried out in different settings: community organizations, NGOs, government services such as the National Health Care Service
of the Ministry of Health, and municipalities. Finally, it is important to
mention that international funding played an :::iportant role in making these
developments possible. At present, however, a gradual shift towards national

funding is taking place, in which various institutions such as Social
Development Departments of different municipalities, the Ministry of
Health, and the 'Hoe,ar de Cristo' welfare organization which shelters poor
children, are adopting the program.

2

The project in its present form

General context'

At first sight Chile offers a promising and positive image: 95% of the
population is literate; 100% of school age children are enrolled in the first grade of primary school; the GNP is of US$ 1,320 (World Bank, 1988) as

compared to US$ 600 in Bolivia. Nonetheless, the results of the 1992
Household Survey (MIDEPLAN & UNICEF, 1993) reveal that nearly 40%
of the population lives in poverty. The income of this group is so low that
basic nutritional and non-nutritional needs are not being met.

This situation contrasts with the increasing economic modernization
occurring in the country. The gap between life conditions and future
opportunities for children of poor and of rich families continues to widen.
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The results of a recent study conducted with a sample of 851 families living
in poverty illustrate some of the negative consequences for the children:

22% of children suffered from some degree of malnutrition; 50% of the
group of five year old children presented deficits in language development
(Bralic, Edwards & Seguel. 1989). The general level of schooling of parents
in poor areas is rather high: 42% of the mothers in the sample had some
experience
schooling.

in secondary school, which indicates 9 or more years of

With regard to primary school education, drop-out rates are extremely high,
especially in the first and second grade, where children have difficulties in
learning the written language (Filp, 1987). This in turn, affects their future
learning opportunities; the scores of the National School Achievement Test
of children from poor areas are 20% lower than those obtained by middle
class children (42% vs. 61% in the Spanish test, eighth year of primary
school).
It has been suggested that preschool attendance has a positive impact on the

acquisition of reading skills of poor children. However, the studies
conducted so far do not support this hypothesis. For example, it has been
found that one year of Kindergarten attendance does have an impact on the
readiness for reading of poor children at the beginning of the first grade.
Ilowever, achievement scores on reading tests administered at the end of the
first grade do not reveal differences between children who have attended
preschool, and those who have not (Filp, 1987).

Different explanations can be offered for this finding. On the one hand, it
might relate to the type of preschool education involved, where limited time
is devoted to literacy and to cognitive skills. On the other hand, it is also
possible that Kindergarten does not have the expected impact on school
learning, because it does not work with the child and her family. Several
documents show that family involvement in preschool intervention programs
has a positive impact on children's development (Myers, 1992).

Family involvement is considered one of the strategies to promote equity
in children's lives and in their learning possibilities in Chile. According to
the 'National Plan for Children the two main goals for children in Chile
are: (I) to decrease the prevalence of developmental problems amongst

children who live in poverty; (2) to decrease the prevalence of school
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dropout in the first two years of primary school. Parents' participation is
considered as one of the central lines of action for achieving both goals. In
addition, the collaboration of the NGOs with the government is stressed as
one of the means to provide the necessary services (Republica de Chile,
1992).

Family involvement is also considered one of the strategies to complement
formal preschool education, but in practice this collaboration has not been
successfully implemented on a larger scale. One reason is that the programs
are not successful in motivating a more permanent participation of parents,
as preschool teachers adopt a paternalist attitude toward parents, and the
topics treated are not relevant to mothers or fathers.
The Proyecto Padres e Ilijos' attempts to address some of these problems.
In the following subsections we will describe the actual procedures, the
theoretical foundations, and some of the results.
Program elements

The program is organized in weekly meetings of nearly 10 to 15 parents

(usually mothers). A team of two monitors, previously trained by a

professional group from the 'Centro de investigation y Desarrollo de la
Education' coordinates the meetings. They promote group discussions
centered around a selected topic, usually supported by specifically designed
educational materials, simulation games and group activities. At the end of
the meeting, parents receive teaching materials which will allow them to
carry out specific activities with their children at home.

With regard to child development, the conceptual foundations of the
program are inspired in the works of Erickson (1966) and Piaget (Piaget &
lnhelder, 1969). The biological, psychological and social dimensions of the
child are considered to be an integral unit. The concept of developmental

as well as the importance of the child's interaction with her
environment provide the foundation and guidelines for the design of the
educational material and for the definition of the curriculum. In addition,
concrete action is considered the foundation for the development of
thinking, and children are considered active agents who shape the
tasks,

interactions in which they engage.
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The curriculum is built upon three main concepts: (I) child development as

an interactive and integral (biological, social, cognitive and emotional)
process; (2) characteristics of children at different ages (from birth until age
five) and the developmental tasks they face; (3) the role played by parents
through the provision of love, acceptance, protection, guidance, mirroring
and challenges.

The contents are organized around 5 different units which unfold through
a total of 16 group sessions. The main foci of the units and the order of
their presentation are as follows:

Unit I
"Who said that educating is an easy task?" (problems regarding
child-rearing, expectations in relation to the program).

Unit IL
"The Children's Needs" (the concept of integral development)
"Step by Step, We Are Growing," (Development as a process)

Unit M.
"I look, I touch, I hear and I can move" (The child from 0 to
I year)
"Toy Workshop" (for children from 0 to year)
"1 can talk, walk and say 1 want to pee"
(for children age I to 2)
"Toy Workshop" (for children age I to 2)
"I learn by playing" (for children age 3 to 4)
"I talk and discover, I talk and express myself' (for children
age 3 to 4)
"Toy Workshop" (for children age 3 to 4)
"Next year I will go to school" (for children age 4 to 6)
"Numbers and Words" (children age 4 to 6)
1

Unit
"Children and Their Sexuality" (Parents guide their children in
their discovers' of sexuality)
"Standing in Your Children's Shoes" (Communication)
"Educating with Love and Limits" (Communication)

21?
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Unit V
"Our Rights and Responsibilities" (Parents and the agencies
responsible for child care and education)
"What We Take with Us" (Final evaluation),
There are materials intended for monitors and materials designed to be used

by mothers and their children at home. The first include a 'Manual'
describing and explaining the program, advancing guidelines for its
development and for the sessions, as well as for their evaluation. Different
types of simulation games, specifically designed for implementing the

different sessions are also included. The material submitted to parents
consists of six different booklets with games and activities to be carried out

with their children at home.
The monitors

The training of the group monitors follows in a certain sense the clinical
supervision model. First, the monitors experience the sessions as if they
were participant mothers. A critical reflection on the experience, guided by
the professional training team, allows monitors to elaborate on the
und;rlying educational principles of the project. Special emphasis is placed
on the communicative skills of the monitors. Each training session lasts
nearly two hours, where almost two-thirds of the time is dedicated to the
experiential component, and one third to the reflective, analytical metacognitive component. (Araya, Cepeda & Valdes, I 99)). When monitors
begin to work with community groups, the sessions are observed by one
member of the training team. The observations are discussed with the
monitors, who in turn meet once a month with other group monitors to
exchange experiences, the lessons learned, and questions.

The potential users of the project are contacted and introduced to the project

with the aid of a video. The organization is responsible for selecting their
monitors. The only prerequisites are that they can read and write and that
they show an interest in this type of work.

The monitors role is that of an educator, whose task is to create the
conditions required by the group participants, in order to develop their
potentials and capabilities as mothers and fathers to their children. The
monitor conducts the sessions in such a way as to allow the participants to
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express themselves and to put their experiences into words. "Putting their
experiences into words" is one of the processes that contributes to the
empowerment of parents. Discussions are encouraged and infommtion is
provided when requested, and the group is stimulated to formulate its own
conclusions. Hie monitor is therefore considered as a guide and a facilitator
of an educational experience for adults. Monitors also play a promotional
role, because they encourage ideas regarding child welfare and happiness4.
In this respect, monitors do not play a neutral role. Monitors are organizers,
in that they plan the development of the program as a whole, they prepare
each session, and evaluate it.

The educational approach of the program is an invitation to learn in a
different way. Participants share the responsibility of learning, and the
experience:, of the 'educator' and the 'learner' are central components of the
process. Memorizing of new facts is replaced by understanding, by learning
through experience, by the expression of feelings and the discovery of new

ideas. Considering the usual disqualification to which men and women
subject themselves and which they experience in interaction with others, this

approach allows for the reconstruction and the re-evaluation of their own
experience, which in turn contributes to their empowerment as parents and
as creative human beings.

From August 1991 to July 1993 a total of 171 monitors were trained; 146
of them finished their training (85%). Most of these monitors have Formed
groups of mothers and are currently implementing the program (92.5%)
Fewer than half of the monitors (31%) work in an institutional setting, such
as local health clinics or preschool centers. The rest are members of the
community. Ninety-two per cent of the monitors formed groups and are
implementing the program.
Their ages range between 20 and 51 years (31 years as an average), and
their average level of schooling was incomplete secondary education (see

'fable I).

It seems strange to talk about happiness in an academic document, but
apparently this- word has no scientific synonym.
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Table I:

Monitors' Level of Schooling
2%

Illiterate
Incomplete primary education (less than 8 years)

1 3%

8%

Complete primary education
Imcomplete secondary education

17%

Complete secondary education

1740

Technical education

21%

No information

18%

It is important to note that in this case illiteracy was not aii obstacle,

because monitors work in a team of two persons. 'Ihe monitors with
technical education were either preschool or nursing assistants. In earlier
phases of the project the monitors had lower levels of s_hooling (from four

to 7 years), which was not an obstacle for the implementation of the
project. Almost half of the monitors were employed, and half of these were
working in the field of childhood care. The other half were not employed
and had no regular income. A large majority of the monitors were mothers
( 58% married, 26% single, 7% separated and 6% living with a partner). It

was difficult to determine the level of family income of monitors.
According to the information gathered, 75% of the group had a family
income of US$200 or less; 64% reported a family income of US$144,
which is extremely low (a bus ticket amounts to US$0.40, a kilo of bread
costs US$0.50, a pair of shoes US$10).
lime families

Recruitment of families, who in practice were represented by mothers, was

carried out by the monitors using different procedures. Door-to-door
recruitment was the most frequently used strategy. Mothers and other family
members were invited to a first motivational meeting. Usually three to four
meetings of this type were held in a community before the program started.
During 1992, a total of 27 groups were organized, reaching as many as 259
families and 583 children. It is important to note, however, that only 3% of
the participants were men. The drop-out rate was 20%. It is also important
that 7% of the participants were teenage mothers. The majority
tr.
of the mothers' ages ranged between 21 and 35 years. The average level of
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schooling was incomplete secondary education. Despite the relative high
levels of schooling, these women and families are poor, with limited access
to good quality educational services.

3

Theoretical foundations

Parents as mediators

Even if the objectives of the program relate to child development, adult
education is central, because parents are directly involved in the program.
One of the problems that arises is that poor families tend to under-estimate
their own parental ability, a tendency which is reinforced by the prevailing
social prejudice with respect to the capacities of poor people. For example,
research conducted with first grade teachers, and with preschool teachers
shows that they describe poor families as "alcoholics, delinquents, mentally
retarded, lacking culture and not interested in their children" (Filp, Cardemil

& Valdivieso, 1984). This tends, on the one hand, to block parents'
expression of their values and capacities. On the other, it leads to discriminatory pedagogical practices in primary school. Teachers in schools for poor
children reduce their levels of expectation; they ignore children's questions
and demand and ask closed questions. Teachers' behavior in middle-class
schools is completely different: open questions are more frequent, children

are encouraged to take the initiative and their requests are taken into
consideration (Filp, 1987). Another aspect that contributes to parents'
insecurity is that regarding child-rearing practices, they put a higher value
on the opinion of teachers and health professionals than on their own (Hip,
Ochoa & Maureira, 1993).

With respect to the parents' awareness of their children's needs, it is
interesting to note that they tend to be more attentive to the biological than
to the psychological needs of children. A recent study about child-rearing

practices and beliefs reveals that mothers in poor sectors believe that
children are not psychologically influenced by their family environtr.ent
until they begin to speak. In addition, limited awareness exists about the
child's psychological needs (Cabello, Ochoa & Fi 1p, 1992; see also Bra lic,

Edwards & Seguel 1989). Parents tend to have a rather deterministic
perception of their child's abilities. They tend to believe that children are
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horn with 'a head good for studies' or not. As a consequence, they feel that
they cannot do very much to help the child (Bastias, 1983).

It is also important to note that these households have very limited access
to books, magazines, newspapers or children's books (Hip, 1987), and that
adults seldom read, he it on their own or with the children. This contrasts
with the importance assigned to reading in middle class families.
One of the goals of the project is to establish the conditions for parents to
recover their confidence in their parental abilities, by providing information
about children and their needs, and through support groups for parents. This
in turn is expected to influence the child's development in positive ways.
There is some empirical and conceptual support for this hypothesis,
elaborated by Mc Loyd (1990), who proposed a model for analyzing how
poverty and economic loss affect black children. One of the assumptions of
the model is that the relationship between poverty and negative effects on
children's development is mediated by parental distress and parental
behavior, and that there are external moderating variables that may reduce
their psychological distress and influence their approach to parenting. From
these moderating variables, McLoyd proposes actions to support parents,
such as: (I) emotional support, (2) informational support and role
modelling, (3) parenting support, and (4) exercising child-rearing sanctions
(see Nunes, 1993). Within this framework, it can be noticed that the project
"Padres e Hijos" proposes to improve the conditions in which poor children

grow up, by providing emotional

support for parents, and through

information, support, and role modelling.
The educational approach
It was mentioned that the approach to adult education was initially inspired
by Paolo Freire. However, his ideas were not adopted in an orthodox way.
Rather, they acted as a catalyst to sensitize the team to the specific needs
of different groups in poor communities, and to the power issues present in

the educational process. It led to the creation of social contexts in which
poor people could speak (say their word), build on their experience and
organize as a group to take action in matters that affect their lives (see also
Garcia-Huidobro, Martinic & Ortiz, 1989). Modifications were introduced,

especially through the design of simulation games to stimulate group
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discussion. Information was provided when required by the groups

(nutrition, alcoholism, communication skills, preparing for school).

The modifications introduced follow in some way the different phases
identified in the development of popular education in Chile. According to
Undurraga et al. 0990), it is possible to distinguish three different phases
in the development of popular education rooted in Freire's thought. The
phase of the 'catacombs,' at the beginning of the military dictatorship where
'reparation' of the harm caused by persecution and repression was one of
the main benefits. The second phase is one of 'expression'; groups gather

to discuss their lives and problems. Finally, during the third phase of
'organization,' groups reconstnict their social network, define common
goals, take actions. At present, a fourth phase commences, in which one of

the important questions relates to the construction of knowledge by the
participant groups.

4

Going to scale

It is not uncommon that very interesting innovative programs never manage
to leave the safe port of the organization where they were conceived. The
present program was not immune to this tendency. However, the conjunction of favorable political conditions and international finding, has enabled
us to revise the program and attempt different popularization strategies; this
has opened the doors of different institutions, so that during 1992 a total of
45 monitors were trained, 27 groups of mothers were formed, attaining 259
adults and 583 children. Different types of institutions adopted the program:
preschools of municipalities, private preschools. the 'House for Women' a

social organization.
During 1993 several private and governmental
organizations requested the program, and they are beginning to pay for the
service. It is expected that during 1993 nearly 1500 children will be reached
through the Ministry of Health.
Experience has shown that two aspects are central to the successful transfer

and popularization of the program: the attitudes and capacities of people
trained as monitors, and the willingness and conditions of the institutions
that arc interested in adopting the program as part of their regular activities.
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With regard to the first point, it should be mentioned that monitors easily
handle the contents of the program, but find it difficult to practice the
participatory approach: this often clashes with the traditional way of relating
to mothers and fathers in poor sectors, which involves giving lectures or
solutions. This problem is frequently present with those monitors who are
professionals, (nurses, medical doctors, psychologists, preschool teachers,
teachers assistants). This tendency was not so strongly observed among nonprofessional monitors, especially among members of the same community,
who were able to establish egalitarian relationships with the group members.

As far as the institutional conditions are concerned, explicit support of the
authorities is essential. This support is expressed in different ways, such as
making available a physical space to hold the meetings, and the assignment
of a representative of the institution who is responsible for the program and
participates in the training sessions of the monitors, as well as in the followup sessions. The degree of flexibility of the institution is also important,
expressed in the extent to which certain changes are possible (for example,
in time schedules, administrative procedures, provision of materials, etc).

5

The program impact

The impact on mothers

Analysis of the formative evaluation reports prepared after each group
session shows that mothers reported an increased self-esteem, increasing
confidence in their parental ability and increasing awareness of the child's
emotional and cognitive needs. These changes become evident in new
activities at home, the school and the community. The following statements
made by mothers illustrate these changes. (see Fuenzalida & Jimenez, 1993;

Garcia & I ligueras, 1992).
"I have not talked too much. I am shy, but I have done things,
important things to me, I am a humble person. What happened
is that my son who is 19 was ill, I took him to the hospital, he
was so ill, he had pneumonia. A nurse undressed him and told
him he had nothing. I just stood there and said to her: 'Lady
my son has pneumonia and I am not leaving'. Then the doctor
came and said my son had it. The nurse wanted to drive me
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off but 1 told her I would stay by my son. Then the doctor
came and I told him I. was not going to bother, I ask him to let
me stay, 1 was not going to bother, I just wanted to be close
to my boy."

"How can I say it, I arrived like a little thin thing and I'm
leaving like a nice, round teddy bear, all puffed up with
strength. 1 now will be able to speak up, to tell the teacher at
school to treat my child well."
"The relationship with the mothers, with the monitor made me
react and see my responsibility. What one did not know, the
other did, we learned we are all the same and we all respected
each other's opinions. The union within the group helped us to
be close and grew more confidence."

"With my neighbor, we now talk. We lived so many years
here. Now we help each other, in the house and with the
children."

Impact on children

During 1975 and 1976 a quasi-experimental study was carried out, to assess
the impact of the program on the intellectual development of the children

whose mothers participated in the project (Filp, Balmaceda & Jimeno,
1977). The Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Preschool Children (standardized

for Chile) was administered to three different groups of children, using a
repeated measures design: 17 children who attended a preschool in a rural
area (preschool group), 23 rural children whose mothers participated in the
project (project group) and 15 rural children who were not attending preschool and whose mothers did not participate in the project (comparison
group). The third group changed its status after four months, because the
primary school of the community opened a Kindergarten. This was a result
of sensitizing the school principal to the importance of preschool education,
through our visits to the community. She had contacted the children for our
study, after we explained our purpose.
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The measures were conducted before the program started, after 4 months
and after 8 months. The statistical analysis of the results showed that the
total coefficient increased over time, for both the project group and the
preschool group. The average increase of total IQ was 7.6 points after eight
months for the project group, and 6 points for the preschool group. This
change could be attributed to the fact that children learned to take the test.
However, it is also interesting to note that the increase is similar, given that
in one case children attended preschool daily, and in the other, the mothers
participated once a week in the project's group meetings.
In a later study, related to the project implementation in Osomo (Richards,
1983), teachers of three different first-grade classrooms conducted a blind
classification of children's reading skills using four categories: excellent,

good, acceptable and deficient. The project group received higher
evaluations than children whose parents had not participated.
Table 2:

Reading Skills of Children at the Beginning of First-Grade as
Evaluated by the Teacher. Comparison Between Project and Nonproject Group
Project

Non-project

Total

Excllent

5

2

7

Good

IS

17

32

Acceptable

9

24

33

Deficient

0

6

6

Total

29

49

78

Category

Similar results were obtained using a modified version of the 'Draw-aPerson' test. (Richards, 1983) The results are shown in Table 3.
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Table 3:

Evaluation of Drawing a Human Figure. Comparison Between
Project and Non-project Group

Category

Project

Non-project

Outstanding

Total

I

1

Excellent

5

I

6

Good

10

5

15

Acceptable

9

10

19

Deficient

5

10

15

Poor

I

6

7

The children of families who arc currently participating in the project have
not been already evaluated. However, it is possible to make some inferences

about changes on the basis of the information provided by participant
mothers. Some of the dimensions that appear as important are the
following: Love, violence, verbal interaction and emotional needs.

The following comments made by participant mothers illustrate how they

perceive those changes (see Fuenzalida & Jimenez, 1993; Garcia &
Higueras, 1992; Boman & Jimenez 1993).
Love:

Mothers comment that they feel and act more lovingly, that
they enjoy their children. Ester explains: "Now I am more
relaxed with my children, I have changed because I have
applied what I learned here. I didn't know what it means to
share with him, to play with him. 1 now give a lot of importance to those moments."
Maria comments thatishe had decided not to beat her children.

At home she explained to them to stay away from the fire
because it would harm them and hurt. "The children understood, I did not have to beat them. I even was nicer to them,
I hugged them, and the children said to me: "you do love us
now."
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Violence:

A recurrent issue in mothers' evaluation of their participation
in the project, is the decrease in physical punishment and more

protection of the children from exposure to violent situations.

Carmen tells the group that before she was very strict in
controlling her sons' homework. "I told them that study is the
only thing that will help them in life, that's why I beat them,
scold them and never excuse a fault there...yesterday he did
not complete his homework and I counted till ten before hitting
him. I asked him what had happened and first he lied to me,
but then he told the truth. He even said to me: "What happens
to you that you ain't going to beat me?"

Violeta comments that now she does not quarrel with her
husband in front of the children. "Now, when my husband
wants to discuss I tell him that we should go to the yard,
because I know it is not good for the children to hear us
argue."

l'erbal interaction:
Mothers report that their increased awareness of their children's needs results in more frequent conversations with them.
Floriana says: "I learned to see my children, to know how they
are, how they feel, to understand what happens to them. I now
talk to them and they tell me what they feel, what they want."

Isabel comments: "I am more relaxed now, I have changed
with my child. I didn't know what it means to share, to play

with him, talk; I now give importance to each of these
moments. My son has noticed these changes. He comes close
to me more often, he talks to me. Now I know what to do to

help him in his development and I don't have to wait for
others to tell me what to do."
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Emotional needs:
Participation in the program helped mothers to become
sensitized to the emotional needs of the children.

Sara comments at the end of one group sessions. "I feel
confident, I know my child more deeply, she can express her
feelings. That's what we talked about, sexuality. Now I know
it is natural and that it is better to amuse her. Before I was

drowning in a glass of water, it was so difficult, but now I
know that we have all gone through the same."

6

Conclusions

The "Proyecto Padres e Hijos" represents a strategy to empower parents
who live in urban marginal areas. It offers a model to train monitors of the
community, who in turn implement the program with different groups. It is
not an alternative but rather a complement to Kindergarten. The educational
materials are easily used and adapted to different cultural conditions. The
results of the program are that mothers feel more self-confident about their

parental abilities, that they become more aware of the needs of their
children, and take more concrete actions in different institutions, to demand

quality services for their children. The impact on children has also been
positive. Different evaluations document gains in cognitive development and
in psychological health.

Some of the problems to be solved in the future are: the low participation
of fathers, the development of a curriculum more relevant to the needs of
unwed teenaged mothers and to women who are household heads. It is also
necessary to conduct follow-up studies of the children, in order to obtain
further evidence about the impact of the program on their development.
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CULTURE SENSITIVE HOME INTERVENTION

THE DUTCH HIPPY EXPERIMENT
Lotto Eldering and Paul Vedder
Leiden Universitv
The Netherlands
Introduction

1

There is a great discrepancy between what schools expect of children and
what underprivileged parents, and especially ethnic minority parents, offer
their children. As a result, children from underprivileged families often start
their school career with educational arrears. I lome intervention programs
have been developed to prevent or make good such arrears. In this chapter
the nature of the mismatch between such programs and the target groups
and various strategies to bridge the gap will be examined, in the light of our
evaluation research on HIPPY, a home intervention program aimed at
preparing young children for school.

2

HIPPY

HIPPY -Home Instruction Program for Preschool Youngsters- is a two-year

program for mothers and 4 to 6 year old children from underprivileged
families. It was developed for the benefit of immigrant families of oriental
origin in Israel by Prof. Avima Lombard of the Hebrew University of
Jerusalem (Lombard, 1981).

The underlying principle of HIPPY is to help the mother educate her
preschool child at home. Both mother and child are expected to benefit
from the program. The mother will learn new attitudes and skills congruent
with the demands of modern schooling and will gain confidence in her
ability to help her child learn, and the child will develop intellectually so
that he or she is ready to learn in school (Green & Cohen, 1979).
Intentntion programs vary in their setting (home-based vs. center-based),
structure (structured vs. non-structured curriculum), scope of activities

(limited to language, cognitive and intellectual development, or to the
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child's total development) and targeted subjects for change (individuals, or

families and communities). This variety stems not so much from the
ultimate goal that nearly all programs have in common -i.e. improving the
chances of disadvantaged children at school and in society- as from the
diverging views and theories on the appropriate strategies for realizing this
goal (Eldering, 1990/1991).

HIPPY uses various strategies to involve all the mothers of the target
groups. First, HIPPY is carried out in the home. Research on the implementation of center-based -community programs showed that women's

attendance rates were poor and irregular (Lombard, 1981). In home
programs the pace of learning can be adjusted to the mother's ability,
specific problems can be identified and dealt with, and mothers can be
supported and encouraged to continue participating in the program. In the
original pilot project in Israel no group meetings were planned. A
comparison between mothers who had participated in HIPPY with mothers
who were not enrolled in the program showed no evidence of any change

in the I IIPPY mothers' views of themselves as educators (Davis &
Kugelmas, 1974), and therefore group meetings were subsequently
incorporated in HIPPY, to enable mothers to share experiences about the

program and their problems, learn from the experience of others, and
internalize some of the program's objectives through active discussion.

Second, HIPPY uses a structured curriculum: the program is split into 60
weeks, with a clear assignment for each week, involving five prescribed
daily activities. It is known that structured programs are more effective in
stimulating children's cognitive growth. The underlying principle when
developing HIPPY was to build up the mothers' confidence as teachers. If
they can carry out the activities successfully, they will be satisfied and be
motivated to become more involved. Furthermore, programmed instruction

is considered to be a suitable approach for mothers who have little
experience with educational activities at home. Detailed, written instructions
are provided for each activity; the mothers merely have to carry them out
in the prescribed order.

The curriculum focuses on three major areas of intellectual functioning:
formal language, sensory discrimination and problem solving. Language
instruction centers around simple story books (18 books in a two-year
period). Using books with young children requires the reader and the child
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to interact verbally. In the course of reading a range of skills is developed:
questions are asked about the details of the story, vocabulary is learned and
concepts are introduced. The concepts that are emphasized throughout the
program fall into three general categories: attributes, spatial relationships

and quantities. About one-third of the HIPPY materials concentrate on
providing activities in the field of perceptual and sensory discrimination
skills (visual, auditory, and tactile skills, in that order). One of the main
problem-solving activities in HIPPY involves the extensive use of series of
matrices. The focus during the first year is on books and on the development of discrimination skills, and by the second year the emphasis shifts to
problem solving (Lombard, 1981).

The third way of involving all the mothers of the target groups is to use
paraprofessionals as home visitors. The paraprofessional familiarizes the
mother with the weekly materials and activities. She visits the mother at
home to discuss the activities of the previous week and to explain to her
and train her with the materials for the next week. By making weekly
reports the paraprofessional monitors the progress of mother and child
through the program. Paraprofessionals are mothers selected from among
the target group, preferably mothers with a child of the same age as the
program children. There are two main reasons for using mothers from the

target groups as home visitors: they have better access to the families
because of their cultural affinity and they make a program less expensive.
Since the HIPPY materials and tasks arc prescribed and almost self-explanatory, it is assumed that the program does not need professionals to deliver
and explain them.

from 1969 to 1972 HIPPY was tested on 161 mother-child pairs in several
neighborhoods in Tel Aviv. The children were monitored during their
primary and secondary school years. The outcomes of this longitudinal
evaluation showed that the home-instructed children did significantly better
than the control children. The evaluation of this pilot project in Tel Aviv

reflects the way many compensatory and intervention programs were
evaluated in the sixties and seventies; by means of a pre-test andpost-test
design with experimental and control children, with the emphasis on quantitative effects of the program on the intellectual development of children and
their school performance (Eldering, 1991).
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Since 1975 HIPPY has been implemented throughout Israel as part of the

Ministry of Education's Welfare Program. To date, more than 6,000
mothers and children have participated in the program every year. Since
1982 HIPPY has been used in other countries too. The first project of
HIPP 'y International was in Turkey (Kagitelbasi, Sunar & Bekinan, 1988;

Kagitctbat, 1989, see also Kagitcibgi in this volume). So far, HIPPY
programs have been or are being implemented in 20 countries (including the
US, Chile and South Africa). The program in the Netherlands is the first in
Western Europe. Currently, more than 3,000 children are participating in the
Dutch HIPPY program.

3

HIPPY's target groups in the Netherlands

HIPPY's target groups in the Netherlands are predominantly ethnic minority
families. The Netherlands has experienced several flows of immigrants from
former colonies (the Dutch East Indies, the Moluccan Islands, Surinam and
the Antilles) and from Mediterranean countries (predominantly Morocco and
Turkey) in recent decades. At present, Surinamese, Antillians, Moluccans,

Turks and Moroccans are the most important groups, numbering about
700,000 (5% of the total population). With the exception of the Moluccans,
the ethnic minority groups consist primarily of first-generation immigrants
and their children. The immigrants tend to be concentrated in cities with
more than 100.000 inhabitants; about 40 per cent live in the four major
cities of Amsterdam, Rotterdam, The Hague and Utrecht. The ethnic
minority groups have a subordinate position: they have low educational
levels, experience high unemployment rates and live in unfavorable housing
conditions (Roclandt, Roijen & Veenman, 1992).

Many children from ethnic minorities are socialized in their parents' first
language; Moroccan children learn Tarifit Berber or Moroccan Arabic,
Turkish children Turkish, and Antillian children Papiamento. Children from
linguistic minorities generally have an insufficient proficiency in Dutch
upon entering primary school (Boogaard, Damhuis, De Glopper & Van den
Bergh, 1990; De Ruiter, 1991; Verhoeven, Extra, Konak, Narain &
Zerrouk, 1990). Much of the educational arrears of children from underprivileged families can be ascribed to children's development in preschool years

(Meijnen & Riemersma, 1992). Theoretically, intervention programs for
young children, therefore, have great potential to redress the imbalance.
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Recently the preschool period has become a target of the Ministry of
Welfare, Public Health and Culture's policy in the Netherlands. HIPPY is
one of the programs currently being implemented and funded on a large
scale by this Ministry.

4

The implementation and effects of HIPPY

The Dutch HIPPY) began in 1987 as an experiment involving Dutch,
Surinamese, Turkish and Moroccan mothers with a four-year-old child. The
project consisted of two interconnected pans: development and implementation by the Averroes Agency in Amsterdam and evaluation by the Centre

for Intercultural Pedagogics at Leiden University. Both these parts were
funded by the Dutch Ministry of Welfare, Public Health and Culture for a
live-year period (1987-1992). The lill"PY experiment had two main goals:
to see whether the HIPPY program could be transferred to ethnic
minority groups in the Netherlands;
to study the program's effects on children and mothers.
Method

In the HIPPY experiment we studied the implementation and effects of the
program in Dutch. Surinamese, Turkish and Moroccan mother-child pairs.
The mothers were to have had no more than 10 years of full-time education
and the children were to be no younger than 3 years 9 months and no older
than 4 years 6 months. Baby clinics and kindergartens supplied us with the
addresses of about 500 mother-child pairs that satisfied these criteria. About
350 of these 500 families were invited to participate, and of these 141
mother-child pairs agreed to do so (56 Dutch, 29 Surinamese, 33 Turkish
and 23 Moroccan) working in 12 mono-ethnic groups. A non-response
study established that the participating families did not differ from nonparticipating families in certain demographic characteristics such as
education, rate of unemployment and number of children. A comparison
with data from several national surveys on demographic characteristics and
social position of minority groups in the Netherlands confirmed that the
In the Netherlands HIPPY has been renamed OPSTAP. In this chapter we have
retained the internationally known name HIPPY.
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families participating in HIPPY were representative of the whole population

of ethnic minorities in the Netherlands (Eldering & Vedder, 1992). The
experimental and control children were not randomly assigned. Children
were selected from the same neighborhoods, using the same criteria for age,

ethnicity and mothers' educational level as for the experimental children.
Differences in project plans and budgetary constraints precluded us from
having a Dutch control group, but a total of 117 Surinamse, Turkish and
Moroccan control children participated in the study.

We used a quasi-experimental design for the Surinamese, Turkish and
Moroccan groups, and for all groups a correlational design exploring the
interrelationship between the intensity of participation and measures of
effect, see Figure I.
Figure

Quasi-experimental design of the HIPPY' evaluation

Pre-test

Program

Post-test

Experimental

Info. about neighbourhood
ethnicity
Intelligence

Drop-out

Intelligence
Language skills
Classroom behavior

Control

Info. about neighbourhood.
ethnicity
Intelligence

Intensity of participation

Intelligence
Language skills
Classroom behavior

To check the comparability of the experimental and control children we
measured their intelligence before the start of the program. We found no
statistically significant differences. A non-verbal intelligence test was also
used as a post-test, as well as a Dutch language test and a rating scale for
classroom behavior. Effects were analyzed by comparing the experimental
and control groups.
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Results

Just over 40% of the mothers dropped out of the program. The highest

du:Jo-out rate was in the Dutch group (54%) and the lowest in the Moroccan
(22%). The drop-out rate in the Surinamese and Turkish groups was about
37%. About 80% of all drop-out occurred in the first year of the program,
mostly in the first six months. The drop-out of better educated mothers was

statistically significantly higher than that of less educated or illiterate

mothers. The two reasons the mothers gave for dropping out were family
circumstances (60%) or the program (40%). Pregnancy, health problems and
the

difficulty of combining the daily household chores and regular

participation in the program were often mentioned. Mothers who said they
stopped because their children grew annoyed with the program usually had
additional reasons for stopping.

Mothers are expected to invest a fair amount of time in carrying out the
program: two activities each day for five days a week during 60 weeks over
a two-year period. We found that on average, the Dutch, Surinamese and
Turkish mothers worked with more than 70% of all the week's tasks. The
Moroccan mothers, however, did just over half of the week's tasks.
The HIPPY implementation plan prescribes a weekly contact, either through

a home visit or through a group meeting. In our study, all ethnic groups
except the Moroccan had group meetings. In the first year there were eight
meetings on average, with 45% of the mothers participating, and in the
second year there were seven meetings with a 55% participation rate. The
functions of the weekly contacts include evaluating the activities of the
previous week, explaining the work sheets for the coming week and
instructing the mothers on how to work with the new sheets. In the
Surinamese group less than half of the planned contacts took place. Many
week tasks were not supported by any contact. In the Dutch and Turkish
groups the number of contacts was also less than the number of week tasks.
These discrepancies between number of contacts and number of week tasks
mean that the evaluations cannot have taken place every time mothers had
finished a week task. And worse, instructions for a new week's task must
sometimes have been omitted. Only in the Moroccan group did the number

of week tasks parallel the number of contacts. These findings clearly
indicate a discrepancy between the ideal of the program developers, that
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families participating in HIPPY would have intensive and regular support,
and actual practice during the experiment.

Almost 60% of all mothers stayed until the end in the program. This is a
major achievement, since the families eligible for participation in HIPPY
are generally hard to reach and difficult to retain in an intervention program
(Kloprogge, 1993; Smith & Wells, 1990). The drop-out rate in our

experiment was comparable to that in the pilot project in Tel Aviv
(Lombard, 1981). Compared with the Turkish program (see Kagiteibast in

this volume) the drop-out in our program was quite high. One of the
probable reasons for this difference might be found in the situation of the
mothers. Two-thirds of the mothers in the Turkish project were factoryworkers, who were allowed to attend the group meetings during work-time,
whereas about four-fifth of the mothers in the Dutch programs were
housewives. A second important conclusion is that although the program
was sufficiently implemented, its implementation had some shortcomings.

To measure the efficacy of the program we used tests and asked the
mothers for their opinion on HIPPY (self reports). The families were
generally enthusiastic about HIPPY. Mothers were convinced that their
children had learned quite a lot by working with HIPPY. Sixty percent of
the mothers reported that they themselves had become better educators.
However, we found no evidence of HIPPY enhancing the intelligence of
children, though we did find improved eye-hand coordination in the total
group of Surinamese, Turkish and Moroccan children. Most measures of
competence in the Dutch language showed no improvement. The Moroccan
children who participated in HIPPY, however, did statistically significantly
better on a Dutch vocabulary test than the control children. Furthermore, we
found statistically significant positive correlations between the intensity of

participation and the children's cognitive development (SON-R) and
classroom behavior (diligence), controlled for pre-test intelligence scores.
Overall, the effects of HIPPY are small and only revealed in subtests. The
improved eye-hand coordination is attributable to the large number of tasks
in the program intended to enhance this skill. The vocabulary effect in the
Moroccan group is more encouraging. As will be explained in the following
section, the Dutch, Surinamese and Moroccan families received a Dutch

version of HIPPY whereas the Turks used the Turkish version of the
program. The attention paid to vocabulary development in the program is
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not systematic (Pe Is, 1990). This might mean that the program does not
contain enough enriching elements for Dutch and Surinamese children, who
already speak and understand the Dutch language quite well, but that it has
an enriching function for Moroccan children, who grow up in an environment in which Dutch is used infrequently.
We have to conclude that the overall-effects of the Dutch HIPPY-experiment in the Netherlands are small, whereas the pilot-experiment in Tel Aviv
and the Turkish Early Enrichment Project both showed significant effects
on children and in the Turkish project on mothers too (Lombard, 1981;
Kagactbasi, Sunar & Be kman, 1988). Here we have a case of a replication
of evaluations with different outcomes (see Slavenburg in this volume).
These differences in outcomes may be explained by factors relating to the
way the program was implemented, cultural characteristics and needs of the
target families and the societal context of the various projects. Kagitgibasi
(in this volume) ascribes the differences in outcomes between the Turkish
and the Dutch project to the way the group meetings have been organized.
If this explanation is correct, we have a problem in explaining the effects
on children in the Tel Aviv pilot project, in which no group meetings have
been held. The issue of the implementation of HIPPY in relation to its
impact on children and mothers needs further crosscultural and crossnational
attention. In the following section the cultural characteristics of the target

families in the Netherlands and the way HIPPY has been adapted to their
situation, will be discussed.

5

Role of cultural differences

Acculturation and cultural differences

Home intervention programs are intended to change the behavioral patterns
of child rearing and support in the family. It may therefore be assumed that
there is initially a difference between the family's behavior and the desired
behavior. The success of a program depends largely on how far it succeeds
in bridging this gap. This process becomes even more intricate when
cultural differences between the target group and the mainstream group in
society are involved.
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In our case, the program's target groups consist predominantly of first
generation immigrant groups with cultural traditions differing from those of
the dominant society. Culture may be seen as a way of thinking, speaking

and behaving of a group in a particular context (cf. Geertz, 1973). By
definition, culture is not a static entity, but a dynamic 'tool' shared by a
group to regulate their life in a particular environment. After migrating to
a country with a different cultural tradition and social context, a process of
rapid culture change (acculturation) evolves, the outcomes of which may
vary and which depend on many characteristics of the immigrants and
society. Immigrants who consider it valuable to have relationships with
other groups in society and do not value the preservation of their own
culture assimilate quickly in the host society, whereas immigrants who
value relations with other groups in society, but at the same time try to
preserve their cultural heritage, integrate mainly instrumentally in the host
society and develop an ambivalent attitude vis-a-vis that society (Berry,
1990). Other possible negative outcomes of the acculturation process are
marginalization and separation. The direction of the acculturation process,
however, is not only a matter of free choice as Berry's model presupposes.
Most immigrants are obliged to have relationships with other groups and
institutions in society (labor market, neighborhood and schools) and have
to give up at least part of their intrinsic culture in order to be able to function in the new society.
The interaction between societal forces and minorities has a great impact on

the outcomes of the acculturation process (Ogbu 1987, 1992). Ogbti
identifies two types of ethnic minorities: immigrant and involuntary.
Immigrant minorities are people who have migrated more or less voluntarily
in search of better economic opportunities. Involuntary minorities are people
who have experienced slavery, conquest or colonization.
Immigrant minorities and involuntary minorities usually differ both from the
dominant group in culture (including language) and social identity, but the
quality of the differences is different. Immigrant minorities are characterized

by primary cultural differences, intrinsic differences that existed prior to
emigration. After immigration a process of acculturation starts in which the
newcomers adapt to the new society. Immigrant minorities view the differences between their culture and that of the dominant society as obstacles
that have to he surmounted in order to integrate in the new society and to
improve their and their children's economic situation.
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Involuntary minorities, on the other hand, have developed secondary
cultural differences in response to the discrimination and subordination
experienced from generation to generation. Secondary differences tend to

be differences in style rather than in content. They have developed in
reaction to the treatment by society and are therefore seen as boundary
markers vis-a-vis the dominant society and as collective identity symbols.
There is great resistance to relinquishing these secondary cultural differences, and the group exerts strong pressure on individuals who try to conform
to the standard of the dominant society. African Americans, Indian Americans and Mexican Ameriflans are given as examples of involuntary minorities arm Asian Americans as examples of immigrant minorities.
Although most ethnic minority groups in the Netherlands may be considered
to be immigrant minorities with cultural characteristics which existed prior
to migration, some groups are already showing signs of evolving secondary
cultural differences (Eldering, 1992). The attitudes of the ethnic minorities
to Dutch society undoubtedly influenced the implementation of the HIPPY
experiment, as will be demonstrated below.
Ambivalent attitude towards Dutch society

First-generation immigrants in the Netherlands often have an ambivalent
attitude towards Dutch society. They are uncertain whether they will settle
permanently in the Netherlands or return to their home country. Many keep
the return option open by investing in housing in their country of origin
(Van den Berg-Eldering, 1981: Risvanoglu-Bilgin, Brouwer & Priester,
1986). This tendency grows stronger in times of economic recession and
growing xenophobia. Ambivalence towards the host society is caused not
only by economic conditions, but also by differences in culture. Ethnic
minority parents have high aspirations for the future of their children. They
hope that their children will improve their situation by schooling. But at the
same time they want to preserve their language and traditional values
(Eldering, 1902; Eldering & Vedder, 1992; Lenders & Van de Rhoer, 1983;
Pe Is, 1991; Roosens, 1989; De Vries, 1987; Van de Wetering, 1990). These

values concern religion and family life. Religious values have a great
impact on relations between men and women. Inequality of men and
women, for instance, is a feature of Islam which in traditional Moroccan
and Turkish families may lead to segregation of males and females.
Women's activities are limited to the domestic sphere, whereas men play
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a dominant role in public life. Outsiders are not allowed into the domestic
domain.

A home intervention program, by definition, intrudes into the domestic
sphere of a family. To be acceptable, a home intervention program has to
meet at least the following conditions: program goals and family goals have
to be identical and the program has to be introduced and trained by persons
who are accepted and trusted by the families of the target group. The first
condition poses no problems, since ethnic minority families generally have
high educational aspirations for their children, girls as well as boys. These
aspirations are often higher than those of Dutch lower class families and
they approach those of middle class families. To meet the second condition
HIPPY uses women from the same ethnic group as home visitors. These
women are familiar with the culture and find it easier to gain access to the
families. In our study, however, it appeared difficult to find enough home
visitors with the same ethnic background, because few ethnic minority
women met the educational standards required. Moreover, eligible home
visitors were sometimes not permitted by their husbands to associate with
'foreign' families. Home visitors from the same ethnic group do not always
succeed in gaining confidence and enrolling mothers, particularly if they are
viewed as representatives of the dominant group in society. In some
neighborhoods the recruitment of families proceeded more smoothly than

others. In one of the neighborhoods with many orthodox muslim
Moroccan families, it took many months to gain access to families and
establish a Moroccan group. The Moroccan mothers living in this
in

neighborhood were forbidden by their husbands to attend group meetings.

Illiteracy
Illiteracy among the target mothers is another factor affecting the success
of HIPPY. On average, ethnic minority groups of the first generation in the
Netherlands have less schooling than their Dutch counterparts. However,
there are substantial differences among the ethnic groups, with Surinamese
approaching the Dutch in years of schooling, and Turks and Moroccans
being towards the bottom of the scale. Women are generally less educated
than men. Nearly half of the Moroccan men and two-thirds of the Moroccan
women in the Netherlands are illiterate, compared to only 12 per cent of the
Turkish men and 30 per cent of the Turkish women (Roelandt et al., 1992).
Two-thirds of the Turks and 75 per cent of the Moroccans in the Nether-
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lands have only had primary education, compared with 20 to 25 per cent of
the other minority groups in the Netherlands.

Illiterate and semi-literate mothers are faced with difficulties when
participating in an intervention program using written instructions and
books. In order to involve illiterate mothers in the program too, HIPPY uses

a strategy to maximize oral training. The home visitor familiarizes the
mother with the weekly materials by role-playing. This mode of instruction
is assumed to be non-threatening for uneducated mothers, since it
emphasizes action and talking. rather than reading. The mother and the aide

altemate in assuming the role of mother and child. We found that this
strategy did not solve all the problems of the illiterate mothers. Many
illiterate mothers in the HIPPY experiment needed the assistance of an older

child, usually a girl, to read the books to the HIPPY child. Sometimes the
girls read the book aloud to the whole family.
The second strategy to involve uneducated mothers, which has already been
mentioned, is to structure the program in such a way that mothers know in

advance what activities have to be done with the child. Some critics find
this strategy too inflexible. None of the ethnic minority mothers, however,
mentioned the structure of the curriculum as a point of criticism in the
interviews with the researchers. In designing a program the possibilities as
well as the limitations of the target groups and the home visitors (in our
case paraprofessionals from the same ethnic groups) should be kept in mind
(Eldering, 1993; Vedder, 1993).
Language

The effectiveness of HIPPY also depends on the language of implementation In Israi.: and Turkey the program is carried out in the national
language, Hebrew or Turkish. Most ethnic minority mothers participating
in HIPPY in the Netherlands. however, are first generation immigrants, who
arrived here after they had completed their school education. Their Dutch
language proficiency varies from reasonable (Surinamese) to poor or nonexistent (Turkish and Moroccan mothers). Many children of first-generation
immigrants are socialized in their parents' first language (Turkish,
Moroccan Arabic or Berber). This was the main reason for deciding to offer
the families the program in their own language rather than Dutch and for
setting up monolingual groups. A second reason was that immigrant
Q ci
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families who remain oriented towards the language and culture of their

country of origin are more easy to enrol in a program that uses this
language rather than Dutch. Paraprofessionals had to be bilingual in order
to communicate with the mothers as well as the project staff. In reality,

however, it has proved to be difficult to find paraprofessionals that are
fluent in both their own language and in Dutch. Many are not really
proficient in Dutch, which leads to problems of communication between
them and project staff (Van der Linden, 1993).
The strategy of offering the mothers the program in their home language
did not work for the Moroccan mothers, because their home languages,
Moroccan Arabic or Berber, are spoken languages with no written versions.
Standard Arabic, the language children learn at school in Arab countries,

differs greatly from the national dialect, Moroccan Arabic. A second
problem was that most Moroccan mothers were illiterate; they read neither
Standard Arabic nor Dutch. Mc- ;er, the older girls who assisted their
mothers with book reading were more proficient in Dutch than in Standard
Arabic. For these reasons it was decided to offer illiterate and semi-literate
Moroccan mothers the books and materials in Dutch. The Turkish mothers,
who generally had some )tars of schooling in Turkey, used the materials
in Turkish.
Currently, in the Netherlands HIPPY is available for four language groups:
Dutch, Turkish, Arabic and Papiamento. Although this multilingual
approach is congruent with Dutch educational policy, which advocates a
bilingual approach to young children from ethnic minority families who are
not fluent in Dutch, it complicates the implementation and organization of
the program. During the experimental phase, for instance, it proved difficult
to recruit a sufficient number of mothers for one ethnic group (each group
consists in principle of 15 mother-child pairs), even in urban districts with
a high concentration of ethnic minority groups. Most high concentration
urban districts have an ethnically heterogeneous population. There are
various ways of solving this recruitment problem: setting up hi-ethnic or
multi-ethnic groups, reducing the ratio of paraprofessionals to mothers, or

expanding the age range of eligible children. These solutions all have
advantages as well as disadvantages, which are beyond the scope of this
chapter (see Eldering & Vedder, 1992).
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6

A mismatch between expectations and the program

In this section, two elements of HIPPY, which might also be responsible for
the program's disappointing effects are discussed: the implementation
strategy and the curriculum.
The implementation strategy

In section 4 we presented our findings on drop-out and the intensity of
participation. The figures presented are not exceptional, and some policy
makers and researchers take such figures for granted when working with the
type of at-risk families that participate in HIPPY (Kloprogge, 1993; Van
Tilborg, 1990). However, we are not convinced that working with at-risk
families necessarily leads to high drop-out and low participation rates. In
the case of HIPPY the complexity of the implementation strategy may have
contributed to the implementation problems. Two aspects of this strategy
will he discussed here, the multi-layer information flow and the paraprofessionals. Van Geert (1992) has advocated the need for transparent informa-

tion flows between persons involved in the implementation of HIPPY;
supervising institution (training) <-> coordinators (professional educators)
<-> home visitors (paraprofessionals) <-> mothers <-> children- The topdown flow concerns instruction or training. It goes without saying that if a
paraprofessional does not understand the coordinator's instructions for a
particular step in the implementation. the actual implementation runs a great
risk of failure. The more intermediaries (coordinator, paraprofessional,
mother) there are in an implementation process. the greater the chance of

information becoming distorted, and the greater the risk of problems in
implementation (Rand, Robertson & Smith, 1992). Instruction and training,
however, should ensure that not only the top-down flow but also the
bottom-up flow is as transparent as possible. Good trainers or teachers adapt
their training to the information need they perceive or experience, by
observing the trainees' activities or in the light of information directly given
by the trainees or mothers/children. Here aeain the effects of problems at

one transmission point are likely to be multiplied at the other points.
Recently we conducted some small studies on the coordinators' and the
paraprofessionals' functioning. We observed some transmission problems
related to the Dutch bilingual context. Some coordinators, as stated earlier,
cannot easily communicate with their paraprofessionals, for the simple
reason that the paraprofessionals are not sufficiently proficient in Dutch,
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whereas the coordinators are not proficient in the paraprofessionals' first
language. Some paraprofessionals told us that they do not inform the
coordinators about relevant problems in families, because they feel that the
information is confidential. All such information problems may adversely
affect the program's implementation, and this is difficult to remedy because
of the lack of diagnostic and remedial instruments. In an effort to solve this
problem, a monitoring system with the following variety of functions is
currently being nplemented:
- controlling thi rogram's implementation;
- identifying where and when the implementation should he improved;
- evaluating pans of the program, and
- listing the modifications to the program made at local level.
Coordinators and paraprofessionals are the main suppliers of information
within the system. We attempted to demonstrate to them that using the
monitoring system would help improve their functioning. How well this
has succeeded is currently being assessed (Vedder & Pennings, in prep.).
Curriculum aspects

HIPPY's goal is to prepare children for a good start in primary school and
to make them good pupils. To achieve this the curriculum is wide ranging
and involves: books reading; visual perception; eye-hand coordination;
auditive discrimination, concepts concer ig space, quantity and numbers;
memory: verbal expression and reasoning; and awareness of self.

In the Netherlands all 4 and 5 year olds attend primary school for 231/4
hours a week. They have a broad curriculum and well qualified, generally
%ken motivated teachers. HIPPY is intended to augment to this program. In
terms of time it involves an extra of 90 minutes a week. This may be quite
a long time for mothers who have many other things to do, but compared

with the 23 hours of school time, or with the time children have available
apart from time for school and sleeping, it is very limited, or non intensive
-which partly accounts for the disappointing results of home intervention
programs like HIPPY. The effectiveness of time spent on educational
activities, however, depends on the quality of the activities (see Leseman
in this volume). Two aspects of this quality are the contents of the task and
mothers' didactic support. In her chapter, Snow (this volume) explains that
activities that contribute to children's vocabulary and decontextualized
discourse skills are important for their literacy development and later
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schoolsuccess. The programmed approach of HIPPY, which prescribes what

mothers and children should say, hardly allows for decontextualized
discourse or any other type of rich communication which is deemed
important for children's vocabulary development. So at least as regards the

development of children's literacy, the program is not a clear support to
school learning. It is not pan of a comprehensive approach aimed at
preventing children from falling behind in learning. Yet such a comprehensive approach is deemed indispensable if a home intervention program is to
he effective (Madden, Slavin, Karweit, Dolan & Wasik, 1991; Slavin &
Madden, this volume).
In describing some problematic aspects of HIPPY's implementation we have

already referred to paraprofessionals lacking the skills and experience to
function as good teachers. Mothers instructed by such paraprofessionals are
probably no better teachers. As mentioned earlier, the didactic qualities of

parents or other caregivers as teachers are important for children's
preparation lhr school. Compared with untrained or less trained caregivers,
trained caregivers are more interactive, talkative, didactic and cognitively
demanding (Clarke-Stewart, 1991). The question is whether mothers and
paraprofessionals can be trained to become better teachers. One possible
way of compensating for the shortcomings of paraprofessionals is to

organize more well prepared group meetings where more skilled stall
support mothers in building resource networks and in finding ways to
transfer newly acquired skills and knowledge to everyday educational
situations.

7

Conclusion

Our study showed that it is possible to involve hard -to -reach families in a
home intervention program like HIPPY. but the recruitment and drop-out
showed how difficult this is and how much effort it requires. The families
that stayed in the program completed two-thirds of the activities on average
and were generally very satisfied with the program. They were convinced
it v.as Oh:Luse Ilotseser, the measures we used in our evaluation study
resealed that the impact of HIPPY has been modest.
In the introduction wse statLd that a home intervention like HIPPY may he
seen as a means to better prepare children for school. It is meant to bridge
1-
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the gap between what schools expect of children and what children of
ethnic minority parents normally learn in their educational environment in
and near their home. We have discussed how HIPPY was adapted to the
socio-cultural characteristics of ethnic minority families in the Netherlands

and concluded that HIPPY has not worked optimally for a variety of
reasons, some of which were linked to the program and others more to its
organization. Some implementation problems will he resolved in due course,
others may remain (Eldering & Vedder. 1992: Vedder & l3ekkers, 1993).
For future implementation and studies of HIPPY it seems important to pay

further attention to two topics: a) the position of HIPPY in a more
comprehensive approach to early education of children and parental support;
b) the potential and limitations of paraprofessionals.

A comprehensive approach

A comprehensive approach would mean that HIPPY would he responsive
to children's and parents' developmental needs and wishes and at the same
time would he a bridge to the preschool and primary school curriculum.
This condition is not fully met by HIPPY, at least not in the Netherlands.
Another aspect of comprehensiveness regards follow-up. Parents who have

learned and been stimulated to support their children's preparation for
primary school, should he given the opportunity to continue their support
once the children are in primary school. It is well known from other studies
that if support is not continued the gains in educational developmental wash
out. Schools should provide instruction and materials to parents, thereby
allowing them to help their children. In the Netherlands this is being done
through a new program called OVERSTAP, which aims at consolidating
children's language and reading skills learnt in school (Vedder & Klaassen,
1993). At the moment programs covering the age range of 0 - 7 years are
being developed and implemented in the Netherlands (Rispens & Van der
Meulen, 1992). This is seen as an important effort to guarantee ongoing

educational support for young children and their families. Slavin and
Madden (this volume) also plead for a comprehensive approach to young
children up to grade 3.

Finally, a comprehensive program should address children as well as
parents. their primary educators. It should aim at changing parents'
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educational attitudes and knowledge (Kagitetbast, 1989). Parents are the
most important developmental resources to children, so if their attitudes and
knowledge are changed the children's home environment becomes more
developmentally stimulating. HIPPY tries to change primary educators
through group meetings and the home component. Our study showed that
the question remains of how to implement group meetings and the home
component in such a was that these components of the program will be
effective.
Paraprofessionals

It has been assumed that paraprofessionals facilitate the acceptance of the
program, because they have better access to the families and are familiar
with the culture of the community. They speak the family's first language,

they arc preferably also the mother of a young child, and have an ethnic
background and level of education comparable to the mother. This makes
it likely that the family will trust them. And indeed, as stated in section
the participation of families that are difficult to reach and retain has been
exceptionally good. Moreover, using paraprofessionals is financially
attractive, since their remuneration is relatively low. This low remuneration,
however, results in a high percentage of paraprofessionals deciding to
change job in the course of the program. Furthermore. whereas the target
families undoubtedly relate good to such paraprofessionals, this means that
the HIPPY program rests on women with limited skills in teaching. They
are given the responsibility of explaining and training educational principles
to mothers and adapting the program to families' and children's needs. This
may have contributed to HIPPY's disappointing results. Could these
shortcomings he overcome by training, or would it be better to employ
more qualified staff? Are the paraprofessionals' qualities as first-language
speakers and positive role models really as crucial to establishing relationships of mutual trust and respect as has been assumed? Other home
intervention programs and the organization of the medical and paramedical
sector in Western countries show that better qualified staff, with a different
ethnic background to the families they are working with, may also gain the
trust of ethnic minority families (Vedder. 1993). It remains to he seen if
HIPPY would benefit if better qualified staff were to work with the target
families.
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A MODEL OF MULTIPURPOSE
NON-FORMAL EDUCATION

THE CASE OF
THE TURKISH EARLY ENRICHMENT PROJECT

(Went Kaguobayl
Bogccici University
Turkey

1

Introduction

A multi-purpose model of non-formal education which has great relevance
for socio-economically disadvantaged populations will be presented. In this
chapter in terms of a ten-year research project. The intervention used in this

project is two-tiered with early enrichment provided to the young child
using the mother as teacher, and mother-training and support provided to
the adult. Thus this multi-purpose education model involves both preschool
and adult education. It is a cost-effective non-formal education model which
is community based. It originated from a concern to provide early support
to children in disadvantaged contexts and thus basically targets the

preparation of the young child for school. However, its scope extends
beyond the child, to support the child-in-context, the mother symbolizing
the context (Kailitcibasi, 1989).

Children growing up in poverty are often hampered in their physical and
intellectual development and may not have the chance to develop to their
full potential. Given the importance of early years for development, any
inters, ention to support the child's development has to start early, and has

to deal with the child's environment as well. The last point, that

is,

targeting the child's environment, necessitates an interactional-contextual
approach and can be used in home or community based programs of early
childhood care and education. This approach is quite different from a more
narrowly focussed individualistic approach abstracting the child from his/her
environment and targeting the child, alone.
WEI% a contextual-interactional rather than an individualistic model? First
of all, providing enrichment to individual children in organized preschool
settings is an expensive model of early education. Preschools and kindergar-
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tens will probably have low priority for sometime to come in the education-

al policies of many developing countries that have not yet achieved
universal primary schooling. Secondly, if the child is provided with
intellectual enrichment only in the preschool, but his home environment
remains the same, the gains obtained from the preschool may disappear
after the completion of the program. This is because the child would be left
back to rely on his own limited resources, without environmental support.

In contrast, if the child's home environment and significant others are
changed through intervention, they would continue supporting the child's

development, and thus the cognitive gains would be sustained after the
completion of the program. Finally, intervention attempts in developing
countries need to he especially sensitive to the interdependent human
relations 'the culture of relatedness' (1Canitcibasi,1990)
prevalent in these
societies. In socio-cultural contexts where close-knit family, kinship and
community tics exist, it is important to build on these tics as support
mechanisms.

Indeed research on early enrichment supports the contextual model
(Bronfenbrenner, 1979; Smilansky, 1979; Lombard, 1981; Myers, 1992).
Research also supports a 'whole child' approach, integrating socioemotional and cognitive development, rather than a purely cognitive
approach because if cognitive development is not supported by the
induction of corresponding growth of the child's self-confidence, autonomy

and initiative, again it may not be self-sustaining (Smilansky, 1979;
kagacithast, 1991 L

2

The Turkish Early Enrichment Project

The ten-year longitudinal study of early enrichment and its follow-up in to
adolescence can serve as a case study of how theoretically informed applied
research in psychology can have social relevance and can impact policy.
This is the Turkish Early Enrichment Project in which I have been involved
over the past ten years with my colleagues Sevda Bekman & Diane Sunar.
The original research was a four-year (1982-86) longitudinal study of early
childhood enrichment and mother training in the low income areas of lstan-
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bulb I will briefly summarize here only some aspects of this extensive
study. More detailed accounts are provided, for example by Kagitctba4i,
Sunar & Bekman (1988) and Ka.gitgibasi (1991).
The study was conducted in low-income areas of Istanbul. The majority
(2/3) of the sample consisted of semi-skilled or unskilled factory workers;
1/3 were non-working women. Most of the sample of mothers (and also
fathers) were of rural origin. Work places employing '30 or more women

workers are required by law to run day care centers for their children.
These child care centers were the starting point of our purposive sampling.
Three and five years-old children from six day care centers were selected.
Three of these centers provided pre-school education and three provided
only custodial care. This difference between the orientations of the centers
was an important variable in the study. However, it will not he dealt with

in this chapter, given the space limitations and the main focus of the
chapter on the project intervention, i.e. mother training. Another group of
children not attending day care centers were selected from the neighborhoods in which the day care children lived. All the children were matched
for age and socio-economic-standing of their families. The mothers of the
children selected for the study constituted the mothers' sample. The sample
was originally drawn to include 280 mother-child pairs. During the first two

years, the number was reduced to 225 through attrition. Most attrition
occurred in the first year. A main factor for this was the inability of some
mothers at the very start (e.g. illiteracy, ill health, etc.) or their unwillingness (e.g. due to husbands' or mother-in-laws' objections) to participate in
the project.

In the first ).ear of the study extensive assessLents were carried out of the
three and live year old children's level of overall development (cognitive,
social emotional) based on direct testing and observations of their behavior

and interviews with their mothers. Additionally, mothers' child rearing
orientations, life styles, world views and self-concepts were assessed as well

6 The Project was funded by the International Development Research Centre.
Sunar. D. &
Extensive coverage of the results is provided in Kagitcthast.
Kagiteihasi,
c.
(1991).
The followRekman S. (1988) and a summary version in
jointly
with
S.
lickman
&
D.
Sunar.
It
is
funded by
up study is also conducted
the Population Council (ME Awards Program).
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as the home environment, through observations and interviews. Baselines
were thus established.

In the second and third years of the project, home-based intervention
(mother training) was carried out with a randomly selected sample of the
mothers. Random selection was considered of crucial importance. However
the fact that some people got intervention but others did not was at times
a source of misunderstanding and resentment. It took much explanation and

clarification on the part of the research team to solve such problems (see
Kagitgibasi, 1991, reprinted). The experimental (trained) group consisted of
100 mothers at the beginning of the second year. This number dropped to
90 by the end of the intervention (with a low attrition rate of 1!10 th). 155
mothers were in the control (non-trained) group.
In the fourth year, reassessments were carried out to establish both pre-post
and experimental (trained)-control (non-trained) group differences. Almost
all of the assessments used in the first year were repeated in the fourth year.

Additionally. ex.ensive school-related assessment was used in the fourth
year,

such as school achievement and attitudes toward school (see

Kagitelbasi, Sunar & Bekman, 1988; Kaintgibasi, 1991).
The intervention program, comprising of mother training, had two components: 'cognitive training' and 'mother enrichment.' The cognitive training
was the HIPPY program (Home Instruction Program for Preschool Young-

sters), developed by Lombard (1981) in Israel. A short description of
I IIPPY is given by Eldering and Vedder (in this volume). (More recently
this has been replaced by a program we developed, ourselves). Through a

network of paraprofessional field workers, the cognitive materials were
administered to the mothers at home or in group settings. in alternate
weeks, who then administered them to their own children. In this way the
mothers assumed the trainer role with their children.
The mother enrichment program was conducted in group discussions. The
topics covered in the first year were: The importance of early years and the

role of the mother; child development (0-6); social development; toilet
training and sex education; children's questions; nutrition; health and child
care; importance of children's games; and creative play activities. In the
second year the following topics were covered: Mother-child interaction;
types of negative discipline; types of positive discipline; modifying negative

behaviors; accepting the child's behavior; listening to the child; mother
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expressing herself (I- messages); generalization (transfer) of principles
learned to other interpersonal relations; study habits; woman's needs.

Empowerment of the mothers in coping with problems and attending to
their children's needs as well as their own needs was aimed for. A special
effort was made to render the program culturally sensitive. For example the
close knit family ties and the relatedness values were reinforced, but a new
element, 'autonomy,' was also introduced in child rearing. The fact that the
program was original, rather than imported from abroad was an asset in
rendering it culturally sensitive.

The intervention lasted a 60-week period (30 weeks each year). Group
discussions were held biweekly. In the group usually one hour was spent on

1 IIPPY, and one to one and a half hours was spent on the Mother
Enrichment Program. All the mothers were expected to attend all the group
meetings; absenteeism was quite low.

3

The Fourth Year Results

The fourth year results pertaining to the project intervention, i.e. mother
training, are remarkable in showing very positive effects on children's
overall development and school achievement. In most of the measures used,

the children whose mothers had training surpassed the control group of
children (Kagitctbasi, Sunar & Bekman 1988; Kagttetbasi, 1991). It thus
appears that, working only with the mothers and the mothers working with
their children goes a long way toward contributing to children's development. Specifically, significant differences were obtained as predicted,
between the trained and control groups of children in cognitive tasks,
measured by the Stanford-Binet, the Analytical Triad and Block Design of
WIPSY; Piaget tests, achievement tests and school records. As for socioemotional development, the children whose mothers were trained demonstrated less aggressive and more autonomous behavior as well as better
emotional state (Kagitctbasi, Sunar & Bekman, 1988; Kagitgibasi, 1991).
Comparing these results with the results of the application of HIPPY in the

Netherlands, evaluated after two years shows greater gains in Turkey
(Vedder & Eldering, 1992). This is probably because of some significant
differences in program implementation in the two countries. (see Eldering
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& Vedder in this volume). The most obvious and important difference is the

use of HIPPY by itself in the Netherlands but in conjunction with the
'Mother Enrichment Program' in Turkey. The latter program, utilizing
participatory learning techniques with the help of 'group dynamics,' was
found to be very effective in changing the mothers and the children's
environment. Thus, it had direct positive effects on children. Indeed almost
all the findings referring to children's social development, improvement in
women's intrafamily status, their parenting styles and family relations, both
in the fourth year post-test and in the follow-up study, below, provide
evidence mainly for the impact of the Mother Enrichment Program. The
group discussion settings also proved to be a satisfying social experience
which helped increase mothers' motivation to continue in the program, and
thus the drop-out rate was negligible. This was much higher in the Netherlands. Even though in the Dutch program there were group meetings, also,
these were mainly held for the application of HIPPY. Additionally, in the
Dutch application mothers' intensity of participation in terms of the number

of completed week-tasks varied greatly. The Dutch evaluation study
(Vedder & Eldering, 1992) included the mothers whose participation was
quite low, also. In the Turkish application, however, intensity of participation at the group meetings was high throughout the program. These are
important differences which probably account for the different outcomes.
The 'Mother Enrichment Program,' was an empowerment program, which
enabled mothers to he more skillful in communicating with their children

and with other people (especially their husbands), in expressing their
feelings better and in understanding their children. Indeed the 'mother
enrichment' component best reflects the basic contextual-interactional
orientation of the project. In terms of mothers' interactive styles with their
children, the fourth year findings show greater satisfaction, higher responsiveness, higher level of verbalization, and supportive interaction, higher
educational aspirthions and expectations for children, as well as better
acceptance of children's autonomy (Kagiteibasi & Bekman, 1988;
Kagucibasi, 1991). These orientations were assessed through interviews with
mothers and observations of mother-child interactions on the structured Hess

& Shipman, task (Shipman, Barone, Beaton, Emmerich & Ward, 1977). For
example, responsiveness was measured in recording the frequency of such
acts while the mother was teaching a new task to the child, as well as in

interviews, using hypothetical situations. The finding about autonomy is
important because the first year (pretest) results had shown that autonomy
O
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was not valued by the mothers. After the training, the trained mothers came
to appreciate their children's autonomy while remaining as close to them as

possibly reflecting an environment,
promoting something of a synthesis between the 'relational sell and the
'individuated self.' This is in line with a model of family change which I

the control group of mothers

have developed, and I believe reflects the typical family change patterns in
the developing countries (Kagitclbast, 1990).

Finally, apart from effects on mothers interactions with their children, there
were also direct effects on the trained mothers, themselves. Specifically,
their intrafamily status vis a vis their husbands became higher than that of
the control group. They also manifested a more positive outlook on life.

These findings show clearly the empowering effects of the 'Mother
Enrichment Program.' It appeus that this intervention focussing on the
mothers, helped contribute to the well being of the children by promoting
the well being of the mothers. The intersecting needs of mothers and
children appear to have been met by the intervention program.

4

The Follow-Up Study

Even though these findings are impressive, a real test of the impact of
intervention lies in long-term evaluation which is possible only by means
of follow-up studies. This is because the immediate gains from an
enrichment program may dissipate over time, as was found to be the case
with some intervention projects (e.g. Smilansky, 1979). As I indicated
before, the subsequent leveling of early gains from intervention programs
appear to be due at least partially to two common characteristics of these
programs: a) focusing on cognitive skills exclusively and h) focusing on the
individual child. abstracting hint from his environment. Since our Project
did not share these characteristics but rather used a contextual approach to
the 'whole child,' our expectation was for sustained impact. Nevertheless,
only empirical follow-up research could demonstrate it.

Long term longitudinal study of early childhood programs is rare. In
developing countries it is non-existent. This is because such research is
difficult and time consuming by definition. A rare example is the Perry
Preschool Project, conducted by the High/Scope Educational Foundation in

Ypsilanti, Michigan, in the United States (Schweinhart & Weikart, 1980;
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Berrueta-Clement, Schweinhart, Barnett, Epstein & Weikart, 1984), where
children who participated in a preschool program were followed through the

primary school, adolescence, into young adulthood. One of the most
remarkable findings of that series of studies is the positive impact of early
enrichment on motivational factors (such as commitment to school and
valuing education) and on social adjustment to institutions (school, family,
the law), rather than on cognitive capacity (I.Q). Commitment to schooling,
and school achievement mediated between early enrichment and later wellbeing during adolescence. This is a. i important finding which points to a
chain of interrelated effects deriving from early enrichment and developing
into a positive cycle.
There was some indication already from the fourth year assessments (posttesting) of the Turkish Early Enrichment Project that 9.ich a positive cycle,

in fact, started after the children started primary school, as mentioned
before. It was evidenced from better school adjustment, and higher school
achievement of the group of children whose mothers had been trained. It

was also evidenced from the trained mothers' expression of greater
satisfaction with their children, their higher expectations of school success,
and both higher aspirations and expectations of more years of schooling for

their children. In addition to the above school-related behaviors and
orientations, the trained mother's interaction styles with and general
orientation to their children were also conducive to overall success and
well-being of the child.
To test the long term effects of the project intervention and to determine if
these initial gains found a year after the intervention were sustained, we
have undertaken a follow-up study ten years after the start of the original
study and seven years after the end of the intervention. The aim of the
follow up study was to assess the overall condition of the original children,
now adolescents, and of their mothers and to relate this to the original
intervention using a causal model.
A major task of the follow-up study was tracing the original families, which
is difficult after so many years, especially for low-income groups who move
a lot with job shifts, unemployment, etc. Out of the original 255 families
we were able to reach 225 (with a record low attrition rate of 10% ). Indepth interviews were conducted individually with the adolescents, (aged
13-15), mothers and fathers. They provided a wealth of information about
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the adolescents, mothers and family relations. Additionally, extensive school
records were obtained for the adolescents. They were also given the vocabu-

lary subtest of the Turkish standardization of the WISC-R.7

I

will

summarize here only the main findings.
In a social context where compulsory schooling is only five years. (as was
the case at the time of this study), probably the most important indicator of
a positive orientation to education in low income areas is 'beim!, in school.'
This is because given the economic pressures, especially the children who
do not do well in school and those who are not highly motivated, get out
at about the age of I I, upon the completion of the compulsory primary
school. On this crucial indicator of educational attainment, a significant
difference was obtained between the children whose mothers had been
trained in the original study and those whose mothers had not been trained
(for HIPPY and empowered ) with 86% of the former but only 67% of the
latter being still in school (p=. 002) (Table 1). This is a finding, which in
itself, as an objective outcome measure, speaks for the policy implication
of our contextual model of early enrichment.

Primary school academic performance is the second objective academic
indicator on which significant differences obtained between the experimental (mother-trained) and control groups. Based on report card grades
over the years of primary school, the mother-trained children surpassed the
control group on Turkish, mathematics and overall academic average (Table

I)
I his finding also provides clear evidence for the value of the intervention
model utilized. It shows that the gains obtained from the intervention were

not short lived. Five years of better school performance must have

contributed to the higher level of school attainment of the experimental
A socabularly measure was chosen because research on human abilities in this
the
part of the world (reviewed by KaO.itelbasi and Savasir, 1988) has pointed to
subjects
on
performance
tests
in
general
and
greater disadvantage of lower SIBS
the higher variance explained by the verbal factor of the WISCR, as evidenced
Fos research from Greece, Israel and Turkey. The Turkish standardization of
WISC-R had been done with urban low SITS norms, which fits with our sample.
It also has high reliability and discriminating power.
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group. It signifies a better school experience in the beginning which paves
the way for higher educational achievement and more years of schooling.
The difference between the academic performances of the two groups is not

significant after primary school. This is largely due to the self-selection
factor in the control group, where the less successful students drop out after
primary school, and the better ones continue in school.

Table I:

.

Adolescent's Academic Performance
Trained N----83

Non-trained

Primmy School (iPAs

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Furkish

X.85

1.36

8.18

1.41

3.08

.001

Mathematics

8.15

1.75

7.32

1.75

3.01

.001

( h erall Academic

8.56

1.45

7 89

1.53

2.82

.002

45 62

10.23

41.92

13.39

1-12.1

.032

9.57

.002

1

I

Cognitive Performance
Siandardaied W1SC-K
Vocabulary Score

Schooling

00

Is adolescent still in
school?
Yes
No

86

73

67

88

13

11

32

43

Finally, the standardized WISC-R vocabulary scores, as an indicator of
cognitive performance. showed a significant difference between the two
groups (there the mother-trained group surpassed the control group (Table
I ).

This is another important finding, especially in view of previous

research (Kactitciliasi & Savasir, 1988; Bernstein, 1975) indicating smaller
vocabulary among children from lower socio-economic levels, compared

with middle class children. These results point to the fact that early
enrichment, if successful, can have long term effects. These sustained gains

!", it
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show that the adverse effects of low SES living conditions have been
counteracted for the experimental group whose immediate environment was
chanced through the project intervention.

The effects of intervention are also visible in adolescents' sell esteem.
academic orientation and social integration (Table .21.

Adolescent's Academic Orientation

Table 2:

Trained N-83
SI)

Non-trained N -134
Mean

SI)

t

Child Variables

Mean

Could she he he hest in class
if she he studied hard

4.58

64

4 18

RI

!lasing nothing better to do
as a reason for going to

161

101

I 09

1.22

for going to school

2 39

1.31

2.87

1.46

I low pleased she-he is with
his her school success

3.64

.86

3 41

[low pleased teachers are
with hisher school success

3 63

.74

,.44

iow much preschool preparation helped

4.41

.68

4.15

llou long preschool preparation helped

5.23

1.90

4_31

p

1.08

025

015

schtad

Parent's wishes as a reason

Was she he prepared when
starting school
Yes
No

.01

1.81

035

86

129

.04

.05

2.07

.02

3.01

.001

2

2

00

00
07

-2.45

p

82
77

101

150 4

000

Thus the mother-trained adolescents compared with control group, were
more pleased with their school success and thought that their teachers were
pleased with them, too; they also felt that they could he the best in class if
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they studied hard. Negative or external pressure reasons for going to school
( having nothing better to do or parents' wishes) were endorsed more by the

control group. Thus, positive orientation to education and self esteem are
concomitant with good academic performance. The experimental group felt
that they were prepared when they started school; that this preparation
helped and for a longer period, compared with the control group. Thus in
retrospect, the intenention was perceived as helpful by the adolescents who
were not its direct targets but non-direct beneficiaries through mother
training.
The experimental group also surpassed the control group in autonomy, as
reflected in making their own decisions, and better social integration, in

terms of their ideas being accepted by friends and in terms of mothers'
approval of children's friends. Trouble with the law is rare among these
adolescents, most of whom have intact families, nevertheless the few (6%)
who had such a problem were all from the control group (Table 3).
Finally, the adolescents' retrospective perception of their mothers gives
clear evidence of what our 'Mother Enrichment' program accomplished
0 able 4).
The adolescents whose mothers had been trained perceived them to be more

nurturant and more responsive than the control group. Specifically, the
former group perceived their mothers to talk with them, to console them,
to he interested in them more, and to spank them less than the latter.
Obviously, the trained mothers manifested a different style of parenting.
This was probably the key difference between the human environments of
the two groups of children.

2 fi
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Adolescent's Social Integration and Autonomy

Table 3:

[rained N=83

Non-trained N = 134

child Variables

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Are hisher ideas accepted by friends

3.74

.64

3.54

.71

2.06

.02

Child makes decisions en
his.ber own

3_54

.83

3.32

.96

1.73

.045

00

f

00

0

0

6

8

100

84

94

125

What mother thinks of
his her friends

°.

f

00

Approve 1414

55

Approve some-

31

46
26

38
33

03

7

12

45
28

05

4

07

10

Did she he ever 1.;:.trouble with the pollee
Yes
No

P

3.69

.05

9.02

.03

Mother Variables

hat

Not sure
Does not approve

51

There is also much evidence obtained from the mother and father interviews
which further substantiate the findings from the adolescents. They strongly
imply that the changes in the mothers, meant changes in family emotional
atmosphere and family relations, with corresponding changes in children

which I have already described. Significant differences between the two
groups emerged in many basic family variables, parent-child interaction and
perception of children by the parents. Thus in the experimental group better
parent-child communication, better adjustment of the child in the family,
less physical punishment. and in general closer and better family relations
were reported by both mothers and fathers.
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Table 4:
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Adolescent's Perception of Mother
Trained N =83

Non-trained N-I34

Variables

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

t

p

Mother liked to talk with
himfher when little

3.89

.96

3.61

1.06

1.99

.025

2 00

.96

2.32

1.07

-2.25

.1115

!limiter when little

4.26

.82

3.93

1.00

2.52

.005

Mother used to appreciate
hint-her when little

3 94

84

3.69

.89

1.99

.025

Mother was interested in
what she he did

4.22

.87

4.(10

.90

1.75

.040

Mother used to help him her
when little

4.20

.79

4.00

.91

1.69

.045

Mother used to spank

him her when little
Mohler used to console

Furthermore, trained mothers still enjoyed higher status (vis a vis their
husbands) in the family. The parents in the experimental group also
manifested higher educational expectations for their children, were more
interested in what is going on in school and provided the child more help
with home work and better environmental stimulation in general, all of
these findings, which are statistically significant, attest to the existence of
a more supportive and more stimulating home environment - a different
family culture in the families of the trained mothers.

Programs like this, which have a holistic-contextual approach to early
childhood development and education, constitute a viable alternative to
Ibrmal preschool education in developing countries which target the
individual child. Their strengths lie in being community based, parentfamily oriented interactive learning experiences which promote the child's
overall optimal development-in-context. Being cost-effective, they have the
potential for wide-scale application, and being wmmtmitybased, they have
the inherent flexibility to benefit from the indigenous culture and to become
culturally relevant.
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Conclusion

This longitudinal study is an example of a theoreticall informed applied
research that has important policy implications. Those implications have in,
fact, materialized as public service. The mother training program is now in
actual use in a number of urban shanty town areas as w211 as rural villages
in Turkey through the adult education centers of the Ministry of Education.
In 1992-93 more than 1200 mothers were trained. The program is now
condensed to one year (from two )ears), since our new 'Cognitive Training

Program' is being used. instead of HIPPY. It is applied in the year just
prior to school entr (at 5 years of age). The program applications are
supported by UNICEF and a private foundation in Turkey. Mother-Child
Education Foundation. The 'mother enrichment' component of the program
has been adapted to television; it is also being used in the Netherlands with
ethnic minorities (in the OPSTAPJE program of the Averrot roundation).
The applications are expanding, and evaluative research is being conducted
in conjunction with new applications. For example. two recent studies, one
with children, the other with mothers, have found positive outcomes of the
current program. Thus, the applications are going to scale and promise to
have an impact on societal development.
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SUCCESS FOR ALL: PREVENTION AND EARLY
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Introduction

Every September, three million six-year-olds enter US kindergartens. Every
one of them is absolutely confident that he or she is going to do well in

school. Every one of them is smart and knows it. Even one is highly
motivated, eager to learn.
Just two years later, many of these bright, enthusiastic children have learned
a hard lesson. Many have failed first grade; in some urban districts, as many
as 20% of first graders are retained each year. Others barely pass, but are
beginning to see that they are not making it. In particular, some students
know that they are not reading as well as their classmates. As they proceed

through the elementary grades, many students begin to see that they are
failing at their full-time jobs. When this happens, things begin to unravel.
Failing students begin to have poor motivation and poor self-expectations,

which lead to continued poor achievement, in a declining spiral that
ultimately leads to despair, delinquency, and dropout.

Remediating learning deficits after they are already well established is
extremely difficult. Children who have already failed to learn to read, for
example, are now anxious about reading, interfering with their ability to
focus on it. Their motivation to read may be low (Covington & Omelich,
1988). Clearly. the time to provide additional help to children who are at
risk is early, when children are still motivated and confident and when any
learning deficits are relatively small and remediable. The most important
goal in educational programming for students at risk of school failure is to
try to make certain that we do not squander the greatest resource we have:
the enthusiasm and positive self-expectations of young children themselves.

In practical terms, what this perspective implies is that services for at-risk
children must be shifted from an emphasis on remediation to an emphasis
on prevention and early intervention. Prevention means providing
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developmentally appropriate preschool and kindergarten programs so that
students will enter first grade read)' to succeed, and it means providing
regular classroom teachers with effective instructional programs, curricula,

and staff development to enable them to see that most students are
successful the first time they are taught. Early intervention means that
supplementary instructional services are provided early in

students'

schooling and that they are intensive enough to bring at-risk students
quickly to a level at which they can profit from good quality classroom
instruction.
In this chapter, we describe the nature and outcomes of a program designed

around this vision, a program that emphasizes prevention and early.
intensive intervention to see that all children in schools serving disadvantaged students are successful in basic skills the first time they are taught.
and that they can build on that success throughout the elementary years.
The name of this program is Success for All. The idea behind Success for
All is to use everything we know about effective instruction for students at
risk to direct all aspects of school and classroom organization toward the

goal of preventing academic deficits from appearing in the first place;
recognizing and intensively intervening with any deficits that do appear; and

providing students with a rich and full curriculum to enable them to build
on their firm foundation in basic skills. The commitment of Success for All
is to do whatever it takes to see that every child makes it through third
grade at or near grade level in reading and other basic skills, and then goes
beyond this in the later grades.
Success for All is currently being implemented in a total of 70 schools in
29 districts in 16 US states. Almost all are among the most disadvantaged
and lowest-achieving schools in their respective districts; most qualify as
Chapter I schoolwide projects, which means that at least 75% of students
are in poverty. Most serve student bodies that are almost 100% African
American. although many arc integrated and increasing numbers contain
many students of Latino or Southeast Asian background who often have
limited English proficienc The schools are located in all parts of the US.
and are located in rural as yell as urban settings. The main elements of
Success for All are described in the follow,ing section (adapted from Slavin.
Madden, Karweit. Dolan & Wasik, 1990.
.
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Success for All program elements

Prekindergarten and Kindergarten
The goal of the prekindergarten and kindergarten programs in Success for
All is to provide an experiential and child-centered curriculum that will give
children a needed foundation for success in the elementary school. The
curriculum underscores the importance of a balance between child-initiated
and teacher-directed instruction. It uses integrated, thematic units and
focuses on the integration of language and communication areas. The
curriculum also encourages the acquisition of skills such as using elaborated, descriptive language, recognizing and producing the alphabet, uncial-standing the conventions of print, and understanding the communicative
function of language.
Thematic units are emphasized in prekindergarten and kindergarten. These
are curricula built around important themes that integrate reading,
pre-writing, math, social studies, science, art, music, games, and drama.
Examples of thematic units include My Class/My School, My Family/My
Home, Community Helpers, African American History, Transportation, and
Tools and Machines.
Children's literature and stories are read daily in Success for All prekindergarten and kindergarten classrooms in a program called Story Telling and
Retelling, or STaR (Karweit & Coleman, 1991). Children's stories are an
important avenue for expanding children's experience and knowledge. On

the most basic level, stories provide opportunities for exposure to the

communicative function of language and the hands-on experience of seeing
how print works. In discussing and retelling stories, children begin to learn
that narratives have predictable elements (characters, setting, problems, and
solutions), and this knowledge helps with reading comprehension later on.

At another level, stories provide models and metaphors for the child's
developing communication abilities.

Explicit teaching of letter recognition is a part of the preschool and
kindergarten curriculum as well. Starting with the alphabet song, which
most children can easily learn or already know, the program proceeds

through the alphabet one letter each week. Alphabet Big Books that feature
a 'letter of the week' are provided. In addition, there is a weekly cycle for
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letter recognition and review. Teachers are encouraged to give an alphabet
recognition test at the beginning of the year and at regular intervals (every
eight weeks) to provide an on-going alphabet 'census' for their classroom.

The Peabody Lanauage Development Kit is also used in Success for All
classrooms, to provide additional models for language use and expression,
as well as development of specific vocabulary skills. It contains lessons on
such concepts as shapes, colors, classification, neighborhoods, foods, and
clothing, and such language concepts as over/under and before/after.
Mathematics activities are incorporated into the thematic units. For example,
in the unit about 'Special Me,' counting activities reveal the number of boys
and girls in the classroom, and measuring activities find the height of each
child. In addition, suggested lesson guides to accompany the math textbook,
Explorations, are provided as a part of the Success for All curriculum.
Reading Program

The main curricular focus of Success for All is on reading. The reason for
this is that in US schools, school success is virtually synonymous with

reading success in the early grades. For example, more than 90% of
students assigned to special education for learning disabilities are assigned

due to reading difficulties (Norman & Zigmond, 1980), and almost all
retentions in grade are due to reading failure.
Students in grades 1-3 are regrouped for reading. The students are assigned
to heterogeneous, age-grouped classes with class sizes of about 25 most of
the day, but during a regular 90-minute reading period they are regrouped
by reading performance levels into reading classes of 15---n) students all at

the same level. For example, a second grade-level reading class might
contain first, second, and third grade students all reading at the same level.
Regrouping allows teachers to teach the whole reading class without having
to break the class into reading groups. This greatly reduces the time spent
in seatwork and increases direct instruction time, eliminating workbooks,
dittos, or other follow-up activities which are needed in classes that have
multiple reading groups. The regrouping is a font of the Joplin Plan, which
has been found to increase reading achievement in the elementary grades
(Slavin, 1987a).
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Reading teachers at every grade level begin the reading time by reading
children's literature to students and engaging them in a discussion of the
story to enhance their understanding of the story, listening and speaking
vocabulary, and knowledge of story structure. In kindergarten and first
grade, the program emphasizes development of basic language skills with
the use of Story Telling and Retelling (STaR), which involves the students
in listening to, retelling, and dramatizing children's literature (Kanveit,
1988). Big books as well as oral and written composing activities allow
students to develop concepts of print as they also develop knowledge of
story structure. Peabody Language Development Kits are used to further
develop receptive and expressive language,
Beginning Reading is introduced in the second semester of kindergarten or

in lust grade, depending on district policies. In this program, letters and
sounds are introduced in an active, engaging series of activities that begins
with oral language and moves into written symbols. Once letter sounds are
taught, they are reinforced by the reading of stories which use the sounds.
The K-I reading program uses a series of 'shared stories', minibooks that
contain text written in small type and read by the teacher and text written
in large type and read by the students. The student portion uses a phoneti-

cally controlled vocabulary. In this way students can learn strategies for
word attack in the context of meaningful, engaging stories. The program
emphasizes repeated oral reading to partners as well as to the teacher,
instruction in story structure and specific comprehension skills, and
integration of reading and writing.
When students reach the primer reading level, they use a form of Cooperative Integrated Reading and Composition (CIRC; Stevens, Madden, Slavin,

& Famish, 1987) with novels or basal series. CRC uses cooperative

learning activities built around story structure, prediction, summarization,
vocabulary' building, decoding practice. and story-related writing. Students
engage in partner reading and structured discussion of the novels or stories,

and work toward mastery of the vocabulary and content of the story in
teams. Story-related writing is also shared within teams. A writing program
based on a writing process model with peer response groups is also used.

In addition to these story-related activities, teachers provide direct
instruction in reading comprehension skills, and students practice these
skills in their teams. Classroom libraries of trade books at students' reading
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books of their choice
levels are provided for each teacher, and students read
readings
are shared via
minutes each night. Home

for homework for 20

twice a week
presentations, summaries, puppet shows, and other formats
found
it
to
significantly
during 'book club' sessions. Research on CIRC has
(Stevens
et al.,
increase students' reading comprehension and language skills
1987).

Spanish version of the
In schools with Spanish bilingual programs, a
ready to
Success for All reading program is used until students are
transition into English (usually in third grade).
Reading Tutors

for All model is the use
One of the most important elements of the Success
One-to-one
tutoring is the
of tutors to promote students' success in reading.
Madden,

(Slavin, Karweit &
most effective form of instruction know?)
1993).
The
tutors
are certified teachers with
1989; Wasik & Slavin,
and/or primary reading.
experience teaching Chapter I, special education,
and in tutoring
They receive special training in the reading program students some of
limited
English
proficient
methods. In schools with many
language. Tutors work
the tutors may be teachers of English as a second
difficulties
keeping up with their
one-on-one with students who are having
taken from an
reading groups. The tutoring occurs in 20-minute sessions

students' success
hour-long social studies period. In general, tutors support
different
objectives.
in the regular reading curriculum, rather than teaching
story
emphasizFor example, if the regular reading teacher is working on a
tutors
seek
to identify
ing long vowel words, so does the tutor. However,
the
same
skills and
learning problems and use different strategies to teach
in the classroom program
teach metacognitive skills beyond those taught
(Wasik & Madden, 1989).

additional reading
During daily 90-minute reading periods, tutors serve as
about
15
in high-resource
teachers to reduce class size for reading to
schools
(because they
schools and about 20 in moderate- and low-resource

teachers and tutors use brief
have fewer tutors to reduce class size). Reading
about students' specific problems and needs and

forms to communicate
individual
meet at regular times to coordinate their approaches with
children.
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Initial decisions about reading group placement and the need for tutoring
are based on informal reading inventories that the tutors give to each child.
Subsequent reading group placements and tutoring assignments are made
based on curriculum-based assessments given every eight weeks, which
include teacher judgments as well as more formal assessments. First graders

receive priority for tutoring, on the assumption that the primary function of
the tutors is to help all students be successful in reading the first time,
before they fail and become remedial readers.
Eight-Week Reading Assessments
At eight week intervals, reading teachers assess student progress through the
reading program. The results of the assessments are used to determine who
is to receive tutoring, to change students' reading groups, to suggest other
adaptations in students' programs, and to identify students who need other
types of assistance, such as family interventions or screening for vision and

hearing problems.

Family Support Team
One of the basic tenets of the Success for All philosophy is that parents are
an essential part of the formula for success. A family support team works
in each school, serving to make families feel comfortable in the school as
well as providing specific services. In the high-resource schools, social
workers, attendance monitors, and other staff are added to the school's
usual staff In moderate- and low-resource schools, the family support team
consists of the Chapter I parent liaison, vice-principal (if any), counselor
Of any), facilitator, and any other appropriate staff already present in the

school. The family support team works to involve parents in support of
their children's success in school. It contacts parents whose children are
frequently absent to see what resources can be provided to assist the family
in

getting their child to school. Parenting education is provided for

interested families . Family support staff, teachers and parents work together
to solve school behavior problems. Also, family support staff are called on
to provide assistance when students seem to be working at less than their

full potential because of problems at home. Families of students who are
not receiving adequate sleep or nutrition, need glasses, are not attending
school regularly, or are exhibiting serious behavior problems, receive family
support assistance. The family support team is strongly integrated into the
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academic program of the school. It receives referrals from teachers and
tutors regarding children who are not making adequate academic progress,
and thereby constitutes an additional stage of intervention for students in
need above and beyond that provided by the classroom teacher or tutor. The
family support team also encourages and trains the parents to fulfill

numerous volunteer roles within the school, ranging from providing

a

listening car to emerging readers to helping in the school cafeteria.

Program Facilitator
A program facilitator works at each school to oversee (with the principal)
the operation of the Success for All model. High-resource schools have a
full-time facilitator while moderate- and low-resource schools have
half-time facilitators. The facilitator helps plan the Success for All program,
helps the principal with scheduling, and visits classes and tutoring sessions
frequently to help teachers and tutors with individual problems. He or she

works directly with the teachers on implementation of the curriculum,
classroom management. and other issues, helps teachers and tutors deal with

any behavior problems or other special problems, and coordinates the
activities of the family support team with those of the instructional staff.
Teachers and Teacher Training
The teachers and tutors are regular certified teachers. They receive detailed
teacher's manuals supplemented by two days of inservice training at the
beginning of the school year. For teachers of grades 1-3 and for reading
tutors, these training sessions focus on implementation of the reading
program, and their detailed teachers' manuals cover general teaching
strategies as well as specific lessons. Preschool and kindergarten teachers
and aides are trained in use of the STaR and Peabody programs, thematic
units, and other aspects of the preschool and kindergarten models. Tutors
later receive an additional day of training on tutoring strategies and reading
assessment.

Throughout the year, additional inserdce presentations are made by the
facilitators and other project staff on such topics as classroom management,
instructional pace, and cooperative learning. Facilitators also organize many

informal sessions to allow teachers to share problems and problem
solutions, suggest changes, and discuss individual children. The staff
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development model used in Success for All emphasizes relatively brief
initial training with extensive classroom follow-up, coaching, and group
discussion.

Special Education
Even' effort is made to deal with students' learning problems within the
context of the regular classroom, as supplemented by tutors. Tutors evaluate
students' strengths and weaknesses and develop strategies to teach in the
most effective way. In some schools, special education teachers work as
tutors and reading teachers with students identified as learning disabled as

well as other students experiencing learning problems,
.-tdrtvocl Committee

An advisory committee composed of the building principal, program
facilitator, teacher representatives, and family support staff meets regularly

to review the progress of the program and to identify and solve any
problems that arise.

3

Evaluation

Fifteen of the Success for All schools in seven states have been rigorously
assessed. Each was matched with a comparison school that was similar in
the percent of students in poverty, average achievement level, ethnicity, and
other factors. Within each matched pair of schools, students are individually
matched on the earliest test scores available.
Each spring, students are given individually administered tests. The tests are

the Dwell Oral Reading Test (Durrell & Catterson, 1980), and the
oodcock Passage Comprehension, Word Identification and Word Attack
scales (Woodcock, 1984).

Reading performance outcomes are summarized in Figure 1. The Figure
presents mean grade equivalents for all students who have been in Success

for All and control schools since first grade or earlier. Each cohort of
students is counted as a separate replication; for example, 37 cohorts of first
graders (in 15 schools) have experienced the program. 'Effect sizes' above
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each bar represent the proportion of a standard deviation separating Success

for All and control students. In essence, the effect sizes represent

a

meta-analysis of findings from separate experimental-control comparisons
for each of the fifteen Success for .All schools (for details of the procedures
and findings for all schools, see Slavin. Madden, Dolan, Wasik, Ross &
Smith, in press; Slavin & Madden, 19931.

Figure 1:

Cumulative Mean Reading Grade Equivalents and Effect Sizes in
Success for All Schools, 1988-1993
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Figure

shows that on average Success for All students are far outperforming matched control students on individually administered tests of
reading. The overall effect sizes of +.58 in first grade, +.65 in second and
51 in third grade are all substantial. In grade-equivalent terms the
experimental- control difference rises from three months In first grade to five
I
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months in second and seven months in third grade.8 As a point of contrast,
the effects of reducing class size from 25 to 15 for four years (grades K-3)
were found in a Tennessee study to average about +.25 (Word et al., 1990),

and other studies of this level of class size reduction have found even
smaller effects. More important, however, is the effect on the
lowest-achieving quarter of each class. This effect size rises from +1.04 in

first grade to +1.47 in second to +1.49 in third.

The importance of Earl Intervention
Tie findings of the Success for All evaluations indicate that focusing on
prevention and early intervention can significantly increase the reading
performance of disadvantaged and at-risk students, as well as reducing
retentions and special education placements. In particular, the program
substantially increases the achievement of those students who arc most
at-risk. Not every Success for All third grader who has been in the program
since first grade is reading at grade level, but virtually every one is reading

close enough to grade level to profit from good classroom instruction
without a continuing need for remedial or special education.
One interesting finding in research on Success for All is that the program's
effects are much less for students who begin in it past the first grade than
for those who begin in preschool, kindergarten, or first grade. Success for

All always begins in grades K-3 or pre-K to 3. A typical pattern is for
program effects to he large in first grade the first year, in first and second
grades the second year, any .a first, second, and third grades the third year
of implementation (Madden. Slavin. Karweit, Dolan & Wasik, 1991). This
finding points up the importance of prevention and early intervention. A
second or third grader who is already far behind in basic skills may not
profit as much from improvements in regular classroom instruction or even
from remedial tutoring. In conuast. students who end first grade with a
solid foundation of success in reading can profit from enhanced classroom
instruction and continue to build on this foundation. What this implies is
that both early intervention and improvement in classroom practice are
s I he fact that effect sizes did not rise over the three year period does no' indiLatt.
a static effect: effect sites onh remain stable because standard deviations rm.
ach , ear.
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needed. Early intervention alone is not enough. For example, Reading
Recovery (Pinnell, 1989) provides one-to-one tutoring to first graders but
does not change regular classroom instruction. Longitudinal studies of this
approach have found that gains made in first grade are maintained but do
not rots over time. At the same time, improvement in classroom practice

may not he enough in itself for students who are already experiencing
difficulties, as we are finding in our Success for All research. What is
needed is a strategy of preventing learning problems from appearing in the
first place and then improving classroom instruction throughout the grades

to fan the Elaine of 'earning ignited in preschool, kindergarten, and first
grade (see Slavin, Kanveit & Wasik, 1992/93, 1994).
Improving Outcomes Over Time
An analysis of reading data from successive cohorts of students over time
shows that the effects of Success for All are improving each year (Slavin

et al., in press). For example, first raders in the first year of program
implementation exceeded matched control students by 34% of a standard
deviation. First graders in the second year of implementation exceeded their

controls by 57% of a standard deviation. This pattern continues for first
graders and is equally apparent for second and third graders.
There are two likely interpretations of this trend. First, teachers and schools
are getting better at program implementation each year. Fullan (1982) has
noted that major change in schools takes years to he fully operational, and
these data support his vices. However, the data also may support the effects

of early intervention. First-year first graders began in Success for All in
first grade. Second-year first graders began in kindergarten, and third-year
first graders began in prekindergarten. Cumulative effects of these early

experiences are also likely explanations for the growing effects at each
grade level.

4

Conclusions

The Success for All evaluations took place in some of the most disadvantaged schools in the US, including the very highest-poverty schools in
Baltimore, Philadelphia. and Memphis. These schools suffer from all the
problems of high-poverty schools, from under-funding to low staff morale
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in many cases to bureaucratic problems of large urban systems to unsafe
neighborhoods to limited ability on the part of many parents to support their
children's success in school. Yet these schools have many resources which
have traditionally been underutilized: many dedicated teachers and
administrators who care deeply about children, many parents who are able
to support the school if they are invited to do so, and most of all, young
children who have not yet experienced anything that would contradict their
very positive sett .mages as learners. What Success for All shows is that
even in the most disadvantaged of schools with all of the problems so often
associated with these schools, the staff, parental, and student strengths that

have always been there can be activated to significantly enhance the
educational outcomes for children.
A minor limitation to the replicability of Success for All is its cost. Success
for All is an expensive program in its full form. The main additional costs
are for tutors and the facilitator. In the US, these staff are usually paid for
by federal Chapter 1 funds that schools would have received whether or not

they used Success for All; in most cases these teachers would have
otherwise been doing remediation in small groups. Sometimes special
education or other funds are also used. Replicating Success for All in other
locations requires a careful review of existing funding and a shift of funds
away from remediation toward prevention and early intervention.

However, it is possible to implement a much reduced form of the model
and still improve student achievement. We have experimented with forms
of the program that do not use tutors, and the results indicate that the
reduced program creates success for more though not success for all. That
is, it increased overall achievement but did not have the outstanding impact
on the most at-risk 'iildren that is typical of the full program (Slavin et al.,
1992). In schools with limited resources Success for All would still be
much better than traditional methods but might not reduce retentions or
special education placements to the same degree.
Success for All provides one practical demonstration of what a comprehensive program of prevention and early intervention might look like. The
results of the Success for All evaluations show that a schoolwide focus on
prevention and early intervention, improvement of classroom practice, and
constant, curriculum-based assessment of students and of the program itself
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can have major payoffs for children. We would not suggest that the
particular constellation of elements implemented in Success for All is ideal
or optimal. In fact, the program itself varies in important ways from site to
site depending on the nature, needs, and resources of each. What is common

to all Success for All sites and must become common to high-poverty
schools as a whole is a relentless focus on the success of all children, a
commitment to see that learning problems are prevented as much as
possible, and are recognized and intensively remediated early on if they do
appear. The first line of defense is preschool, kindergarten, and improved
classroom practice. If this is not enough, tutoring or family support services

are brought in, or changes are made in classroom instruction to meet
individual needs. If these are not enough, school staff experiment with other
solutions. The commitment is never to give up until a child is succeeding.

Even September, another three million confident, eager, and motivated
live -year olds enters US kindergartens. The essential goal of policy for
at-risk children must be to see that every one of these children leaves the
primary grades as confident, as eager, and as motivated as they came in,
with the skills they need to make it in the later grades and a well-founded
expectation that the rest of their schooling will be as rich and as successful
as that which they have experienced so far. Success for All provides one
model of a program designed to meet this goal.
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CRITICAL ISSUES IN THE EVALUATION OF
PRESCHOOL INTERVENTION PROGRAMS
Jun Slavenburg
Education Services Center
The Netherlands
Definition of position
The evaluation of interventions (e.g. preschool programs, public transportation schemes, drug abuse prevention programs, new medicines, agricultural innovation programs) is intended to establish causal relationships:
between the interventions and their intended effects. Both the interventions
and their effects are variables to be observed or measured validly and
reliably and the causal relationship between the two must be established in
carefully designed situations. In this respect, the evaluation of intervention
programs shares the doctrine of empirical sciences.

The following example illustrates why it is important to draw causal
conclusions based on designs that permit causal inferences and take into
account valid and reliable measurement of the variables involved. This
example comes from my own experience, it has not been published and I
use it only to illustrate what I mean.

The school advisors of an education support institute introduced new
guidelines for the implementation of educational innovation. Let us call it
'the new school counselling strategy.' This strategy was developed in order
to overcome the disappointing results of the more traditional strategy for
implementing educational reform (courses for teachers, followed by school

staff meeting, the school advisor to discuss how the reform was being
implemented). The new strategy was developed in close cooperation with
the institutes' school advisors and incorporated many of their suggestions,
together with the results of research in this field. A manual of the strategy
was prepared and the school advisors were extensively trained in how to
apply the new strategy. In the light of the experience from the first year, the
strategy was revised until almost all of the advisors were satisfied. The
revision procedures involved much group discussion. After two years the
school advisors were asked if they had used the new strategy and what
results they had obtained. The teachers were also asked the latter question.
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Almost without exception the school advisors indicated that they had used

the new strategy extensively and that implementing the educational
innovations (guided by the new strategy) was very successful in most cases.
The teachers told us the same: most of the innovations could be considered

a success. So far so good: much group work with those directly involved
had apparently led to a widely used and effective counselling strategy.
Unfortunately, the management of the institute decided to conduct a more
empirical evaluation of the strategy, in which the variables had to be more
carefully observed and in which the causal relationship between strategy and

level of implementation of the educational innovation had to be based on
a more firm research design, permitting causal inferences.

Compared with the early perception data obtained from advisors and
teachers the results of the study were rather disappointing. The advisors
appeared to be implementing only about 30% of the strategy procedures.
Thus we were virtually evaluating a non-event, and the level of implementation of the innovation was, on average, somewhere between 50-55%
of the activities included in the teacher manuals. The correlation between
the two variables appeared to be 0.19. In the comparison group the results
also suggested implementation levels of 50-55% of the innovation, but these
results were achieved with much less effort and time: the school advisors
in the comparison group used the more traditional strategy for guiding

innovation. The unavoidable conclusion from this example is that the
perceptions of the people directly involved. however satisfied they might be
with the intervention and its results, are insufficient for causal conclusions

to be drawn. Perception and opinions alone are too weak a basis for
effective long term policies.
In this chapter I discuss the three main issues in designing an evaluation
study: the definition and measurement of the independent variables, of the
dependent variables and the design of the experimental situation for drawing
causal conclusions (section 2). Next to these the value and use of evaluation
outcomes are discussed (section 3". Three evaluation studies of intervention
programs are critc:ally reviewed (section 4) in the light of the conclusions
of the sections on designine and use of evaluation studies.

Critical issues in the evaluation
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Three critical evaluation issues

Designing an evaluation study includes three main issues. Firstly, defining
and measuring the independent variable. i.e. the variable controlled by the

evaluator (or manipulated by the evaluator). In the case of evaluating
intervention programs this is the program itself (another term often used for
the experimental level of the independent variable is `treatment'). Secondly,

defining and measuring the dependent variables: these are the outcome
variables: the effects of the intervention. Thirdly, designing the experimental
situation itself: a set-up in which several causal conclusions can be drawn
by controlling for other possible causes of the effect(s).
In this section I restrict the discussion to designs for summative evaluation.

Summative evaluation is used to assess the intervention as a whole; in
contrast to formative evaluation which is much more piecemeal and is
intended to help the program designers revise the program during its construction. Of course, the results of summative evaluation can also be used
for that purpose, but their primary goal is to assess the program as such.
Let us first consider the intervention itself. In the preschool period almost
all interventions consist of curricula or programs. These programs are to be
implemented by parents. teachers or other caretakers of young children. In
terms of experimental design these programs define the experimental level
of the independent variable (the other level of this variable, the control
level, will be discussed later). The most important characteristic in classic
experimental design is that both levels of the independent variable are fully
controlled by the evaluator. But such strict control is possible in laboratory
situations only. In real life situations, total control of the experimental level
of the independent variable is beyond the evaluator's reach. This problem
is solved by measuring the level of implementation of the program (cf.
Snyder, Bolin & Zumwalt, 1992). This level can be different for different
performers: not all parents (etc.) will carry out the program in the same way
and to the same level. In real-life situations these differences have to be
taken into account; single-value experimental levels do not exist, many
values can he observed: every performer has his/her own value. Measuring
the implementation level can prevent us from evaluating non-events. If a
program is not implemented or is implemented badly, it is pointless to
evaluate its effects: if there is no cause (a properly implemented program),
there cannot he effects Cell Fullan, 1983).
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After measuring the implementation level, only situations in which this level

is judged to be sufficient are taken into account. In these situations it is
common practice to observe the program effects because we expect these
only in situations in which the cause (the sufficiently implemented program)
is present. When starting the evaluation study, an evaluator has to ensure

that he/she is going to evaluate a program for which there are enough
instances of it being well implemented. If it is felt that not enough
situations exist, it is better to cancel the study (or to change it into an
implementation study). In real-life situations it is conceivable that programs

that are not well implemented nevertheless have positive effects. If one
suspects this is the case one can of course try to find out which effects
these are. But in such a situation the effects have to be ascribed to an
aberrant form of the program.

The second problem to be solved in designing an evaluation study of a
preschool intervention program is the definition of the intended effects of
this program, or in experimental terms, the dependent variables. There are
short term and long term effects. The short term effects can be observed on
children immediately after they have completed the program. These effects
accurately cover the content of the program and may be directly influenced
by the program itself. (Another term frequently used in this context is the
`impact' of the program.) The short term effects should be considered as
necessary (but not sufficient) conditions for realizing the far more important
long term effects. Of course, the observed effects must satisfy some preset
criteria: for example the children must have mastered a certain minimum of
the program content. Only if a short term effect that satisfies preset criteria
is reached can we speak of a necessary condition. It is not meaningful to
say that a necessary condition has not been fulfilled, even though the long
term targets have been realized. That would merely show that the program
is not necessary for achieving the long term targets! There are two sides to

the coin. If the short term effects are not achieved, there is no need to
investigate the long term effects: they cannot occur as consequences of the

program, because the program (= the desired short term effects) did not
impact on the children involved. It is simple logic: no cause, no effect(s).
As mentioned above, in relation to the sufficient implementation level of
programs, it is conceivable that programs that do not achieve their own
short term goals, do achieve the expected long term effects. There is no
theoretical basis for this, but it is conceivable. If one expects such a
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situation, it might be good policy to monitor these long term effects and to
seek for an explanation for them.
The long term effects are the more important program effects. They can be
stated in more personal terms (e.g. school success) or in more social terms
(e.g. less inequality). Ideally, to make a reasonable case for the causal
connections between short and long term effects, the designers of a program
should present the evaluator a causal model that includes the paths between
the short and long term effects and takes account of the intervening and
other explanatory variables. This model should be based on the research
literature. (By 'intervening variables' I mean variables that mediate between
short and long term effects, and by 'explanatory variables' variables that

directly or indirectly influence the long term effects -thus, they always
include the intervening variables. Together they define a complete causal
model.) In fact, this model 'transfers' the short term effects to the tong term
effects; therefore the long term effects are sometimes called the 'long term
transfer effects.' If necessary, criteria that must be met in order to be able
to speak about a 'successful program' can be added to these long term
effects. For instance, the long term effect is 'school success,' the criterion
is: child graduates from an intermediate secondary school at least; or the
long term effect is 'diminishing inequality,' the criterion is: the number of
students of lower socioeconomic status at universities will increase by at

least 10%. If the variables in the causal model take at least a certain
threshold value, they define the minimum conditions under which the long

term effects are considered to be achieved. For a concrete example of
modelling the causal effects in this way, see Slavenburg (1991).

cor.tlusion, the intended effects of an intervention program can be
divided into short term, content-based effects, directly controlled by the
In

program itself, and into long term effects resulting after the transfer process

in which the short term effects are changed by intervening and other
explanatory variables. This transfer process can be modelled in a causal or
explanatory model. The long term effects are the more important effects.
Criteria that define program success can be added to both the short and long
term effects.

The third problem to he overcome when preparing an evaluation study of
a preschool program concerns the design to be used in order to be able to
draw causal conclusions. As stated above, special evaluation designs are
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necessary. Normally, these designs are called 'experimental,' but this term
is inappropriate, because many designs referred to as 'experimental' are not.
I

will briefly discuss the three most common types of experimental or

evaluative designs: experimental, quasi-experimental and non-experimental
(cf. Slavenburg, 1989).

In experimental designs (Fisher, 1949) the experimenter has full control
over the independent variable that has at least two levels defining at least
two groups of 'equivalent' experimental subjects (= children): the
experimental group and the control group. Both groups operate under
exactly the same environmental or 'constant' factors (same teachers in daycare centers, same parents etc). The only difference between the two groups

is the different level of the independent variable, the implementation of
which is completely controlled. Most times it is impossible to implement
experiments that meet the requirements of an experimental design. Even if
the requirement for equivalent experimental subjects to be compared in the

groups is waived. by allowing them to be identical in statistical terms
(random assignment followed by testing for random error; Edington, 1978),
it is still impossible to implement such a design.

Firstly, the problem of full control of the independent variable cannot be
solved. As already demonstrated, the evaluator cannot manipulate the
independent variable in the experimental group or in the control group. As
noted above, he/she can aim for optimal implementation of the innovation
in the experimental group, but that is not the same as really controlling this
implementation. At best the evaluator can observe the level of implementation of the independent variable in the experimental group; the same goes
for the control group. However, in this group there is a second problem:
defining the level of the independent variable, mostly referred to as the
'traditional activities or programs' (as compared to the innovative programs
in the experimental group). But what are these? Nobody really knows.
Secondly, even if the requirement of equivalence of students in the

experimental and control groups is lowered to statistical equivalence,
difficult practical problems will still have to he solved. The random
assignment of children to the control or experimental group implies the
possibility of transferring children at random from one day center to
another, or from one family to another, which is out of the question.
Moreover, it is impossible to maintain the randomness of the groups over
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a longer period of time. Children will leave and enter centers, schools etc.

in a non-random fashion over such a long period. There are no really
adequate solutions to this problem. Sometimes one is advised to select
centers or schools or even families at random, instead of children. That is
not the answer. This does not change the comings and goings of children
in the groups. and group characteristics are generally determined by
populations of children, so they will be affected by this. Furthermore,
selecting centers, schools etc. at random is merely a cosmetic solution for
the problem of diminishing randomness.

Thirdly, the requirement of constant environmental factors in the experimental and in the control groups has to be met. The factors will differ: the
(day- care)teachers are not the same, neither are the parents. Random
selection of these environmental factors could solve the problem, but that
is obviously impossible and besides, this randomness will diminish in long
term evaluation studies.
Evidently, few of the requirements of an experimental design can be met
in practice, so let us examine whether quasi-experimental designs are of
more practical use (Cook & Campbell, 1979; Trochim, 1986). There are
two major differences between true and quasi-experimental designs. In
quasi-experiments it is not necessary to control fully the independent
variable nor to determine equivalent experimental and control groups by
random assignment. Usually, the Inve Is of the independent variables in the
experimental and control groups are observed, instead of controlled, and
only partly equivalent groups are determined. The levels of the independent

variable are usually defined as the intervention program in the quasiexperimental group and as 'the traditional situation present' (in the quasicontrol group). As indicated earlier, this latter definition is problematic.

Concerning the experimental level, the evaluator has to check if the
implementation of the intervention program is sufficient, to avoid the
evaluation of a non-event.
To determine partly equivalent groups it is unnecessary to transfer children
from one center or family to another. The partial equivalency is created by

controlling some of the most important confounding variables. But this is
difficult with young children. Several technical procedures are available as
control measures, including:

2'3
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ascertaining no differences on pretested variables between children of
the experimental and control groups (by pair wise matching or mean
group matching);
calculating gain scores between pre- and post-tested children variables
in the experimental and control groups (change score analysis);
correcting for pretest differences by subtracting pretest based
predicted post-test scores from the observed post-test scores (analysis
of covariance).

The above can establish equivalency between only a few confounding
variables. A large number of children is required for matching, because for
most children no match will be found. Change score analysis is based on
the assumption that child variables have no direct influence on the effect
variables during the quasi-experiment: their influences are considered to
have only an indirect effect via the pretested variables. This is not always
true, especially not in longitudinal research. Some confounding variables do
have direct influences, independent of their indirect effects via the pretesto,i
variables. A more practical problem of change score analysis -particularly
in longitudinal designs- is that there are no instruments which can be used
for pre- and post-test measurement. In exceptional cases it is possible to use
the same tests as pre- and post-tests; sometimes, especially in evaluation
studies of preschool programs, the same intelligence and language tests can
be used. That is of course much more difficult for measuring achievement
in elementary schools (how should we subtract first grade scores from
eighth grade scores?) New developments in test constructions (based on
item response models) might solve this problem; in theory they do, but the
"pudding has not yet been eaten."

Covariance analysis solves the problems; it does not require the use of the

same instrument for pre- and post-test measurements and the effects of
confounding variables not mediated by pre-measured variables can be taken

into account, providing the statistical assumption of additivity is met. In
short, in quasi-experiments random control is replaced by measuring some

of the most important confounding variables and by 'subtracting' their
calculated effects from the outcome variables. The resulting outcome
variables are then called 'corrected'; the corrected variables are assumed to
be determined by the independent variable only. A basic assumption is that
the variables one wants to correct for are both known and measured.
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In quasi-experiments there are no solutions to the problem of the independent variable in the control group (here, the defining of the 'traditional'
programs or activities) and to the problem of keeping the environmental
factors constant. These problems are the same in experimental and quasiexperimental designs. I wish to point out that all kinds of combinations
be used to
between experimental and quasi-experimental designs may
designs.
For
increase the validity of causal conclusions based on these
the
students
example, pair-wise matching followed by randomly assigning
covariance analysis in
to the control or to the experimental group, or using

experimental designs for eliminating a non-randomly controlled variable etc.
regression discontinuI have not considered quasi-experimental designs like
they have not
and
repeated
treatment,
because
ity, interrupted time series
effects.
long-term
cumulative
program
been devised for establishing

Non-experimental designs or correlational designs (Saris & Stronkhorst,
1984; Wold, 1982) are so called because of the absence of control groups.
role. The evaluator
In these designs the independent variable plays a key
and
merely observing
cannot control this variable (as in a true experiment),
will not be
if the preschool program is present (as in a quasi-experiment)
enough. The evaluator has to measure the implementation level of the
define the 'levels' of the
program. Differences in implementation level
non-experimental
designs.
The nature of these
independent variable in
into
'continuous'
(degree
of implemenvariables changes from 'categorical'
activities
performed
by
the teacher).
tation, for example, number of program
characteristics are riot
In non-experimental designs the confounding child
idea of
controlled by random procedures but by expanding the basic
covariance analysis: all of the important confounding variables must be
be estimated
measured and then their contributions to the effect variable can
the confounding
with the help of 'causal' or 'path' models. In these models
th., intervening
with
the
independent
variable,
child variables are related,
variable, the
variable.
The
independent
variables, and with the effect
'status':
variables
in
fact
receive
the
same
intervening and the confounding
variables are
effect
variable.
Hence
these
that of variables explaining the
the effect
sometimes called 'explanatory' variables: variables explaining
variable.
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The problem of the influence of the environmental factors is solved in

exactly the same way. No ingenious procedures for keeping them constant
in

the experimental and control groups are needed any more. The

confounding environmental factors are measured and fitted into the causal
model, so their influence on the effect variable can be estimated taking into

account the effects of all other variables involved. They also become

explanatory variables.

A causal model contains all the important explanatory variables for a
particular effect variable (or, in the multivariate case, for even more than
one effect variable) as well as the specification of the relationship between
these variables. The model variables are measured, these measurements are
converted into correlation or covariance matri -es and the causal coefficients

for each of the variables are eak.ulated from these matrices. These
coefficients are estimates of the strength of the influence from the
explanatory variables (relative to all other explanatory variables in the

model). If there is a causal relationship between the independent variable
and the effect variable(s), the causal coefficient between them must not
equal zero. A discussion of the statistics involved in the calculation of the
causal coefficients is beyond the scope of this chapter.

It should be mentioned that this type of non-experimental research has
many advantages, the main one being its practicality: it is unnecessary to
transfer children for random assignment or to keep the environmental
factors constant, or to fully control the independent variable. The evaluator
can observe and evaluate the program as it is carried out. There are other
advantages. Since no special measures have to be taken in order to control
child characteristics and environmental factors, the universal validity of the
conclusions is enhanced. Since so many explanatory variables are taken into
account, the evaluator can even specify the conditions (= the values on the

explanatory variables) under which the innovation proved to be successful.
And if the innovation is not successful, the evaluator can specify which

explanatory variables have mainly influenced the effect variables. In
other words, he can point out possible causes for lack of success.

As well as advantages in using causal models, predictably, there are also
many problems. The most difficult of these is devising the causal model
itself. This model must be complete (no important explanatory variables
may be omitted) and the interrelations between the variables must be

9 .)
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correctly specified. Furthermore

certain statistical assumptions that

depend on the kind of statistical analysis procedures to be used, have to
be met. If specification errors are made, the model will lead to spurious
conclusions. Therefore model designing requires expertise, and must take
account of the results of previous research on the effects of the explanatory variables (meta-analyses of these variables provide good starting
points for model building; Glass, Mc Graw & Smith, 1981). Field testing
is necessary to establish the fit of the mock'. and inappropriate models
must be modified. The cycle of field testing and modifying has to be
repeated many times before the model is satisfactory. Testing, modifying
and re-testing take much time. Normally, evaluators do not have the time
and therefore mode! field testing and data collection for the evaluation
are sometimes combined. Of course, such a combination is of the best
way of validating causal models, but often it is the only way. To sum up,
when evaluators have a validated causal model it is probably a good idea
to base the evaluation study on this because of all the advantages mentioned.

Other practical problems are the number of experimental units needed for
designing and validating causal models (e.g. at least 100 for simple
models) and measuring the variables involved, which must fulfil strict
statistical criteria (and measuring all these variables is very laborious). In
addition there may be many statistical problems too, due to the multi colinearity of the model variables.
Obviously, all kinds of combinations between experimental, quasi-experimental and non-experimental designs are possible. A quasi-experiment,
for example, can he modelled in the form of a causal model ('structural
means comparison'; Siirbom, 1982) and so on. Different designs leading
to the same causal conclusion corroborate this conclusion.

What can be learnt from this brief review of experimental designs that
can be used in devising evaluation studies of preschool programs?

Mainly, that they have different advantages and disadvantages. especially

for
regarding practicability, and that there are no simple solutions

choosing one of the designs. However, a strategy has been evolved to
handle these problems. This strategy presents repetition as a remedy:
'repeat' the causal investigations as many times as possible in the hope
that the outcomes will converge. This remedy is put into practice by
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choosing different designs at the same time: quasi-experimental and nonexperimental (e.g. to compare a quasi-experimental group with a quasicontrol group and to compare low-level implementation situations with
high-level ones, and to develop and test causal models etc). If the same
causal conclusions can be drawn we can be relatively sure of the causal
connection. The next step in this repetition strategy is to fit the outcomes

into the larger framework of the outcomes (e.g. reviewed by metaanalysis) of the preschool evaluation programs. If they do not fit, but
show more favorable outcomes, then the next step must consist of
repeating the evaluation study in several new situations. These repetition
procedures should yield the corroborated evaluation results required.

3

Value and use of evaluation outcomes

Practitioners, program developers, policyinakers and so on have to make
decisions, all day and every day. Sometimes these decisions imply much

money and effort. Ideally decisions of this type should be based on a
good understanding of the effects of the measures they are concerned
with. The results of evaluation studies can provide such a basis, that is
why they should be valued highly. Unfortunately, they are not; they are
used only to a limited extent by decision makers.

Policy makers are primarily interested

in

evaluation outcomes that

address problems which are on their short term agenda (cf Husen, 1990),
because in democracies agendas last only a few years. That is why it is
often unsatisfactory for policy makers to fund long-term evaluation
studies, the results of which arrive too late for their decision making.

Another problem is that policy makers are not always interested in the
results of evaluation studies if these results do not 'fit' into their policy.
Effectiveness is less important than the voters' favor. Publicity about
ineffective preschool programs is not popular; positive studies about
effective programs are. A third problem is that many evaluation studies
are not known to the policy makers because their results are not properly
disseminated. But surely the evaluation outcomes could be useful to
policy makers? Indeed, they could. To answer the question whether
preschool programs should be implemented or not, it is useful to know if
these programs affect the school success of children taking part. Also,
which of the available programs is most cost-effective?

,
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To answer the first question, reviews and meta-analyses of preschool
evaluation studies should be consulted and the evaluation procedures
used for programs claimed to be successful should be carefully reviewed.
To answer this type of question, however, it is not a good idea to

specially design an evaluation study that would take several years;
neither is it a good idea to consider only one successful evaluation
report. The results of these programs must be considered in relation to
those of other programs (see section 2). After consulting these reviews
(e.g. Farran, 1990; Eldering, 1991) one can only conclude that no really
effective preschool programs exist. So in this case, policy making cannot
be based on positive evaluation results. It would be wise to implement no
preschool programs, but instead to do something totally different: to
develop, evaluate and revise prototype preschool programs that will be
successful. The cycle of developing, evaluating and revising must be
repeated again and again until a successful program is available. This
takes much time and money, but 1 do not see any other way to make
successful programs. In medical research it is normal for the development of a vaccine against disease to take ten, twenty, or more years.
Why would a much more complex problem, such as educational inequality, and the role of preschool programs to overcome it, be solved by a
program developed in a few years? Vaccines that are not effective are
not authorized, yet preschool programs are. The implementation of such
programs is sometimes fostered even if it has been shown they do not
work well. This policy is wrong because the children involved do not
profit sufficiently.
What is true for policy makers is also true for program developers. When

developing new preschool programs they should use the results of
evaluation studies of these types of programs, to save having to reinvent
the wheel, and make the same mistakes, and also to make progress possible: the new programs must be more effective than the one already in
use.

The results of evaluation studies are especially important at the most
basic level (the institutions and centers that have to decide which preschool program to implement); the cost-benefits question cannot be
ignored. Unfortunately, the results of evaluation studies are rarely known
to people at this level.
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In conclusion, the results of evaluation studies can be of great value to
decision makers (policy makers, program developers, practitioners, etc.).
The results enable them to make more informed decisions, which can
prevent disappointment in the long term. 1 lowever, in most cases the
results of evaluation studies are not used for decision making; they are
not well disseminated and they do not always suit the decision-maker's
own position. This is a rather complex problem and discussing solutions
is beyond the scope of this contribution (cf. Keeves, 1990).

4

Evaluation issues in selected programs

In this section I discuss the three evaluation issues discussed in section 2,
in relation to three preschool evaluation studies: the Dutch evaluation of
the HIPPY program, the Success for All program and the Turkish Early
Enrichment Program. I also pay some attention to the use of the outcomes of these evaluation studies.
Home Instruction Program for Preschool Youngsters (PUPPY)

The Home Instruction Program for Preschool Youngsters, abbreviated to

HIPPY (Lombard, 1981), in an adapted form for Dutch multicultural
society. was evaluated during 1987-1991 (Eldering & Vedder, 1992;
Eldering, 1992). The evaluation study aimed at exploring whether this
Israeli program could he transferred to Dutch society and its effects on
parents and children. I shall consider only the part concerning the effects
on children. The evaluation study was carried out within the empirical
evaluation tradition, which is why I basically agree with its design and
implementation.

The first evaluation problem to he solved concerns the control over the
independent variable, in this case, the HIPPY program. To avoid evaluating non-events, the level of implementation of the program must be
observed and only the effects of a sufficiently implemented program
should be taken into consideration. In the HIPPY evaluation study much
time was spent on observing the implementation level. The number of
week tasks executed was counted, and the number of parents dropping
out of the program early was recorded, as well as the number of contacts
with para-professionals and the number of group meetings. These figures
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were compared with those prescribed by the program manual, and it
turned out that the number of week tasks executed satisfied the definition
of sufficient implementation. In general, the program was not optimally
implemented; this meant that its effects could he underestimated. As
noted earlier, it is difficult to control the independent variable. No data
were presented about the reliability and validity of the measurements of
the independent variables.
The second issue concerns the dependent variable. The main goal of the

HIPPY program was to enable the children to become 'good pupils'
This goal was operationalized by measuring non-verbal intelligence,
Dutch vocabulary and classroom behavior. The instruments chosen to
measure these dependent variables all correlated strongly with school
achievement scores. Their reliability and validity are well established. No
criteria were defined on these variables (on how well the experimental
children should score). The criterion problem was solved statistically: the
experimental children had to score significantly better than the control

group Using this definition the evaluators got round the difficulties of
defining real criteria: how much better should experimental children
score, to be able to call the program a success (e.g. 1/3 standard deviation, or, at least at national average level, etc.). In my opinion it is not a
good idea to define statistical significance as a success criterion: if there
are a few children more in the experimental group, every small difference will he significant. I would have preferred more substantial criteria
The causal connection between the short term and the transfer goals was
not analyzed in this evaluation study.

The third evaluation problem, the designing of the experimental situation
to draw causal conclusions, was solved by implementing a quasi-experimental design, supplemented with some statistical control procedures
I lie aim of a quasi-experimental design is to get the quasi-experimental

and control groups as equal (on average) as possible on all relevant
confounding variables and to control statistically these confounding
variables for which this mean equality could not he realized. Consider
the design of the intelligence measurement. Two groups of children were
established on the basis of selectionmatching. The pre-experimental

equality was taken for granted, if both groups were selected from the
same population in the same way. The characteristics of the population
controlled for in this way were: ethnicity, neighborhood, age group,
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socioeconomic status, sex. Intelligence was pre-measured and average
equality could he established between the two groups. Intelligence was
also post-tested; the post-test results showed no average differences
either, even when controlling for the pre-test results, by entering them as
covariate data in an analysis of covariance. The evaluators had to conclude that no differences in intelligence existed between children who
participated in the HIPPY program and children who did not. This
conclusion is coloured by the finding that children of mothers who

participated more frequently in the program scored higher on the intelligence tests and or
Issroom behavior. So there seems to be a positive
connection betwe: :Nei of implementation and intelligence.

In my view the HIPPY evaluation is a carefully designed study, with
only a few minor shortcomings. The results of this study, and not only
the few discussed here, should lead to the conclusion that large scale
implementation of the HIPPY program, which is under way now in the
Netherlands, will probably not be very effective. But this conclusion
could not he drawn; first of all, because large scale implementation was
already under way (the policy makers could not wait for the results of
the study) and could not be stopped; secondly, because a radical improvement program of HIPPY had already been started. The results of the
evaluation study should he incorporated into this improvement; it was
also recommended to the project staff that intensifying program implementation could lead to higher intelligence scores. Unfortunately, taking
into account the evaluation results, we have to expect another disappointment for di' Dutch Education Priority Policy: the HIPPY program did
not bring the results hoped for. The evaluation results were well dissemi-

nated, even directly to the Minister of Culture and Social Welfare, but
they probably came too late to change the policy makers' minds and they
did not fit into the political climate which strongly favors the HIPPY
program.
SUCCCTS for All

the 'Success for All' program is a research-based preschool and primary
school program (grades 1-3) for low-achieving students (Madden, Slavin,
Kanveit, Dolan & Wasik, 1993). The evaluation study aims at studying
its long-term effects on third-grade students. Here I shall consider only
the evaluation of the preschool and kindergarten sectors. The evaluation
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study was carried out within the empirical traditions, and therefore I
basically agree with its design and implementation. The following
discussion is based on the evaluation summary articles published by
Slavin, Madden, Kanveit, Liverman & Dolan (1990) and by Madden et
al. (1993).

The first evaluation problem to be solved is the control over the independent variable. in this case the preschool and kindergarten programs. In

the case of the 'Success for All' program, the many small curriculum
components define the independent variable and its experimental level:
language, mathematics, social studies, music, art activities, reading

readiness, retelling stories, working cooperatively and independently.
Above and beyond these activities a family support program was in
operation. As far as I know, no serious attempt was made to measure the
level of implementation of all the activities listed. Neither did the
evaluators try to measure the implementation level of the control activities in the comparison group. Via program facilitators (or school advisors) and by providing i.itensive training for teachers and teacher aides,
the program staff tried to implement the curriculum activities as well as
possible. No direct checks were made of the implementation level of the
experimental level or of the control level of the independent variable.
The second evaluation problem concerns the dependent variable(s). The

main goal of 'Success for All' is to have students reading at or near
average level by the third grade, maintaining proper reading levels
throughout primary school, avoiding having to repeat a year and special
education. Standardized tests of well-known validity and reliability were

used to measure the reading levels in grade 3 (and in the preceding
grades). Data col'Icted regularly by the school were used to measure
grade retention. Data on the referrals to special education were included
in the first but not in the second article. By choosing a clear definition of
success (at or tic grade level) on one of the three dependent variables,
the evaluators did not need the ingenious 'significant differences' criterion. Unfortunately, for both the other dependent variables no success
criteria were defined. No measurements of the 'direct' or 'short-term'
results were taken, so the question of whether the program components
achieved their own short-term goals cannot be answered; nor can the
causal connection between the short and the transfer goals (grade level
reading, retention, referral to special education) be analyzed.
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The third evaluation problem, the designing of the experimental situation
to draw causal conclusions, was solved (as in the HIPPY evaluation) by
implementing a quasi-experimental design, supplemented by some
statistical control procedures. The quasi-experimental and quasi-control
groups were selected by matching schools on several school characteristics (percent of free lunches, achievement level in the past) and by matching students in schools on several student characteristics (as measured
by standardized achievement tests).

No figures about the matching results or about the reliability and validity
of the measures used were published. No random assignment of each of
the pair-wise matched children to the control or experimental group took
place (this would have been virtually impossible). Thus, statistical testing
implies testing for the 'naturally emerging random factors' only. A next
and

far more promising way of controlling was introducing pretest

measurement as a covariatc. By so doing, the most important student
characteristic -achievement level- was taken care of.

Apart from the already mentioned matched-for characteristics, some other
school characteristics were controlled by measuring them and partialling
out their effects, such as level of resources and number of years a school
has been participating in the program (again without data on the validity
and reliability of the measurements).

Because the effects of the preschool and kindergarten programs have a
causal path, starting in the preschool and continuing via kindergarten,
first and second grade to third grade and so on, intermediate measurements on the dependent variables were taken in all these grades, so the
causal path could be traced.

As far as early intervention in preschool and kindergarten is concerned
the results of this carefully designed evaluation study show, that substantial effects appear on the reading test scores and the grade retention
figures from grade I upwards. This resulted in a third grade reading level
almost as good as aspired for, with only 11% of the students still reading
under grade level (38% in the quasi-control group!).
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Several replications of this evaluation study are under way in the US and
certain other countries. The results of these studies may reinforce the
positive results of 'Success for All.'

The 'Success for All' evaluation is a well-designed and implemented
evaluation study, with only one important shortcoming and a few less
important ones. The major shortcoming concerns the lack of control of
the independent variables: no measurement of the implementation level
was carried out. The positive results of this study should lead to the
conclusion that replication studies are needed, and this conclusion was
indeed drawn. Also, these results indicate that dissemination of the
'Success for All' program is probably worthwhile. Indeed, many school
districts in the United States have adopted the program. Cost effectiveness calculations indicate that investments in this program will pay off.
In this case, the school districts were the main users of the evaluation
results when they decided whether to introduce the program.
Turkish Early Enrichment Project
The Turkish Early Enrichment Project (see the contribution by Kaguctbasi in this volume) is a Hippy-based project in which the main component
is training the mothers. Via this form of adult education the development
of the child, in this case the 'whole child,' is stimulated. In this context
'whole' means both the cognitive development as well as the socialemotional development. (see also Kagitclbasi, 1989).

The first evaluation problem to be solved in the seven-year longitudinal
study of the Turkish project is the control of the independent variable,
i.e.

the Turkish Early Enrichment Project. Neither of Kagitctbases

articles present any figures or clues on this important point. Nor are data
on the control level of the independent level presented; we are simply
informed that there was a control group. Both these facts prevent sound
causal conclusions being drawn.
The second issue concerns the dependent variables. Many of them were

identified: effects on mothers and on their children. No psychometric
data of the instruments to measure them are provided; we are merely
informed that one of the instruments used was standardized for the
Turkish situation (the vocabulary subject from the WISC-R). Thus 1
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cannot comment on the operationalization of the effect or dependent
variables either. No clear evaluation criteria were defined, except the
apparently unavoidable 'statistical significance' criterion.

The third point is the evaluation design chosen. Here too, not enough
information is provided. We are informed that a randomly selected
sample of mothers was given the training, that this sample was pre- and
post-tested, but it is not stated how the control group was established.
Quite impressive results were achieved in the follow-up study: the
researchers retrieved almost all mothers and children from the control
and experimental groups (attrition rate only 10%). No explanation is
given for these exceptionally good results; do special context factors
contribute to this high attainment? The children (adolescents meanwhile)
in the experimental and control group are compared on cognitive and
social-emotional variables, as are their parents. The statistical significance is tested seperately for each dependent variable. On almost all variables the experimental adolescents score statistically significantly better
than the control group. However, many aspects of this evaluation design
remain unclear. What was the purpose of the randomization: to have a
representative sample for drawing externally valid conclusions? Or, was
the purpose to create statistically equivalent experimental and control
groups of mothers? In other words: has the experimenter tried to implement a classic design? As stated in earlier sections, I prefer other criteria
than statistical significance as a success criterion; moreover, in this case
statistical interference was not adequate. Multivariate testing would have
done a better job in avoiding type I errors.
The author states that the implications of her research have materialized

as public service: the mother training program is in actual use in a
number of settings in Turkey and it has even been partly adopted by
Turkish television. The research is also being used in the further development of the program (and there is even a spin-off for the Netherlands). Thus, the research results are well disseminated and used.

However. because many important details and data are lacking, the
outcomes of this experiment cannot be adjudged as sufficiently valid.

The main conclusion to be drawn from discussing evaluation issues in
the three selected programs is that it is possible to design and implement
evaluation studies that yield valid and trustworthy outcomes within the
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framework of the empirical tradition. Of course, many practical problems
have to be solved and many compromises have to be made, but nevertheless this kind of evaluation study is feasible. The second conclusion is
that evaluation results can really be useful in Cae decision-making
process, as the many school districts that have introduced the 'Success
for All' program have shown us.
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COOPERATIVE, COMMUNITY-BASED EVALUATION OF PRESCHOOL PROGRAMS
Howard Richards and Loren Pierce
Ear lham College
United States

1

Introduction

This chapter on the evaluation of programs for children in their preschool years is written from the point of view expressed in the senior
author's evaluative study of the Parents and Children Program in Chile
(Richards. 1985). It posits that empirical research ought to be measuring
the extent to which a program or project nurtures the growth of norms of
solidarity and cooperation among children, and in the families and
communities where the children live. This viewpoint does not imply the
neglect of cognitive development, native language proficiency, or school
achievement; rather, it places them in a context of holistic child development, parental empowerment, and community building.

It is increasingly widely accepted that research on preschool education
should include the home. For example, Eldering has written, "Focusing
on the effects of a programme on children and at the same time blaming
the parents for the educational arrears of their children, without studying
how to change attitudes and parental behavior, reflects a short-sighted
view in policy in research and public debate." (Eldering, 1990, p.58).

The view taken here, and developed at greater length in the senior
author's study, is even more comprehensive and is as yet less widely
accepted; we advocate programs that improve also the community
context of child development, and we advocate methods of evaluation
especially suited to assessing and to enhancing their degree of success in
doing so.

This chapter will discuss three questions pertinent to any evaluation,
undertaken from any point of view, and will focus on the particular ways
the questions should he answered for programs whose leading goal is to
nurture the social development of children, their families, and their

communities. This paper is not addressed exclusively to those whose
educational philosophy is similar to that of the authors, since even
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evaluations of programs inspired by philosophies which take enhancing

the growth of cooperative norms to be a minor objective, or not an
objective at all, must somehow reply to the three general questions: (I)
What information will be gathered? (2) How will it be gathered? and (3)
Who are the actors who will be planning, implementing, and using the
evaluation?

2

The Parents and Children Program

Since in answering the three general questions just posed this paper will
make references to the Parent and Children Program and to an evaluation
of it, it may be well to begin not immediately by addressing the general
questions, but rather by providing some background concerning Parents
and Children. It began in rural Chile in 1972, partly a response to the

studies done in that country and elsewhere during the 1960s, which
showed home environment to be a major determinant of literacy and
school success. Among the important influences shaping the program
were the popular education philosophy of Paulo Freire (Freire, 1968); the
somewhat piagetian Head Start materials developed at the High/Scope
Foundation at Ypsilianti, USA; and the psychological findings of Darryl
Bern showing attitude change to be a result, not just a cause, of action
(Bern, 1967).

The values inspiring the program included the promotion of cooperation
by people at the grassroots level to mobilize energy and resources to

meet local needs. At the time the program first started the socialist
Salvador Allende was President of Chile, and much of the nation,
including many of the several thousand rural poor participating in the
program, was embarked on an effort to transform society. The NGOs
sponsoring the program, Center for Research and Development in
Education (ODE) and the radio station Voice of the Coast were both
church-related, and although they were in principle non-political organizations their religious values coincided to a considerable extent with the
ideal of building a culture of solidarity, which was widely promoted in
the country at the time. After the military coup of 1973 which brot',ht
General Pinochet to power, the Parent and Children Program, together
with its sponsoring NGOs became identified with the network of Chris-

tian and human rights organizations which formed the backbone of
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resistance to the dictatorship, and which continued to espouse the idea
that by organizing the poor could empower themselve to solve their
problems. The communitarian ideals of the program found ready support,
too, in traditional values of the huilliche-mapuche indigenous cultures
which vtere the heritage, or part of the heritage, of many of the program
participants, as well as in important traditional values of those who did
not identify as huilliche-mapuche.

Under the Allende government the Ministry of Education granted the
Parents and Children project access to schools and to adult education
facilities in land reform areas. After the military coup this support was
withdrawn. The project was obliged to close at its initial sites and to
-relocate at new sites, where meetings were held for the most part in the
private dwellings of peasants. Several staff members (including Father
Carlota, the Director of CIDE, and the Dutch missionary Father
Winfredo van den Berg, the director of the Voice of the Coast) were at
one time or another jailed; one st25,- member was killed. After the reestablishment of democracy in Chile the program once again is able to
work with the government; it is now collaborating particularly with the
Ministry of Health.
An important methodological feature of the program was that at an initial
stage an ethnographic study of the peasant population the program
worked with was done by an anthropologist (Martinic, 1977). The aim
was to know as much as possible about the culture before intervening in
it.

The elements of the program included reading readiness and mathematics
readiness materials at first modeled on the Ypsilanti materials, but later
modified to relate to local cultural reality and to deal with the problems
the participants found most pressing. At a still later stage peasant mothers and fathers (mainly mothers) helped to create their own educational
materials in workshops sponsored by the program. These materials were

studied by the parents, and also in many cases by older siblings, at
weekly meetings. and then applied with their children at home during the
succeeding week. The weekly meetings were coordinated and facilitated
by peasant monitors, who were themselves trained at monthly meetings
at a central site. The meetings were supported by radio broadcasts of the
Voice of the Coast through repeated announcements and encouragement
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to attend the meetings, and by reinforcement of program content. Sonic
participating parents were themselves illiterate or barely literate, and they

improved their own skills by studying the materials intended for the
children and the monitors. The monitors were in principle volunteers,
and it was important to the ideology of the program that they be regarded and regard themselves as volunteers working to serve others: nevertheless, they were sometimes rewarded by donations of powdered milk
and flour provided through church agencies, and they were given bus
fare for travel.
The literacy and numeracy learning materials were complemented by
materials on nutrition, sex education, alcoholism, disciplinary problems,
and how to form an organization. At the same meetings where the
monitors faciliated group discussions with parents teaching the use of the
materials, the same groups engaged in discussions analyzing the situation

of their children and their own situation as peasant parents. As an

outcome of these discussions organizations emerged and concrete actions

were taken by the peasants themselves to further the welfare of the
children in the community; such as, for example, forming a community
first-aid kit to make available basic medical supplies; gathering a small
collection of books for a neighborhood lending library; taking the
children on short trips so they could see a hit more of the world; and
constructing a community hall where they could hold their meetings.
3

The Evaluation of the Parents and Children Program

The evaluative study to which references are made below was done in
1982, at a time when the program functioned at sites in southern Chile
during the Pinochet dictatorship. The program has had many revisions;
has functioned at many sites, both rural and urban, in Chile and also in
neighboring countries; and it has been the subject of a series of
evaluative studies.

The evaluation process did not mainly rely on an experimental design,
although random sampling and control groups did play a limited role in

the 'triangulation' process through which results initially gathered by
ethnographic methods were checked. The lack of experimental design
was not entirely voluntary; in fact several of the schools and land reform
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areas where the project was closed by order of the military junta in the

first days after the coup had been matched with control schools and
control land reform areas. Another attempt to match an experimental
neighborhood with a control neighborhood failed when the military
government entered into competition with the program by establishing a

kindergarten in the control neighborhood. Nevertheless, the decision not
to rely mainly on experimental design was partly a deliberate choice.
What are most interesting, from a Scientific perspective, are not the
impediments which made it difficult to implement an experimental
design, but the reasons why the evaluation did not use standard design
elements which it ntalgre tout could have used; and the reasons why the
evaluation nevertheless claims to have established valid results.

The reasons weighing in favor of the decision not to rely mainly on an
experimental design were several. One reason was that many experimental designs to be properly carried out require a level of implementation of
a program high enough to assure the researchers that the treatment
variable was in fact substantially the same as the treatment variable
planned (see the article by Slavenburg in this volume). This can lead to
such steps as writing a detailed manual for the program staff to follow,
and requiring the staff to register in a log hook confirmation that they
have indeed followed the instructions for the day.
[he Parents and Children Program, on the other hand, took much of its
inspiration from the philosophy of Paulo Freire, and took as a working
hypothesis the principle that people who are oppressed, demoralized, and
apathetic can acquire self-confidence and self-esteem by. planning their
own activities, and then carrying them out. One of the important aims
was to support the parents' efforts to gain autonomy and community
solidarity, so that they could he better parents and create a better environment for their children. It would have been counterproductive to give
them exact instructions.
A second reason was that the application of the Ypsilanti materials had
already been exhaustively studied by the High /Scope Foundation. There
were good grounds for believing that if those materials. or others similar
to them, were used, then there would be benefits for the children. It was
therefore thought that verification that the materials were actually used
would go far enough to establish that there was a quality educational
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experience for the child and probably some benefit. The exact study of
what constitutes a high quality educational experience for a child was
perhaps best left to laboratory schools and to researchers working in

other contexts where meticulous observation was possible.

A third reason was that even if it had been possible to partial out the
effects of each relevant cause, and to distinguish what was due to nonprogram factors from the experimental intervention, so that it could truly
be deduced that exactly what the program had done had produced
measurable benefits, it could not be concluded that exactly what the
program had done should be done again. Circumstances would change,
and nobody, not even the same program staff, would repeat the same
program in exactly the same way again. In general, successful programs
vary their approach from year to year, from site to site, and from child to
child (see Slavin & Madden in this volume; see also remarks on external
validity in Richards, 1985).
Instead the evaluation took a cooperative approach, involving the com-

munity in the research process. Each organization which had been
formed by the peasants as a result of the program elected an informant,
and an extensive ethnographic interview was conducted with each
informant. The results of the ethnographic interviews were combined to

form a 'verbal image' of the program composed entirely of words

supplied by the peasant informants. The verbal image was then duplicated and sent out to the countryside, where it was revised and corrected by
each peasant group during one of their regular meetings, with no outside
researcher present. The report was thus ratified and legitimated by the
consensus of the community. As thus ratified, the verbal image became
the script for a slide-tape presentation. The peasants' words were illustrated by photographing the realities they described, and the text and
images were accompanied by music and poems composed and performed

by program participants. The participants own appreciation of the

program was thus returned to them in a form they could understand and
enjoy.
The same verbal image served as a basis for a series of probes designed
to determine whether the facts asserted in it were really true. The epistemological basis was the logic of realism. That is to say, it was supposed
that there either was, or was not, a reality corresponding to the assertions
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made in the verbal image. If the reality is there, then it will manifest
itself according to any and all tests employed to check 'whether it is
there. If it is not there, then persistent checking will reveal that its
appearance was an illusion. Aristotle said, in Nichomacheon Ethics,
"With the truth everything aarees: falsehood soon comes into collision
with the facts."
Further reasons for choosing not to rely mainly on experimental design,
and tunher details concerning how the result were checked, will be
provided below in the course of discussing the three general questions
What information wilt be gathered? (2)
pertinent to any evaluation:
it
be
gathered?
and
(3)
Wao are the actors who will be planHOw will
evaluation?
It is now time to shill the
ning, implementing, and using the
focus to these more general questions. using the Parents and Children
stucy as a source of illustrations and examples.

4

What information will be gathered?

almost any review of evaluations of preschool education programs will
shwa the continued prevalence of the tendency to look at product more
than process, and to measure cognitive more than social outcomes, which
were characteristic of the sixties and seventies. For example, we searched
the ERIC early childhood database under several descriptors designed to
select evaluations of preschool intervention programs. and among those
we selected 46 empirical studies that at least fairly clearly indicated their
methodologies. The bulk of the studies we selected (43) were from the
USA with one each from Australia, India. and Turkey. We found more
emphasis on outcome measures than on the study of process (see Figure

I)
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Titel

Outcome Information

Number of studies

Student Achievements

26

Cognitive Developmenth
Native language proficiency

9

School Attendance

6

Behavior and motivation in elementary and secondary school

6

Parents' learning of parenting skills

6

Social developmentd

4

31 This includes subject achievement tests, progress in school or the lack thereof.
readiness skills, graduatior.. and post-graduation earnings.
includes
ncludes intelligence tests used as outcome measures: analytical, problemsolving, and planning measures: and assessments of Piagetian developmental stage:
Including not dropping out;
di Including cooperation.
bi

Measures of cognitive development, school achievement, and native
language proficiency (collectively: 'cognitive outcomes') appear to be
frequently gathered, presumably reflecting a similar emphasis in program
objectives. The social justice rationale for an emphasis on cognitive outcomes is often stated in terms of equality of opportunity; its economic
rationale in terms of international competitiveness (e.g. United States
National Commission on Excellence in Education, 1983).

Cognitive goals are important, but there are also other important goals.
There is a substantial literature favoring the empowerment of children, of
families, of adults (women in particular), and of communities as a type
of educational goal which has merits above and beyond whatever contribution empowerment may make to achieving cognitive or other
standard learning outcomes (Paulston, 1979; Gitlin. 19901. Learning to
cooperate is no less important as learning to compete. not just for the
sake of empowerment but also for other reasons as well. Learning which
improves group norms is at least as important as learning which improves individual behavior (cf. Kohn. 1986; Noddings, 1984; Richards,
1989). For argumentation in support of this viewpoint much more
4.
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extensive than what can be advanced in this necessarily brief paper, see
in particular Richards (forthcoming).
The Parents and Children Program evaluation in southern Chile illustrates
this viewpoint because it was interested specifically in assessing the
improvement of the capacities of children, their parents. and their

communities to act in concert to solve their problems. Since it was an
important goal of the program to empower peasant individuals and
groups to act cooperatively to solve their problems. the evaluation sought

to gather evidence which would logically imply that such an outcome
was - or was not -being achieved. It was considered even more important
not - achieved.
to study the processes through which it was - or
because, as Robert Stake has written. "Outcome data 1 ascertain there
is a problem and mobilize reformers to seek a remedy, but outcome data
can seldom guide crucial change." (Stake. 1991)..A somewhat similar,

although not identical, point has been made by Eldering: "The effects
reported in one location may not be reproduced in another location, let
alone twice in the same location. Evaluation studies should therefore not
concentrate on the question: is this home-based programme effective in
increasing the educability of children? but try to provide an answer to
the question: 'What characteristics of home-based interventions are effective in facilitating which areas of competence for which members of the

tilmiLn in which social context ?'" (Eldering. 1990. p. 57, citing Gray &
Wandersman. 1980, p. 995). The general reason why outcome data are
seldomly sufficient to guide crucial change is, in briefest outline, that the
patterns of cause and effect relationships which function in the real world
are not adequately discerned by analyzing outcome data (Scriven, 1974;

Elaire & Secord, 1972). Even if outcome variables are studied in relationship to every other kind of variable one can operationalize and
measure such as background, treatment, intervening variables, detailed
studies of process not necessarily directly related to outcome data still
provide much additional useful insight into why an effect occurs and into
how improvements might be made (see Richards, 1985, chapter 7L

The processes studied in the Parents and Children Program evaluation included the group activities and meetings, the deliberations, and drawing

of conclusions and the implementations of the conclusions in concrete
actions. The direct study of these processes by participant observation
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and by cross-checking results was supplementary to the process of
constructing and validating the verbal image discussed above.

The Parents and Children Program, and consequently its evaluation, was
as much interested in whether the families and communities developed
the

ability to set and accomplish their own objectives, as it was in

whether the children achieved pre-set objectives. Some of the objectives
pre-set by the staff of the sponsoring NGO sere consistently pursued, for
instance improved school readiness.. Other objectives emerged from the
participants' deliberations about their situation. e.g. the need to work to
reduce alcoholism in order to (among other things) establish better learning environments for children. Still other objectives, e.g. screening
windows to keep flies out, were pre-set but dropped when the participants showed little interest in them.

An important pan of the information which needed to be gathered in
order to verify the growth of group norms favoring community cooperation. an.: to gain insight into how and why it had happened, concerned
'attitude change.' or. alternatively, 'value change.' especially as it related
to overcoming apathy and discouragement. The methodology selected to
gather such information owed much to the approach known as illuminative evaluation, which features communicable portrayal of concrete
detail, and which was pioneered by Malcolm Parlett in the United
Kingdom (Hamilton & Parlett, 1977).

In the planning of the evaluation, not a few informants urged that in
order to communicate why Parents and Children had apparently succeeded both in community building and in serving traditional schoolreadiness objectives, the evaluation would have to evoke the program's
mistica, a Spanish word which is a cognate of 'mystique,' but which

might better be translated into English as 'a spirit of shared commitment'. It was also said frequently that the cause of the program's success
was that the right staff members had been found, and the right volunteers

recruited and trained. Hence the evaluation process faced the rather
daunting task of gathering reliable information concerning a spirit and
concerning several personalities, most notably that of Jorge Zuleta, the
program's chief organizer in the town of Osomo.
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Outside observers, funding agency representatives, and inside participants
alike asked from the evaluation not so much proof that the program was

a success, as insight into why and how it was a success. One distinguished outside observer asked in the evaluation's planning stages for insight into how such a program might be conducted in the absence of the
perhaps unique charismatic personality of Mr. Zuleta.
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Nevertheless, it was thought important to document that the program was
a success in terms of standard goals relevant to literacy and children's

cognitive development. For this purpose, and also for the purpose of
documenting that substantial progress was in fact achieved in overcoming
apathy and demoralization, a variety of quantitative and qualitative

measures were used, relying on the logic of triangulation. "The logic
behind the use of multiple measurement techniques is elegantly simple. It
is referred to as the logic of triangulation (...) by concentrating on the
point at which a series of independent, indirect, and perhaps weak
indicators converge, we can effectively minimize their separate errors and

maximize their overall validity." (Williamson, 1977, p. 84). The study
was able to confirm superior performance of program children over non-

program children through the convergence of data of various kinds,
including IQ tests (reported also in Halpern, 1980). a draw-a man test,
teachers' opinions of school readiness, and others (Richards, 1985).

Convincing evidence was obtained, through the convergence of many
indicators, that there was attitude change away from apathy and toward
the establishment of community organizations capable of mobilizing
resources to meet needs. Evidence was also presented that the program
was cost/effective, and indeed it is almost self-evident that such a
program. if it can be made to work at all, is cost-effective, since it relies
almost entirely on motivating the efforts of volunteers (Richards, 1985).
Evidently, in the Parents and Children Program study. and in other

studies, decisions about what information to gather depend upon the
program objectives, which in turn depend on the educational philosophy
or macro-economic model that shapes how the agency sponsoring the
program conceives its contribution to the welfare of society. The larger
questions concerning the relationship of program objectives to broad
policy objectives and to social change objectives are not usually part of
the program evaluation; but they can be. An example of an evaluation
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which assesses the objectives themselves in the light of an ongoing staff
dialogue concerning the global context is a self-study of the programs of
the Bolivian Cei 'I' for Educational Research and Action (CEB1AE). The
evaluative self-study included a staff seminar that examined the situation
of children in Bolivia in the light of trends in the global economy,
political and economic changes in Bolivia in the context of Bolivia's role
in the global economy, the values and ideals of the institution, and - in
the light of these - re-examined the objectives of CEBIAE's programs
(Richards & Richards, 1989).

5

How will information be gathered?

We will express our comments on methodology as answers to two ques-

tions about how to gather information, which are widely discussed
among evaluators: al How best to combine quantitative and qualitative
research?
Whether to do research using experimental designs or to
study natural settings?

a) We advocate the judicious use of quantitative research, but we think it
a mistake to equate quantitative research with causal models. It is a

logical fallacy ever to deduce in social research a causal relationship
from a statistical relationship between operationally defined variables.

We suggest that if one is mainly interested in preschool intervention as a
way to produce outcomes standard!), assessed by test scores or other

conveniently quantifiable outcomes, then one will want to combine
qualitative and quantitative studies in the following ways: A qualitative
'thick' ethnographic study is needed to show what (latin qua1e) is named
by the process whose outcomes are being evaluated. For example, an
independent variable coded as 'one-on-one tutoring' will gain in meaning
to the extent that it is fleshed out by 'thick' description of the tutoring
process. Similarly, quantitative studies showing significant relationships
among operationally defined variables need to be preceded and followed
by qualitative insights concerning the nature of the causal mechanisms at
work; it is misleading simply to declare that an operationally defined
independent variable is 'the cause'. For example, results showing that inhome tutoring of preschoolers by certified teachers raises test scores
significantly, reflect complex aggregates of many events, many relation-
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ships, and many persons: much needs to be done to discern what it is
that produces the observed result. In turn, new qualitative insights
derived from careful observation should be subjected to quantitative
checks.

If, however, the program goals imply that the evaluation should assess
outcomes and processes that empower (or fail to empower) children.
families and communities to solve their own problems, then the relationship between qualitative and quantitative research is somewhat different.
Whether deliberative practices are being established and strengthened;
whether group norms favoring cooperation are being invoked, extended,
and created, whether concrete actions are being taken in the light of the
conclusions of participato& decision-making processes, are questions best
answered through participant observation, open-ended interviews, and the
variety of individually weak but mutually supporting methods of triangulation. Premature operational definition of variables to be studied is best
avoided; it is important, for example, to be sure one has found at least
one genuine case of empowerment, before operationalizing an instrument
for the purpose of counting how many such cases there are.

The interplay of quantitative and qualitative ipproaches can be brought
out by considering the nature of measurement. Measurement is classically
defined as assigning numerals to objects or events according to rules
(Stevens, 1959). Measurement must be valid at a nominal level, before it
can be valid at an ordinal, interval, or ratio level since the higher levels
of measurement presuppose the lower. To be valid at a nominal level,
measurement must correctly specify what is being named in a given
category. Hence the qualitative, the what, is always presupposed by the
quantitative, the how much.
When the achievement of subtle and complex objectives, such as strengthening a community's capacity to cooperate. is thrust to the foreground
as the primary focus of an evaluation study, the interplay between quality
and quantity which is always necessarily present in research, is thrust to
the foreground too. It becomes especially important to create a vivid,

palpable, communicable picture of what is happening. A really good
program evaluation should provide the reader with such a vivid picture
of what the program is, and how it works, that if the reader were to go
to the program site, the reader would know how to join the scene and
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interact with the participants. When qualitative information drawn from
community participation is aggregated in order to measure the dimensions of the phenomena reported, the appropriate techniques may be
rather different from the techniques used to aggregate data sets from test
scores and surveys (see Richards, 1985). In the Parents and Children
Program study. for example, aggregation was done through the validation
of the verbal image and through triangulation.

b) Somewhat similarly, the balr ce of considerations weighing for and
against the use of experimental designs is altered by a shift of objectives
from the learning of individual skills to the learning of group cooperation. As noted above, the empowerment of the group may be impeded by
the need to follow a manual in order to be sure the level of implementa-

tion of the planned treatment is sufficient to comply with the design
Ethnographic and participant techniques, on the other hand, tend to
reveal many features of the context in the multi-faceted real world
situation under study.

The arguments for experiments ace relatively stronger and for naturalistic

study relatively weaker in the case of individual skill learning An
experiment, according to Henri Poincard's classic definition of the term,
is the introduction of a known change into a known system. In the study
of individuals acquiring skills, it is easier to achieve or to approximate
the conditions for a true experiment because one is studying an individual instead of a complex set of norm-guided social relations, and specific
skills instead of complex social norms like those encouraging or discouraging cooperation.

Studies in natural settings are able to understand norm-guided behavior

in the contexts where the norms to be studied are meaningful and
effective (or ineffective). For example, if a program participant says,
"Jose is probably at home changing diapers," a good participant observer
can discern whether this bit of discourse is intended to insult Jose or to
praise hint The naturalistic study is where the action is (Cuba & Lincoln, 1981; Dockrell & Hamilton. 1980).

In any case, whatever the objective, and whoever (individual or group) is
supposed to achiev. it, data showing whether particular educational
procedures work are best obtained in settings (experimental, quasi-
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experimental, or natural) where the variables thought to be important can
be carefully examined and analyzed. This is rarely the case when one
evaluates a large program. It follows that in massive programs in the
field, continous evaluation is only a part of the process of determining
whether particular educational procedures work. It complements what is
learned in smaller settings. Large-scale evaluations, and many small-scale
ones, should focus on whether teaching techniques already considered to
be good ones are actually being applied (see Charters & Jones, 1980;
House, Glass, McLean & Walker, 1978).

Care must be taken, in any event, in extrapolating from even the most
careful studies. Just because a method gives good results in, for example,
an intensively-studied laboratory school, it would not be valid to draw
the conclusion that it should be applied massively across a great number
of varying school and home settings. For example, it is frequently the
case that what will work in a given context depends on local politics,
even on family or neighborhood feuds, or on the ramifications of national politics at the local level (see Richards, 1985). What will work educationally is to a great extent a function of what Clifford Geertz calls 'local
knowledge' ( Geertz, 1983). Thus Slavin and Madden write of Success
for All, "(...) the program itself varies in important ways from site to site
depending on the nature, needs, and resources of each. What is common
to all Success for All sites and must become common to high-poverty
schools as a whole is a relentless focus on the success of all children
(...)" (Slavin & Madden, 1993) In other words, practice is guided at least
as much by commitment to values as by knowledge. And, as we have
been pointing out, the very definition of the knowledge to be sought
depends upon the goals pursued.

The program staff or someone in the sponsoring agency, or some

consultant, should be both well-acquainted with the local scene and in
touch with global research and reflection. A threshold question for a
naturalistic evaluation might be whether such is in fact the case; thereafter, it is a Key question how well the program has adapted techniques
which have succeeded at some site or sites, and have made valid adaptations of them to the realities of a given context. The need to fit practice
to the realities of a here and a now is especially urgent if the aim is, first
and foremost, to work to empower the communities served.
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Naturalistic methods typically rely less on assigning subjects to treatment
and control groups, on requiring consistency of treatment across experimental sites and over time, and on testing of subjects. They are typically
less obtrusive, and they call for fewer changes in the behavior being
studied. Hence they have the advantage that threats to validity posed by
the impact of the research itself on the outcomes are decreased. They
also have the related advantage that the emerging objectives of a program and its rapid adaptation to circumstances are constrained less by the
need to preserve the logic of the experimental design. These advantages
are comparatively greater when an important goal of the program itself is
to foster democratic objective-setting among the target population.
The Parents and Children Program evaluation went a step farther. The
evaluation process not only sought to avoid requiring behavior which,
although lending itself to measurement, might interfere with the spirit of
the program and with the peasants' sense of control over the program;
the evaluation process positively endeavored to be loyal to the project's
general aim of encouraging participation and cooperation. The evaluation
was one more context in which the program sought to nurture the growth
of self-reliant cooperation in local communities. In important respects
both the program being evaluated and its evaluation deviated from the
norms of 'instrumental rationality' (I lorkheimer, 1974), because neither
completely identified its success or failure with achieving or not achieving aims and objectives, and both sought to be processes faithful to
certain values.

6

Who will plan, implement, and use the evaluation?

It is often said that evaluations are to he used by 'decision-makers'.
Management, in education and elsewhere, is sometimes said to consist of
processing information to produce decisions. If one accepts the idea that
the users of evaluations are to be the decision-makers, then the question

who will plan, implement, and use the evaluation is closely tied to the
questions who does, and who should, make the decisions.

A massive fact which needs to be taken into account is the lack of
funding for early childhood programs, or for anything. Partly because
funds are short, government budgets and NGO budgets are more and
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more geared to using paid staff to catalyze the attraction of the time and
the energy of family members and other volunteers. Another massive fact
is that parents, mothers especially, are commonly overworked (Boulding,

1976). The search for people with time and energy to devote to child
care consequently turns in the direction of older siblings, grandparents,
and people in the neighborhood who may be unemployed or underemployed.

A consequence of these massive facts is that preschool intervention
programs have opportunities borne of the budgetary constraints of
agencies and the time constraints of parents. There is an opportunity to
promote family and community unity, and an opportunity to promote
dignified and socially useful child care roles for the unemployed. Insofar
as the time constraints of mothers are especially severe, childhood
intervention programs have an opportunity, for the sake of the children,
as well as for the sake of the women and for social justice, to promote
more equal sharing of child care tasks among men and women.

The people who are making day-to-day decisions about how to organize
and implement better learning environments for children are, to a large

and increasing extent, volunteers from local communities. If the old
sayine is true, that "those who pay the piper call the tune," then governments and agencies should recognize that since their ability to pay the
piper is impaired, then so too is their ability to call the tune.

Democratic ideologies which favor on principle devolving decisionmaking power to local communities (e.g. Gitlin, 1990) are reinforced by
practicality. Parents, family members, and volunteers, will do what they
are motivated to do, and what makes sense to them. They are important
decision-makers. Hence evaluation results that speak to them in language
they understand, and most of all evaluation results they themselves have
created and consequently have a stake in, will be more significant than
evaluation results that speak only to high-level officials, whose ability to
make decisions is, in any event, severely restricted by budget constraints,
as well as by the lack of the detailed local knowledge which is needed to
make valid decisions concerning the welfare of particular children.
The importance of research using experimental designs. which provides
proof of effectiveness in relation to long term objectives, through replica..
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tion and corroboration, should be neither underestimated nor overestimated. The results of such research need to be applied wisely, taking care
not to overestimate their external validity; and they need to be complemented by other forms of evaluation research.

In conclusion, where enhancing community cooperation is a major goal,
the evaluation process should on the whole tend toward being coopera-

tive. Information should be gathered on the processes through which
cooperation is, or is not, achieved. Qualitative and quantitative methods
should be combined to check the former's insights with the latter's logic,
and in order for the former to flesh out with useful detail the findings
abstractly summarized in the numbers in which the results of the latter
are reported. In local project evaluations, naturalistic observation should
as a rule be favored over experimental design. Project and program
participants should be centrally involved in planning, implementing, and
using local evaluations.
With respect to this last, good examples of suitable techniques are to be
found in publications of the community forestry unit of FAO. That unit
has developed participatory evaluation techniques as an integral part of
involving the whole community in reforestation and in the improved use
of existing forests. Many of their techniques could be applied, with suit-

able modifications, to involving the whole community in improving
preschool education. For example, the community forestry unit has

developed twenty-three tools for participatory assessment, monitoring,
and evaluation, including group meetings, drawing and discussion,
murals and posters, flannel boards, open ended stories, community case
studies, maps and mapping, semi-structured interviews, ranking and
sorting, survival surveys, community financial accounts, popular drama,
community directed visual images, community directed tape recordings,
community directed video, puppet theatre, and seven others (Davis-Case,
1989).

It should be noted. however, that one of the purposes of communitybased evaluation is to validate and improve the discourse and practice the
community already has. For this reason, evaluation practices should

insofar as possible be hinged or grafted onto what the community is
already doing. The introduction of new practices, even when the new
practices are appropriate participatory techniques used successfully else-
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where, should be secondary to supporting and extending the constructive
practices that already exist in a community.
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RESEARCHERS, PROGRAM DEVELOPERS,
AND THE CHILDREN OUT THERE
Nico van Oudenhoven
Bernard van Leer Foundation
The Netherlands
other disaster, the
When there is no famine, civil war, plague or any
traditional methods of child rearing observed by African mothers produce
healthy and developmentally advanced children.
Ibinabo S. Agiobu-Kemmer, 1991.

principles of
Thus, psychological overload, rather than ignorance of the
differences
between
poor
and
non-poor
effective parenting, may explain
parents' style of interaction with their children.
Vonnie C Mc Loyd, 1990.

I

The state of the art and the state of practice

form a
The participants of the Conference 'Family, School, and Literacy'
developers,
restricted
population
of
program
sample drawn from a rather
Care
researchers and related specialists in the field of Early Childhood

and Eduction (ECCE). It would have been difficult to form many more
those making up the
groups with other people with similar expertise as
of
conference With the notable exception of African contributors, many
the networks
the missing people show up in the references or belong to
views
reasonably
stated
that
the
collective
of the participants. It may be
expressed during the meeting give a fair picture of the State of the Art in
ECCE
the
This assumption is corroborated by a recent, extensive study on
findings
largely
situation of and trends in ECCE by Myers (1992). His
correspond with the outcomes of the conference. Myers further contrasts
(what is
the State of the Art (what is feasible) to the State of Practice
developmainly happening) and in this way offers options for program
the recommenment and research initiatives. It is encouraging to see that
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dations formulated at the Conference reinforce and reemphasize Myers's
observations. This is a significant outcome, as it contributes to the
growing body of evidence demonstrating that, in principle, the ECCE
community has the knowledge and the skills to address the needs of

children and their families. At the level of practice there is sufficient

agreement on the various ways of how to attain these.

There is, indeed, a global trend to look closer at 'good practice' and to
be more cautious with supporting experimental projects, innovations, and
the like. A strong case is made by the International Youth Foundation.
This organization, although mainly concerned about an older age group
of children (five till twenty years) has taken the radical step to invest in
'what works' rather than in 'finding new solutions' (International Youth

Foundation).

The Conference can best be seen as a serious attempt to move the State
of Practice further up to the level of the State of the Art. This
quest is
not an easy assignment: worldwide developments run against the well-

being of children. In the United Kingdom alone, for
example, the

number of children living under the poverty line have doubled during the
Eighties (Pascal, 1992), developments in other parts of the world leave
little room for optimism (see, for example, Bennet in this publication).
One of the greatest obstacles to progress is formed by the strong barriers
that keep the 'target audiences'
in most cases read: poor families and
communities - from participation and from access to services, information, and control.

2

Strong biases against the disadvantaged

Few people falling under the term 'disadvantaged' would welcome being
labelled this way. Thus, when a group of 'marginal's-A' mothers from
Scotland read that they were described as such they felt made
more
inadequate and strengthened in their belief that the problems they faced
where mainly caused by them (The Kermit Club, 1992) I he users of the
word 'disadvantaged' and of similar approaches to denote people who
live in adverse circumstances or cannot live up to middle class standards
should not won-y, though: the Scottish mothers are an exception The
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poor's access to the thinking and deliberations of those who make up
Chambers (1988) and
such labels is - on the whole - securely blocked.
demonstrate
the
virtual
impossibility of
Hancock (1991), among others,
outsiders to
families.
It
is
given
to
few
getting into contact with poor
know poor people or to get access to their knowledge. Hancock is
particularly gloomy about the positive impact that the donor community

convinchas had and can have on the lives of poor people. He presents a
for
the poor
ing picture of helping experts who - in the name of working

albeit at the expense of their
- only seem to be helping themselves,
in
poverty
the term 'development' has
clients. For many people living
and misforbecome synonymous with alienation, increased vulnerability,
them
by
'external
tune. Many mistrust or reject the advice imposed upon
agents'.

in this

The outcomes of the Conference and the deliberations reflected
then
book, should be assessed against this backdrop. The central question

result of the
is: will children benefit? Will they be better off as a
proceedings by UNESCO is a
gathering? The very publication of the
right
direction
and will lead to a wide
first and a good step in the

dissemination of results: UNESCO educational publications often end up
is required
in places where few other materials appear. More follow-up
is
argued
that
current
It
to produce some tangible impact, however.
organizations
thinking about and practice of working with intermediary
impact. The
and grassroots groups offer a glimmer of hope to attain this
organiposition of central governments, research institutions, and donor
and
zations have to be revisited in this light. The role of support groups
the
intermediary organizations have somewhat been under exposed at
conference, yet they are worthwhile mentioning as they show promising
avenues on how to involve people living in poverty. Whether these
commitment of
avenues will actually be taken depends very much on the
of
the
Conference,
as
well
as their peers.
the initiators and participants
declarations
of
good
intent
are conExperience shows that as far as
well.
cerned, conferences and similar events do not score very

3

Support groups

of creative
Most parents living in adverse situations are still capable

particularly the case
action (see also Richter in this publication). This is
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when they can band together with others in similar circumstances and
form mutual support groups. Jointly, they are better able to get the
professional input they themselves alone cannot generate. If parents
manage to form groups, or become members of existing ones, their lives
and those of their children immediately gain in perspective.
Group formation and self-organization are increasingly seen as the prime
conditions for development, as well as their main objectives. If people

come together to share their problems and experiences, then a most
important step has been made to resolving these
problems (Van
Oudenhoven, 1989).

Social support, self-help, grassroots or other non-formal groups established by people facing similar situations can offer their members moral
and emotional support, information and actual or instrumental help. Their
threshold is low', the approach is multi-disciplinary and relevant for the
local context. Contribution and participation by the participants is often
great. Support groups respond to immediate needs of the people and the
interaction among the members is usually considered as meaningful.
Within these groups, boundaries between people become vague or
disappear. It is often hard to point out who is the professional, volunteer,
helper or person in acute need. Their roles change, overlap and may
reverse. Support groups are problem and outcome oriented, do not focus
on flaws or weaknesses of their members and avoid value judgments.
There is ample documentation on the successes of support groups: they
reduce stress and anxiety, promote mental and physical health, diminish
stigmatisation, and increase feelings of self-respect, self-confidence,
social competence, personal autonomy or empowerment.

Parent and other local groups are far better placed than governmental
organizations to locate the 'invisible' poor and to meaningfully relate to
them, or to incorporate them in their group work. (for an overview see
for example: Albrecht & Adelman, 1987; Gottlieb,
1988; Van
Oudenhoven, 1991; Weiss, 1989). Not surprisingly, it is again the poor
or 'unsuccessful' families that cannot avail themselves of this kind of
safety provision. Their internal cohesion is often low to start with, they
are poorly organised, find it difficult to work together and do not have
the right sort of contacts or access to information. They are often on
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than two detheir own, isolated. Lewis (1966) already declared more
devastating impact on
cades ago that 'the culture of poverty', with its
incompatible.
This statement can
self-image and group formation, were
social groups,
poverty
can
demolish
be interpreted in two ways: severe
'There
diminish
the
effects
of
poverty.
but also that support groups may
and
this
in
itself
show that both processes occur,
is sufficient evidence to
support groups.
provides a strong argument for enabling people to form

in most of the successful
It seems fair to say that the common thread
and families is that in
programs 'or projects for disadvantaged children
together and talk
some way or other the parents (mothers) can come
almost invariably
about things that matter to them. Project success is
substantial social
of
social
support
groups
or
related to the presence
parents'
groups
are
a
more
potent factor in
networks. Could it be that

school environECCE programs than parental involvement in the (pre-)
ment of the child?
by other community
Groups organised and run by parents and reinforced
they
are effective, can
members hold indeed a good deal of promise:

and are fairly low-cost.
readily lead to other forms of social action
greater
Furthermore, they 'can conic up with a variety of alternatives
'(in
Africa)
ordiimagine' (Kool, 1991) and
than any professional can
nary people know a lot' (Salo le, 1991).

is nothing
The phenomenon of informal and non-formal support groups
and
since
time
immemorial,
new, of course. They have been in existence
anywhere.
The
(re-)
discovstill are part and parcel of human life almost
building blocks
ery of these groups, or the increased interest in them as
long,
initiatives
at the
in human development is to be welcomed. For too
The
first
assignbase have been neglected, replaced, or even rooted out.
in Spanish) what was in
ment seems to be to recapture (or rescntar
place, and to save what still can be saved.

4

Bets' een the grassroots and the government

or governSelf-help groups, if not supervised or controlled by statutory
repressive
mental institutions, are versatile and firm. Baring extreme
circumstances, regardless of
regimes, they can blossom under almost any
conditions. The quality
the political, geographical, cultural or economic
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of these groups seems to be determined by the presence of an open and
democratic organizational climate (including good book-keeping) as well
as the embeddedness of the group in horizontal and vertical networks

(Esinan & Uphoff 1988).

These groups with their independence, creativity and force often do not
lit the institutional mould, can not readily be put under
one administrative department. may make professionals feel redundant and
pursue their
own priorities. The formal system may see this as a menace and respond
accordingly. It could, however, also look at these groups constructively
and recognise them as fertile soil for partnership and
an invitation to rethink its own policies on child care and education.

A positive illustration of how governments could act is presented by the
Milanese municipality on how it reacted to an activity grown outside
their span of control. Here a group of university staff, together with local
mothers, set up a kind of reception centre. This place was opened to
children and their mothers, or grandmothers, without putting
any 'entr'
demands on them: they could come and go as they liked. The
outcome
was that parents and children, who otherwise would have been left out
did participate, with notable improvements in
their lives. The local
government whole-heanedly accepted the group's
philosophy and
approach. and reacted by providing the space, and paying for the running
costs of personnel and facilities. The 'model' is now spreading throughout the city of Milan and beyond (Bondioli
Mantovani 1987l. The
municipality could readily have blocked the initiative by insisting that
standard rules and regulations be followed such as number or
children
per childminder, attendance, professional level of personnel, followed
curriculum or total of hours worked. The list looks familiar and could be
easily, indeed quite justifiably, expanded. Had these 'minimum
required
quality standards' been introduced, the endeavour would have been
dead
by nov.. The Milanese formal system had the foresight not to interfere.
The gap between a small group of women in a rural area or slum section

of a big city and the vast bureaucracy in the capital is wide and
deep.
Both, however, are, or should be, part of the same social fabric.
The
functional relationship, in its essence, is one of interdependence: all
governments depend on their people and vice versa. The experienced
relationship, however, could be one of utter dependence (as felt by the
'3 911
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groups) or of insignificance (as sensed by the government and support
them can only happen
groups alike). Genuine communication between
intermediary
organizations.
An intermediate
through other bodies, or
infrastructure has to be developed or strengthened.

ideas in this
Verhagen (1987). among others, has developed some useful

(SHOs) in
respect. He uses the concept of 'self-help organizations'
(SHPT)
describing grassroots groups and 'self-help promotion institutes'

formal
for intermediary bodies. Verhagen postulates that SHOs need the
that
argues
that
system to 'survive. lie distances himself from the thinking
marginalised groups should build up an existence unrelated to the formal
system. or even to destroy it.

Verhagen. and many others with him, arc in line with the educacion
popular movement that has its roots in community work in Latin America. One of the leading processes within this movement is to 'empower'
groups and networks of groups to negotiate with the government for
1991). Especially
better deals for themselves (Brouwer & Martinic
fighting
noteworthy is that Latin American NGOs initially started off
about sustained
against the formal structure, arguing they could bring
1 hey have
outside
government
organizations.
change of significant scale
is ultimately
that
collaboration
with
the
government
now conic to realize
audience they
in the interest of all parties concerned, including the target
seek to sine.
to

Grassroots groups cannot work in isolation for long. Ultimately
consolidate and further their cause they should make associations.
find it
Grassioots organizations working together in associations would
statutory
from
easier to work with professionals, gain concessions

organizations, local governments or other segments of the establishment.
Representatives of these associations could in their turn form higher-level
organizational structures and so on. An elaborate intermediate structure
of inter-linked groups may emerge
arises In the long run large pyramids
NGOs or
»ith at the base the grassroots groups and at the top umbrella
the
members
the gm emment. From the bottom upwards, the nature of
long process
and organizational style will gradually change. Usually this
in
starts with work carried out by volunteers, often women!, an informal
often
fashion to he gradually taken over by salaried professionals - more
engaged
in
a
formal
men than women (see for instance: [Tolman, 1988)
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structure. Verhagen now sees a special role for the SHP1s, especially in
their relationship with the SHOs, the grassroots groups. Some of the
principle tasks SHPIs should assume are to:
provide training, access to information and existing facilities;
advise on managerial, financial and administrative matters;
assist SII0s in linking up with other SHOs ('networking');
cooperate in the production of information materials:
help generate financial and other resources;
support in participatory research, monitoring and evaluation;
and

liaise between governmental or 'bigger' NGOs a td local

groups.

The SHPIs, which according to Verhagen, should ideally not have more
than 20 to 30 staff, could also form alliances with similar SHPIs and

thus form a movement or structure with wider regional or national
responsibilities. This horizontally and vertically expanding network of
intermediary organizations could establish working contacts with central
government at various levels.

There is good evidence that large, inter-linked structures can remain
dynamic and sensitive to the needs of individual people and families. A

study of three BINGOs (big NGOs) in South Asia mentions a number of
conditions that should be fulfilled lest these BINGOs themselves turn
into bureaucracies. There should be a greater degree of decentralisation,
bottom-up planning. centralised planning and the presence of a monitoring and evaluation system (Beets, Neggers & Wits, 1988, Muralidharan
in this volume).

Another useful, conceptual distinction in the debate on intermediary
organizations is that of Membership Support Organizations (MSOs) and
Grassroots Support Organizations (GSOs).

GSOs are civic developmental entities that provide services to local
groups, disadvantaged households, or individuals. They often are staffed
by committed professionals who do not hail from the communities they
serve. They possess or have access to specialised skills and contacts. In
this publication, Hip. for example, represents the work of a typical GSO
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of repute. MSOs have similar features but represent, and are accountable
to. their members who have direct roots in the communities. The literature abounds with references to the potential and actual accomplishments
of MSOs and GSOs in providing services for the poor, enhancing their
participation, building up their own capacity and support networks, and
in generating innovative action (see for example Carroll 1992; Edwards
& I Mine, 1992; for recent illustrations and policy implications).

5

The emerging new professionals

SHP1s, MSOs, and GSOs are stations between the predominantly infor-

mal grassroots groups and the formal system. Their staff speak both
'languages' and are capable of feeling at ease in the two worlds. They
may still have volunteers on their staff, but most of them will be salaried
people, with formally certified expertise: professionals. In the ideal

situation whereby the parents and community leaders who make up local
support groups are seen as equals and specialists in their own right, these
professionals should look different. Too often now professionals, in their
efforts to solve the problems for the poor or 'marginalised', formulate
solutions, control and implement programs. In fact they end up emascu-

lating instead of enabling or empowering. In this traditional 'helping'

mould, they tend to take away the initiative from families, and, with this,
their self-confidence, dignity, independence and capacity to formulate
their own coping strategies (see Achterhuis, 1982; Barker, 1987; De
Winter. 1986 and Gottlieb, 1985).
The new professionals enable, facilitate, open up doors, encourage, offer
training liaise, and withdraw when not needed any more.
It is ohs ions that professionals or external agents have to tread carefully.
Professional expertise should only be shared with confident counterparts,
who are not intimidated by a more sophisticated approach or abundance

of 'higher order knowledge' and position. Building up cohesion and

confidence of the target audience should he a first concern of the professionals or external agents and in any event happens before suggestions
are made to change their habits and attitudes (see also contribution by
Richards)
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The new role model for professionals is in many places still utopia:
established professional organizations almost anywhere in the world work
against the prospect of an empowered clientele. The disguises are
credible enough and, in the main, boil down to arguments saying that
professionals know best and are the gatekeepers of quality. The bottom
line is, however, that their jobs and power status are at stake.
6

Distance versus proximity: complementary positions for professionals

The Conference brought together an interesting mix of people. Some of
them came from places where the costs of maintaining a dog is many

times higher than the average family income in the country of other
participants (Jaegerman 1992: in the US it takes well over $ 1000 to
keep a canine); some came from a country that sees its population
annually grow in amounts equalling the total population of somebody
else's country (the population in India increases with over seventeen
million people per annum; the total population of The Netherlands is
fifteen million). Sonic participants belonged to governmental bureaucracies, others to the donor community, grassroots support organizations, or
research institutions. Interaction occurred at many levels and from
different perspectives. As said before, it was not easy to assemble such a
group; it may be called a small miracle that these people got along
together well and experienced common ground. Achieving such understanding is not an easy process, and requires efforts on all sides. The
chemistry betueen the participants offered some useful insights into how
different professionals could 'interface' with each other.
A meaningful way of looking at their interaction is to put the participants
(and with them, others in the field of ECCE) on the dimension proximity
distance in regard to the target audience. University-based researchers,
gcucrnmant agents, staff of international organizations and foundations,
are at a distance from children and families: people working for GSOs or
\lSOs are close to them. This difference entails a number of significant
additional features. The former group deals with a population expressed
in rubrics, for example: minorities, disadvantaged; they are mainly
accountable to peers; their products are abstract: reports, policy guidelines, funding of programs; and their concerns are narrowly defined and
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may include areas of research, departmental responsibilities, mandates.
The latter group deals with concrete, known people: the Rodriguez
family, Sa lima, Ram. They are also held answerable by the clients they
seek to serve; their products are tangible: number of children under care.
better health, hieher income, access to services; and their concerns are
wide: they may have to deal with education, security, family conflict,
and whatever else comes their way.
How then, one could ask, can these distinct groups work together at all?

The Conference offered part of the answer to this question. The people
'at a distance' usually have larger networks; the prestige, means, and
authority to validate experience and knowledge; and impressive technical
expertise. These all are qualities desperately needed by those working 'at
proximity'. GSOs and NIS Os offer meaning; access to the children; and
form the ultimate testing ground for any intervention; they produce a
constant stream of innovations waiting to be tapped (Carroll. 1992; Kool,
1992: also see Scrpell in this volume). These are ingredients that should
he v. armly welcomed by those who are far away. The interweaving of
the groups, as started to happen at the Conference, is the sort of process
that should be continued.

Conclusion: A call for joint action
It is now realized that developmental disadvantage in children stems

from insufficient support and experience in any and all key social
domains, rather than in any. one (Natriello et al. 1990). For small chil-

dren these domains are the family and the community. When they grow
older the school gains quickly in significance. For adolescents and adults,
domains at regional or national level become relevant.

The care and education of young children should therefore, though
indeed cannot, be an isolated effort directed at children alone. Families
have to be supported, but communities have to he supported as well. A
'sick' community, not unlike sick parents, cannot care for its children
either. This support not only calls for vast financial and human inputs,
but also for concerted action between the grassroots groups, NG0s,
research institutions, donors, and governments. The Conference has been
a platform of such joint action.
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FAMILY, SCHOOL AND LITERACY
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
INTERVENTION PROGRAMS
Preamble

There is a growing awareness of the need for early childhood care and
economically and
education, especially for children growing up in
socially adverse conditions. UNESCO's activities in this field include the
well-known World Conference on "Education for All by the Year 2000,"
the Mobilizing Project "Combating Illiteracy" and the "Young Child and
Family Environment Project" (1990-1995). Following these activities and
in anticipation of the "Year of the Family" (1994) declared by the United
Nations, the Netherlands National Commission for UNESCO has established a task force on intervention. The task force was to focus on three
interlinked areas:
Intervention programs, description and evaluation
Linguistic and cognitive development of the individual child
Intervention in cultural context.

The task force, in cooperation with the Bernard van Leer Foundation
convened an international group of 40 experts, including intervention
practitioners and theorists, and scientists from relevant academic disciplines. They met in The Hague in September 1993.

Drawing on their collective experience and insights this group drafted the
following recommendations which are meant to reflect the state of the art
and current concerns about intervention at the interface between school,
family and literacy. The recommendations address the societal precursors

to literacy as well as the precursors to the individual acquisition of
literacy in primary education. Literacy training cannot be seen apart from
the goal of achieving social equality between and within societies. In
formulating the recommendations, the group was concerned that children
should not only he viewed as future adults, but also seen as persons in
their own right.

The recommendations include both general guidelines for the conceptualization of intervention programs directed to populations under adverse
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conditions and more specific guidelines for the implementation of
interventions directed at literacy and school success.

Recommendation I
Preschool literacy experience is important so that all children are
prepared for schooling. For some children these experiences should be
provided 'rough special programs.

Recommendation II
Children and parents as target groups for intervention programs can be
identified in various ways. They include at least those in economically
and socially adverse conditions, subordinated ethnic and migrant minority groups, and individual children with a physical or mental handicap.
Recommendation III

Concern for literacy should be combined with concern for the survival
and optimal development of the we'l being and competency of the child.
This implies an integration of .calth, nutrition, psycho-social, and
cognitive interventions, in a fashion appropriate to local needs.
Recommendation IV
Early childhood programs should actively seek out and build on existing
inherent strengths in families and communities, as well as respond to
their diverse needs.

It has to be recognized that intervention programs can be used to
strengthen the position of mothers as primary care-takers, among
other things by lending more prestige to care-taking.
The role of the father, of siblings, and of grandparents in extended
families has to be considered; the negative as well as the positive
implications.
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foreign or
An intervention program introduces new and potential

cultural context with
even incompatible elements into an existing
ethno-theories. In
its own role patterns, value system, and parental
these have to
the design and adaptation of intervention programs
be taken into account.

"Gender issues", both at the child and family levels should be
incorporated where necessary in the design of all programs.

Recommendation V

for any
The understanding of the socio-cultural context is essential

potential consequencintervention. Despite the dculty of predicting all
have the responsibilies of an intervention in a society, decisions-makers
ty of trying to anticipate unintended effects.
and
An intervention program can affect existing social patterns
especially
if
the
relationships in many, often unexpected, ways,
the lives of chilprogram is meant to effect major alterations in

dren,

especially relevant if literacy programs or
This recommendation is
in an illiterate
other major intervention programs are introduced
society.

Recommendation VI
change
It is important to support, strengthen and (when necessary)
the literary gains
systems of primary education. In order to sustain

initiated during the preschool period.

Recommendation VII
makers in
There should be a continuing dialogue between decisions
receiving
children
intervention programs and in school or preschools
nith a view to facilitating transitions between contexts.
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Recommendation VIII
The specific objectives of an intervention program should be created in a
process of collaboration and negotiation, based on mutual respect that
involves all parties. Inchuled should be caregivers, representatives of the
community. institutions, and professionals. This implies that objectives
are not static, they may change over time and that emergent consequences should be considered part of the process.
Sufficient time and resources should be allotted for this process, in
order to identify the special contributions of each party involved,
to agree upon goals and to define responsibilities.

Recommendation IX
Early childhood programs mar fail if they ignore the role of women in
farm/y life. Special attention should he given to the situation of mothers
and other primary care givers in extremely adverse conditions.
Recommendation X

Intervention programs should be informed by current good practice,
research and them), in child development: program developers and
(?fficials in charge of intervention have to keep themselves informed of
findings in relevant areas of research.
In addition to development psychology and educational science
relevant research areas include (but are not limited to):
language acquisition and literacy, e.g. recent findings that
children's vocabulary skills are better predictors of reading
outcomes than print skills;
cognitive psychology, eg. recent results on the importance of
meta-cognitive processes;
culture-behavior relationships, e.g. the balance between
universal goals of literacy and cultural diversity.
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Research is especially required:
with a view to buildon communities, families and children, regarding the specific
ing theory and informing programs
context in which they are operating.
needs of ethnic groups and
on specific cultural and lineuistic
needs of children with a physical or mental handicap.
intervention and practices of
on variations in approaches to
program implementation.

of ethnoCaution should be Waken against uncritical acceptance
It is
development.
centric concepts and ideas regarding human
cooperation,
dimensions such as
necessary to make more visible
patience,
sensitivity.
solidarity, enjoyment,

Recommendation XI
para-prolimsionals) for the exec uIntervention agents (professionals or
should he chosen after considertion of certain tasks within programs
program. the skills and training
ation of the objectives of an interventionaccessibility
to local families and
of the agents, their familiarity with and
available financial resources.

the following is
In do justice to the role of the para-professionals,
needed:

institutional support by senior program staff:
ongoing training;
adequate remuneration;
feedback on performance;

professionals tends
The distinction between para-professionals and
and outsiders; insiders have
to coincide with that between insiders
be supposed to have
important local knowledge, outsiders can
technical expertise on intervention.
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Recommendation XII
Since an intervention program can affect the life
course of the participating children and their families, and since implementation
of any effective
program requires considerable human effort
and financial expenditure,
it is essential that the extent to which the objectives
of a program are
met he critically evaluated.

Evaluations should identify the conditions under
which an intervention will or will not work, and the factors
necessary for suc-

cess.

Before an intervention program is administered
on a large scale
there has to be evidence of its effectiveness.

Funds for evaluation should be tied to funding for
intervention
programs.

internal and external evaluators should work together
to achieve a
fair assessment of the program.
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The conference"Family, School and Literacy:
the preschool period' on the theory and practice of early
child intervention in the context of literacy was
an initiative of the Netherlands National Commission
for UNESCO. The Commission is an independent advisory
body to the government and operates as an intermediary
and channel for co-operation between UNESCO,
the Netherlands and its intellectual community.
The conference was jointly organized with
the Bernard van Leer Foundation, an international,
professional institute which concentrates on the
development of low-cost community -based initiatives
in early childhood development for socially and culturally
disadvantaged children.
Support was also provided by the Netherlands
Ministry of Welfare and Culture. UNESCO promotes
throughout the world the Education for All initiative
launched at the Jot-mien Conference in Igo° A major
innovation in educational thinking legitimized by that
Conference was the recognition that learning begins
at birth, and that the health and education given to infants
and young children in the home are the essential building
blocks of future learning.
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